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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is an analytical examination of the inspectorates established by the 
British and Foreign School Society and the Anglican National Society between 
c. 1826-1870. Its aim is to demonstrate the important role their officials played in the 
development of a nation-wide system of elementary education in England and Wales. 
The thesis is divided into six chapters. The Introductory Chapter places the 
study in context by considering the concept of inspection in the nineteenth century. It 
examines 'state' inspectorates other than those for education, school inspection abroad 
and the long tradition of visitation and inspection by the Established Church. Chapter 
Two considers the appointment and development of HMIs between 1840-1870, 
providing an essential foundation and context for the subsequent chapters. Chapter 
Three examines the BFSS system of inspection. All aspects of this branch of the 
Society's work are considered including the reasons for the establishment of an 
inspectorate, the social backgrounds of the men appointed, the work they carried out 
and their changing and developing roles during this period. It not only reveals their 
important contribution to the work of their Society but also to national educational 
developments. Chapter Four focuses on the National Society's system of inspection 
and visitation. It considers the development of a three tier system during the 1840s 
with centrally appointed Inspectors, Diocesan Inspectors and Organising Masters. The 
issues central to the National Society's Inspectors' reports are also considered in detail. 
Chapter Five assesses the contribution made by the BFSS and National Society 
officials to the establishment of other school inspectorates. It then offers final analysis 
in Chapter Six on the significance of the work of the Agents and Inspectors of the two 
major Societies, not only for their respective organisations, but also for the 
development of nineteenth century elementary education. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Inspection may be defined as the process of officially examining or looking at 
something-closely. The term 'inspector', meanin&the individual employed to carry out such 
a duty, unfortunately is often viewed in a negative light, as the word hardly conveys the 
principle of'guide, counsellor and friend' which perhaps it should. [1] The Dictionary of 
Education defines an Inspector as an official who examines one or more aspects of a 
school. [2] In 1876 Her Majesty's Inspector (H H) D. F. Fearon described the inspection 
of schools in the following way: 
... as the process of seeing a school at work in the 
course of its ordinary routine... noting how it is constructed, 
warmed, drained, ventilated, furnished and supplied with 
apparatus and other materials; how its journals, registers, 
and other records are kept; what is the course of education, 
physical and intellectual, what it supplies to its schools; 
whether it is conducted in the most approved methods for 
economising time and labour; what is the order and discipline; 
what are the relations of the scholars, to their teachers and to 
one another; how the teacher gives the lessons, and how in 
other respects they are qualified to perform, and do perform 
their duties. [3] 
An effective inspectorate in the nineteenth century was an essential link between 
distant committees and those involved in the administration of their policies. [4] 
Monhanty argues that historically Inspectors were introduced in the educational system to 
enforce control and authority, as an executive arm of the government. [5] This may well 
have been the case with HN11s, established in 1840, but it was a very different story with 
the earlier introduction of Agents and Inspectors by the British and Foreign School 
Society (BFSS) and the National Society. Long-before 1840 these Societies had realised 
the need for a system of inspection and visitation and had developed systems with 
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their Agents and Inspectors having much wider roles and duties than just those of 
enforcing control and authority. 
The inspectorates established by the BFSS and the National Society during the 
nineteenth century played an important role in the development of a nation-wide 
system of elementary education. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and examine 
this development in educational history. It will further demonstrate that the work of 
Inspectors, Agents and Visitors, often in combined roles, was crucial not only as far as the 
Voluntary Societies were concerned but also in a much wider context. In particular it was 
of major significance in influencingthe nature, role and responsibilities of the early HMIs. 
The thesis will also show that, prior to a government inspectorate of schools, the two 
Voluntary Societies had organised systems of inspection and visitation. They had very 
different systems of inspection with different aims and objectives. The changing and 
developing-roles of the Voluntary Societies' officials will also be investigated. 
The structure of this thesis is as follows. This Introductory Chapter examines the 
whole concept of nineteenth century inspection considering the theoretical and 
methodological influences on government policy; 'state' inspectorates other than for 
education; school inspection abroad; the Established Church's long tradition of visitation 
and inspection and the different influences upon the development of educational 
inspectorates. It places the whole thesis in context. Chapter Two examines the 
development and growth of HMIs of schools. By drawing on the Minutes of the 
Committee of Council, 
_ 
Inspectors' reports and secondary work this Chapter provides a 
general history of the development of Her Majesty's Inspectorate between 1840-1870. 
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The establishment and appointment of HMIs, the subjects covered in their reports and 
their relations with school managers, teachers and the Committee of Council are the main 
areas explored. This particular Chapter is not meant to contain substantial original 
research, but to provide a context for the following Chapters. Most importantly it 
evaluates the contribution of the Voluntary Societies to the establishment of HIVIIs in 
1840. This Chapter is an essential section of the thesis, as a study on the work of the 
Voluntary_ Societies could not be done thoroughly without some exploration as to what 
educational developments happened nationally. Chapters Three and Four contain the main 
results of original research in the thesis. Chapter Three concentrates on the BFSS system 
of inspection. It begins by looking at the reasons why a system of inspection and visitation 
was needed, then continues to consider the choice of candidates for the job. By providing 
short cameo histories of some of the most notable Agents and Inspectors this section 
clearly illustrates the changing and developing-roles of the BFSS A&ents/Inspectors and 
emphasises their contribution to the work of the Society as well as to educational 
development nationally. Chapter Four considers the structure and work of the National 
Society's inspectorate. It is clear that this was organised very differently from that of its 
essentially Nonconformist counterpart, revealing rather more similarities with Her 
Majesty's Inspectorate. This Chapter reveals the spread of a system of Diocesan 
inspection, the use of Organising Masters and the brief attempt to introduce a 
nation-wide system operating from the Committee in London. Chapter Five assesses the 
important contribution made by BFSS and National Society Agents and Inspectors to the 
establishment of other Voluntary Societies' inspectorates. Areas for further research are 
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also suggested in this Chapter. Chapter Six concludes the study by a synthesis of the 
contributions of the two major Voluntary Societies' inspectorates to the growth of 
nineteenth century elementary education. 
The next section of this Introductory Chapter provides information concerning the 
sources consulted for this thesis. Studies have been conducted on HMI, with the early 
period covered by N. Ball in Her Majesty's Inspectorate 1839-1849 (1963), by E. L. 
Edmonds in The School Inspector (1962), and J. Hurt in Education in Evolution (1971), 
and a later decade explored by J. E. Dunford in Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Schools 
1860-1870 (1980). However, no extensive research has been undertaken on the very first 
Agents, Visitors and Inspectors of the Voluntary Societies. The only work carried out in 
this field has been by G. F. Bartle in his article'The Agents and Inspectors of the BFSS 
1826-1884' published in the History of Education Society Bulletin (1984), A. Edgerton's 
unpublished undergraduate dissertation lookin&at the Agents and Inspectors of the BFSS 
between 1830-1860 with particular reference to James Dobney (1989), and K. J. Burden's 
MA dissertation on 'National Society School Inspection: Origins and Development 1839- 
1849' (1986). 
The primary sources relevant to this topic are extensive. The records of the 
British and Foreign School Society are housed at Brunel University (Osterley Campus). 
This Archive Centre holds many valuable printed primary sources of much relevance 
including the Society's Annual Reports, the Educational Record, Quarterly Extracts and 
the Reports of the Finance Committee. These contain important accounts of the 
development of the Agency department as well as featuring extracts from 
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inspection reports. However, the most valuable sources at this Centre lie in the 
manuscript material. In addition to important early minutes books which contain 
references to inspection there are a series of files on the most notable Agents/Inspectors 
containing the journals, correspondence with the BFSS Committee in London, school 
inspection reports and balance sheets of subscriptions collected. The inspection reports are 
of particular importance as they not only reveal insights into educational standards, but 
also give first hand accounts of social and economic conditions of the areas visited. The 
journals reveal the general state of education, reactions to the developments made to 
national education as well as the personal hardships Agents/Inspectors had to endure 
whilst undertaking their work. Most of this material has not been examined in such detail 
before allowing'this Chapter to make a significant contribution to the extension of 
knowledge. 
The majority of sources for the section on the National Society are housed at the 
Church of England Record Centre. This Record Centre holds a valuable collection of 
printed primary material. The Annual Reports of the Society for this period contain 
information concerning the development of a system of inspection as well as extracts from 
Inspectors' and Organising Masters' reports. The National Society's Monthly Paper also 
contains extracts from reports as well as much correspondence from those interested in 
this part of the Society's operations. The Centre also holds a valuable set of Diocesan 
Annual Reports. These are one of the most important sources for this Chapter as they hold 
complete reports from Diocesan Inspectors and OrganisingMasters; given the lack of 
much manuscript material these proved to be very valuable. Manuscript material consulted 
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included the Minutes of the Committee of Correspondence, the Minutes of the Committee 
of Enquiry and Correspondence and the Reports of the Society's Schools Committee. 
Unfortunately there is no other relevant manuscript material housed at this Centre. 
However, further sources were located in Diocesan Records. 
Canterbury Cathedral Archives hold the richest source of material. They have 
a substantial collection of Inspectors' and managers' hand-written reports for the 
Diocese between 1851-1872. These sources are very valuable as surviving hand-written 
reports from Diocesan Inspectors seem to be quite rare. Although many of these reports 
are brief, accompanied by printed forms provided by the National Society Committee, 
they are very important sources providing additional information to that presented 
in the printed reports. Norwich Record Office holds a number of Minutes Books which 
were of interest in relation to the establishment of a system of inspection in Norfolk. They 
also have a number of visitors' reports and attendance returns. Oxfordshire Archives house 
a number of reports to the Diocesan Board of Education made by Deanery Inspectors 
between 1853-1854 in the deaneries of Reading, Woodstock and Waddesdon. West 
Sussex Record Office holds a large collection of Diocesan Inspectors reports between 
1855 and 1868. Yet all of these are printed forms provided by the Board to be completed 
by the Inspector on his visit, hence the information they contain is rather limited. These are 
the main Record Offices with the most relevant material all of which have been consulted. 
The next section of this Chapter provides some context for the main areas of study 
of this thesis, the work of HMIs, BFSS Agents/Inspectors and National Society Inspectors 
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and Organising Masters. Broadly speaking English social and educational philosophy in 
the nineteenth century had two main schools of thought. Firstly utilitarianism, promoted 
by the 'philosophical radicals', with whom Jeremy Bentham is associated, was inspired by 
the eighteenth century French enlightenment. [6] Adherents trusted mainly in legislation to 
achieve their aims; 'laws could do well nigh everything'. [71 In A Fragment of 
Government (1776) Bentham argued that laws and institutions, including educational 
ones, should be put to the test of utility and should promote'the greatest happiness of the 
greatest number'. [8] Bentham believed that education should be provided for the poorer 
classes which should include moral and intellectual training. [9] He was also a strong 
advocate of social reforms including reform of the Poor Law and prison legislation. [10] 
The second school of thought was that of British Idealism. Its ideas were based on Plato's 
and Hegel's theories and seemed to fit in well with the nineteenth century's so called 
'laissez-faire' policy of minimum state interference. [11] MacKay argues that the 
development of English society, and in particular of English education in the nineteenth 
century can be attributed to the increasing differences between these two different 
philosophies. [12] The Utilitarians tended to view society as a mix of individuals in which 
the principle of laissez-faire limited the activity of government in the process of 
governing. [13] The Idealists saw society as an organic whole, and they favoured co- 
operative action by everyone for the common good. The nineteenth century has been seen 
as the high point of laissez-faire, of minimal state interference, yet with a closer 
examination it would appear that it was influenced significantly by more Benthamite 
policies with greater state interference. [14] 
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The 1833 Factory Act established the first system of compulsory government 
inspection. This was a significant step as it clearly broke away from the principles of 
'laissez-faire' which had dominated the first half of the nineteenth century in terms of 
intervention by government, as for the first time the state was appointing officials to 
supervise the application of its legislation. [151 Before 1833 factories had been inspected 
on a voluntary basis by visitors who were usually clergymen or magistrates. However, this 
soon proved to be an ineffective system. Dlang argues that what meagre time and energy 
such individuals could and did spare was largely offset by their lack of knowledge in 
industrial hygiene and engineering, coupled with the problem that many magistrates were 
themselves mill owners or closely associated with such individuals. [16] 
Four Inspectors were appointed to enforce the 1833 Factory Act. The country was 
divided into four divisions, each Inspector being responsible for splitting his division into 
several districts. These officials' powers were quite extensive; they were to inspect 
factories and mills, they were responsible for the prevention and detection of offences 
against the Act, they were to perform the judicial function of deciding factory cases when 
they were brought before them and they had to see that enough schools were established 
and maintained within the division for the education of factory children. [17] The 
Inspector had to report to the Home Secretary twice a year. He also met with his other 
colleagues biannually to discuss common policy in order to attain as much uniformity of 
action as was 'expedient and practicable'. [18] Immediately similarities can be seen 
with school Inspectors, as the compiling of reports and annual meetings were to become 
very important practices in the 1840s and 1850s. 
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The other kind of government Inspectors which existed prior to 1840 was the 
Assistant Poor Law Commissioners appointed under the Poor Law Amendment Act of 
1834. Ball argues that they were very different from HMIs as, although their duties 
mainly concerned the inspection of workhouses, they were much more than 
Inspectors. [ 19] They were assistants to the Commissioners holding'the like powers and 
authorities of inquiry into all matters, questions and things relating to the poor in their 
relief. [201 Although under the 1834 Act the powers of Poor Law Inspectors were quite 
extensive, they were instructed to act by persuasion and to make constructive suggestions 
for the improvement of the administration. [211 The policy of appointing government 
Inspectors was to continue. After the establishment of I Ms of schools in 1840 came a 
Poor Law school inspectorate in 1847 and Inspectors of coal mines in 1850. 
Of course it would be wrong to argue that the establishment of HMI was entirely 
due to internal influences, whether those of the establishment of Factory and Poor Law 
Inspectors, or the examples of the BFSS and National Society inspectorates. Kay- 
Shuttleworth was also influenced by other factors. Therefore it is important to mention 
briefly systems of contemporary state school inspection abroad, as although these had no 
significant influence on the British Voluntary Societies they were important for the 
establishment of U NH in 1840. 
Guizot's educational reforms in France in 1833 and. Sarah Austin's and Leonard 
Horner's translations of Victor Cousins' reports on the Prussian and Dutch school systems 
received much attention in this country. Professor Pillion's famous article in The 
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Edinburgh Review on French reforms became well known amongst educationalists, as did 
British authors' works on systems of education on the continent which included detailed 
accounts of systems of inspection. Significantly Professor Pillion was called to 
give evidence before the Select Committee on Education in 1834 concerning the French 
and Scottish systems of instruction. Part of the questioning concerned methods of 
inspection. When asked if he considered inspection to be important, he replied, 'an almost 
indispensable part of the machinery'. L221He went on to add that he could not see how an 
efficient system of education could be organised either by the government or by Voluntary 
Societies which could ever be brought to its full efficiency without a regular 
inspection'. [23] 
Undoubtedly practices on the continent had a strong influence on educational 
reformers in this country especially during the 1830s and 1840s, perhaps none more so 
than the Dutch system. In the Netherlands the superintendence of education was the 
responsibility of the Minister of the Interior, assisted by the Inspector-General of 
Instruction. Every province was divided into districts, each having an Inspector. The 
district Inspectors then formed a Provincial Board of Primary Instruction which met three 
times a year and was responsible for enforcing the provincial laws on education, receiving 
reports of the Inspectors, discussing concerns of primary education and making annual 
reports for the Minister of the Interior. This board sent a representative to the Hague to 
attend the conference of the Inspector-General who was responsible to the Minister of the 
Interior. The Inspectors formed the medium of communication between the government, 
the municipal councils, the provincial authorities and the committees and directors of 
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schools. [241 The Inspectors' duties included the examination of teachers, the testing of 
pupil teachers and the spreading of information concerning the best methods of teaching, 
books and apparatus. Each school was visited twice a year and reported on four times a 
year. Kay-Shuttleworth wrote of the system: Well devised regulations gradually carried 
into effect by a system of inspection so devised as it be in perfect harmony with the 
municipal institutions of the country and the character and feeling of the inhabitants'. [25] 
Ball argues that the example of the Netherlands, a constitutional monarchy with a tradition 
of independent local effort, was very appealing to many English educators. [26] Kay- 
Shuttleworth visited Holland twice in 1838 and it was following such tours that he wrote 
in his unpublished papers that Holland had a 'wise inspectorate'. [27] Although English 
Inspectors were never as powerful as their Dutch counterparts, they did come to perform 
similar functions and the ideology behind them can be compared. Pollard stresses the 
important influence in particular of the efforts and ideas of Van den Ende, who believed 
that the difficult assignment of watching over the work of others should be done in a 
courteous and tactful way, ensuring that the inspectors became the friends and 
counsellors of pupils and teachers. [28] This is a significant point as similar sentiments 
can be found in Kay-Shuttleworth's instructions to HMIs. Ball argues that it was probably 
true that the only real foreign influence on the development of the government 
inspectorate came from Holland. [29] However, inspectorates also existed in other 
countries. 
The tradition of visitation had begun as early as 1540 in Prussia when visitors had 
been appointed to inspect the town schools of the Electorate, with directions to 'report in 
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relation to the measures deemed necessary for their improvement'. [30] Inspection by the 
state can be traced back to 1794 with the great reforms of Stein and John, reforms which 
were to be studied closely by the founders of English popular education. [31LBy the early 
1830s Prussia had an advanced system of inspection and visitation. Under the Minister for 
Public Instruction there was in each regency a councillor with the title of'Schulrath' 
responsible for primary schools. He was in charge of the supervision of education. The 
country was divided up into circles or districts, and for each of these there was one or 
more school Commissioners or Inspectors. In every circle of the regency there was an 
Inspector responsible for visiting schools. He corresponded with the local committees and 
the Schulrath. He had considerable powers for enforcing the law. These individuals were 
nominated in Protestant areas by the consistoly and in Catholic areas by the Bishop and 
confirmed in the office by the Minister of Public Instruction. [32] 
In France visitation had begun as early as 1617 when. at the Synod of Vitre, it was 
decided that Inspectors should be appointed to visit the colleges 'in order to see if the 
public are profiting and if the masters do their duty'. [33] A modern system of school 
inspection began in 1833 and was carried out by one Inspector in each department. In 
1835 this system was extended by the creation of Sub-Inspectors. Bache reported in 1838 
that these officials were 'the most valuable auxiliary to the law'. [34] It was the Inspector's 
task to visit the schools and make reports on their condition. They attempted to visit 
schools at least once a year and received a salary of 3,000 francs for their efforts. [35] 
The Inspectors received a circular of instructions pointinpzout the line of inquiry they 
should pursue. Organised systems of inspection also existed in Switzerland, Saxony and 
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Bavaria. The BFSS and the National Society were not significantly influenced by 
continental school inspection. However, they did have stronger connections with the Irish 
system. 
A well organised system of inspection had been in operation in Ireland since 1820. 
The Society for the Promotion of the Education of the Poor in Ireland, better known as 
the Kildare Place Society, was established in 1811. In the early years it acted as a 
private body, but soon ran into difficulties raising funds and so petitioned the British 
Parliament for financial assistance in 1815. It obtained nearly £7000 and from 1817- 
1831 received an annual grant. The Kildare Place Society's contribution to elementary 
education in Ireland was considerable as it had a model school in Dublin, published 
many cheap school books, operated lending libraries and had an effective system of 
regular school inspection. [36] 
John Veevers, who was one of Joseph Lancaster's 'house lads', had been sent to 
Ireland by the BFSS to assist with the setting up of schools on British lines. He began 
visiting schools as early as 1818. On a tour of inspection in the autumn of that year 
Veevers visited 78 schools in correspondence with the Society and nearly as many others 
who had no connection. [371 However, it was not until 1820 that the first paid Inspector, 
Lewis Mills, was appointed and by 1825 there were 8 officials engaged in this work. [38] 
They each received a salary of 160 per annum and their expenses. The country was 
divided into districts and each was visited by an Inspector. The Inspectors were 
encouraged to visit any school in their area which was willing to receive a visit. [39] The 
Kildare Place Society had an Inspection Committee who planned tours and analysed and 
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tabulated reports. The Inspectors were trained at the model school, being taught the 
system used in schools and receiving general instructions about their work from Veevers. 
Their main duties were the promotion of education generally, the inspection of existing 
schools, the promotion of publications made by the Society and the recommendation of 
teachers for'gatitudes'. [40] Veevers, with his BFSS background, was instrumental in the 
establishment and success of the Kildare Place Society and its system of inspection. 
Significantly the Society had a well organised system of inspection and visitation several 
years before the BFSS and the National Society, this was in keeping with the general trend 
at this time of the Irish education system being more advanced than its English 
counterpart. 
However, throughout the 1820s as Catholic opposition to the Society increased 
the Kildare Place Society's Inspectors' role and duties became far more inquisitorial. [41] 
They became more concerned with making sure that the Society's rules were being kept 
rather than rewarding the better teachers. In order to carry out their new role they arrived 
at schools unexpectedly to see if the rules and regulations were being kept. Writing on 
this subject the Irish historian, J. C. Colquhoun, stated: 
They are to make their visits rare and sudden - stealing in 
upon the schools without notice, each coming like a thief 
catcher, when he is not expected. Breaking in upon the 
school. [42] 
Ball argues that the Society was fighting a losing battle in the late 1820s, as the 
Catholic prelates petitioned Parliament against it and a Commission of Inquiry was 
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appointed. [431 The Commission's first report was concerned with the Society's activities 
and all the Inspectors were required to give evidence mainly on their relations with the 
priesthood. [44] However, when the Whigs came to power in 1830 things were to change. 
In 1831 the grant to the Society was withdrawn and a National Board of Commissioners 
set up to supervise a wholly unsectarian system. All denominations were to be represented 
on the Board. [45] However, the Board did adopt the inspectorial system of the Kildare 
Place Society. In April 1832 a representative of the Board, Robert Holms, was sent to the 
Society for a copy of its instructions to Inspectors. This was significant as it showed 
the government seeking the advice of a Voluntary Society. In May 1831 four Inspectors 
were appointed with a salary of £250 per annum; two were Protestants and two Catholics, 
with one Inspector appointed to each province. The role of the Inspectors soon changed; 
at first the Board did not ask for general reports and took no notice of those submitted. 
Instead the new Inspectors became more like spies. L461 Ball argues that they travelled 
great distances to try and catch a teacher unprepared and often questioned town folk 
about schoolmasters. [47] Despite these changes the advanced system in Ireland was a 
very important influence on educationalists in Britain. [48] 
The system of school inspection in Ireland, first carried out by the Kildare Place 
Society and then by the government, is important for the context of this thesis. It is 
significant that it was Veevers with his BFSS connection who was the first official to visit 
schools and subsequently influence the establishment of a system of inspection several 
years before the BFSS and the National Society. It is also important to note that a system 
of state education and inspection was introduced in Ireland in 1831, eight years before the 
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establishment of the Committee of Council and nine years before the establishment of 
HMIs. These two developments are important as the advanced system of education in 
Ireland not only influenced educationalists in England but also can be viewed as an 
experimental period of state intervention. 
The English Church had a long tradition of visitation and inspection. The earliest 
forms were closely associated with the general missionary impulse of the Church opposing 
the 'vain superstitious folly' of the pagan Anglo Saxon, and the immense task of spreading 
its message. [49] As a permanent administrative pattern emerged within the Church, the 
visitorial hierarchy became clear. [50] For example, throughout the medieval period 
monasteries or nunneries could expect anything up to four kinds of visitor from the 
external'legatus a latere' to more local internal order visitors. [51] The village clergy 
could expect a series of visitors from the Metropolitan himself down to the archdeacon or 
rural deans. [521 For example, there was the bishop who had the ancient canonical rights 
of inspection and the duty to maintain schools. [53] More locally there was the rural dean 
who was appointed by the bishop to inspect the clergy and people within his district. [54] 
In pre-reformation England the first schools set up by the church were for the training of 
priests and were attached to cathedrals. In these establishments the bishop would act as a 
headmaster and Inspector. In the sixteenth century when there was religious change the 
powers of visitation became vested in the crown. [551 Yet it was the bishop with his 
canonical right of visitation that provided the main example. However, whatever the level 
of inspection the aim was the same, to secure orthodoxy in religion and this was done by 
securing orthodoxy in its teaching. [56] 
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The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (SPCK) was formed in 1698. 
This was the first nation-wide effort to provide education for the poor although time was 
to show that its activity was based essentially in the metropolis and the home counties. At 
the first meeting of the Society on March 8 1699 it was announced that one of its main 
aims was the'erecting of catechetical schools in each parish in and around London'. [57] 
The growth of associated charity schools was rapid. By May 1705 there were 36 schools 
within a ten mile radius of London and by 1718 it was estimated that there were 1,378 
schools in the whole country providing education for 28,610 children. [58] The 
movement relied almost entirely on local fund raising. The Society, soon discovered that 
the best way to maintain subscribers was to include them in the operation of the school. 
Hence such a policy was included in the early rules of SPCK. 
a treasurer and trustees shall be annually chosen out of 
the subscribers... who with the minister, shall have immediate 
care and government of the said school, and shall report 
the state and condition of the same at the quarterly 
meeting of subscribers. [59] 
It was soon recognised that in order to maintain the efficiency of their schools, enforce 
uniformity and oversee the collection of funds some form of visitation and inspection was 
needed. At a meeting on January 13 1701 the SPCK Committee resolved: 'That the Rev. 
Coghan be the inspector of all the charity schools in and about London and 
Westminster'. [_601 He was to receive a salary of £20 per annum which would be funded 
by the Society. Following his first tour of inspection Coghan reported that smaller classes 
were needed, attendance was poor, examinations were conducted by the clergy and more 
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adequate training for teachers was needed. [61] Significantly these were all points later to 
be raised continuously by BFSS Agents, National Society Inspectors and HMIs. 
As well as an Inspector, the Society employed a number of Agents to visit its 
schools, a practice which proved to be a cheaper form of visitation. A minute of February 
22 1700 ordered that a Committee be appointed to meet every week to receive the reports 
of these Agents. [62] In many ways these individuals paved the way for the National 
Society and the BFSS inspectorates, as these first Agents were to 'begin an endeavour 
of setting up schools; which in turn meant they must be willing to undertake the care of 
subscriptions to set up schools'. [63] Edmonds argues that it was in effect these first 
school Agents rather than the appointed Inspector, who became the Society's interpreters 
of policy. [64] The first three Agents played a very important role. Their first duty was to 
secure subscriptions and to keep a close eye on their collection. When a school 
had been built the Agents were then responsible for the funding, interviewing and 
appointing, of the schoolmaster. They were instructed to watch closely the finances 
of the schools, details of which were contained within their weekly reports. As time went 
by their duties were extended and their influence grew. They become the only body who 
could advise the Society on the number of schools, levels of attendance, standards, 
finances and the numbers of subscribers. [65] They were the only link between the parent 
committee and the schools, at a time when lines of communication were very poor. 
However, the Agents' duties also embraced a wider sphere as it was their responsibility to 
see that the children were brought to church at least four times a year 'in order to be 
publicly examined by the respective ministers'. [66] Edmonds argues that in this way the 
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Agents became rather like attendance officers. [671 Much care was taken over the 
appointment of the Agents as they had to be individuals of sufficient social standing, able 
to mix with local gentry enlisting_ support and co-operation. Edmonds further argues that 
they represented a marriage of the external and internal, the central and local, the paid and 
honorary, type of Inspector. [681 Although they were very important, SPCK Agents 
never ventured outside London, yet this was in keeping with the failure of the movement 
generally to expand significantly outside the metropolis. [69] 
The system of visitation organised by SPCK was a very important land mark in the 
history of school inspection. This was the first attempt to set up a centrally based system 
of visitation and it was the first time individuals inquired into educational and moral 
standards within schools and reported their findings back to a London based Committee. 
These Agents and Inspector paved the way for the successful systems of school inspection 
later undertaken by the National Society and in particular the BFSS in the nineteenth 
century. 
The birth of the Sunday School Movement also saw the development of a 
voluntary system of inspection. This Movement's organisation was decentralised relying 
on local initiative and support. Its system of visitation was that of a local advisory 
inspectorate which used as much Church terminology as possible. [70] For example, the 
system operating for St Stephen's Norwich in 1785 was as follows: 
that two visitors visit the schools by rotation every Sunday, 
that they make their report, written down in a book for 
for that purpose; and that these visitors, at the recommendation 
and with the concurrence of the superintendent, do grant 
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proper rewards to the diligent and orderly, as to them 
shall seem useful and of general advantage. [71 ] 
Edmonds concluded that here was encouragement of a practical kind that would also be 
predisposed to inspection and examination. [72] These visitors often commented on 
school attendance, organisation and discipline, yet the main reasons for these visits were 
to make sure that the children were being given religious and moral training and to 
promote religious orthodoxy. 
The work of the SPCK Agents and Inspectors together with that of the Sunday 
School Movement began to provide some idea of what was being achieved educationally 
for the poorer classes throughout the country. However, it was not until the early 
nineteenth century, when the National Society and the BFSS systems' of visitation and 
inspection were established, that a much clearer picture of the kinds of elementary 
education being delivered to children began to emerge. 
The final section of this Chapter briefly indicates that the traditional practice of 
visitation, or what could be loosely described as inspection, was continued by the schools 
promoted by Bell and Lancaster and by the respective Societies which developed out of 
their initiatives. The earliest Inspectors or 'school visitors' in England had been generally 
the local clergy, a tradition to be continued by the National Society. Inspection was 
an integral part of Bell's Madras system and therefore the National Society placed much 
importance on it from a very early date. The Society's Annual Report for 1820 stated; 'All 
their expectations as to the beneficial effects of such visitation are fully justified'. [73] The 
National Society soon organised a nation-wide system of inspection which was operated 
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locally by Diocesan Societies. The aims behind this programme were to assist managers 
and masters with advice and assistance, to ensure that the establishment was being run 
according to the rules and regulations of the Society, to promote uniformity, to furnish 
schools with books and apparatus and to keep up vital lines of communication between 
schools and local boards. To assist with this work Organising Masters were appointed and 
for a short time a couple of London based Inspectors were employed by the Society to 
cover the whole of the country. 
The BFSS also had a long tradition of visitation which can be traced back to 
Joseph Lancaster's inspection tours. However, the structure of the BFSS system was 
very different from that of the Established Church, as all Agents/Inspectors were 
appointed and instructed by the Committee in London. Dunford argues that in general the 
BFSS system of inspection was easier to organise, as, given that the Society's strongest 
influence was in urban centres, the physical access to schools proved to be much 
easier. [741 Although many of the Agency department's aims and objectives were similar 
to those of the National Society, the major reason for appointing the first 
Agents/Inspectors was financial, to assist with the raising and collection of subscriptions 
and funds on behalf of the Society. The BFSS Committee had applied to the government 
for financial assistance in 1823, but had been refused by the Home Secretary as he feared 
that it might establish a precedent 'extremely inconvenient to Government'. [75] Therefore 
the BFSS had to find alternative sources of income, one of which was through the work 
of its Agency department. 
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An important objective of this thesis is to show the wider significance of the 
systems of inspection set up by the Voluntary Societies in relation to national education. 
The most obvious was the important part they played in the establishment of HMIs in 
1840. It has already been noted that the National Society and the BFSS had well 
organised systems of inspection and visitation by 1840, therefore it is very significant that 
officials from both Societies were called before Select Committees on Education in the 
1830s to answer questions on this branch of their work. For example, Henry Dunn, 
Secretary of the BFSS, was called before the Committee in 1834 to answer questions 
concerning his Society's system of inspection. He was asked questions concerning 
reaction to visitations as well as about standards uncovered by the BFSS Inspectors. The 
Rev. J. C. Wigram, the Secretary of the National Society, was also called. He was asked 
questions concerning the methods employed by the Inspectors and the structure of the 
system. John Crossley, Master of the BFSS Model school and former part-time BFSS 
Inspector, was called to give information concerning details of the system and the 
reception he had received when visitin&schools. Henry Althans, the first official BFSS 
Inspector, was also questioned for some time concerning his tours of inspection. When 
asked if he considered the business of inspection to be important he summed up well the 
Society's feelings of the subject. 
It is of importance, because committees do not 
attend to their business as they ought; the children 
are quite delighted when they see me, because in 
most schools they scarcely see a visitor from one 
years end to another. [76] 
The same witnesses were called before the Committee again in 1838 to be questioned 
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more specifically on the possibility of the introduction of government Inspectors. Clearly 
the government was seeking the advice of the Voluntary Societies and it became clear 
with the introduction of I Ms in 1840 that considerable notice had been taken of the 
evidence. 
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Chapter 2 
HER MAJESTY'S INSPECTORATE OF SCHOOLS 
ran 
This Chapter provides an analysis of the growth and development of Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate between 1840-1870 highlighting the major achievements and limitations. It 
considers the reasons for the establishment of HMI in 1840, the instructions issued by 
Kay-Shuttleworth to the Inspectors, those who became HMIs, the subjects covered 
in their reports and their relationships with teachers, managers and the Committee of 
Council. Subsequently this Chapter will be used to compare and contrast the inspectorates 
of the Voluntary Societies with the government counterpart. 
Before 1833 all funds for the support of schools had been raised by voluntary 
subscriptions, endowments, or by the payment of school fees. In 1833 the government 
introduced a grant of £20,000 to assist the building of new schools erected by the 
National Society or the BFSS. This was maintained and increased in this form as an annual 
grant until 1846. 
There has been much historical debate about the reasons for state intervention in 
1833. The accelerated interest in popular education can partly be explained by the 
passing of the Reform Act in 1832. This was necessary before the reforming Whig 
government could initiate further changes. Other contemporary reforms also played 
a significant part, as they required some educational provision. For example, the reform of 
the Poor Law in 1834 resulted in a rise in the number of pauper schools needed; by 1854 
34,000 of the 300,000 pauper children were on registers in such schools. The Factory Act 
of 1833 also required some educational provision, as it stipulated that working children 
between 9 and 13 years of age should have two hours of schooling daily, and the Act of 
1844 increased this to half a day. Dunford argues that it was the revelations by the 
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Factory Inspectors of the inadequacy of the school clauses of the 1833 Factory Act that 
convinced the government of the need for a scheme of educational inspection. [1] 
Parliament resolved on August 17th 1833, 'That a sum, not exceeding £20,000 be 
granted to His Majesty, to be issued in aid of private subscriptions for the erection of 
school houses, for the education of the children of the poorer classes in Great 
Britain... ' [2] The requirements of this grant were: the whole of the sum must be spent on 
the erecting of the school itself, none could be spent on a master's house, no grant was to 
be made until the promoters had received at least half of the total cost from voluntary 
contributions, no application would be made that was not recommended by the National 
Society or the BFSS and the most populous places were to be given preference in the 
allocation of grants. [3] 
The need to increase this grant and to enforce stricter conditions for its 
disbursement lay behind the decision to appoint the Committee of the Privy Council for 
Education. By order in Council of April 10 1839 this was established and consisted of the 
Lord President, Lord Privy Seal, Home Secretary, Master of the Mint and Chancellor of 
the Exchequer 'to superintend the application of any sums voted by Parliament for the 
purpose of promoting public education'. [4] The idea of a Committee of Council seems to 
have originated from the Education Bill proposed by Henry Brougham in 1837. This 
would have created a board of education of three ministers, the Speaker of the House and 
three barristers. Brougham discussed this idea later that year with Lord John Russell , the 
creator of the scheme in 1839. 
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The Committee of Council was an extraordinary Parliamentary committee in as 
much that before 1856 all its members were ministers. Much uncertainty exists about the 
working-composition of the Committee of Council. Ball asserts that there was no 
consistency in members or officials, as it seems that any minister who was interested in 
education attended. [51 For example, she points to the meeting-of November 29th 1839 
where the first HMIs were appointed, observing that besides the four appointed ministers, 
Henry Labouchere, Thomas SpringRice and Sir George Grey attended. [61 Hurt argues 
that these three had been actually appointed to the Committee three weeks before the 
meeting. [7] 
Unquestionably the most important individual influencing-the development of 
elementary education during this period was Sir James Kay-Shuttleworth who was 
appointed Secretary of the Committee of Council in 1839. When introducing the 1870 
Education Bill, W. E. Foster referred to Kay-Shuttleworth as'a man to whom probably 
more than any other we owe national education in England'. L81Having_worked as a 
doctor in Manchester during the great cholera epidemic in 1832 he was shocked at the 
poor housing_conditions, unsatisfactory sanitary conditions and inadequate ventilation to 
be found in the poorer parts of the city. It was here that he became convinced that 
education could be one of the chief means of counteracting^these evils. This theme, that 
poverty and social instability could be avoided by education, was emphasised in his famous 
work The Moral and Physical Condition o)_ f the Working Classes in Manchester. Before 
becoming Secretary of the Committee of Council he held the post of Assistant Poor Law 
Commissioner in East Anglia and later London: during_which period his convictions about 
ýý 
the importance of education were further strengthened. 
The Establishment of HMI 
By 1839 there was g_rowing_concem by the goverment as to how public spending 
on education was being deployed; indeed the appointment of HMIs in 1839 sprang from 
an awareness on the government's part that in bein&the trustee of public money it was 
ultimately responsible to ensure it was spent correctly. Bishop argues that in short the 
inspectorate was to be a 'safeguard not a straightjacket'. L91 The Minute of June 3rd 
1839 announced that all building grants would, henceforth, carry with them the right of 
inspection. This was a policy in keeping with Benthamite traditions which favoured such 
intervention. [10] Regulation A of the Minute stated: 
The right of inspection will be required by the 
Committee in all cases. Inspectors authorised by 
Her Majesty in Council will be appointed, from time 
to time, to visit schools to be henceforth aided by 
public money. [11] 
This was the first measure of centralisation to evoke a political dispute along Party lines. 
Neither the New Poor Law nor the Factory Act of 1833 had divided the House of 
Commons as strictly on Party lines, as the inspection of schools did. The whole inspection 
plan was denounced by Peel. This was supported by hostile publications to 
inspection in The Times. 
The BFSS was in favour of inspection. It had always stressed the importance of 
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visitation; 'no inquiry could prove satisfactory which was not carried on by parties 
unconnected with the schools they were to visit and report upon'. [121 In response to the 
Minute of 1839 the BFSS Committee resolved: 
.... that this Committee 
desire to recognise the 
soundness of the principle, that where public money 
is granted inspection should be required, and to state 
this, in the event of them receiving aid from the 
Government, such inspection will be cheerfully allowed. [13] 
However, the National Society did not share this opinion and its Committee 
refused to accept any government aid on the proposed terms. It believed that it was the 
duty of the Church to provide education, not the State, and therefore the latter had no 
right to interfere. The Society's Annual Report in 1839 expressed'... a deep sense of the 
inconvenience which would arise from admitting into National schools an official inspector 
not derived from, nor connected with, the authorities of the National Church'. [141 The 
Church immediately refused the right of inspection and the National Society claimed the 
right to inspect its own schools. [151 Following the problems he had encountered with 
his Training School, Kay-Shuttleworth realised that in order to save the inspectorate he 
would have to work with the Church of England. Ball argues that it was at the meeting of 
the Committee of Council in August 1839 that the denominational inspectorate 
originated. [16] It was to last until 1870. The August 1839 meeting decided that the 
Committee'intended to appoint one inspector solely for the purpose of visiting National 
Schools to which any future grant of money may be made. [ 17] The agreement that was 
finally reached between the State and the Church was commonly known as 'the 
Concordat'. Under this the Archbishops of York and Canterbury were given the right of 
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nominating persons as Inspectors of Church schools, of issuing the instructions to the 
Inspectors with regard to religious teaching and of receiving the Inspectors' reports and 
commenting on them before they were finally sanctioned by the Committee. The 
instructions issued to the Inspectors by the Committee of Council were also to be shown 
to the Archbishops before they were approved. X181 Appendix I provides the complete 
terms of the Concordat. 
The minute incorporating these terms was published on August 10th and was the 
document which governed the'Anglican' inspectorate until 1870. This settlement was 
sigpificant as it marked an acknowledgement by both sides that their authority was limited. 
Selleck concludes that the Committee had made a compromise and the Church had 
secured some protection. [191 Cruickshank argues that in the general reckoning the state 
had strengthened and consolidated its powers, for it had established two fundamental 
principles, the right to promote the extension and improvement of elementary education 
and the right to inspect secular efficiency. [20] Yet in the Concordat the Church had 
obtained most of what it wanted. It had a voice in the selection of its Inspectors, 
_ 
it had 
secured concessions that the Inspector would look into both secular and religious 
instruction and that his instructions on religious education would form an integral 
part of his full schedule and it preserved its advantages as the wealthiest of the 
denominations. Dunford remarks that because of the voluntary nature of the Church's 
educational efforts, the government was unable to establish a strong inspectorate armed 
with sanctions as it had done for Factory Inspectors, instead it had to be content with 
inspection that was 'not intended as a means of exercising control, but of affording 
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assistance!. [21] By the terms of the Concordat it meant that for a whole generation the 
inspectorate was organised denominationally and not on a territorial basis. Murphy 
argues that this led to administrative waste on the one hand and some diversity among 
Inspectors on the other. [221 The terms of the Concordat also led the Dissenters and the 
public in future to regard the Committee of Council with great suspicion. Adams suggests 
that all future attempts proceeding from it were looked upon as the result of a prior 
agreement with the Church or the National Society. [23] 
Due to the arrangements under the Concordat the originally intended system of 
inspection had changed. Initially it was intended that BFSS schools were to be examined 
in the same way as those of the National Society. However, the new arrangement led the 
BFSS Committee to complain that this system was unequal and unfair. It argued that 
now the deficiencies of the National Society were to be carefully concealed, whereas those 
of the British schools were to be unsparingly exposed. [24] Fraser argues that the 
National Society was to be inspected by one supposed to be a friend, his report controlled 
by the Archbishops and his retention of office 'dependant on his obedience'. [25] The 
Nonconformists were further alarmed by a statement made by Lord John Russell in the 
House of Commons on July 24th 1840: 
If the Inspector appointed for Church schools 
should visit districts in which there shall be other 
schools, and if the managers of the schools should 
not object, I see no reason why the inspectors should 
not inspect the others. [26] 
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It is understandable that the BFSS feared that the inspection of its schools and the 
training institution at Borough Road would be carried out by men hostile to the Society's 
principles. The BFSS was greatly offended by these arrangements as it had'cheerfully 
allowed' inspection; it had refrained from public acrimony or from any action that might 
embarrass the government, yet this was how it was treated in return. The Society's 
views towards inspection can be seen in a pamphlet written by Henry Dunn attacking 
James Graham's Factory Bill. [27] He stated in 1843: 
All schools receiving a grant should be inspected by 
Inspectors appointed by the Government; but that to 
avoid the apprehensions and jealousies that have 
hitherto been excited by such inspection, the inspectors, 
while servants of the Crown, and independent of the 
schools they examined, should be parties having the 
confidence of the educational or religious bodies whose 
schools they were to visit and report upon, and that the 
existence of this confidence should be ascertained 
prior to their appointment, by friendly correspondence 
with such bodies. [28] 
He continued: 
... in order to avoid the possibility of misconception 
with regard either to the duties of the inspectors or 
the object of the inspection, the principle now adopted 
in relation to inquiries as to the religious instruction given 
in National Schools, be resolved applicable to instruction 
generally; and that in conformity there with, each 
educational or religious body, whose schools were to be inspected, 
should be subject to the approval of the Committee of Council, 
be authorised to prepare a series of questions to be put to the 
master or mistress of each school, whereby its exact state 
might be ascertained, and the quality of instruction imported 
be fully and fairly tested. The Inspector might them be 
instructed, in spirit if not in letter, to confine himself as 
much as possible to the line of questioning. [29] 
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This document written by the Secretary of the BFSS, Henry Dunn, is important as it 
clearly indicates the Society's opposition to the proposed inspection clauses of the James 
Graham's Factory Bill. It is significant as this view was expressed by an authoritative 
individual within the Society and because it reflected the general anti Tory feeling within 
the Society as on the whole it preferred the Whigs who tended to be more sympathetic to 
its cause. 
Early in 1841 the BFSS submitted a Memorial to the Committee of Council, in 
which it requested certain safeguards. It stated that suggestions to managers should be 
made by Inspectors in writing only, and a duplicate of the report should be sent to the 
parent Society. Inspectors should be instructed to act through the BFSS and encourage 
the use of the Society's recommend text books. 
Following the receipt of the Memorial stating the BFSS views on inspection in 
February 1841, Kay-Shuttleworth had to explain to Dunn that the Committee of Council 
would go little way towards meeting his requests, and to insist that their Lordships did not 
intend to appoint separate Inspectors for schools which differed in worship, doctrine or 
discipline from those of the Church of England. [30] The Committee of Council were 
afraid that they would have to make similar concessions for other religious denominations. 
In June 1842 the BFSS received a copy of a report by Tremenheere on 66 British 
schools in London. This confirmed its worst fears. It is important to note that relations 
between the BFSS and the Committee of Council were already strained before 
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Tremenheere's report yet this brought things to a head, providing the immediate cause of 
the dispute. Tremenheere criticised the London British Schools severely; his 1842 report 
was a record of large classes, inefficient monitors, mechanical reading, irregular 
attendance and poor results. Rich believes that his adverse report could be attributed to his 
dislike of the monitorial system which was still the BFSS'darling'. [311 Dunn believed that 
Tremenheere's report was 'an elaborate attempt to show the entire system of instruction 
pursued by the Society as essentially defective'. [321 Indeed the acceptance of his report 
would have meant a re-writing at once of part of their own teaching manuals. 
The BFSS requested that out of the 66 schools visited his report should only relate 
to the five that were in receipt of government grants, and that Tremenheere's comments 
should be applied in specific detail to each of the schools separately. Edmonds argues that 
the real problem was that the schools had no idea of what a visit from the government 
Inspector would entail, though it would appear that the local committees of management 
had been led to expect something by way of a report far more encouraging than what they 
eventually received. [33] 
Tremenheere was a victim of circumstance. His report just added to the 
Nonconformist suspicion that a government Inspector might presume to 'interfere with the 
discipline and management of their schools, that he might process to the examination of 
religious instruction, that he might weaken the connection between the schools and the 
parent society, not to mention going on to make suggestions in a written report to other 
quarters prior to informing the Society's own headquarters'. [34] In response to such 
accusations Tremenheere justified his position by stating that he had just pointed out 
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defects. When he met a delegation from the BFSS he challenged it to 'show me a word 
that is wrong and I will alter it. Point out a single fact in which I am in error and it shall be 
exposed'. [35] But it is clear from his report that Tremenheere had a strong dislike for the 
monitorial system. 
Tremenheere criticised the British schools so severely that in the Autumn of 1843 
an embarrassed government transferred him to the newly created mines inspectorate. In a 
letter dated November 30th 1843 the BFSS was afforded the right that no Inspector 
would be appointed 'without the full concurrence of your Committee'. [36] The BFSS had 
gained from a Conservative government what the Church had won from a Whig 
government three years earlier. Similar agreements were made later with the other 
Voluntary Societies providing different inspectors for Catholic and Wesleyan schools. 
There was now a truly denominational inspectorate, as there was no Inspector over whose 
appointment an outside body did not exercise some control. 
Under these arrangements there were by the end of the 1850s seven different types 
of school Inspector in England and Scotland. This system of inspection caused many 
problems and certainly held back educational progress before 1870. Many HMIs were 
aware of the disadvantages of the denominational system. Matthew Arnold believed that 
it made for narrowness of aim in inspection, and hindered the Inspector from forming a 
simple judgement of the conditions of the schools as a whole, 'based upon an inquiry into 
certain broad and ascertainable things'. [37] Johnson called the denominational system 'a 
serious obstacle to any thorough knowledge of the educational condition of a district'. [38] 
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Under the scheme two or even three Inspectors would have to visit the same area to 
inspect different 'denominational' schools. This often led to inconsistency in both 
standards and methods. Up to 1846 varying standards did not matter when there was no 
money involved, yet after this date this was to arouse much suspicion and resentment. 
Inspectors soon got a reputation for being harsh or lenient; of the Anglican Inspectors 
Bellairs and Tinting were considered the strictest. The British and Wesleyan Inspectors 
were thought of as much more generous, while the Catholic Inspector Watkins was 
actually criticised by the Department in the 1850s for his leniency. [39] Denomination 
inspection also proved to be costly and wasteful, as often two Inspectors were sent to one 
area where one could have done the job adequately, saving time and the expense of the 
visit. It was estimated in 1869 that schools in England and Scotland which had been 
visited by three or four different denominational Inspectors, could easily have been visited 
by a single_ official at a cost of a third of the time, labour and expense required by the 
existing arrangement. [40] However, this denominational system was to last throughout 
the period under consideration. 
Instructions to HMIs 
The Instructions to HMI's were set out in the Minutes of the Committee of 
Council of August 1840. [41] This document was part of a letter sent to Inspectors on 
their appointment in which Kay-Shuttleworth explained more fully his conception of the 
duties of an Inspector. These Instructions laid down the pattern that was to be followed by 
the inspectorate at least until the Revised Code of 1862, yet Ball argues in many essentials 
it was until a much later date. [42] 
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These Instructions took the form of ten points. Point I provided an introduction, 
'... a paper of instructions, for your guidance in the discharge of the duties which will 
devolve on you. [43] The newly appointed Inspector would receive along with this letter 
another document entitled 'Instructions For The Inspectors of Schools'. His duties 
were divided into three distinct branches: firstly, the investigation of applications for 
building grants and of the special cases in which aid was claimed for existing schools; 
secondly, the examination of, and reporting, upon, the 'methods and matter of instruction, 
and the character of discipline' in grant aided schools; thirdly, special inquiries into the 
state of elementary education in particular districts. [44] 
In Point 2 of the document Kay-Shuttleworth emphasised that, although an 
important part of an Inspector's duties included reporting of facts, his appointment was 
'... intended to embrace a more comprehensive sphere of duty'. [45] In the following points 
of the document he developed more fully his conception of the duties of an Inspector. As 
an HMI of the late nineteenth century remarked, 'Inspecting schools was only part of the 
early Inspector's work, for they were missionaries over all the land and did much to stir up 
men and bodies of men to take an interest in education'. [46] 
Point 3 revealed the objective of the Committee was to encourage local 
efforts for the extension and improvement of education. It also revealed the Committee's 
vision of what the Inspector's visits were intended to achieve. Kay-Shuttleworth argued 
that the visits were to provide the promoters of such local efforts with the opportunity of 
learning from'the Inspector's extensive experience', experience which he would obtain 
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from visiting a number of schools and seeing different methods in use. Hence the Inspector 
was to explain to the clergy or committee associated with the school that his function was 
to help their efforts for improvements. Ball argues, if as Kay-Shuttleworth hoped the 
inspectorate of schools was to become an agency for improvement of education and not 
merely a means of collecting information, it was essential, given the circumstances of 
1840, that the assistance and encouragement of local effort should be established as its 
main objective. [47] 
This document is notable for the modesty of the aims set forth and for the limits of 
the functions of the HMIs. Point 5 in particular clearly explains the rights, but also the 
restrictions placed upon a newly appointed Inspector. He was informed that the 
inspection was not intended as a means of exercising control but rather of giving 
assistance. The position of the Inspector was not to be regarded as operating for the 
restraint of local efforts but rather for their encouragement and that such efforts would not 
be achieved without the co-operation of the school committees. The Inspector had no 
power to interfere as he could only give advice when asked. When this last Point is 
considered it must be seen in the context of the events of 1839 and the subsequent 
Concordat of 1840. As this was a major reason why the powers of the Inspectors were so 
limited, Kay-Shuttleworth had to tread very carefully and modestly due to the recent battle 
with the National Society. As these were the first set of instructions to the first 
government Inspectors of schools, limited aims and restricted powers could be expected. 
From examining a number of the early reports of Inspectors the limitations placed 
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on their actions are evident, often with managers firmly upholding their own rights. 
Watkins' report illustrated this: 
My duties consisted mainly in driving a gig from 
point to point of a projected tour, with schools greater 
or less at longer or shorter intervals. Many of them 
were schools aided by grants from the Treasury 
where no examination of the scholars. was allowed 
by the Managers, but the premises only inspected 
and the accounts audited. Day after day I have driven 
through the agricultural districts of the north of England 
with little more to do than looking at ill arranged 
buildings, and trying to methodize half kept and confused 
accounts. [48] 
Clearly the Inspector's time had been taken up with the inspection of buildings and 
accounts, not the examination of children as the managers would not allow it. As Hurt 
argues, the duties of the inspectorate had been so clearly defined by Point 5, that its role 
became advisory, but in no way a regulating one. [49] 
The following Point provided the Inspector with a list of schools which had invited 
inspection. These had to be included in his plans for tours of inspection whenever they 
could conveniently be visited. If he were invited while on tour to visit a local school he 
had to report upon it to the Committee whenever the 'requirements of the public service 
permit'. [50] The Committee seemed determined to take hold of every opportunity to 
enter schools and offer advice, perhaps with the intention of increased state intervention at 
a later stage. From examining a number of the first reports it is evident that Inspectors 
entering schools not aided by government grants was a common occurrence. Allen's report 
of November 24 1840 on the state of education in Durham and Northumberland showed 
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how 150 schools were visited, yet additionally school managers and masters of 20 other 
schools invited inspection. [51] Many other examples could be cited. Hence it is evident 
that much time was spent visiting schools not receiving grants, as many establishments 
were keen to receive advice on the latest educational methods. The early Inspector 
pursued a'missionary' role, helping, to spread new and improved education practices. 
Instructions concerning plans for school buildings and improvements to existing 
establishments were contained within Point 7, as the Committee intended to make 
available a series of plans which would include suggestions from an'extensive comparison 
of the results of experience'. [52] The promoters were to be given explanations of the 
plans, estimates and forms for making contracts with builders. The inspection of school 
accommodation was an area where HMIs had some authority and legal rights and the early 
reports make it evident that much of their time was spent examining the buildings rather 
than the pupils. 
Under the arrangements of the Concordat of 1840 regulations providing that 
religious instruction should not be reported on had been adopted. In Point 8 their 
Lordships were, however, '... strongly of the opinion that no plan of education ought to be 
encouraged in which intellectual instruction is not subordinate to the regulation of the 
thoughts and habits of the children by the doctrines and precepts of revealed religion'. [53] 
This was a crucial point. The Committee emphasised the importance of religious 
instruction, stressing that it should not be regarded as inferior to intellectual instruction, 
but in fact superior to it, with religion influencing the teaching of the three Ws. Such an 
emphasis reflected the opinions of the day, those held by the upper and middle classes, by 
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supporters of early voluntary schools and by Kay-Shuttleworth himself. They believed it 
was necessary to keep the lower orders of society 'under control' and it was generally 
perceived that this could be achieved by educating them to a sound moral standard. Morris 
placed considerable importance on this point, stressing that it contained the main object of 
the state in elementary education to control the thoughts and habits of the labouring 
poor. [54] He argues that nothing could have less to do with laissez-faire, or be more 
paternalistic if not autocratic than this. [55] When considering this Point, it is important to 
remember the context of the difficulties surrounding the establishment of the inspectorate. 
Morris argues this was a major reason for the strong emphasis on religious 
instruction. [56] 
The whole document, 'Instructions to Inspectors' was important as it explained the 
principles upon which school inspection was to be based. The traditional historical 
interpretation was that it contained modest aims and that the HMIs duties were very 
limited. [57] However, along with these instructions, the newly appointed Inspector was 
provided with a form of 140 questions and 34 supplementary questions covering all the 
points which concerned the well being of a school; this was to be completed on each visit. 
A copy of this form is contained within Appendix 3. These questions were important as 
they indicated Kay-Shuttleworth's conception of the inspection of elementary education. 
If consideration is given to the length and extraordinary detail required, it could be argued 
that these forms provided a challenge to the traditional view that the Inspector's duties 
were limited. These 140 questions and 34 supplementary questions explored every point 
of school life; mechanical arrangements, modes of organisation, the provision of 
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playgrounds, the relations between parents and teachers, method of teaching, number and 
qualifications of teachers, the means of instruction and methods of discipline. By 
considering some of the questions it would appear that the Inspectors' duties were far 
from limited, they were actually quite extensive. Issued with instructions, forms of 
questions and plans, the early HMIs appeared fully equipped to spread the Committee of 
Council's ideas on elementary education. However, this alternative view should be 
qualified by the fact that, although many Inspectors completed these forms with great 
enthusiasm, their legal powers were restricted. 
The newly appointed HMI received no formal training for his post. The first 
Inspectors had only Kay-Shuttleworth to assist them. However, in January 1846 all 
Inspectors were sent to the model schools and training colleges and in 1850 all newly 
appointed officials were instructed to attend the Council Office for tuition on how to fill in 
their forms and to accompany a more experienced HMI on his visits. Given that few 
Inspectors had much knowledge or understanding of elementary education this was clearly 
inadequate training. In evidence given to the Newcastle Commission HMI Cook suggested 
that some course of more extensive training was needed for Inspectors, yet the 
Commission ignored this advice and Inspectors continued to be appointed and work with 
little formal training. [58] 
The Men who became HMIs 
Some historians have referred to HMI's of the 1840-1870 period as 
'missionaries'. Edmonds argues that they exemplified so many of the qualities of the 
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'Victorian tradition, in their search for closer co-operation between school and community, 
in their constant encouragement to better things and in their own fine University 
Scholarship so lightly borne'. [59] Dunford suggests that the inspectorate was rich in its 
diversity and that the Inspectors moved around the schools encouraging, suggesting, 
criticising and examining the pupils, teachers and managers. [60] He argues that they 
brought to the task a variety of approach which belied the similarity of backgrounds. [61] 
It is clear that, since so much of the future success of the new Committee depended on 
the personality and integrity of these officials, they had to be chosen with great care. [62] 
Kay-Shuttleworth believed that: 
... the 
business of inspection required peculiar 
knowledge, tact and skill, which can only be 
gradually acquired, and which few of the Inspectors 
will possess when they enter on the discharge of their 
duties. [63] 
The job of a school Inspector was clearly intended for gentlemen of the upper 
middle classes. The Newcastle Commission's report confirmed this view, seeing them as 
'an essential component of the system of inspection' as the Inspectors would have to work 
with subscribers and school managers. [64] Those who became Inspectors were mainly the 
sons of country gentlemen, members of the professional classes or businessmen. Roberts 
concludes that they represented the more successful of England's growing upper middle 
classes. [65] All of the Inspectors except for Joseph Fletcher had received a university 
education; indeed Kay-Shuttleworth had reported to the Committee of Council in 1848 
that they were 'gentlemen either of university training or with a liberal education'. [66] 
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Most of them were graduates of Oxford or Cambridge. The Inspectors were an 
exceptional group in the quality of their degrees; a large proportion of them had obtained 
first or second class honours and many had taken up college fellowships after graduating. 
This sheltered existence was a poor preparation for understanding the problems of the 
elementary school teachers and pupils. No HMIs had any direct experience before their 
appointment. Although they were frequently able to relate to managers and providers of 
National and British schools, they often had very limited knowledge of the problems 
facing teachers and the social backgrounds of pupils. However, Matthew Arnold is 
perhaps the best known exception to this, as coming from an upper middle class 
background and with little experience in elementary education he was nevertheless able to 
relate to issues and problems facing those involved with the running of elementary 
schools. 
During. the period 1839 -1870 there was a change in the type of men being 
recruited as HMIs. In 1839 the first officials were distinguished individuals chosen with 
great care but as time went on less outstanding men were appointed. Dunford argues that 
this transpired because the size of the inspectorate had to keep pace with the great 
expansion in elementary education. [67] 
In 1839 Kay-Shuttleworth was aware that the Inspectors of schools needed to be 
very skilful. This was an essential credential especially for the first Inspector of 
National Schools as he would have to deal with many suspicions as well as his varied 
inspection duties. Roberts argues that the Rev. John Allen represented to the Committee 
of Council the ideal Anglican, pious, orthodox, scrupulously virtuous and with 
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unquestionable loyalty to the Church. [68] He combined a forceful will with gentlemanly 
manners. [691 W. M. Thackeray described Allen as: 
... 
just the perfect saint, not more or less, and not the least 
dogmatically or presumptuous; but working, striving, yearning 
day and night in the most intense efforts to gain Christian 
perfection... [70] 
Allen was very successful in his work as HMI, partly due to his desire to find out 
what the pupils knew, not to reveal their ignorance and to his beliefs that kindness 
produced better results than hardness. [71] Having been educated at Westminster and 
Trinity College, Cambridge before holding the post of second master at a proprietary 
school in Pimlico, he brought to his new position some knowledge of education and a 
strong commitment to this purpose. 
Hugh Seymour Tremenheere, the first Inspector of non-Anglican schools, had been 
educated at Winchester and New College, Oxford, before being called to the Bar in 1834. 
He, like Allen, brought to the post a strong belief in the importance of elementary 
education. He was very sensitive to the social ills afflicting England and was convinced 
that these could be removed by education. Like Allen, Tremenheere was a Whig and an 
Anglican. Both men agreed on many social ideals, yet most of all on the value of 
education. Otherwise, however, they had quite different philosophies. Allen was convinced 
that any education that was not Christian, and also Anglican, was without value; he 
believed that all social evils arose from sin, whereas Tremenheere believed that they arose 
from ignorance. Tremenheere put his faith in political economy, industrial training, and the 
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development of human faculties. [72] 
By 1844 there were five new appointments to the Inspectorate, one to replace 
Tremenheere and four new Anglican Inspectors. All were extremely able. The Rev. Henry 
Moseley was the son of a schoolmaster and had spent part of his youth abroad and part at 
the Naval school in Portsmouth. He had been a seventh Wrangler at St Johns, Cambridge. 
Moseley had some experience in education as he had taught at King's College, London. 
Ball concludes that he was a man with a very lively mind full of ideas and was probably the 
most able of the early HMIs. [73] The Rev. Frederick Cook had been a Diocesan 
Inspector for the London Diocesan Board and therefore brought with him valuable 
experience as a school Inspector. The Rev. Henry Bellairs had a wide interest in education 
from elementary education as a school manager at Stockport to middle class education, as 
he was to become one of the principal founders of Cheltenham Ladies College. [74] The 
Rev. Frederick Watkins was a fellow of Emmanuel College Cambridge. Ball argues that 
his reports suggest a man earnest, a little naive, yet devoted to his work. [75] 
Tremenheere's replacement was Joseph Fletcher. He was a Barrister and particularly 
interested in the relationship between crime and the provision of elementary education, a 
topic extensively reflected in his reports. 
As elementary education expanded towards the end of the 1840s the need for more 
Inspectors increased. Table 1 shows the rise in the number of HMIs over this period. 
Although many of these new recruits had little or no knowledge of elementary education, 
some were suited to the post. For example, the Rev. Muirhead Mitchell had taught in the 
village school at Battersea, Thomas Marshall and the Rev. Alexander Thurtell had first 
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Table 1. 
The Growth of the Inspectorate 
Year Inspectors Assistant Inspectors 
Inspectors Assistants 
1840 2 -- 
1843 3 -- 
1846 $ -- 
1849 21 -- 
1852 23 2- 
1855 29 10 - 
1858 30 16 - 
1861 36 25 - 
1864 62 - 14 
1867 Figures not available 
1870 62 - 18 
1871 71 - 28 
Source: Hurt, J, Education in Evolution, Church, State, Society and Popular Education 
1800-1870, Paladin, London, 1971. Compiled from Returns Relating to Inspectors and 
Assistant Inspectors, P. P 1861, XLVIII, P. 2(338). Reports of the Committee, 1864-71. 
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hand knowledge of education on the Continent, the Rev. William Kennedy had been the 
Secretary to the National Society (1844-1848) and the Rev. Harry Longueville Jones had 
been a Fellow and Dean of Magdalene College, Cambridge and then kept a school in 
Manchester. However, there were those who were not so experienced. Ball states that the 
Rev. J. J Blandford and the Rev. Edward Tinling owed their appointments to Lansdowne's 
patronage. [76] John Daniel Morell had been a Congregationalist Minister and had 
published a work, History of Modern Philosophy. Ball argues that he knew no more of 
education than could be learnt from a few months private coaching of boys at University 
College, London. [77] The Rev. John Norris was only 26 when he was appointed; he had 
been a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge and had spent some time in a parish school. 
Roberts describes him as a man of average abilities. [78] The Rev. William Brookfield was 
a man whom Ball believes took to inspecting because he had failed in everything else. She 
concludes that he was the first HMI of whom it can be said'had no vocation'. [79] Allen 
and Thackeray believed him unfit for the post. By the end of the 1840s it is evident that 
the composition of the inspectorate was changing. This was largely due to the size of the 
inspectorate having to keep pace with the expansion of elementary education. 
Yet it should be remembered that few Inspectors were appointed with no 
experience outside of university. Up to 1860 the average experience in other activities 
was 10 years, while between 1860 and 1870, when the average age of the Inspectors was 
lower, it was 8.5 years. [80] 1857 saw the intake of the youngest ever batch of Inspectors, 
their average age being 29.1 years, this being four years younger than the 1840-1856 
batch. [8 11 However, some of the later Inspectors had particularly relevant work 
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experience and a strong interest in education. For example, the Rev. Charles King had 
started an infant school in Durham, the Rev. Robert Temple had established an industrial 
school in Cheshire, the Rev. Benjamin James Binns had extensive knowledge of 
elementary education from his time as Principal of the Caernarfon Training College, as 
did Joshua Fitch with his time at Borough Road and the Rev. Frederick Temple had been 
the Principal of Kneller Hall. Temple, Joseph Bowstead and Horace Waddington had all 
worked in the Education Department. The Rev. John Glennie had been an Inspector for 
the London Diocesan Board, while Scott Stokes was the Secretary to the Catholic Poor 
School Committee. Matthew Arnold, the Rev. George French, the Rev. John Hernamann, 
the Rev. Frederick Meyrick, the Rev. Cluade Parez and the Rev. Shedrach Pryce had all 
been masters at public or grammar schools. However, Dunford argues that such 
experience was hardly a suitable preparation for working in elementary schools, and 
usually a period of adjustment was required before their advice was of much practical use 
to elementary schoolmasters. [82] 
These 92 men who were employed as Inspectors between 1840-1870 played a 
crucial role in the development of elementary education. Holman concludes that HMIs 
were usually men of high intellect who often possessed exceptional gifts and broad 
sympathies. [83] Adams argues quite differently describing them as merely 'itinerant 
curates' or 'idle and incompetent gentlemen'. [841 The truth is that there were some very 
capable HMIs but also some ineffective ones. Dunford argues that the difficulty was 
recruiting suitable men, as there were few with all the qualities required, a good degree, 
sufficient standing to be able to deal with school managers, some experience of elementary 
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education and young enough to withstand the perils involved in the job. [85] Appendix 4 
provides a list of HMIs for the period 1840-1870. 
Changing and Developing Roles of HMIs 
During the period 1840-1870 the number of Inspectors increased rapidly and their 
roles and duties changed. The first two Inspectors spent most of their time investigating 
applications for grants. Duties, however, soon expanded into more educational roles, 
examining pupil teachers, inspecting the training colleges, calculating the capitation grants 
and examining children in subjects under the Revised Code. Yet even as early as 1840 
their duties were expanded to include the making of special reports on the state of 
education in particular regions. For example, Tremenheere was asked to visit Newport 
where there had been an uprising at the beginning of November 1841. From the end of 
1842 the inspection of Normal Schools began, with Allen visiting Battersea in December 
and St Mark's the following year, while in the summer of 1843 Tremenheere visited the 
Home and Colonial School Society training college. Inspectors' powers began to increase 
in 1843 with a Minute which provided grants-in-aid for apparatus and school furniture, as 
the distribution of this grant was dependant on the recommendations made by the 
Inspectors. 
For the purpose of inspection in 1844 the country was divided up into five 
districts with approximately 140 schools in each. The schools in each district were to be 
visited twice a year. In December 1844 Inspectors were given further duties in connection 
with schools aided by Treasury grants. Henceforth they had to visit all 'Treasury schools', 
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audit the accounts, inspect the deeds, report upon the building and assess how well the 
school was supported. [86] 
HMIs continued to act in an advisory role until the introduction of the Pupil 
Teacher Minutes in 1846, when their role became more executive. The introduction of the 
new system was an important landmark in English elementary education. Ball argues that 
it was also a turning point in the history of the inspectorate, greatly expanding its powers 
and duties. [87] Under this system selected pupils, during a course of apprenticeship and 
subsequent training as Queen's Scholars in normal schools, were paid a small stipend by 
the State. Their teachers also received an augmentation of their salaries from the same 
source. These payments were conditional upon the certification of HMIs that a prescribed 
course of study had been successfully followed and that the schools in which they were 
trained were strictly organised and the master 'competent to conduct the apprentice 
through the course of instruction to be required'. [881The Inspector had also to make sure 
that the school was well equipped with books and apparatus. This had important and 
significant consequences for the inspectorate. The state was now taking a hand 
supervising, through the inspectorate, what went on inside the school buildings. Wyatt 
argues that after 1846 the inspection took on the character of a modern school inspection, 
an intensive consideration of the organisation, discipline and instruction of each school as 
it was visited. [89] This legislation greatly increased the work load of the HMIs, as the 
Inspector now had to examine apprentices annually, approve new candidates and make 
sure that the teacher was instructing them properly. He also had to examine them after 
five years and after 1848 had to conduct the examination of older teachers for certificates 
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Table 2. 
The Inspector's Year 
7 weeks Examining teachers and students-in training 
colleges for certificates of merit. 
1 weeks The Central examination of PupitTeachers. 
4 weeks Vacation- 
4 weeks Writing a general report and performing general 
duties. 
35 weeks- Inspecting LZi schools-at orate of ones day. 
Source: Hurt, J, Education in Evolution, Church, State, Society and Popular Education 
1800-1870, Paladin, London, 1971. Taken from Minutes of the Committee of Council, 25 
July 1850, p. 119. 
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of merit and certify annually their efficiency for their grant in augmentation of salary. 
Kay-Shuttleworth wrote: 'The time of the inspectors is now almost absorbed by the 
administration of the minute of 1846 and their personal influence concentrated in the 
schools which partake of the benefits of those minutes'. [901 These minutes increased the 
HMIs work load so much that the Inspector was often only able to visit grant aided 
establishments, essentially the better schools and in many cases did not have the chance to 
visit the poorer schools where his advice was greatly needed. Therefore the 1846 annual 
grants gave HMIs a great hold upon the machinery of the schools. The Inspector's 
approval became more than ever vital to the prosperity of schools and he also obtained a 
dominant influence over the training of teachers which he only lost in the twentieth 
century. [91] The Inspector's power had increased so much that it was he who decided 
whether a teacher was fit to have apprentices, who took the largest part in their selection, 
who assessed their progress, who examined them for Queen's Scholarships and tested the 
success of their training in the certificate examination. [92] 
In 1849 the Inspectors were instructed to divide their districts into six regions and 
to allocate two months to each.. But even-with the Committee's calculations them were not 
enough officials, as there were only 16 Inspectors for 4,396 schools in 1850. Hurt argues 
that the late 1840s were years of crisis for the inspectorate due to the rapid increase in 
their duties following the 1846 Minute. [93] To help the HMIs two assistant Inspectors 
were appointed in 1850. By 1852 there were 24 Inspectors and nine assistant Inspectors. 
The Inspectors' duties were further extended in 1853 by the introduction of the annual 
capitation grant. This was dependent on a yearly attendance of 192 half days and upon an 
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examination of the pupils by the IM. [94] This grant, which was intended to encourage 
regular attendance, was first applied to rural schools in 1853 and was extended to urban 
areas in 1856. However, the terms of this grant were enforced so leniently that one 
Inspector declared the capitation grants as 'public donations for the improvement of the 
schools'. [95] Despite this and the eventual breakdown of the scheme, Hurt argues that the 
Committee had attempted to establish a new principle. [96] The Committee, by using their 
financial powers were encouraging children to attend more regularly. This grant was also 
significant as it anticipated the terms of the Revised Code by introducing an examination 
and requiring minimum attendance. 
Important changes took place in the central administration of education in 1856 
with the establishment of a Department of Education. This administrative reform brought 
the Science and Art Department into association with the Committee of Council. The 
Committee was given a Vice President whose status as an MP, it was hoped, would 
ensure a greater degree of co-operation with the Commons in future policy making. [97] 
This reform was important as it showed that the role played by the State in education was 
important enough to have direct representation in Parliament. The new post of Vice 
President of the Committee of the Privy Council for Education became a key position as in 
practice the holder was the Minister of Education. This reform needs to be kept in mind 
when considering the changing roles of HMIs during this period. The appointment and 
reshaping of the Education Department led to more direct political involvement in the 
work of the inspectorate. However, the main way they were affected was by wider 
educational reforms, principally with the introduction of the Revised Code which led to 
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major changes in the way in which their work was conducted. 
The late 1840s and early 1850s were a difficult period for an'advisory' 
inspectorate, as it faced arguments about the management clause. The minute of 1847 
which dealt with management clauses was to be included in the trust-deeds of schools. 
Four different management clauses were put forward for the Church of England, BFSS, 
Wesleyan and Roman Catholic schools. The management and control of the school 
including the dismissal or appointment of teachers were now the concern of the 
management committee. [98] The National Society strongly objected to this clause as they 
believed that it introduced a distinction between religious and secular education which 
they could not allow. [99] However a compromise was reached, as Kay-Shuttleworth 
decided to continue his original plan of the denominational school with a conscience 
clause. [100] It was under these circumstances the HMIs had to make careful enquires, 
but were not to interfere. In 1850 when Ralph Lingen became Secretary to the Committee 
of Council, the number of Inspectors was increased to 23 from 21. This was partly in 
recognition of the increased labours of the Inspectors which had arisen from the greater 
number of schools receiving government grants, partly from the change of leadership from 
the centre, partly from the need to surprise and examine teachers and the training of pupil 
teachers, and partly from the administration of teachers' pensions and capitation 
grants. [101] 
Given the extent of their duties and the power which they now exercised, it seems 
surprising that the Newcastle Commission, set up in 1858 to enquire into the state of 
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popular education in England, only called six HMIs to give evidence. Instead the 
Commission relied on ten Assistant Commissioners whose educational expertise was 
limited. Dunford argues that only one conclusion could be drawn, that the Commissioners 
believed that the Inspectors were biased in favour of the existing system. [102] Although 
the report was critical about the tendency of Inspectors to concentrate on the upper 
classes and hinted that some HMI reports could not be trusted, on the whole it reported 
favourably on the benefits of inspection. [103] 
With regard to inspection the Revised Code introduced in 1862 adopted a central 
principle of the Newcastle Commission's report, that 'we must look to examination rather 
than inspection to check, test, and secure the efficiency of public education' and that state 
aid should be determined by the results of individual examination of children. [104] The 
Revised Code provided that every child over six years of age was to be examined every 
year by an HMI in reading, writing and arithmetic and that the grant would depend two 
thirds upon the examination results and a third upon the attendance. The aims of the Code 
were set out by the Committee to bring greater efficiency in teaching individual children, 
the extension of government aid more rapidly to the neglected areas and a simplification 
of the Office's work. [105] 
The Inspector's duties were widened further with the introduction of the Revised 
Code. They were informed: 
... the grant to each school depends; as it has ever done, 
upon the school's whole character and work.. . You will judge every school by the standard which you have 
hitherto used as regards its religious, moral and intellectual 
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merits. The examination does not supersede this judgement, 
but presupposes it. [106] 
The Committee of Council refused to recognise this change and tried ardently to convince 
the HMIs that their position had changed little under this new legislation, but clearly it 
had. The Committee asserted that the new examination did not replace the individual 
Inspector's judgement of the intellectual and moral value of a school's work, but merely 
reinforced it. [107] Gosden argues that perhaps the change in the nature of their work was 
best shown in Matthew Arnold's report for 1863: [108] 
... 
inspection under the old system meant something 
like the following. The Inspector took a school class 
by class. The whole life and power of the class, the 
fitness of its composition, its handling by the teacher, 
were well tested; the Inspector became well 
acquainted with them, was able to make his remarks 
on them to the head teacher, and a powerful means 
of correcting, improving and stimulating them was thus 
given. In the hands of an able Inspector... this means 
was as instrument of great force and value.... In the new 
system he hears every child in the group before him read, 
and so far as his examination is complete than the old 
system. But he does not question them; he does not as 
an examiner under the rules of the six standards go 
beyond the three matters - reading, writing and arithmetic 
and the amount of these three matters which the prime 
aim and object of the Inspectors visits is, after 
ensuring the fulfilment of certain sanity and display 
conditions, to test and quicken the intellectual life 
of the schools. The scholar's thoughts were directed to this 
object, the teachers' thoughts were directed to it, the 
Inspectors thoughts were directed to it. At present the 
centre of interest for the schools was the Inspector 
visits ... scholars and teachers have their thoughts directed 
straight upon the new examination. [109] 
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Arnold was an ardent critic of the Revised Code. Other Inspectors complained that, with 
all the standard examinations to carry out, no time remained for the 'old' inspection. Others 
were concerned about the tendency of schools now to neglect higher subjects of 
instruction and to dispense with pupil teachers. Mitchell felt that it lowered the standard 
of education while Tinling believed that teachers were losing interest. [1101 Fitch made a 
point expressed by many HMIs: 
... the unwelcome conviction that the new Code is also tending to formalise the work of the 
elementary schools, to render it in some degree 
lifeless.. 
. and mechanical. I 
find too many teachers 
disposed to narrow their sense of duty to... the 
'paying subjects'. [111] 
Robinson claimed that under the Revised Code it was impossible to carry out a proper 
inspection because Inspectors could not see the school as it really operated. [112] 
Bellairs stressed that the New Code would not help schools in neglected areas. [113] 
Arnold claimed that the new system had been'concocted in the recesses of the Privy 
office, with no advice asked from those practically conversant with schools no notice was 
given to those who largely support schools'. [114] Yet perhaps his most famous 
denouncement of the Code was found in Frasers'Magazine. 
It is as if the generals of an army, for the Inspectors 
have been the veritable generals of the educational 
army - were to have their duties limited to inspecting 
the men's cartouch boxes. The organisation of the 
army is faulty: - inspect the cartouch boxes. The camp 
is ill drained, the men are ill suited, there is danger of 
fever and sickness. Never mind; inspect the cartouch 
boxes. But the whole discipline is out of order and 
needs instant reformation: no matter inspect the cartouch 
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boxes! But the army is beginning a general movement, 
and the movement is a false one, it is moving to the 
left when it should be moving to the right; it is going 
into a disaster! That is not our business; inspect, inspect 
the cartouch boxes! [115] 
The main areas which the Inspectors focused their complaints were on boys and girls 
being taught together, a lapse of attention to 'higher subjects', religious instruction being 
too loaded with facts, a decrease in pupil teachers and poor school management. [116] 
However, it is wrong to assume that all Inspectors were opposed to the Revised 
Code. A number of HMIs expressed their support for the principles of the system before it 
was even published. Norris was one of the Inspectors consulted by the Committee when 
the system was being developed. Dunford argues that by looking at HMI reports for three 
years following the passing of the Code it can be seen that in all 17 Anglican, five British 
and Wesleyan and two Roman Catholic Inspectors were in favour of the Code while eight 
Anglican. and two British and Wesleyan were against it and two H IIs gave no 
opinion. [117] Bonner believed that the new system would act as a stimulus for the 
teachers. Fearon felt that under the Revised Code there was greater elasticity of payments, 
whereas before the schools received all the grants or none. [118] 
Clearly the Revised Code had changed the role and duties of the HMIs greatly. 
Wyatt argues that the new system was to degrade the inspection to a mechanical routine. 
The method of the Inspector was practically prescribed for him, his individuality had no 
more free play than that of the teachers inspected. [119] Liffey argues that the function of 
the IM had assumed great importance in the work of the Education Department. [ 120] 
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He concludes that the sifting of educational results which'fell to the lot of this body of 
men' was now so thorough and so immense that it was impossible to resist the 
conclusion that the existing system was entirely inadequate for national needs. [121] 
The orthodox view held by many was that the Revised Code of 1862 
brought a sudden change in the role of the inspectorate. Edmonds argues 'instead of 
being a constructive advisor the Inspector had become a harsh dispenser of an all too 
meagre government grant whose size he determined'. [122] However, this change was not 
so sudden. Many changes had already started long before the introduction of the Revised 
Code. For example, the 1846 Minutes worked on a system of payment by results. Connell 
argues that not only the stipends of pupil teachers and the masters and mistresses who 
instructed them depended upon their successful performance in an annual examination, but 
even the grants paid to normal schools were distributed in the same manner. [123] Morris 
suggests in his pro- Revised Code article, that indeed the prime object of 
Kay-Shuttleworth's system had been to buy efficiency by offering money to managers; the 
whole purpose of making grants-in-aid which foster development was to promote 
efficiency by the use of money. [124] Therefore, evidence supports Dunford's convincing 
thesis that during this period the HMIs' changing roles was more of a gradual process 
rather than a sudden change in 1862. 
Due to the increased work load the new grade of Inspector Assistants was created 
in 1863. These men were recruited from the best teachers, yet their duties were strictly 
limited. 
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The introduction of the Education Act in 1870 led to a complete reorganisation of 
the inspectorate and to an increase in its size. The Act improved the efficiency of the 
inspectorate greatly as it ended the denominational structure established under the 
Concordat. The Inspectors instead were organised territorially, the whole country being 
divided into districts and each Inspector beingmade responsible for the inspection of all 
the schools within his region. In an attempt to co-ordinate the work of the inspectorate 
eight senior Inspectors were appointed. Due to the introduction of this development by the 
end of the century the inspectorate had a proper structure and was taking a major role in 
the preparation of legislation, with annual conferences being held and uniform standards 
being established. [125] 
Inspectors' Reports 
One of the main ways checks were kept on the activities and movements of the 
H IIs were through their annual reports and their official diaries. The reports were 
published by the Committee of Council. They covered very wide fields and shed 
much light not only on educational standards but also on social and economic 
conditions. [1261 They were very important in providing suggestions for guiding the 
policy of the central authority as well as being the only major source of continuing 
information available to the Committee of Council on the state of elementary education. 
Sutherland argues that these reports played an important part in the activity of publicising 
and encouraging good work in education. [127] The early reports were particularly 
important as they were printed in full and were almost the only way in which a 
'progressive' teacher could find out what was going, on in education. [1281 
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The Committee of Council stated in 1842 that HMI reports would be of two kinds; 
special and general. They were to contain the answers to the 'Form of Questions' 
appended to their instructions together with'such a description as each Inspector may 
think it convenient to give, in more general terms of the condition of each school at each 
visit'. [129] 
In the introductory section most Inspectors described the district they were visiting 
in geographical detail. For example Fitch reported from York in the late 1860s: 
The district is populous and curiously diversified. 
There is no county in England which exhibits 
social and industrial life under such varied conditions 
as are to be seen in Yorkshire. It is at once the 
seat of several thriving manufacturers and the 
home of a large agricultural population. It maintains 
maritime ports, watering places and the mines of coal 
and iron. There are in one part of it large towns and 
villages of recent growth filled with evidences of 
modern energy and science, and in another 
ecclesiastical cities and sleeping market towns. [130] 
Inspectors also commented on social and economic conditions, and this provided 
an important published source for this kind of information. The most renowned Inspector 
in this respect was Tremenheere. Smith argues that of all the HMIs, 'none interpreted his 
orders more liberally and none wrote reports of greater volume on social conditions as 
Tremenheere'. [131] His reports are a valuable record of social and economic conditions 
in the areas which he visited. That on the'State of Education in the Mining Districts of 
South Wales' in 1840 can be used as an example. Tremenheere began by commenting on 
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and explaining the events and riots leading up to the attack on Newport. He described the 
physical aspect of the area, giving detailed information as to the living and working 
conditions of the inhabitants. Of the living arrangements he wrote: 
Their houses are arranged round the works in 
rows.. . 
They rarely contain less than from 1-6 
lodgers in addition to the members of the family, 
and afford most scanty accommodation for so many 
inmates. It is not unusual to find- 10 individuals of 
various ages and sex occupying three beds in two 
small rooms. Far worse instances might be given. [132] 
One of Tremenheere's most famous reports was that on the 'State of Elementary 
Education in the Mining District of Cornwall' in 1840. This document is notable for his 
detailed reference to the health and working conditions of the local miners. He 
examined the causes of death from the parish register at Redruth over the period 4 July 
1839 - 10 November 1840 and related them to occupation. [133] He commented on 
the frequency of'miners consumption' and the young age of death for miners compared 
with that of the population at large. In such dangerous and hazardous working conditions 
Tremenheere recommended education'so that in addition to the consolation of religion the 
miner might have "intellectual resources", a relief which would lighten the pressure of 
lingering disease.. . the almost 
inevitable lot that awaits him'. [1341 Tremenheere believed 
that such education would provide'moral and spiritual improvement, not to raise the 
individual from his own sphere but to enable him to do his duty in that to which he 
belongs'. [135] Tremenheere was expressing his personal views that education could 
help overcome social evils. The point that HMIs reports contained very important socio- 
economic details of the areas in which they operated is worth emphasising. 
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One common theme of all the early Inspectors' reports was the low standards and 
inefficiency found in most of the schools. Indeed the picture which emerged from 
the first two Inspectors' reports was a dismal one. Tremenheere reported that 27 out of the 
32 schools he visited in Cornwall were inadequate. Allen's reports were often marked by 
an outspoken condemnation of the schools which must have made him unpopular. The 
first Inspectors found that little was taught in the schools apart from religious and moral 
training and the 3Rs. They reported that reading was 'monotonous', spelling'disgraceful', 
ignorance 'dense', teaching 'dogmatical', attendance 'irregular', the payment of fees 
'uncertain' and the organisation 'unsatisfactory'. [136] 
Inspectors throughout the period 1840-1870 were convinced that the most 
important consideration with regard to standards in schools was the teacher. This was 
constantly reflected in their reports. This was a view also shared with the Inspectors of the 
BFSS and the National Society. [137] Allen was particularly critical of teaching 
standards. He commented on the schools in Yaxley and other towns in Huntingdonshire in 
February 1843: 
No reasonable hope can, as I fear, be entertained 
of a considerable improvement in this lamentable condition 
of things, so long as the present master retains his office... His 
inefficiency arises not simply from his want of capacity and 
training for his work, but is due also to his irregular attendance 
at the school. He lives a distance on a farm which he cultivates, 
and having some employment also in measuring land, and in 
assisting the parish officers to make up their accounts, there 
are as I am informed, many school hours in which no traces 
are to be found of school keeping, other than a few dirty 
children sprawling on the floor. [1381 
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Allen went on to indicate that on the day of his visit this teacher was absent. In the same 
report, this time referring to the Lichfield Free School, he attributed the poor standards 
to the violent conduct of the teacher- He stated: 
His treatment of two boys, on two separate occasions, 
subjected his modes of punishment to investigation before 
the magistrates, one boy having been subsequently confined 
to his bed under surgical advice for a fortnight. [139] 
Bellairs, reporting on the western district in 1845, found that in many cases, teachers were 
unfit for their situation. [1401 There were those who were irreligious, ill tempered, 
without information or intelligence and with no desire to remedy their defects. He believed 
that the only remedy in such cases was dismissal. 
Ball points out that the most disheartening factor, was not the state of the worst 
teachers, but the low standards of the better ones. [1411 The aim of the master in South 
Wales 'did not appear to extend beyond instruction in the mechanical processes of reading 
and writing, with a little arithmetic'. [1421 This was also the case in the North East, where 
Allen reported that the masters had 'no wish to do more for the scholars than help them to 
acquire a knowledge of reading, writing and arithmetic with psalmody'. [1431 The early 
Inspectors continually wrote of unfit persons being appointed as teachers. Allen 
reported in 1840 of an ignorant school master in Mugginton, in Derbyshire, who had been 
appointed 30 years before at the age of 15, so that he could support his widowed 
mother. [144] In Cornwall in the same year Tremenheere reported that a great majority of 
masters had either been hurt or had lost their health in the mines, or had been unsuccessful 
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in other trades. [145] 
The early Inspectors constantly urged the need for training, as there seemed to be 
few trained teachers and little realisation of the need for training. Allen reported in 
November 1840 that in 
7 out of 15 infant schools the mistresses had never 
received any sufficient training, and as it appeared, 
made very feeble attempts to draw out the faculties of the 
children, acting as if their chief business was to teach their 
scholars to repeat a few hymns and to go through certain 
manual and bodily exercises. [146] 
A common feature of the Inspectors' reports of the 1840s was suggestions for the 
improvement of teachers; these included training, the establishment of a State Normal 
School, in National schools the visit of an Organising Master, the establishment of libraries 
and the formation of schoolteachers' unions. On all of these topics HMI reports were 
important, as they highlighted serious educational problems and in some instances offered 
suggestions for improvement. Their reports clearly influenced future educational policy. 
For example, the introduction of the Pupil Teacher Minutes and the establishment of 
Model Schools and Training Colleges, which were intended to improve teacher standards, 
had been areas commented on at length in Inspectors' reports. 
Another prominent theme in early Inspectors' reports was funding and the poverty 
found in most schools. Government grants helped to build the schools but did nothing to 
help maintain them. Ball argues this was a crucial factor affecting standards in education 
throughout the 1840s. [147] She argues that it was poverty which reduced schools to 
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dependency on monitors, it was poverty which prevented them being equipped with 
apparatus and books, and perhaps most importantly it was poverty which caused teachers 
salaries to be so low that no man with significant education or ability would be 
content. [148] Even the lowest paid jobs could be more profitable than teaching. Allen 
commented: 'If the village schoolmaster be worse paid than the village carpenter or 
blacksmith, what hope is there of finding any but the most incompetent persons in the 
former situation? ' [149] Such comments were important as they forced recognition that 
the most urgent need for elementary education was funding during the 1840s. [150] 
Moseley's reports clearly emphasised this, for he pointed out that while the master in some 
cases had been trained, the circumstances of the school 'impelled him to organise it as 
some form of the monitorial system', under which Moseley believed teaching to be 
impossible. [151] He too stressed the need for greater financial assistance from the state. 
One of the few areas where early H IIs had some authority was in the inspection 
of buildings and the encouragement of the establishment of new buildings. Therefore it is 
not surprising that this part of their work was reported on in great detail. Many of the 
first Inspectors' reports were very unfavourable identifying poor ventilation and very 
inadequate and often squalid accommodation. For example, Tremenheere wrote 
from South Wales in 1839 that the school was'so filthy and disgusting that the inquiry 
had to be conducted from outside'. [152] 
It was a low-roofed solitary cottage, on a hill that 
overlooked a wide view of the southern part of the 
country and the eastern part of Glamorgan: a bleak 
place for children to assemble at. When I entered, the 
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young tenants of one desk, in a number about a dozen, 
were all huddled up at one end of it with their heads 
together examining some object of curiosity... In one 
corner stood a basin of drinking water and a kettle. On a 
shelf was a piece of raw mutton in a pie dish. While I 
was putting down the answers to my questions I saw a 
ruddy little fellow with his face half immersed in his 
master's mug of beer, drinking eagerly, and watching 
with upturned eyes the movements of the defrauded 
pedagogue. [153] 
These descriptions did not end up in Tremenheere's report as he was afraid that they 
may 'defeat the end that was in view' and make inspection a course of alarm. [154] 
Inspectors found that schools were conducted in other buildings, often in chapels. 
Tremenheere reported from south Wales in 1839: 'In some, the room was also 
appropriated to the domestic purposes of the household. In one, a deserted chapel, half 
the space was occupied with hay piled up to the roof. [155] 
Inspectors also commented in detail on the heating and ventilation arrangements in 
school buildings. For example, Bellairs reported in 1855 that the heating and ventilation 
were very badly managed in many of the schools he had visited. He wrote: 
A fireplace or a stove, with one or more holes in the 
ceiling and in the floor, is considered sufficient to secure 
all that is required for health and comfort. In consequence 
of this, the room is either close or draughty. [156] 
Yet as with other areas improvements were gradually made. The HMIs were able to use 
the experience gained from visiting many schools and the information provided 
by the Committee of Council. Cook reported in 1854 from Middlesex that in the 
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agricultural parishes the improvement to buildings was'especially remarkable'. [157] 
Inspectors wrote at length on the importance of furnishing a schoolroom with 
equipment and apparatus, such as blackboards, copy books, maps, plenty of books, a 
dictionary for the teacher and a plain commentary on the Scriptures. They found that 
in many schools due to the lack of reading material, the Bible was used as the general 
reading book. [158] Bellairs wrote in 1846: 
This is and must be a matter of great regret to all 
persons who have carefully considered the subject, and 
ascertained the effects of such a practice upon the progzress, 
information, general intelligence, but above all upon the 
religious habits of the children. [159] 
This view was shared by most of the Inspectors as it was felt that by using the Bible as an 
ordinary reading lesson book the children would come to look on it with less reverence 
and that it would not be looked after in the way in which it should. The lack of books 
was considered by all Inspectors to be a major reason for poor standards. Blandford wrote 
on this subject in 1847: 
I need scarcely say that it is impossible for a teacher, 
however earnest and intelligent, to raise the standard of 
instruction in his school, and to have it in an efficient state, 
without an adequate supply of books and apparatus; and 
for trustees and managers to expect that teachers can 
overcome the ignorance of the children without this supply 
is just as reasonable as to send troops unarmed against an 
enemy, and expect them to return victorious. [160] 
Another common theme found in Inspectors' reports throughout this period, 
1840-1870, was irregular attendance and the early leaving age of pupils, factors which 
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were considered major causes of low standards. The Inspectors reported at length on the 
reasons for poor attendance, the attitudes of parents towards education and the 
consequent effects of poor attendance. Allen reported from Ellastone in 1842 that the 
attendance was particularly irregular, as the number of boys on the school's books was 
104 yet the daily attendance was about 50. [161] The early age at which children left, or 
were taken out of school was a very serious problem. Moseley highlighted this in his 
report on the Midland district in 1846. Table 3 illustrates his findings. It shows that half of 
the boys. in these schools were under nine years of age and only one boy in 25 was above 
the age of 13, while one in four was above the age of 11. [162] Watkins found a similar 
trend in York in 1858, as 39 children out of every 100 in Yorkshire elementary schools 
were under seven, while 74 out of each 100 were under ten years of age and only 26 out 
of 100 were above the age 'when a parent of the middle or upper classes begins to think of 
sending his boy to school'. [163] Most Inspectors found that the average age of children in 
schools was lower in manufacturing districts. Table 4 shows Moseley's findings in one 
school in the Midlands in 1846. This shows that 80% of the boys were under 9 years of 
age and only one in 10 above 11 years of age. [164] 
Inspectors noted that the difficulty was not only attracting children to the schools, 
but also keeping them there, as those who were in attendance often stayed for a very 
short time. Moseley reported that in the National school in his region in 1846 there were 
96 children, yet 88 had left the school within a period of one year and nine months. In 
respect of 63 out of these 88 Moseley calculated that: 
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Table 3. 
Attendance Levels in the Midland District 1846 
Table showing the findings of HMT Moseley in the Midland District in 1846 regarding the 
early age at which children left school. 
2044 Boys in 27 schools Number % 
944 Girls in 20 schools under 7 From 7-9 From 9-11 From 11-13 From13-15 
Boys 22 28 32 14 4 
Girls 19 27.5 25.5 18.5 10 
TotaL 2. L5 27.5 28.5 16 7 
Source: Minutes of the Committee of Council, 1846, p. 151. 
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Table 4. 
The Age of Children Attending School in the Midland District 1846 
Table showing the findings of IM Moseley in the Midland District in 1846. 
Ages Number Number % 
6 and under 7 44 40 
7 and under 8 23 20 
8 and under 9 23 20 
9 and under 10 10 8 3/4 
10 and under 11 10 83/4 
11 and under 12 3 82/3 
12 and under 13 1 1 
Source: Minutes of the Committee of Council, 1846, p. 154. 
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20 had been in the school less than 1 year 
17 had been in the schools between 1 and 2 years 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,, N,, of Iloilo ,, ll,,,,,,,, t,,,,, 2 and 3years 
3 and 4years 
4 4 and Syears 
1 to Iloilo fill n,,,, Iloilo of of 5 and 6years 
1 ,,,,,,,,,,,, of Iloilo 6 and 7years 
Therefore he estimated that the average time these children spent in school was one year 
11 months two weeks and four days. [165] Reporting from London in the late 1840s 
Cook commented on similar findings, as the average length of stay in schools in west 
London was calculated at 18 months, while in east London it was less than a year. [166] 
When reporting on attendance and the age of the children within the schools, 
most Inspectors gave detailed explanations for poor-attendance. These can be 
divided into two main areas, the employment of children and the parents' attitudes. The 
employment of children at a young age was especially marked in the industrialzentres 
where there was the greatest demand for child labour. Boys were used in factories and 
mines from a very early age. Watkins wrote from York in 1854: 
The railways are indeed formidable competitors with 
us for the services of these youths. And other offices-are 
almost as enticing to young lads besides the common 
openings in trades, which, in a great part of my district, 
have a higher money value than the situation of pupil-teacher, 
have none of its uncertainties, little of its trials, and a 
present instead of a prospective and conditional payment. [167] 
Indeed many parents sent their children out to earn money instead of sending them to 
school. It must also be remembered that in urban areas there was often a continued change 
in habitation with the parents looking for work, this greatly affecting the time children 
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spent within the schools. 
Attendance levels in rural areas were often regulated by seasonal work. Children 
were used in harvest time, often from the beginning of August to the very last week in 
November, as well as in the Spring during the planting season. Ball argues that by the 
time a boy was nine or ten he could easily find agricultural employment all the year round, 
and subsequently would leave school. [1681 Allen reported in 1845 that in his 
region children of husbandmen were often sent to keep birds off the fields, before they 
were eight years of age. [1691 Cook reporting from the Eastern District in the same year 
commented on such occupations, with children's time being taken up with 'crow keeping, 
weeding, and gleaning'. [1701 It was difficult to find solutions to these problems 
given that attendance was not compulsory. Cook believed that the only way to overcome 
this was by making arrangements with the farmers to secure the attendance of boys at 
school up to the age of 15 or even 16 whenever their labours were not required in the 
fields. [1711 Hence Inspectors' reports identified such serious problems and in many 
cases put forward solutions or suggestions to solve them. 
The other major reason for poor attendance lay with the attitudes of parents. Many 
Inspectors reported instances where children were not instructed due to the parents' 
ignorance of the need for education, often this being due to the lack of education on the 
parents' own part. Many believed that their children were sure of getting work at an early 
age without the aid of an education. Yet often they were kept away in order to meet with 
their parents' convenience. Ball argues that if a child was compelled to be absent on a 
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Monday he or she was frequently kept away for the rest of the week because the parents 
were not prepared to pay the fee for five full days. [172] Other examples can be cited of 
children's attendance being affected due to errands needing to be run for their parents. 
Often children would arrive late and leave early in order to deliver food to their fathers at 
lunch time. [173] Tremenheere reported instances where the parents were averse to the 
trouble of making their children clean every day, as some schools would not admit 
children who did not reach a certain hygienic standard. [1741 The inability to provide 
shoes or proper clothing was a common excuse used by parents who wished to keep their 
children at home. 
However, not all the Inspectors' reports were negative in this area. Yet most HMIs 
agreed that the better schools with good teachers attracted more children who tended to 
stay longer and attend with more regularity. As in other areas, Inspectors offered advice 
for the improvement of such situations. Many suggested that prizes should be used as an 
incentive to encourage regular attendance. Kennedy reported in 1857 on the furore that 
was excited in favour of prize schemes; he asserted that claims were made, not 
only for their moral effects on prize winners but for their success in raising attendance 
figures. [175] Links can be made here with Joseph Lancaster's methods. A central 
principle of his monitorial system was rewards and emulation. He had promoted the giving 
of prizes in the early Lancasterian schools. 
It should be remembered that the issue of regular attendance was one of 
growing concern during the period 1840-1870 and was addressed with the 
introduction of capitation grants and more especially the Revised Code. The financial well 
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being and often future of the school came to depend on attendance and HMIs were fully 
aware of this fact. 
Another issue which concerned HMIs throughout the period 1840-1870 was 
discipline. The Inspectors wanted corporal punishment abolished, and they urged teachers 
of the need to find a different solution to disciplinary problems. Allen wrote in 1841: 
The strap, the common instrument of punishment is 
not, indeed, a very formidable weapon, but the frequent 
use of it-must lower the character of the children, teaching 
them to imitate actions, not by any fixed standard of right 
and wrong, but by the immediate sensible results produced 
on the ... 
bad temper of another. [176] 
Discipline in the schools visited by the first HMIs was generally very poor. They gave 
many reasons: conditions in the schoolroom, lack of finance, the standard of teacher, the 
physical organisation of the classroom and the social class of the scholars. However, 
Inspectors were quick to make suggestions, often drawn from their own experience. Allen 
suggested that the teacher trying to maintain order should remember three things: 
ist- that the quieter his school is the better; 2nd- that 
this quietness will very much depend upon his own calmness, 
upon his not speaking more than is necessary, using his eye 
rather than his voice, and, when compelled to speak, speaking 
in the gentlest tones. 3rd- that punishment is in itself an evil, 
and the use of it a reproach to the master, who ought to 
be able to carry everything by the influence of his own 
character, the children fearing not so much the rod as the 
loss of the teacher's approbation [177] 
Evidently he placed all the responsibility for discipline on the master's shoulders. Therefore 
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it is not surprising he reported that the schools with the best and most capable teachers 
were the ones with good discipline levels. Reporting again on this subject in 1845 Allen 
attributed improved standards to the masters who were now aware how much the 
reputation of their schools and themselves depended upon the 'demeanour' of their pupils 
on all occasions, when it would be remarked upon and recorded. [178] 
The first Inspectors continually reported on the inefficiency of the monitorial 
method of instruction and the need for an improved system. Fletcher stated in 1847: 
... 
in the monitorial system, yet it must be admitted 
that its usefulness is for the most part confined to the 
bare mechanical process of tuition. Monitors can instruct, 
they can not educate; and just in proportion as this fact is 
lost sight of, does the whole school, founded on this 
principle, sink down into the repetition of those mnemonic 
exercises which, while they often appear to give great 
quickness in certain branches, yet leave the real essential 
personality of the child undeveloped and uneducated. [179] 
Indeed the use of monitors was one of the features most criticised by I Ms. In'the system' 
it was the monitor who had the greatest influence on the pupil. The influence of the 
monitors was reported to be 'positively detrimental to the moral character' of the pupils 
and of no benefit'to the intellectual improvements of our schools'. [180] Complaints were 
made by Inspectors that some of the monitors were very young and had very little 
experience in teaching, relative to the large responsibility they were given. Morell gave an 
example of the poor standards of monitors he had seen in the schools he visited, and cited 
as an example the final section of the monitor's lesson on stealing: 
And what sort of place is Heaven? None of the little 
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ones appearing to know the particulars of the place, 
he expanded some surprise at the ignorance, and ended 
in explaining, that it was a very nice place, where spirits 
were always flying about in the air and singing Hosanna. [ 181 ] 
Inspectors complained of the lack of contact between the individual pupil and the 
master which they felt could not be a helpful situation, as often there were over 200 pupils 
to one teacher. This prevented any meaningful contact between the two parties, hence the 
necessity for the use of monitors. Inspectors suggested measures that would eventually get 
rid of the system such as the introduction of parallel desks and separate classrooms. 
However, many of the early Inspectors were aware that in some cases the monitorial 
system could not be abolished due to insufficient funding of schools and also numbers of 
trained teachers. Therefore they suggested that the monitors should be used for the 
mechanical work, for example, hearing reading of pupils before they saw the master or 
supervising writing. They insisted that pupils should be seen by the master at least once a 
day. [182] Bellairs was one of the Inspectors who understood that it would be impossible 
to get rid of the monitorial system completely in the 1840s, and he even commented 
positively on it. He believed that if it was carried out correctly it could be of great value, 
and in some cases absolutely necessary. [183] Monitorialism was an issue which the 
HMIs' reports were very influential as they showed the inefficiency of the system and 
greatly assisted in the introduction of the 1846 Minutes. 
Inspectors commented on the standard of individual subjects, the most common 
being, unsurprisingly, reading, writing and arithmetic. Although methods of examination 
differed in reading the HMIs would usually comment on the standard and fluency with 
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which the children under inspection read. For example, Moseley wrote in 1846, that out of 
the 10,042 children present in the schools which he inspected, 1378 could read with ease 
and correctness in the Epistles. [1841 Moseley reported in 1845 that out of the 13,381 
children he inspected 2080 read from the Scriptures with tolerable ease and correctness, 
while 4368 read easy narratives. The remainder, being half, read letters and 
monosyllables. [ 185] 
Reporting on standards of writing, HMIs often commented on the use of paper. In 
1845 Moseley reported that now paper was made by machinery, almost duty free, the 
cost could no longer be an obstacle. He was a strong advocate of the use of paper as he 
believed that it would enable the children to take work home with them and allow them to 
prepare for lessons the next day, a task he felt would be of great benefit. [1861 Moseley 
was anticipating the later development of homework. This practice was adopted at the end 
of the century, particularly in higher grade Board schools. Standards in arithmetic were 
usually reported as being low. Moseley stated in 1847 that 'I have no favourable 
impression to record of the skill exhibited by the children I examined in arithmetic'. [187] 
Inspectors commented on a range of other subjects including religious instruction, 
dictation, history, geography and music. In all these areas the format of the inspection was 
very similar, an examination of the methods used, standards of the children and then 
suggestions made based on the HMTs' experience and guidelines from the Committee of 
Council. 
Inspectors reported at length on the effects, both positive and negative, of 
educational policies introduced by the Committee of Council. For example, following the 
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introduction of the Pupil Teacher Minutes in 1846 Inspectors' reports highlighted the 
improvements that were being made intellectually as well as morally as a result of these 
Minutes. Generally they stated that the apprentices were making good progress. Fletcher 
reported in 1849 on the satisfactory progress of pupil teachers, that the children 'generally 
appear to be under pious influences, and to give the best promise of future character and 
usefulness'. [188] Inspectors were not afraid to point out the disadvantages of the new 
system, as many expressed their concern that these Minutes would limit their efforts to the 
more fortunate and better schools, and that they did little to touch the problems of poor 
attendance and the early leaving age of pupils. 
In the late 1860s Inspectors' reports on the Revised Code were revealing, 
not only about standards in schools but were also sources in which opinions and 
feelings of teachers and managers towards this 'legislation' were expressed. For example, 
Bonner reported in 1863 on the hostility which the Revised Code had caused among 
teachers in Chester, Lincoln, Shropshire, Salop, Stafford, Warwick and Worcester. 
However, in the following year he reported that the situation had eased a little. He wrote: 
It was not unusual to hear at first that schools 
would necessarily be closed, or at least turned into 
adventure schools, no longer taught by certificate teachers, 
or claiming annual grants. I do not know of an instance in 
which either of these results has followed. [ 189] 
Many I Ms used their reports to express their personal opinions of the Revised 
Code. Those opposed to it pointed out the disadvantages. Mitchell complained of 
the effect it had on the curriculum and the detrimental affect it had on the Infant system of 
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Instruction. [190] HMIs such as Barry, Laurie and Bryce commented on its advantages, 
which they considered to be better organisation, the stimulation of activity among teachers 
and managers, and greater accuracy in the lower standards. [191] 
For comments made on educational methods and policy Inspectors' reports 
can be divided into three phases. Dunford argues that up to the mid-1850s their reports 
regularly referred to the need to escape from purely mechanical teaching (monitorial 
system) and schools were encouraged to widen teaching beyond the mundane elements of 
education and ideas. [192] During the second half of the 1850s this was reversed, as HMIs 
saw that there was a need to concentrate on the lower classes and to improve the 
children's knowledge of the 3Rs, this being continually emphasised until 1862. [193] 
Finally the reports after the Revised Code up to 1870 contained many references to the 
exclusion of'higher subjects', subjects other than reading, writing and arithmetic, from 
schools. [194] 
The above section has attempted to give a broad and general picture of the major 
subjects addressed in IBE reports. It must be noted that many other important areas not 
central to this thesis have not been discussed. These include reports on training colleges, 
the need for books, the introduction and advantages of registers, organisation within 
schools, salaries of teachers', needlework, 'higher subjects' such as music and drawing, 
Dame schools, Night schools, schools of Industry, merit tables, and moral training, to 
name but some. The areas which have been discussed are those topics central to the 
consideration of the BFSS Agents/Inspectors and National Society Inspectors and 
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Visitors. 
The major aspects relevant to this study have been discussed and illustrate that 
Inspectors' reports were of great importance and had significant consequences for 
elementary education. In the 1840s and early 1850s many of the ideas behind educational 
'legislation' could be found in early HMI reports. For example the Pupil Teacher scheme, 
book grants and capitation grants, were all suggested in HMT reports before they appeared 
as Minutes of Council. In the early 1840s Kay-Shuttleworth also used Inspectors' reports 
to assist with the introduction of legislation. For example, the first three years of 
inspection revealed the lack of funds. During this period Kay-Shuttleworth advocated 
some form of maintenance grant to assist schools; therefore in order to strengthen his case 
he asked Inspectors to give special attention to this subject in their reports. The result was 
that the question of school income was addressed in length in the 1844 general reports. 
There was a similar process leading to the introduction of the Pupil Teacher Scheme. Prior 
to 1846 Inspectors commented on the inefficiency of the monitorial system and advocated 
the introduction of the pupil teacher system, giving examples of its successful operation in 
the schools they had visited, this providing_Kay-Shuttleworth with valuable evidence by 
1846. 
Clearly in this early period HMI reports were used as valuable sources providing 
advice and assistance to the Committee of Council. However, this began to change when 
Kay-Shuttleworth retired in 1849. Ralph Lingen, the new Secretary, listened less to 
Inspectors' advice and reports, most evidently illustrated by the introduction of the 
Revised Code, when Inspectors' opinions were not sought and their reports later censored. 
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However, there is evidence to suggest that HMIs' opinions were listened to with regard 
to concern about the falling number of pupil teachers, as in 1867 the government 
introduced the Corry Minutes which broadened the Curriculum and changed the Pupil 
Teacher regulation in such a way that the number of pupil teachers steadily 
increased. [ 195] 
HMI Relationships with Teachers, Managers and the Committee of Council 
When considering the relationship between HWs and teachers it is important to 
note that until 1850, when teachers' magazines were published, the only major source 
available to monitor relationships was HMI reports, giving a one sided view. Teached- 
magazines were important as for the first time they provided teachers with a forum to 
express their views on different areas concerning education. Yet before 1847 
The English Journal of Education was the only publication concerned totally with 
education, yet this was intended for school managers rather than teachers. The Monthly 
Paper, first published in 1847 by the National Society was meant for teachers. However, it 
was not until the publication of the Papers for the Schoolmaster that the teachers had a 
real forum to express their own views. Nevertheless until 1850 in terms of assessing the 
Inspectors' attitude towards teachers, their own reports remain the main source. One must 
remember the contempt with which much of teachers' work was regarded even by some 
persons informed about popular education. [ 196] As has been indicated, from examining 
early HMI reports it is clear that many Inspectors were very critical of teachers. 
However, Ball argues that their reports revealed them as the teachers' champion, as they 
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were the only people in the country who could see the difficulties they faced. [1971 Indeed 
their reports were full of suggestions and ideas as to how teachers could be assisted and 
standards raised. For example, they suggested the establishment of libraries, the extension 
of Harvest Schools where teachers could meet and be introduced to new and improved 
educational practices, and they were great advocates of the formation of school teachers' 
associations. In 1848 Moseley dew up a scheme for creating a Teachers' Superannuation 
Fund and in 1854 he and Kennedy presented a memorial about this to the President of the 
Committee of Council. [198] Watkins in his 1856 report urged the need for higher 
salaries for teachers, as a matter of'not only professional, but of national 
importance'. [199] Ball argues that Inspectors were in favour of such changes in the hope 
that it would reduce isolationism as well as be a means of improvement for teachers. [200] 
However, there was some bad feeling between teachers and Inspectors, perhaps 
not surprisingly since the teacher's future often depended on the official's report. Ball 
points out that it was the HMI who examined the teacher wanting certification, the HMI 
who recommended grants for equipment,. the HMI who decided if the teacher was capable 
of instructing a pupil teacher and the IM who decided if the teacher was fit to receive an 
augmentation grant. [2011 Despite such facts Inspectors' reports suggest that on the 
whole HMIs and teachers were in general on cordial terms during the 1840s. 
After the introduction of the 1846 Minutes the work load of Inspectors 
was extended and their role began to change. New Inspectors were appointed with 
little experience of education which caused friction with teachers. It must also be 
remembered that this was at a time when teachers were becoming better qualified and 
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more able to evaluate the advice given by HMIs. Although infrequent at first, comments 
began to appear in the teachers' press. Teachers' feelings were clearly expressed on the 
subject of the appointment of Inspectors to the Newcastle Commission. One very capable 
schoolmaster gave the following evidence: 
This, like every other branch of the public service, is 
appropriated not to the deserving, but to the needy. How 
many of our Inspectors are from the ranks of the clergy? 
And why? How many of them knew anything of the 
education of the poor prior to their engagement as 
Inspectors? I verily believe that there be some who were 
never inside a public school till the day they entered it to 
decide and report on its character. Of all the inspectors, 
I do not know one who has obtained the appointment 
because of his experience, his love of the work, or of his 
peculiar fitness for it. [202] 
In response to this the Commission made it clear that no matter how good the 
schoolmaster was he would not be appointed Inspector as he would not be able to meet 
school managers on their own ground. This was a major grievance of many teachers that 
promotion to the post of HMJ was not possible for them. Watkins and Kennedy 
sympathised with teachers on this point, yet did not suggest that they should join their 
ranks. Teachers were appointed Inspectors' assistants in 1863. These men were 
appointed from the head teachers of elementary schools, preference being given to those 
with university degrees. [203] 
Under the 1846 Minutes MUs were given new powers and these were 
strengthened considerably by the Revised Code in 1862. The traditional view is that 
following the introduction of these regulations a sudden change in the relationship 
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between teachers and Inspectors occurred, from one of friend and advisor to one of 
examiner, whose aim was to deprive the school of as much money as possible. [204] The 
HMI was seen in a hostile light by many teachers as there was now greater mistrust 
between the two, although in some cases this mistrust was not new. However, there were 
those Inspectors who did sympathise with the teachers. For example, Norris continued to 
write about the difficulties teachers faced. He highlighted the problems with children and 
the attitudes of the general public and the parents. [2051 Other Inspectors helped much in 
the formation and running of teachers' associations. 
It is wrong to assume that relationships between HMIs and teachers were straight 
forwardly good before the Revised Code and bad after it. Dunford argues that the 
Revised Code formalised the relationship between HMIs and teachers by making the 
inspection more mechanical. [206] He concludes that, although it led to a deterioration in 
relationships between some Inspectors and teachers, it improved the relationships of 
others. [207] Indeed teachers' complaints tended not to be against the HMI so much as 
against the Code itself, although there were complaints against the less experienced 
Inspectors. It could be argued that the change in relationship between Inspector and 
teacher in some ways mirrored the HMIs' changing role. In Kay-Shuttleworth's day the 
raising of standards was carried out in a more encouraging mode, with a missionary zeal. 
Yet by the time of the Revised Code things had changed, and this zeal had weakened. 
Dunford believes that this difficulty was added to and compounded by many Inspectors' 
attitudes towards the social position of teachers and to the problems they faced in the 
classroom. [208]. He suggests that, although these had perhaps always been present 
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under the Revised Code they proved to be a larger obstruction to the relationship between 
teachers and Inspectors. [209] 
On the whole relations between HMLs and managers were cordial. Perhaps 
surprisingly, despite the controversies over the management clause and the 1846 Minutes, 
most managers welcomed a visit from an HMI. Right from the beginning 
Kay-Shuttleworth had instructed and stressed the importance of treading carefully with 
managers, for he understood the great need for co-operation between them and the 
Committee of Council. However, HMIs did criticise where they felt it was necessary, in 
particular inefficient committees of management. It is therefore perhaps surprisin&that 
HMIs enjoyed such good relations with this group given the freedom with which they 
expressed their opinions in their reports. It could be argued that good relations between 
the HMIs and managers were due more to 'class' than their own education. Dunford 
argues that it was for this reason that relationships between the two parties were less likely 
to break down regardless of external pressures, such as educational legislation. [210] The 
Revised Code can be used as an example, as, although there was much evidence in 
newspapers and journals of opposition from managers towards this legislation, relations 
remained generally good. Many HMIs came to sympathise with the restrictions placed on 
managers under the new Code. Dunford argues, ' good relations between men of equal 
social standing were too strong to be broken by the actions of the Department or its 
regulations'. [211] 
Relations between the first Inspectors and the Committee of Council were 
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effective. Most historians agree that by the time of Kay-Shuttleworth's retirement in 1849, 
a cordial working relationship had been established. The first Inspectors were given a 
limited amount of independence which both Allen and Tremenheere used. Tremenheere's 
strong criticism of the BFSS can be seen as a clear example. Allen also exercised his 
independence in 1844 when Kay-Shuttleworth asked the HMIs to send in weekly diaries; 
Allen refused as he believed that weekly diaries would only place the Inspectors under the 
control of the Secretary. He wrote: 
... the 
Committee should know suggestions we make, 
but by our formal reports. I object to written 
communications coming from this office week by week, 
which would have a tendency to bias the Inspector as 
to the education he should encourage. [212] 
Although relations with the Committee of Council were generally good in the early years, 
Inspectors were not afraid of making strong_ criticisms in their reports, often making 
suggestions for changes in procedure, as well as criticising 'legislation'. 
However, following Kay-Shuttleworth's retirement and the appointment of Lingen 
things began to change. Bishop argues that the friendly atmosphere gradually developed 
into one of coolness and ultimately one of hostility. [2131 After the retirement of 
Kay-Shuttleworth the Department made definite efforts to establish firmer control over 
JIM who previously had been given a considerable amount of freedom of expression in 
their reports and at their conferences. Sutherland concludes that in the 1850s and 1860s 
the Education Department made a sustained attempt to reduce the independence and 
outspokenness of the Inspectorate. [214] For example, in 1854 Brown was threatened 
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with dismissal for publicly attacking some government proposals. This attempt at greater 
control was gradually extended by encouraging H IIs to omit from their reports any 
discussion of general principle or criticism of government policy. If they refused their 
reports would not be printed. In 1858 Lowe and Lingen ended the unabridged publication 
of reports, and decided to print selected portions of them. In 1861 a new instruction was 
issued which stated that the personal opinions of Inspectors which were unsupported by 
observed evidence would not be included in the annual reports. On these grounds passages 
in several Inspectors' reports were marked, and if not removed then the report would not 
be published. Things came to a head in 1864 when Lowe was accused of cutting from 
HMI reports all the unfavourable views of the Revised Code. By 1864 seven reports had 
been withdrawn and alterations forced in another ten. This ultimately led to the resignation 
of Lowe after being censured by the House of Commons. 
Dunford argues that the debate over Inspectors' reports must be looked at in the 
context of the relationship between the Minister and the civil servants, the Department and 
its officials in the field. [2151 He concludes that through the Minutes of 1861 Lowe 
was attempting to formalise the relationship, which he saw as a matter of subordination 
and discipline. [216] This action reduced the effectiveness of the Inspectorate 
and prevented the public from reading their reports. 
The other area in which the Inspectors' independence was suppressed was in the 
stopping of annual conferences. In 1846 all Inspectors were called to the Council Office 
for a meeting: this became a regular occurrence and conferences were held in January of 
each year. These meetings were very important as they allowed Inspectors to learn 
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from one another's experiences as well as being a means of introducing greater uniformity 
of procedure in schools of different denominations. The Inspectors gradually used these 
conferences as a place for expressing their views on departmental policy, and by the early 
1850s it had become the practice to put controversial issues to the vote. However, this 
was stopped in 1857 and two years later the meetings themselves were disbanded. Such 
action had a serious effect on the inspectorate, as it meant that an Inspector could go 
for years without meeting another Inspector or even without seeing anyone from the 
central office. Therefore HMIs were prevented from gathering, discussing policies 
and experiences which meant that uniformity of practice was difficult to sustain. 
Unlike their predecessors in the 1840s, Inspectors of the late 1850s and 1860s 
were rarely consulted by the Committee of Council concerning educational policy. Hurt 
argues that the outstanding feature of departmental organisation was the lack of personal 
contact between the central office and the 'worker in the field'. [217] Evidence given at a 
select Committee in 1865 showed that all the Inspectors consulted had not been asked for 
their advice on any major questions. Tufnell stated that none of the experienced Inspectors 
who complained had never been consulted on the most important measures of the Privy 
Council Office. The result was that all major policy was based on theoretical knowledge 
and not on practical experience. 
Poor relations between HMIs and the Education Department came at a time when 
practical and first hand knowledge of educational practices were most needed. Dunford 
believes that with a less strict approach to Inspectors' methods from the Office, more 
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consultation and proper avenues for the translation of suggestions into legislative action, 
English elementary education might have made much faster progress than it did in the 
years before 1870. [218] 
Conclusion 
Clearly the role of MMs changed radically during the period 1840-1870. In the 
1840s the first HMIs were educational missionaries, spreading new ideas and helping to 
improve low standards. Between 1849 and 1869 that role changed from one of advisor 
and supervisor to one mainly concerned with the examination of children and assessment 
of teachers. The traditional view is that this transformation happened 'overnight' with the 
introduction of the Revised Code. However, it would be more accurate to view the 
change as a gradual process which started with the introduction of the Pupil Teacher 
Minutes, increased with the introduction of capitation grants and finally reached a 
conclusion with the Revised Code. Inspectors themselves were aware that their roles 
were changing. Watkins wrote on the changes in quantity and quality of the Inspectors' 
work since the time of his own appointment. He commented in 1851: 
When I had the honour of receiving my appointment... the 
sole duty of an Inspector was inspection. He visited 
schools and made reports on their state.. . 
He has now the 
delicate, and sometimes very painful, duty of recording his 
opinion on certificates of merit, and of recommending or 
refusing to recommend, their holders as worthy of the 
gratuity conditionally due to them. He has the same difficult 
duty to perform with regard to the stipends conditionally 
due to apprentices, and to the payments made to teachers 
on account of their private instruction. He also has 
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an equally delicate task in the case of applicants for retiring 
pensions.. . 
On him by official position, consisting of inquiries, 
complaints, advice, applications for and from schoolmasters 
and school mistresses, notices of new books, requisites 
for assistance from the public purse, and communications from 
your Lordships Secretary. [219] 
This gave a complete list of the extension of duties of the HMIs and it should be noted 
that he was writing 11 years before the introduction of the Revised Code. 
However, it must be remembered that there were restrictions on HMIs. The early 
Inspectors' work was under the close supervision of the Secretary who arranged their 
tours and corresponded with them at great length. Inspectors had to contend with the 
restrictions placed on them under the Concordat and the consequent limitation on their 
effectiveness due to the denominational structure, as well as the censoring of reports and 
banning of conferences in later years. 
Despite these restrictions HMIs did play a crucial part in the development and 
improvement of a system of elementary education in England and Wales during the period 
1840-1870. Their reports provided valuable information on the state of education and 
their advice greatly assisted teachers and members of the Committee of Council. Yet it 
must be noted that the Inspectors had a wider importance, as they played a crucial role in 
the process leading to the replacement of the monitorial system with class teaching, 
afforded advice on relevant literature for schools and collected valuable sociological 
data. [220] Certainly the results of their work before 1862 were impressive. Leese argues 
that they led the battle against the monitorial system and they suggested important 
improvements in school organisation and management. [2211 He also suggests that their 
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reports helped teachers gain an improved social standing, encouraged the formation of 
teachers' associations and backed the idea of a pension on retirement. However, not all 
historians accept this view. For example, Paz questions the extent to which Inspectors 
reports stimulated reforms. [222] He states that 'inspection seems not to have been a pre- 
requisite of reform but a concomitant of reform'. He declares that a closer analysis of the 
political, social, religious and economic content of the Inspectors' reports, as well as of 
local studies, to explore the effects of State activity in the classroom is required. He also 
advocated further comparative studies to see how (and if) the impact of central authorities 
differed between urban and rural areas. [2231 Yet most historians agree that Inspectors 
played an important role in improving elementary education during the period 1840-1870. 
Ball highlights the influence they had on the curriculum and the important part they played 
in the development of teacher training. [224] She argues that perhaps the greatest 
achievement of the first Inspectors was the degree to which in 1849 they had won 
acceptance as a valuable part of the educational structure. [225] Certainly before the 
Revised Code the monitorial system had all but disappeared, class teaching been 
introduced, the number of pupil teachers increased, there was a wider curriculum and a 
professional qualification for teachers;. teacher training standards had also been improved 
and extended. During the period before the Revised Code there were no school 
examinations to establish national educational levels; the only people who could provide 
such information were HMIs. The improvements in standards reported by the government 
Inspectors in their reports was evidence in itself of the importance of their work. 
Although the government inspectorate played a very important part in the 
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development of a nation-wide system of elementary education between 1840-1870, the 
subsequent chapters of this thesis will show that it lagged far behind the two main 
Voluntary Societies in many important respects. Long before the government had even 
contemplated appointing HMIs, the BFSS and the National Society had established well 
organised systems of inspection which catered for the very different needs of the two 
Societies. 
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Chapter 3 
THE. WORK OF BRITISH AND FOREIGN SCHOOL. SOCIETY 
AGENTS AND INSPECTORS 
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The aim of this Chapter is to examine the work and development of 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors between c. 1826-c. 1870. It will analyse the importance of the 
work carried out by these individuals not only for their Society, but also the 
contribution they made to wider educational change. Sections within the first part of 
this Chapter will consider the beginnings of a system of inspection, the selection and 
appointment of Agentsllnspectors and the duties of these individuals. The second part 
will examine the work and achievements of notable BFSS Agents/Inspectors in 
England and Wales. It will clearly show that during this period the role of these 
individuals changed from one of 'collector of subscriptions' to Inspector of schools'. It 
will further demonstrate that the work undertaken by the BFSS Agents/Inspectors was 
crucial in the development of a nation-wide system of elementary education run on 
British lines. These individuals raised funds, aroused local interest in education, 
inspected schools and proved to be vital links between local committees and schools 
with the parent Society in London. This Chapter will also show that the BFSS system 
of inspection was different from that adopted by its Anglican counterpart, revealing 
different aims and objectives as well as varying methods. Comparisons will be made 
with the work of HMIs and the Chapter will also show that the Agents/Inspectors of 
the BFSS contributed to the development of a government inspectorate of schools. 
Joseph Lancaster was born in Kent Street, Southwark, on November 25 1778. 
He was a Quaker, a devout Christian and at an early age was influenced by 
the work of Robert Raikes and the Sunday School movement. He became very 
concerned about the poverty of children around him and decided he must take some 
action. In 1798 in the family house in Borough Road he opened a school where he 
invited boys, and later girls, to come and receive a free education. Sturt argues that 
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Lancaster's understanding of children, his humanity, his zest and his most unquaker like 
love of jollity and even extravagance, made his school very different from others of 
similar pretensions. [11 Castle concludes that Lancaster was moved by a true 
benevolence to bring a better education to the children of the poor than that provided 
by the common and dame schools of this period. [2] 
Lancaster's school attracted about 100 pupils; however, numbers rapidly grew 
and by 1804 the school contained 500 boys. To overcome the problem of large 
numbers, he devised a system of instruction which he confidently believed 
would solve the problems of large numbers and expense. The method became known 
as the monitorial system of instruction. Lancaster confidently claimed that '... a boy who 
can read, can teach. Although he knows nothing about it'. [31 The essence of his 
system was that the master did not teach the children directly as a whole, but instead 
selected older and abler pupils as monitors. 
In 1803 Lancaster published Improvements in Education, explaining his 
monitorial system. Through his book and a number of lectures much interest was 
aroused. Lancaster's system and his school at Borough Road attracted many 
distinguished visitors and guests including 'foreign princes, ambassadors, commanders, 
ladies of distinction, bishops and archbishops'. [4] Although the system aroused much 
interest and many followers, - 
there was also a number of strong critics and sceptics. A 
contemporary remarked, 'the monitors could instruct, they cannot educate'. [5] 
Indeed as time went by it became evident that there were many draw backs to the 
system, the main one being the limitations inherent on relying on child monitors or 
'teachers'. [61 Hyndman argues the system was dependent on 'teachers whose formal 
training, if they had been lucky consisted of a three month course at Borough Road, 
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and monitors whose knowledge hardly transcended the contents of the lessons which 
they were currently teaching. [7] Wardle states that at its best the system was a 
mechanical means of conveying elementary knowledge, but it rendered virtually 
impossible any direct influence of the master on the bulk of the schools. [8] 
The Royal Lancasterian Institution was formed in 1808 to extend and aid the 
work first started by Lancaster. This was a significant land mark in the history of 
education, as it was the first of a variety of voluntary education societies established in 
the nineteenth century with the aim of providing poor children with an education. In 
1814 it changed its name to the British and Foreign School Society. This Society was 
supported in the main by Nonconformists but also by some evangelical Anglicans. It 
provided a form of non-sectarian religious instruction. 
The Beginnings of a System of Inspection 
By 1818 early enthusiasm for Lancaster's system was beginning to fade and the 
zeal of local committees wane. [9] Some schools began to fall into decline or began to 
stray from the original principles of the system, and local subscriptions began to 
lapse. [10] It was under these circumstances that the need for a system of inspection 
and publicity emerged. Lancaster himself had already stressed the importance of a 
system of inspection. In Improvements in Education (1803) he emphasised the 
importance of the appointment of a monitor as'inspector - general', who would keep a 
list of every class of reading in the school and make sure that each scholar's name was 
duly entered on the list of the class to which he was sent. Once this was done the 
inspection could begin. Lancaster wrote: 
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He begins his inspection, by desiring the monitor of 
the first class to bring up 6 boys, according to the list. 
He then compares their names with his own list, and 
examines them, to see if they can tell all their letters 
and make them in the sand. If so they are fit for the 
next class, and the inspector orders them to be removed 
accordingly. Then he proceeds with every other class 
in the same way: and when he has examined the 
whole, he begins anew. [11] 
The position of'inspector-general' evidently was very important and played an 
integral part in the working of the monitorial system as the incumbent determined 
whether a boy was fit to move up a class. Clearly Lancaster recognised the need for a 
system of inspection that would bring efficiency at a very early stage. This can also be 
seen in his letter written in 1804 to the Chancellor of the Exchequer for Ireland, John 
Foster, advising him on the best means of educating the poor in Ireland. Lancaster 
advised that all schools established should be under regular and systematic inspection, 
'not only by visitors but by a person or persons who should go a circuit on 
purpose'. [12] He stressed that this would aid efficiency and allow the nation as a 
whole to learn what was happening in the field of education. Lancaster wrote: 
It would be very well in every county to have 
a quarterly committee, who should receive reports 
from inspectors as to all the schools in that county, 
which in turn should be submitted to a general 
meeting in Dublin, that should take congnizance of the 
reports from every county committee and report to 
the nation at large. [13] 
However, it was not until the 181Os that officers of the Society, including; 
James Millar, the Secretary, John Crossley and Ann Springman, responsible for the 
model schools at Borough Road, took time from their heavy duties to visit schools and 
committees. [14] Although little is known about these early inspections, some papers 
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belonging to Miss Springman remain intact, revealing an interesting and successful 
career within the Society, including her role as an early visitor of schools. 
Springman frequently visited schools and committees when her other duties 
permitted. Her letter to the Secretary of January 22 1817 illustrates the importance 
of this work and clearly, shows, even at this early stager that visitors' duties included 
much more than the inspection of schools. 
I take liberty to inform you that I have completed 
the Bradford Schools. I am now visiting schools 
on my way to London, am at present at Sheffield 
where I shall stay a few days to attend the girls 
school... I wish you had been with me when I first 
entered the town, the children did not expect me 
at the first moment there was an expression of surprise 
and then 400 smiling faces which did my heart good. 
I intend taking Chesterfield and Nottingham on my way. 
There is no school at the latter at present, but I have 
been instructed by one of the Society of 'friends! 
to visit the town and he will introduce me to others 
to whom I am to explain the system. [ 15] 
From her correspondence it is evident that she did not just inspect the schools. In 1814 
she wrote of establishing schools and qualifying mistresses. [161 Much of her time was 
spent organising establishments on Lancaster's system, often with great success. She 
wrote from Dudley in 1814 that after organising a school there the Committee of the 
National Boys' school, having heard of the success of the British school, called a 
meeting and invited Springuran to attend. She was later invited to organise the 
National Girls' school in the town. [17] This was significant as it clearly illustrated the 
co-operation at the local level between the two Societies. In the 1810s the BFSS and 
the National Society were unified by a common aim, that of providing education for 
poor children. Examples such as this one from Dudley were common at the local level. 
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However, such harmonious relations were not to last as by the 1830s, with the birth of 
the Oxford Movement and competition for government grants, rivalries and jealousies 
between the two Societies intensified. It is also significant that in her inspection 
reports of 1814 Springman highlighted many of the problems which National Society 
Inspectors and HMIs were to later pinpoint: poor finances poor attendance and 
negative parental attitudes towards education. [18] 
James Heard, another former Borough Road student and later master of the 
British School at St Petersburg, was also sent to visit a number of schools in the 
1810s. He was employed in Sussex and Surrey. Early inspections were also carried out 
by the Society's Ladies Committee which had been formed in 1813. In accordance with 
Rule X of the Rules and Regulations of the Society 'A committee of twenty four ladies 
shall be appointed by the General Committee, to superintend the concerns of the 
Female Department of the School and Trainin&Establishment'. [191 Membership of 
this Committee consisted mainly of the wives, daughters and sisters of prominent 
members of the Society. Most of their time was spent visiting the model schools and 
the women's training institution, conducting examinations, inspecting the girls and 
making monthly reports to the general committee. 
School inspections were not only carried out by officials of the Society but 
were also undertaken by'outsiders' including distinguished guests from this country 
and abroad. It was reported in the BFSS Annual Report for 1826 that 'the cleanliness, 
becoming behaviour and good order of the children, the excellence of the internal 
arrangement and discipline, and the ease and rapidity with which instruction is 
communicated, seldom fail to excite admiration from our special visitors'. [20] 
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Despite the effectiveness of these occasional visits, it became evident by the 
early 1820s that a more regular system of inspection and publicity was needed. The 
BFSS was in danger of falling behind its rival, the National Society, in terms of 
inspection, as representatives including Dr Bell frequently visited National schools, 
especially those in important industrial centres such as Lancashire. [21] 
In order to understand the urgency for the establishment of a system of 
visitation and inspection, the financial situation of the Society must be understood, as 
the two were very closely linked. By the late 181Os the Society was in desperate need 
of funds and the Committee began to look to new sources of income as old ones were 
no longer sufficient. In 1822 the Committee made an application to the wealthy 
companies in the city of London for assistance, a request which was ignored. In 1823 
it petitioned Sir Robert Peel, Home Secretary, as the King had recently assisted the 
National Society by his letter to the Primate stating that contributions should be raised 
for its funds throughout the country; therefore the BFSS hoped for some assistance. 
The Committee had also been encouraged by the grants voted for schools run on 
British lines in Ireland. However, its application was rejected. 
It was under these circumstances that the idea of appointing'travellin& agents' 
evolved. The Committee believed the work of such officials would'stir up interest in 
the Society's work, initiate enterprise from committees and auxiliaries, and inspect 
established schools both for encouragement and advice'. [22] It was hoped much 
good might result from this and that the central body might 'reap no inconsiderable 
harvest of subscriptions'. [23] However, an adequate organisation of a system of 
Agents was slow in coming. The first appointment was made in 1826, Captain Walter 
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Bromley, but his employment was terminated after two years due to a lack of funds. 
Despite this setback, a year later John Hull, an enthusiastic supporter of the system, 
carried out a number of tours on the Society's behalf in Buckinghamshire and the 
neighbouring counties. [24] Hull must have made his tours on a voluntary basis, yet he 
constantly urged the committee to employ a full-time travelling Agent/Inspector, 
instead of relying on local committees to inspect their own schools or on occasional 
visits by former students and overworked officials of the Society. [251 In 1830 he 
wrote: 
I very much regret that your funds are not more 
ample so as to enable you to promote the 
establishment of schools more directly and to render 
more assistance to some that have opened. I 
certainly think if you had in your employ a warm 
hearted yet discreet person to go about Town and 
Country to call on benevolent persons to ask for 
aid for this excellent Society that although the 
travelling expenses of such a person might be 
heavy, it would be many hundreds a year in your 
favour. [26] 
Members of the Committee other than Hull, including Robert Foster and John Foster 
also supported the appointment of an Agent. Bartle argues that as a result of their 
efforts, shortly after the appointment of Henry Dunn as the new Secretary in 1830, 
various steps were taken to put this recommendation into practice. [271 The Society 
was under pressure to open more rural schools following outbreaks of serious crime in 
the agricultural districts of the south. Moreover Bartle argues that Dunn was a man of 
'energy and determination, who was keen to do all that was possible in spreading the 
Society's monitorial system of scriptural education'. [281 Two appointments were 
made. In 1830 John Fabian was appointed full-time Travelling Agent, followed a year 
later by Henry Althans as part-time Inspector for the metropolitan district. 
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The Selection and Appointment of BFSS Agents and Inspectors 
In 1840 Henry Dunn circulated a document amongst the leading supporters of 
the Society, seeking their help and co-operation in the choice of a suitable man for 
Agency work and setting down certain qualifications. Dunn wrote: 
The, Committee have directed me to address a 
few lines to you and to a few other leading 
friends of the Society, on the subject of much 
importance -viz- The employment of additional 
Agency. Their first wish is to obtain another 
Travelling Agent.. . the 
immediate object of the present 
communication is to enquire whether you are 
acquainted with any suitable person and if not to beg 
that you use such means as private character, as 
you may judge best to be met with. For your 
guidance I beg to state certain qualifications which 
the Committee consider indispensable. 
1. Character_ In. additinnto unblemished character and 
reputation, it is important that the person should 
have a conscious preference for schools in 
which religious instruction is faithfully communicated 
on the principles of the Society; viz from the Scriptures 
and without compromise, yet in an unsectarian spirit. 
Hence, while it is on one hand desirable that he should 
be fully identified with some establishment of the 
various religious denominations of the country, it is on 
the other essential that he should hold his religious 
opinions in the true spirit of Christian forbearance and 
charity. For obvious reasons, a layman would in some 
respects be preferred to a recognised minister. 
2. Talent The ability to interest an audience as a public 
speaker is of course indispensable, in addition to this it 
is important that the party should be possessed of a 
sufficient share of general information to render him 
efficient as a school inspector. Acquaintance with the 
details of education generally, or with the particular 
methods pursued in the schools of the Society is not 
essential, as these might be easily acquired. 
3. As the Agent will have to mingle in private orders 
with the friends of the Society generally through out 
the kingdom and be required to canvass in every 
quarter for subscriptions and donations, he should be 
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a man of pleasing manner and address of patience, 
perseverance and good temper, and a person of regular 
and business habits. [29] 
In relation to local Agency the document went on to request: 
The Committee have further in view the appointment 
of local Agency, and would be glad to hear of any 
suitable person who, for a small renunciation would 
be willing to give up one or two days in every week 
to the inspection of schools in his own county or 
district, to the obtaining of subscriptions and 
donations to the Parent Society and to the general 
promotion of scriptural education. [30] 
The date of this document is significant as in 1840 HMIs had been appointed, 
the Concordat agreed and the National Society had increased its inspection efforts with 
the appointment of a centrally based Inspector and the expansion of diocesan 
inspection. It was clear that under these circumstances the BFSS Committee 
recognised the need to strengthen its Agency department. Dunn's criteria showed that 
much was expected from the successful candidate. In summary he was to have a good 
reputation, a strong preference for schools in which religious instruction was taught, 
good oratorical skills, a pleasing manner, patience, perseverance and be a man of 
'regular and business habits'. Evidently the post of Agent/Inspector was considered by 
the Committee to be one of great importance requiring a highly accomplished person 
with the above qualifications. 
Sixteen years after Dunn issued his criteria the only extant example of an 
advertisement for a Travelling Agent/Inspector for British schools is found in The 
Freeman newspaper in 1856: 
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Wanted an Inspector of Schools and Travelling 
Agent, a Gentleman qualified by the possession 
of the requisite attainments, to act in the above 
capacity. The qualities chiefly required are in 
connection with decided Christian Character, energy, 
tact and habits of business. Apply by letter, to 
the Secretary to the BFSS, Borough Road London. 
Commencing salary £ 150. [31 ] 
This advertisement attracted 45 applicants, of which twelve were ministers of religion, 
all dissenting ministers except two who were described as 'clergymen', a Church of 
England agent, a commercial agent, a draper, a medical applicant and a barrister who 
had been engaged as a Sunday School teacher at a Baptist chapel. [32] Most applicants 
were Nonconformist, mainly Independent or Baptist, yet there were several 
Anglicans. Their ages ranged from 22-55. Most of these applications and 
accompanying testimonials remain extant, providing much detailed information 
concerning each of the applicants. 
Most of the applications came from men who worked or had a strong interest 
in education. Fifteen applied who were actively engaged in the teaching profession, 
including two who had attended Borough Road as students,. two National Society 
teachers and three private school teachers. [33] Mr Cullagh's application can be used 
as an example for this group. In his letter of July 10 1856 he wrote: 
I beg to enclose a copy of some testimonials relative 
to my attainments, and qualifications for the situation 
advertised ... I 
have been educated from infancy 
under the best masters and have been most 
successful in teaching and superintending large 
establishments in Dublin and Belfast. [ 4] 
The Rev. J. Morgan DD, Minister of Fisherwick-Place Church Belfast, gave the 
following testimonial in favour of Cullagh: Tor a number of years he has been 
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engaged as professional teacher in private families, in select schools and in large 
establishments. In them all he has given entire satisfaction'. [35] The Rev. Bryce was 
the Principal of Belfast Academy and the Master of the Classical School, having 
trained and educated Cullagh he gave the following insight into his educational 
attainments: 
Mr Cullagh was a pupil of this institution almost 
from the commencement of his education and in 
all the departments was highly distinguished for 
great talents, untiring diligence, indomitable 
perseverance, quiet modest manners and most 
exemplary conduct. He almost always stood at or 
very near the head of his class, and entered college 
with a very superior stock of classical, mathematical 
and other knowledge. In consequence he passed 
through the higher stages of his educational course 
with much honour. [36] 
The Rev. H. Cooke, DD, LLD, Professor of Sacred Rhetoric and minister of May- 
Street Presbyterian Church, spoke of his ability as a teacher. 
He has had a long experience, and has been well 
tried in different situations. As to disposition, 
manners and religious position, he is, in my best 
judgement, all that a minister could desire. He takes 
pleasure moreover, in teaching, while to many it is 
an irksome task and is dominated by that well 
regulated enthusiasm in his work, which is almost 
essential to the excitement of the pupil and the 
success of the master. [37] 
Clearly from such glowing testimonials Cullagh appeared highly qualified for 
the position. His interest in the developing system of elementary education was 
evident, as was the enthusiasm and energy he had for his occupation. His educational 
attainments could not be faulted, as it was reported he was almost always top of his 
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class and had passed through the higher stages of his education with'much honour'. 
His enthusiasm and educational achievements could be used to answer the Society's 
request for a man of'decided Christian character} energy and tact. ' Yet nothing is 
mentioned to indicate any'habits of business' and this could have been the main reason 
that Cullagh's application was not successful. 
About one third of the applicants had been educated to university level, mostly 
in London or Scotland. Upton Davies was amongthis number. Originally from 
Woolwich he had graduated from London University in 1853 and then been engaged in 
the teaching profession, spending eighteen months as a mathematical master at the 
Normal College Swansea. [38] Evan Davies, the Principal of this establishment, 
commented very favourably on his mathematical master's work: 
He has a good acquaintance with classics and 
a very extensive knowledge of mathematics. I 
have found him amicable, willing, conscientious 
and active. He has considerable teaching and 
controlling power and possess the elements of 
a very capital teacher. [39] 
It is significant that unlike HMIs and their Anglican counterparts, the BFSS did not 
specify the need for a university education when selecting candidates for the post of 
Agent(Inspector. Indeed many of the applicants and successful candidates did not have 
a degree, but had relevant experience in education which in many cases made them 
better qualified for the position. 
The second largest proportion of applicants after those who had worked in or 
had a strong interest in education, came from ministers of religion, twelve in total. For 
example, Jacob Jones was an Independent minister and a graduate of Glasgow 
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university. J. M Reynolds, 43 years of age in 1856, had been an Anglican clergyman for 
nineteen years. He stated that if elected for the post he would 'enter into the work with 
an earnest individual heart'. [401He went on to write that 'I should probably be able to 
persuade some of my own denomination to come over to your system'. [41] This 
example shows that even in 1856 there were still some Anglican clergymen who were 
willing to work with Nonconformists in order to provide education for the poor. In this 
instance it would appear that Reynolds considered the British system to be better than 
that conducted in National schools. Another application came from a Church of 
England clergyman, James Corrick, who had attended Edinburgh university and was at 
the time of his application Rector of St Mary's, Chester. [42] Perhaps it is not too 
surprising that applications came from Church of England clergymen, for it should be 
remembered that the BFSS did have a number of notable Anglican supporters at this 
time, including William Wilberforce. 
Other applications came from those who had connections with the Society or 
those who had a strong interest in the state of elementary education, particularly 
with regard to the development of the monitorial system. Richard Birhell's letter can be 
used as an example here: 
My connections with your Society have extended 
over 14 years and I believe I am well known 
to the profession as professing acquaintances with 
the peoples and improved methods adopted by the 
Society, which I presume would be looked for in 
anyone who aspired to the office of its Agent. [43] 
Many expressed their warm interest in the cause of education together with their 
knowledge of the monitorial system. Andrew Blair wrote the following to Dunn in 
November 1857: 'I have made education as a science, the subject of much careful study 
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and I am conversant with the leading systems of instruction current for Britain, the 
Continent of Europe and America'. [44] 
Although many applicants were from the teaching profession or ministers of 
religion, a proportion represented the business community, as the advertisement in 
1856 stated the importance of'energy, tact and habits of business'. Josiah Crofsley 
believed he had the necessary requirements, which were the 'result of 25 years 
experience among the Wholesale Houses in the City'. [451 Mr Gunton evidently placed 
great importance on the need for 'habits of business' for such a post. He wrote: 
You do not appear to require a schoolmaster 
but a man of business. I have been used to 
business transactions all my life and my friends 
give me credit for possessing a good amount 
of shrewdness, tact and energy and also what 
the situation you offer seems to require a good 
degree of confidence... I am at present conducting 
a millinery and drapery business and have done 
so for the last two years. The entire management 
is entrusted to me and I have some seven or eight 
assistants and apprentices under me. My connections 
are highly respectable, I am used to good society. [46] 
Having connections in the right places was an important consideration. Mr 
Brown from Lancaster had been a commercial traveller, and emphasised the point, 'I 
believe I have extensive acquaintances, I have some friends in almost all the principal 
towns in Great Britain and Ireland', a consideration which he presumed would 'afford 
me great facilities as an Agent for your Society'. [47] 
Many applicants described in great detail the reasons why they believed 
themselves to be suitable for the position, and many believed themselves adequately 
qualified. Mr I. R. Smith from Sussex wrote: 
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If activity, energy, business tact, and the rough 
knowledge of the educational establishment, a 
facility for addressing public assemblies and 
perseverance in collecting subscriptions or pleading 
for such either from the pulpit or the platform 
be the necessary attainments, I trust I possess them. [48] 
Westow Hull seemed equally confident in his application. He stated: 'For the post I 
think I am especially fitted.. .1 
have no doubt the following qualifications will illustrate 
my suitability'. [49] He was a graduate of London University and had had experience 
in upper, middle and lower class schools. He had held the position of Head Master of 
the Central London Dissenters school for the last seven years. Hull described himself 
as a successful trainer of pupil-teachers for Queen's scholarships, stating that the 
masters sent from his school have been first rate teachers. He then went on to lecture 
in educational subjects and was at present a 'contributor to educational works'. [50] 
In analysing these applications it is clear that the applicants can be divided into 
three main groups= ministers of religion, those engaged in the teaching profession and 
businessmen. One factor common to all was their interest in the BFSS system of 
schooling. However, it is difficult to assess why many of these men applied for the 
position. Some may argue that it was a position of great prestige, but it must be 
remembered that this was a time when the idea of inspection and the position of 
'inspector' was still something of a new concept in England. Others may assert that the 
applicants' motives were purely financial. However, evidence taken from many of the 
applications would not support such arguments, as many applicants queried the salary 
of £150, protesting that they were receiving more in their present positions. Hence it 
would be fair to assume that many of the applicants applied for this position due to 
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their interest in education, their desire to aid in the development of a nation-wide 
system of elementary education run on 'British' lines and their belief that this position 
offered the chance of developing, an interesting, challenging and rewarding career. 
Interesting comparisons can be made between these applicants for the post of 
Agent/Inspector of British Schools and with the men who became government 
Inspectors during the period 1840-1870. Unlike their later government counterparts 
many of the BFSS applicants had been engaged in the teaching profession and had first 
hand knowledge and experience of elementary schools. For example, J. P. Harley had 
20 years experience as a teacher, which made him practically far more qualified for 
such a post than many of the later government officials. Unlike the HMIs, only a third 
of the BFSS applicants had received a university education as more were from the 
business classes. Although it could be argued that like the HMTs many were ministers 
of religion, BFSS applicants were mainly dissenting ministers whereas many HMIs, 
under the denominational system, were Anglican Clergymen. [51 ] 
Much is known about the qualifications and backgrounds of the men who were 
selected for the position of Travelling Agent/Inspector during the period 1826-1870. 
The resident Agent in Manchester, Edward Wilks, later to succeed Dunn as Secretary 
of the BFSS, had been a Congregationalist minister in Buckinghamshire and London 
for twelve years. [52] Edmund Duval had been a student at Borough Road and had 
taught in London and Bristol before becoming the Society's Agent in the west 
country. [531 James Dobney, a Baptist Minister and Agent in the south Midlands, had 
been employed as Superintendent Registrar in Oxfordshire. [54] John Barton, Agent in 
Yorkshire and a Congregationalist, ran a business in Doncaster. Agent for the eastern 
counties, Charles Vardy, was a graduate of Glasgow University; he had been minister 
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of a Congregationalist chapel before working as a private tutor to students at 
University College London. [55] Frederick Driver, who served as Agent in the home 
counties for several years, had been a senior clerk for various industrial concerns 
including a Cornish tin mine and the London-Brighton railway. [56] Thomas Burditt of 
Cambridge, Agent in the eastern counties before Vardy, Henry Madgin of Tiverton, 
part-time Agent in the west country and the Welsh Agents, John Phillips and William 
Roberts, were all clergy. [57] In assessing such information these successful applicants 
can again, be divided into three main groups, ministers of religion, business men and 
those employed in education. All who served as Agents and Inspectors for the BFSS 
were highly qualified and accomplished individuals. This in itself indicated the 
importance placed on this element of the Society's work and the strong belief held by 
the Committee in London that highly skilled and motivated individuals were needed to 
fulfil such an important role. Similar comparisons can be made with the successful 
candidates and IMs as has been with the unsuccessful applications. Clearly BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors had more elementary educational experience than the majority of 
HMIs given that many had been engaged in the teaching profession, while the second 
largest group was ministers of religion, but, as noticed, dissenting ministers rather than 
Anglican Clergymen. 
The Duties of BFSS Agents and Inspectors 
The actual duties of a BFSS Agent were listed by Dunn in his instructions to an 
Agent in Lancashire. These can be divided into two main sections, firstly general 
instructions followed by more specific guidelines for the inspection of schools. Dunn 
listed the first category as: 
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1) Obtain a list of actual subscribers at each of the 
places visited and the name of correspondent. 
2) Obtain a list of those who at one time had 
subscribed. 
3) Obtain a list of British schools at each of these 
places, and the name of the Secretary. 
4) Obtain a letter of authority to solicit subscriptions. 
5) Obtain letters of introduction from place to place. [58] 
Dunn went on to give the following instructions as to what was expected when an 
Agent visited a school: 
1) Visit the correspondent and obtain local 
information. 
2) Visit the school, examine it and prepare 
a brief report. 
3) Ascertain whether it is desirable to have 
a lecture in the school room or a public 
meeting. 
4) Obtain a list of names and commence to 
canvass. 
5) Write each week to the Committee. 
6) Forward all journals to the BFSS Secretary. [59] 
This rather vague and brief document was very different from the detailed and 
comprehensive instructions issued by Kay-Shuttleworth to IMs in 1840. 
The BFSS Agents' duties may be summarised as contactinglocal supporters and 
soliciting subscriptions, distributing the Society's literature, visiting schools and 
examining the children, organising public meetings and lectures and reporting regularly 
to the Agents' Committee in London. Evidently much importance was placed on the 
collecting of subscriptions and raising of funds as well as the inspection of schools, 
indicating a dual role for the BFSS official. The following illustrates the varied nature 
of the Agents/Inspectors duties. This example refers to the school Agent/Inspector for 
theLondomarea- in 1838_ 
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237 visits have been paid to schools and 21,176 
children brought under 'course of education'. 
He has also attended 21 public meetings and 
delivered addresses and lectures on the benefits 
of education. In several instances these visits 
have been of real value in exercising local 
committees to increased exertion, and in some 
cases schools have been preserved from falling 
by the attention which in this way has been given 
to their interests. [60] 
This extract not only gives some indication of the duties of this Agent but also 
illustrates the benefits and advantages of regular visits. An appraisal of Agent Barton's 
work appeared in the BFSS Annual Report for 1846, again clearly illustrating the 
diverse nature of the duties executed by a BFSS Agent: 
Mr Barton has inspected a number of schools 
in Yorkshire and the neighbouring counties and 
he has otherwise promoted the object of the 
Society by meeting committees, obtaining 
subscriptions and furnishing information relative 
to the Society. [61] 
From examining Dunn's list of duties and these two examples, it becomes evident that 
much was expected from the Society's Agents, and that they included school inspection 
as only part of the duties executed and not as an entire duty within itself. 
Throughout the period c. 1826-1870 the Society placed much importance on 
Agency work with the BFSS Committee in London continually reporting on the great 
benefits regular inspection could bring to all concerned. This point was clearly 
illustrated in a report in The Educational Record in 1848. 
The importance of this portion of the Society's 
labours can scarcely be over estimated. In no 
other way can the experience gained constantly 
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observin&the different modes of sustaining and 
conducting schools under varied local committees 
be brought to bear on given cases.. . 
it sometimes 
happens, from the death or removal of friends, the 
temporary assertion of interest in popular 
education, or a change of teachers that a school 
becomes low, both in respect to its funds and 
the numbers in attendance. At such a period the 
visit of an intelligent person, conversant with the best, 
and perhaps the only methods by which such a state 
of things can be improved, is obviously of the 
greatest value, and numerous are the instances in 
which such a visit has been the means of preventing 
the discontinuance of schools in districts where they 
were much needed. [62] 
This glowing account of agency work went on to explain that such officials not only 
aided local committees, but their efforts were also appreciated by the teachers. It 
continued: 
The judicious counsel, the faithful warning, the 
friendly hint and the word of encouragement, 
have been felt and acknowledged by many as 
a'word of reason'. [63] 
It was reported in 1859 that due to such activity, 'teachers were encouraged, 
committees stimulated, new schools established and funds for the Society 
replenished'. [641 An example of the kind of help given to teachers by the Agents can 
be seen in Manchester. Here teachers were invited by the Society's Agent for that area 
to meet and take tea. It was reported that at one particular meeting 28 were present 
when educational matters, 'more particularly with respect to the excellencies and 
defects' of their own schools, were freely discussed, and help and advice given. [65] 
This example was not an isolated one, as meetings of this kind were a common 
occurrence all over the country. 
The Committee also strongly believed that through public meetings important 
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links were maintained between the Society in London and local schools. For example, 
it was reported in the BFSS Annual Report for 1847: 
It is only by such agency that the experiences 
derived from witnessing the weakening of 
various plans can be brought to bear on 
different localities, and it is pleasing to know 
that the value of friendly and judicious inspection 
is now becoming so generally felt and acknowledged. [66] 
This was an important issue, as at a time when lines of communication were poor 
much information concerning particular areas and schools was related through the 
Society's Agents to much advantage. In many cases it was only through such a medium 
that standards could be improved and uniformity encouraged. 
In an attempt to convey to all the importance of inspection and of the 
successful work which had already been achieved due to it, the BFSS Committee 
often published letters from supporters of the system in the Annual Reports. One 
gentleman whose name was not given, stated; 'It gives me great pleasure to have a visit 
from you [Mr Milnel. I have no hesitation in sayin& that inspection promotes the well 
being of every school'. [67] Another wrote: 'Our school has derived very considerable 
benefit from the annual visits'. [681 The following is taken from a schoolmasters' letter 
on the subject. 
The school has now a much more flourishing 
appearance. Several new scholars have been 
received and others, who I thought had left us 
have returned. Whether it must be attributed to 
the effects of the inspection, or to the increased 
prosperity of the parents, I know not, but I 
must say, and I hope, too, not from any vain 
motive, that the recent examination has had its 
effect on the minds of the children and parents, 
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especially in inducing even those who come 
to school clean before, to come now cleaner, 
if anything the very fact that a gentleman was 
coming down from London to examine them, 
seemed on both occasions to have an 
enchanting effect on all. Better still, I think the 
effect seems a lasting one too, as some I know 
to be using more diligence with a view to a 
future visit from you. [69] 
Clearly here the master attributed many of the improvements in his school to the 
visits from the Society's official, for example, improved standards, even in the 
cleanliness of the students. Evidently from assessing all the evidence regular visits and 
examinations by BFSS Agents/Inspectors had many positive results. Not only 
were there benefits for individual schools but also for the teachers, local committees 
and those with an interest in education on British lines. These benefits and 
advantages were considerable; for local managers they were often helpful in 
solving difficulties and aiding plans for improvements, for teachers they could 
sometimes prove refreshing and cheering, while to schools they brought fresh ideas and 
enthusiasm and even in some cases were known to have saved establishments from 
closure. 
As well as continually stating the advantages that could be gained from 
frequent visitations, the BFSS Committee also made it very clear that its 
Agents/Inspectors were not intended to interfere with the conduct of the schools, but 
were merely there to offer advice and help when required. The Annual Report for 1833 
stated about the Agents that 
While they lay no claim to any right of interference 
with the internal economy of schools which may 
have received assistance at their hands, but on 
the contrary are satisfied that the best 
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guarantee for their being efficiently conducted is 
to be found in the independent management 
of local committees, they_yet feel that many 
important advantages are gained by the 
occasional and friendly supervision of a 
qualified inspector... Deficiencies before unobserved 
are detected and remedied; practical improvements 
which have been tried and found successful are carried 
round and made known to every teacher; the 
children are encouraged by the presence and 
address of a stranger and committees which lay 
forgotten to assemble are called together, met and 
invigorated. [70] 
Similarities can be seen between these guide lines for BFSS Agents/Inspectors 
and Kay-Shuttleworth's Instructions to I Ms. It was made clear in the above extract 
that the Society's officials were not there to interfere, but that successful ideas and 
methods would be passed on by them and that they would offer help and advice when 
it was requested. All of these points were made when the first 'government' Inspectors 
were introduced, which would indicate clearly that Kay- Shuttleworth had been 
influenced by the system of inspection already in operation in British schools. [71] To 
emphasise this point of non-interference and to outline the purpose and reason behind 
appointing such officials, the BFSS Committee published further guidelines in 1845. 
These were sent to'all friends of the Society' and concerned the'visits of BFSS 
Inspectors'. They were: 
1) To do all in their power to encourage and 
stimulate the teachers, i. e. by expression of 
kindness and by sympathy and by exerting 
their influence to secure for them an amount 
of respect which is too often withheld from 
the office they sustain. 
2) To keep up, from year to year, a good supply 
of school manuals. 
3) To strengthen the local committees and to 
secure the systematic visitation of the school. 
4) To aid the master or mistress by retaining one 
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or more of the senior boys in the capacity of 
assistants. [72] 
These guidelines gave some indication as to what schools could expect from a visit by 
one of the Society's Agents/Inspectors. Like many of the documents relating to the 
duties of these officials it seems somewhat vague. This was the case throughout 
this period as it is difficult to find anywhere the duties of the Agents/Inspectors more 
clearly defined; it would appear that the Committee itself was not even sure what 
its exact role should be; as it will be shown throughout this Chapter their roles 
were continually changing and developing. The following sections illustrate this by 
examining the careers and experiences of a number of the BFSS Agents/Inspectors. 
Much important information has come through cameo studies of these officials. 
Certain themes run through this part of the Chapter as each Agent/Inspector is 
examined: duties, difficulties, findings, achievements and their developing and 
changing roles. The officials chosen are those with the most surviving correspondence. 
The First Period c. 1826-c. 1840. 
This section examines the work of some of the first BFSS Agents/Inspectors, 
including Bromley, Hull, Fabian, Althans, Cornwell and Perry. Table 5 provides 
information concerning the dates these men were employed by the Society and the 
areas in which they operated. This section will show that the work of these first 
Agents/Inspectors was very important not only for the Society but also in more general 
terms in the spreading of the'British' system of education and the establishment of 
schools for the poor. Their work set important precedents for later BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors and for the first government Inspectors of schools. It will show that 
these first BFSS Agents/Inspectors' duties were varied and in some cases differed from 
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Table 5 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors Employed between c. 1826-c. 1840. 
Name of Agent/Inspector Dates of Main Area 
Employment of Employment 
Capt. W. Bromley 1826-1827 Travelling Agent 
J. Hull 1827-1832 Southern Counties 
Lieut. J. Fabian 1830-1842 Travelling Agent 
H. Althans 1831-1854 Metropolitan Area 
J. Cornwell 1835-1837 Travelling Agent 
G. W. Perry 1837? Eastern Counties 
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one another. This section will also show that, despite the importance placed on this 
branch of the Society's work, the system of inspection which existed during the period 
c. 1826-c. 1840 was poorly organised and the Agents/Inspectors' roles were not clearly 
defined. 
The first BFSS Travelling Agent, Captain Walter Bromley, was appointed in 
1826, having previously established a monitorial school on Lancasterian lines in Nova 
Scotia; he seemed adequately qualified for the position. The Society's Annual Report 
of 1827 gave him a resounding send off. The Committee gave the enthused opinion 
on the usefulness and advantages of having Bromley in their employment: 
Captain Walter Bromley. . . 
has travelled extensively in 
furtherance of the plans and operations of the 
Society. Your Committee have reason to believe 
that considerable good has resulted from his 
exertions. Several corresponding committees and 
auxiliary societies have been formed; interesting 
information has been collected, some new schools 
have been established, and the attention of many 
have been more seriously directed to the education of 
the poor. [73] 
The Report continued: 
Your Committee would much rejoice if the friends 
of the Society would enable them to appoint a 
permanent travelling agent. A warm-hearted, 
serious, prudent man, thus employed would render 
essential service to the institution. Your Committee 
will not despair of being able, through your 
benevolence to make such an appointment. [74] 
Even at this early stage, members of the Committee could see the 
many advantages for the Society of establishing a system of inspection and visitation 
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but were also aware that they needed money to do so. This first Travelling Agent, in the 
course of just one year aided the forming of new committees and auxiliaries, helped in the 
establishment of new schools, and perhaps most importantly, relayed information 
concerning education from various parts of the country to the Committee in London. 
Bromley, like his successors, acted as the'eyes and ears' of the Society, playing a very 
important role at this time in the development of a system of elementary education run on 
British lines. 
Unfortunately only two of Bromley's reports remain extant. These contain limited 
information concerning the sort of work he undertook, for example; visiting schools and 
collecting money in the form of donations and subscriptions. Although this information is 
limited, it does indicate, even at this early stage, the dual roles which Bromley was 
expected to carry out. Bromley's employment was terminated after two years, almost 
certainly because of the lack of funds to pay his fees and travelling expenses. [75] The 
appeal of 1827 had not produced the required funding. 
In 1827 John Hull from Hillingdon, an enthusiastic supporter of the system, 
carried out a number of tours on the Society's behalf in Buckinghamshire and the 
neighbouring counties, including a tour with Crossley in 1831. Due to the Society's 
financial situation Hull made his tours on a voluntary basis. He carried out a number of 
important duties which included assisting in the establishment and setting up of new 
schools, collecting subscriptions and donations and visiting schools. 
Hull frequently helped with the setting up and organisation of new British schools. 
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In his letter to the Committee, dated February 16 1830, he spoke of locating suitable 
accommodation for the British school at Thame: 
There is a fair opening for schools on your system 
in Oxfordshire. There is an old Meeting House at 
Thame to be had for about £200 which will 
accommodate a large number of boys and the 
dissenting minister says a school on the liberal 
system will be supported if opened at Bicester 
as there is great want of a Day School on a large scale. [76] 
Hull advised the Committee on the need for a school in this particular area and the 
support it would receive. Like Bromley, and indeed like many of his successors, he 
furnished the Society with much valuable information. The most common theme in Hull's 
correspondence was the urgent need for a nation-wide system of education. He wrote to 
Dunn in 1831: 
I know.. . that the education of the 
lower classes in 
many parts of Bucks and indeed many other parts 
of Wiltshire, for instance many cannot read a letter 
or write a letter, and many others do not have a 
Sunday School Education, what does it do for 
them? They are in gross ignorance still... England 
wants education, if Englishmen were well educated 
they would emigrate and spread civilisation and 
improvement all over the world. [77] 
Hull passionately emphasised the need for education, not only in this particular region but 
also generally, commenting on the great advantages it would bring world-wide. The need 
for, and advantages of, a system of elementary education were frequently addressed in 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors' reports and later commented on by the first HMIs. [78] 
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Hull's reports included information concerning standards in the British schools he 
visited. Reporting to Dunn in 1831, he wrote of a school with particularly low standards. 
I went last week to Aylesbury, Tring and 
Berkhampstead. At Missenden I found the children 
of the school very deficient in reading, spelling, 
writing, the learning of words, but well acquainted 
with the useful art of straw plait and knitting. [79] 
Here Hull provided some idea of the different subjects being taught within this school as 
well as some indication of the particular strengths and weaknesses. Yet the most 
emphasised subject in his reports was the standards and suitability of teachers. For 
example, he wrote to Dunn in October 1835 complaining of the poor standard of the 
mistress at the British school in Folkestone. 
Having visited the British school for girls in this 
place and found the mistress very imperfectly 
acquainted with the system, as well as the desks 
and forms unproperly arranged, I have advised 
the committee to send the mistress to the 
Borough Road to be properly trained. [80] 
Hull requested that the Society send a temporary mistress to fill in during 
her absence. The suitability of teachers was later to feature regularly in IM and National 
Society Inspectors' reports. 
Hull not only reported on the educational efficiency of teachers but also 
commented on their religious standards. The issue of the teacher attending a place of 
worship on a Sunday was raised by Hull in a letter to Dunn dated January 1839. He 
reported of the dissatisfaction of a number of people in Durham with the schoolmaster, 
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Mr Hudfous, and in particular their concern that he did not attend church. Hull wrote: 
I regret to say that the good folk of Durham are not 
satisfied with Hudfous not going to church and will 
not subscribe to the school if he does not do so 
(and I am sure I will not desire that he should against 
his conscience). He appears to be a good school 
master...! regret much that he obliged to leave us... I 
believe him to be a steady moral character, under 
these circumstances, however, much I regret his 
leaving Durham, yet I think thou may engage the 
young man who is a minister of the Church of England. [81 J 
Hull was able to advise the Committee in London and make suggestions, 
allowing them to act before it was too late and before they lost a number of valuable 
subscribers. 
Hull was a particularly important BFSS Agent during these difficult early years as 
he did much to promote the objects and principles of the Society. He collected donations 
and subscriptions, reported on the standards in schools and relayed important information 
and advice to the Committee in London. Despite the progress Hull made, he continually 
urged the Society to appoint a full-time Travelling Agent instead of relying on local 
committees to inspect their own schools or on occasional visits by former students or 
overworked officials of the Society. [82] 
John Fabian was appointed full-time Travelling Agent in September 1830. This 
retired naval Lieutenant was the first official Travelling Agent with duties of inspection. 
Receiving a salary of 150 a quarter, he was appointed'for the express purpose of forming 
auxiliaries, both in the country and in the immediate neighbourhood of the metropolis'. L831 
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This clearly illustrates that Fabian's main duty was the raising of funds and spreading the 
monitorial system through the medium of auxiliary societies. These local societies had 
been formed with the main aim of raising funds and establishing schools. The Committee 
in London believed that these local associations would be able to give vigilant attention to 
existing schools and offer assistance to the areas where there were no schools. [84] The 
auxiliaries were provided with Bibles, lesson books, slates and trained teachers, and in 
return were expected to finance their own schools and pay their income directly to the 
BFSS. [85] The Committee in London continually urged the formation of such groups as 
it was seen as a regular means of income. In July _1815 
Allen and Fox went to Bristol 
where the first auxiliary was formed, within six months it had contributed £250 to the 
Society's funds. However, the growth of auxiliary societies was slow and few were willing 
to contribute much from their funds to the parent Society. It was under such 
circumstances that Fabian was appointed in 1830. 
None of the other BFSS Agents served the Society over such a wide area as 
Lieutenant Fabian. He visited almost every part of the country, as it was the Society's 
policy to 'correct ignorance in country towns and villages as much as in the industrial 
cities'. [861 Fabian's duties were laid down by the Society's'Inspectors Committee', to 
which he was expected to report in a monthly journal. It is clear that within his capacity as 
a 'publicity agent' he had to obtain funds for the Society in the form of donations and 
subscriptions. His monthly papers indicate that much of his time was spent encouraging 
people to give money, as they contain specific references to the amounts he had succeeded 
in securing for the Society. His correspondence also reflects another function, to assist in 
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establishing new BFSS schools. Hence Fabian's role was primarily concerned with 
arousing local interest, raising funds and helping in the establishment of new schools which 
would indicate that inspection was merely a subsidiary activity for him. 
Many of Fabian's journals remain intact, revealing interesting accounts of the 
duties and experiences of this first official BFSS Travelling Agent. The following extract 
taken from his journal whilst visiting Yorkshire and Lancashire in 1835, provides an 
example of the work he undertook, as well as an insight into general attitudes towards him 
and the Society at this time 
I find I was out nine days, during that period 
held 22 meetings and obtained donations £178.15 
and in annual subscriptions £86.7 making a total 
of £265.2.0. New associations were formed at 
Lancaster, Yealand, Bolton, Preston, Blackburn, 
Wigan, Stockport, Rochdale and Woburn. Meetings 
were held for the establishment of schools at Bolton 
and £800 raised, Preston, Brighouse and £275 
raised, Huddersfield and £230 raised. Inspected 
and examined British schools ... Though I found 
prejudice against the Society, an unwillingness on 
the part of the generality of the members of the 
establishment to unite in the work; on the whole there 
is a kind of feeling manifested and on the part of 
many an apparent earnest desire to see the Society's 
operations performing. [87] 
Fabian accomplished much for the Society in the early years. In this instance he had held 
public meetings, collected donations and subscriptions, formed new associations and 
visited a number of British schools, all in the space of just nine days. 
Although Fabian had the authority to visit and inspect British schools as the 
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Society's 'publicity agent', most of his time was spent stimulating public interest and 
collecting donations and subscriptions. However, brief references were made in a number 
of Fabian's journals to occasions when he did visit schools, and it was frequently reported 
in the Society's Annual Reports that Fabian had been 'cordially received at all the schools 
visited'. [881. Often this was the case as local committees warmly welcomed him hoping 
to gain valuable help and advice, while others, even at this early stage, saw the advantages 
of a regular system of inspection. This is evident in the following communication from a 
'tried' friend of the Society. 
I have frequently received Lieut. Fabian's very 
acceptable and pleasant visits here; and it is with 
pleasure I can inform you that the objects of his 
solicitude were very properly impressed with, I 
trust, more fully that was before observable for 
the education of the children. Our schools have 
been better attended and the report is cheering 
of their improvement in learning. His lecture has 
aroused many that were indifferent, who are now 
earnest for their children's instruction. I write this 
to encourage, the labour is not in vain. [89] 
This was a very encouraging letter clearly listing the benefits and advantages for these 
schools resulting, from the efforts of the Society's Agent. However, the Society's Annual 
Reports were not strictly accurate, as there were cases where Fabian was not 'cordially 
received', and even instances where he was refused access to schools. The British Boys' 
school at Swansea is an example. A couple of days before Fabian was due to visit this 
establishment he received the following minute from the local committee: 'The committee 
having considered the purpose of your letter as well as shortness of notice are of the 
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opinion it may not be convenient to comply with your request'. [901 As in most of the 
cases where Fabian was denied access to a school, no reason was given here for the 
decision. Perhaps the local committee resented any interference from the parent Society, 
or maybe its members were afraid of receiving a bad report. Whatever the reason this was 
not an isolated example, as Fabian frequently encountered this problem. 
The information collected from schools visited by Fabian during the years 1830- 
1842 indicated that progress was being made. Attendance had increased and educational 
methods improved. For example he reported positively from Portsmouth: 
The schools at this place are in very excellent order, 
complete in their number, and have many 
applications from parents to admit their children, 
which is done as fast as the older ones leave for 
employment. [91] 
When visiting Bishop's Hill school for girls, Fabian was clearly impressed by the high 
standards. 
The discipline here is admirable, the examination 
on the various lessons and especially on the 
scripture subjects were extremely satisfactory. 
In fact the fame of this school, for the orderly 
conduct and scriptural knowledge for the pupils, 
has reached to many other places in the 
country. A number of benevolent supporters of 
the schools and many of the parents present, who 
all appeared to take great interest in the exercises. [92] 
In his position as representative of the Society, Fabian frequently offered advice on 
how to improve schools and raise standards. Like Hull and later Agents/Inspectors the 
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point he most frequently stressed was the importance of a good teacher. In his report 
from Southampton in 1830 he illustrated the difference a capable master could make. 
The boys school is now in a flourishing state at this 
place; more applications are made than the 
committee can receive, for want of room. When 
the new master, lately sent from Borough Road 
arrived, the number in attendance was only 86 
and now it is 168. The girls school is also on the 
increase since you sent them their present mistress. [93] 
Reporting from the boys school in Baddow Lane, which educated 130 pupils, Fabian 
wrote: 
I found the master had recently been sent down 
from the Borough Road, and that under his care, 
the school was improving both in numbers and 
efficiency. His predecessor had suffered a good 
deal from ill health in consequence of which, the 
school had rather fallen into disorder. [94] 
Fabian often wrote to Dunn disapproving- of a particular teacher and requesting 
his replacement. In December 1835 Fabian wrote: 'The master is not a suitable person, the 
number at the boys school has decreased to 40'. [951 In one instance Fabian wrote to the 
Secretary from Manchester in July 1837, reporting a meeting held near Little Horton, for 
the express purpose of winning back parents so displeased with the late master that they 
had removed their children from the school. Fabian wrote after the meeting: 
I think it was beneficial, the parents appeared disposed 
to try the new master; honestly speaking this will be 
the life or death to the school.. .1 called on most of 
our subscribers who were persuaded to continue 
their subscriptions. [96] 
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On many occasions Fabian's advice on matters such as the suitability of a particular 
teacher was acted on, but it must be remembered that in his capacity as Travelling Agent 
he did not have the power to 'hire or fire' a teacher; all he could do was advise the 
Committee in London. 
Apart from the standards of teachers the most common elements contained within 
Fabian's school inspection reports were details of classroom sizes and patchy 
descriptions of the subjects taught. Often the reports were brief and very vague with no 
detailed information on standards of pupils or conditions of schools. Unlike his fellow 
Agent/inspector, Henry Althans, it would appear little of Fabian's time was devoted to 
school inspection, indicating that this was merely considered a subsidiary activity. 
However, his reports show that much more time was devoted to raising funds and 
holding public meetings, these issues being documented in great detail in Fabian's monthly 
papers. 
In the northern industrial towns, where non-conformity was well represented, 
Fabian first met with some success in organising meetings and obtaining 
subscriptions. [971 In 1832 a public meetingwas held in Manchester at the Exchange 
Dining Rooms. This was attended by Fabian and Dunn and drew 'a numerous and 
respectable attendance'. This was also the case at a meetin&at Liverpool which was 
attended by William Knibb, the anti-slavery campaigner and supporter of the British 
system. [981 A typical public meeting would consist of Fabian giving a lecture followed 
by a collection and the opportunity for new subscribers to come forward. 
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Public meetings aroused much interest and provided a forum for the promotion of 
the BFSS's educational policies. Fabian wrote from South Shields in 1835: 
Our meeting. -was, well attended about 
800 
present in the Wesleyan meeting hall ... we 
have put to silence the voices who have been 
endeavouring and fair would make people believe 
we are evangelicals and have no other aim than 
of giving instructions in the elementary branches. [99] 
As well as collecting subscriptions these gatherings provided opportunities to correct 
misconceived opinions of the Society and its policies. This was clearly the case in 
Bristol. 
At Street I am publicised for a meeting tomorrow night 
the chief object to diffuse the public mind and 
endeavour to eradicate impressions made from a 
budget of lies scattered in a wholesale manner by a 
professed cure of souls in the shape of clergymen. 1100] 
Fabian worked hard in advertising public meetings and endeavouring to encourage 
people to attend. The Society benefited greatly as a result of such efforts. However, 
it was not always easy as Fabian frequently faced opposition and often his hard work was 
in vain. In a letter from Derby in 1836 he illuminated some of the problems he faced. 
You may judge that I do not write in the most extolled 
state appending; For our proposed morning lecture 
at this place we distributed through the town 200 
circulars... pleading for attendance and few came.... 
This is a church ridden place, may the prayers 
of her sons and daughters be answered for they are 
all prisoners and are in the bonds of bigotry and the 
willing slaves of priesthood and superstition. How I 
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long to be a help to them. [101] 
Fabian spoke very clearly here of the opposition and hostility he faced, in particular from 
members, or those connected with the established Church. This extract illustrates Fabian's 
personal feelings towards such individuals and the harmful influence he considered they 
had on the poor in that area. Fabian expressed his desire to help the people of this town 
and to rescue them from the 'bonds of bigotry'. In the 1830s such opinions were common 
amongst many connected with the BFSS as there was much rivalry and hostility between 
the two Societies during these years. Opposition from members of the Established Church 
was also a problem for Fabian in Bristol, where he spoke in terms of battling' with the 
'enemy'. 
Last night after much toil, I held at this place a meeting, 
there were more than 400 present but we only 
collected £5.15.2 and less in annual subscriptions. 
I am working to get an efficient committee both for the 
parents and its offspring... Friday I go to fight the battle 
at Street; a bill has been sent me from that place 
stating that our examination will be held, it alludes to 
the false statements made by others about us... and invites 
persons to come and see for themselves. [102] 
Opposition from Anglicans was a familiar experience and one Fabian 
frequently encountered at his meetings. When visiting Street he had to stand the personal 
abuse of some churchmen; I have been accused of enmity to the Church, of being a 
Methodist, a coffee drinker and finish all a Quaker'. [103] Fabian recalled that in one 
instance the Vicar reported '... that I was sent out by the Government to try the purse of 
the people... there are many who do not like the plan of lecturing on these subjects'. [104] 
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In a number of cases Fabian not only had to face the personal insults of the 
churchmen, but also had to contend with his meetings and lectures being interrupted by 
people. This occurred in 1838 at Gloucester, an Anglican stronghold, where a clergyman 
cross questioned Fabian at length on the discipline problems within British schools. Fabian 
commented, 'I believe he wanted to disrupt the meeting. [1051 In many of his reports 
Fabian spoke of the real'battle' he was fighting with members of the Established Church. 
This is illustrated in his letter to Robert Foster in July 1839: 
Two clergymen with masters of the establishment 
who are on the Committee wish to introduce the 
Church Catechism creeds and they are very 
powerful, but I have every-reason to think we should 
beat them, tomorrow will decide if we are beaten 
then the master will resign. [106] 
Equally strong was the opposition which came from the Unitarians who charged 
Fabian, as they did the Society, with sectarianism hardly less exclusive than the National 
Society, because of the Trinitarian basis of its scriptural teaching. [107] Reporting from 
Chelmsford in 1838 Fabian warned of the potential trouble the Unitarians were going to 
cause. He sent Dunn a letter which he had received from the Committee concerning this 
issue: 
We learn that the Unitarians} who have for sometime 
kept away from our committee intend to trouble 
us at the public meeting, and as it is clear that their 
quarrel is with the Parent Society we must not be 
left at the meetingwithout someone to represent it. [108] 
Unitarians and Anglicans were not the only groups to have interrupted public meetings 
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held by Fabian. In 1839 at Leeds a meeting was disrupted by a large number of Chartists. 
Fabian reported: 
Last night we assembled at the Commercial Rooms at 
this place to hold our meeting; great was the turmoil, 
a very large party of Socialists and Chartists had 
taken possession, would have their own chairman 
and a most disgraceful scene followed. [109] 
It is not known why this group of Socialists and Chartists were opposed to the work 
being- carried out by Fabian, - yet 
it could be argued that they were afraid that he may 
attract more support for his cause and steal many of their potential followers. 
Fabian faced two main groups of opponents, religious opponents - 
Anglicans and Unitarians, and political opponents - Socialists and Chartists. Although 
members of these two groups may. have had very different motives, their purpose was 
clearly the same, to disrupt and prevent Fabian's work for the BFSS and for the promotion 
of elementary education on British lines. Fabian, like his successors, had to struggle 
against indifference, vague promises and political and religious hostility. [110] 
He also had to battle against the social and economic circumstances and climates 
of the day, as in many instances these influenced the reception which the BFSS Agent 
received. This was particularly evident in the rural districts, where the Society's influence 
had always been precarious. Writing from the north east in September 1835 Fabian stated: 
I know not any time that I have met with a greater 
disappointment in my applications for money than 
the present and fear much the returns from this 
part of Yorkshire. At Hull for three days I only 
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obtained £5, I could not persuade any person to 
introduce me, all had some excuse or other. [I I I] 
He reported a similar situation two months later from Exeter. 'Never a more tryin&time 
than the present... scarce anything of interest here but Municipal Reform, Rail Roads and 
Gas Companies. ' [1121 The late 183 Os saw a severe economic depression, during which 
time the collection of subscriptions and the maintenance of local committees and schools 
became difficult. This was reflected in Fabian's correspondence from Bristol in March 
1837. 
I need not call your attention to the more than 
ordinary depressed state of trade, and the 
consequent downheartedness. You must not 
expect much at Manchester and Liverpool. [113] 
Indeed Fabian expressed in Manchester 'very . great 
trouble in getting my subscriptions. 
The greatest objection is the state of trade'. [114] These examples clearly indicate that 
Fabian's work was affected by the social and economic circumstances of the day. 
However, there were other issues. Bartle argues it was the widespread belief that the 
introduction of state grants was shortly to be established that affected the collection of 
subscriptions. [115] Fabian expressed his concern about'the injury which I fear the 
anticipated Government plan for education will do to the funds of the Society. [1161 This 
is evident in Fabian's letter to Dunn dated 1839, where he tried to account for the small 
amount of money collected. 
I scarcely know how to write to you... difficulty of 
getting money appears to be increasing for several 
causes. 1) The want of support for local schools 
present the friends of education subscribing to the 
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general object. 2) The expectation of Government 
doing something for National Education, leads 
several to think that the British Society will never be 
wanted. 3) The great pressure of local subscribers for 
the suffering poor in this season. [117] 
There were many different problems and circumstances which affected 
Fabian's work. Even friends of the Society could hinder canvassing For example, at 
Whitby in 1835 Fabian was 'meeting on every hand discouragement' he reported that the 
London Missionary Society, the Baptist Missionary Society and the Bible Society were 
'preaching sermons or holding meetings and the people appear very much more interested 
in these causes than in ours'. [1181Missionary work tended to attract more support than 
the education of the poor at this time. 
Fabian also had to contend with a number of personal problems. These included 
travelling, as he was expected to cover vast distances at a time when the railway network 
was still in its infancy. He also had to endure harsh weather conditions, as well as bouts of 
home sickness and poor health. The latter was a particular problem for Fabian. In a letter 
to Dunn from Brighton in October 1834, he wrote: 
I have placed myself under the care of a medical man; 
who has considered it necessary to apply such 
painful medicines that I have been'loss de combat' 
all day ... my mouth easier, but my throat in a very 
released state. [ 119] 
His condition deteriorated and in August 1835 he was forced to abandon his work. Fabian 
wrote: 
Reluctantly I have quitted my work this I feel at my 
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duty to the advice of Dr Minterbattun and Mr 
Bradey. The sore in my mouth gradually increased 
after you left which made it very painful even to 
speak in ordinary conversation. [120] 
Fabian also experienced financial problems. In October 1835 he wrote reluctantly 
to Dunn requesting financial assistance. 
The increase of my family and the duty I owe them 
bids me to apply through you to the Committee 
respectfully reminding, them of the expectation 
served when I joined the Society that after a time 
there would be an increase in salary. I really need it 
or I should not apply, I am particularly anxious to 
know if the committee can comply with my request 
and very anxious to have their answer. [121] 
All these hardships and problems were reflected in Fabian's correspondence of the 
latter period. His ailments and desire to see his family and to obtain another job were 
frequently mentioned. [1221 By 1838 his efficiency was beginnin&to wane. He 
muddled his accounts, lost money and was 'dilatory' in his weekly reports to Dunn and the 
Committee. In 1842 the Society, following a number of warnings, disposed of his 
services. [123] There was no mention of his resignation in the Annual Reports and no sign 
of any kind of pension, regardless of his service to the BFSS. Despite this rather sad end 
to Fabian's career, he had achieved much for the Society during this difficult period as 
his journeys resulted in the formation of many new auxiliary societies which in turn made 
significant contributions to the income and expansion of the work of the BFSS. 
Henry Althans was appointed Inspector of British Schools for the Metropolitan 
area in 1831. His appointment had come about following an examination of the state of 
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many schools in the London region, the results of this enquiry being that many had been 
neglected by their managers and committees. [124] Hence it was decided that a school 
Inspector should be appointed for the area, his job being. to keep an eye on such schools 
and report frequently to the General Committee. [125] 
Following the advertisement of this post, Althans' letter of application reached the 
Committee in March 1831. Within this document he listed his qualifications for the 
position which included a competent knowledge of the theory and practice of general 
education and a capability of detailing the practical operations of schools. [126] He added 
that he had written for the public press and had frequently addressed numerous assemblies 
in the Metropolis and in the country upon the subject of education. [127] He wrote: 
From my immediate connection with 
educational establishments for the period 
of 20 years, I have acquired much practical 
experience, both in the instruction of children 
and of teachers [inlthe British system.. .1 
have 
carefully studied and fully comprehend [the system] 
my personal character is publicly known and [I] 
having required some popularity as a zealous 
advocate of the instruction of the young. [128] 
Althans was appointed part-time Inspector of British schools within a 12 mile 
radius of London. This former Secretary of the East London Auxiliary Sunday School 
Union and corn merchant served the Society as Inspector until his retirement in 1854. 
He received a salary of no per annum. He worked three days a week for the Society and 
was responsible for 100 schools in the London area. Althans spent most of his time 
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inspecting schools, frequently commenting on the need for a more regular system of 
inspection as he believed that each school should be visited at three monthly 
intervals. [129] He was a supporter of the monitorial system, yet he was against free 
education as he considered it would be little valued. 
Ball argues that Althans' job was to see if the British system was working 
properly, but at the same time he was careful not to interfere with the conduct of each 
school. [130] Indeed his job was'to report any major deficiencies to the Committee 
in London, but not to interfere in the daily running of the establishment. Comparisons 
can be made between the work of this first BFSS Inspector and HMIs. Similar 
instructions were given to the first government officials not to interfere with the 
running of the school but instead to observe and offer advice if requested. [131] 
Althans clearly stated this point in information given to the Select Committees, which 
he was called to give evidence before, in 1834 and 1838. He gave the following 
account of his methods employed when visiting a school. 
When I go into a school I cast my eye 
round to see that the work of the school 
is going on, and if I find it going on properly 
I then conclude that the master is doing his 
duty; but if I find the work is only partially 
going on I conclude accordingly, or if I find 
the work is standing still I inquire the reason 
of it. The next thing is, I go round to the classes 
to see how they are taught and observe how 
the monitors are proceeding with the classes; 
afterwards I may perhaps examine the whole 
school collectively, putting some questions to 
them, or the master may put a Bible into my 
hand and say, "Will you select a subject and 
examine a class upon that subject? " after which 
the master and I converse together about the 
school, and I give him hints and suggestions, and 
he gives me information... If I find anything wrong 
I do not complain to the master about it, but I 
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ask him some question about it; then he perhaps 
will return me some question on the subject, and 
say, 'what am Ito do', I then give my advice; but 
if I were to go and complain they would not 
listen to it. [132] 
Here Althans gave a detailed account of his duties and the way in which they were 
conducted. Althans endeavoured not to interfere with the running of the school, but 
instead gave advice only when asked as he believed that such an approach would bring 
more advantage. He was more of a 'friendly visiting overseer' than an inspector. In 
1833 the BFSS Committee described Althans' role as one of a'friendly 
supervisor'. [1331 The above extract is also significant as it was evidence given to a 
House of Commons Select Committee inquiring into the state of elementary education 
before the establishment of H Ts. This style of non-interference inspection, which had 
been established and practised by the BFSS since 1826, greatly influenced the system 
of government inspection which was to be established at a later date. 
Like many of the other BFSS Agents Althans carried out other duties besides 
school inspection. He canvassed on the Society's behalf, held public meetings, 
delivered lectures and conducted public examinations. He did much to promote 
the objects of the Society durin&this early period, generating much public awareness 
concerning the need for the non-sectarian education of poor children. Althans, like 
Fabian, had a dual role; 'propagandist' and 'school inspector'. 
Great importance was placed on the value of Althans' visits to schools and 
the positive results these brought. It was reported in the 1832 BFSS Annual 
Report that by Althans visits 
Drooping interests have, in some instances 
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been revived, in others fresh vigour has been 
thrown into local committees and in every 
case industrious teachers have been encouraged, 
and a stimulus has been given to new effect. [134] 
The BFSS Committee, and indeed Althans, believed that visits to schools resulted in 
the general improvement of the establishment. Their only regret at this time was that it 
was too expensive to apply this system to the whole country. Summing up the results 
of Althans' work in 1843 the BFSS Committee gave the following views on the 
benefits of the regular inspection of schools. 
When the inspection of schools is resumed 
in a proper spirit, and conducted in a friendly 
manner, it is conducted to exercise a 
beneficial influence both upon the teachers and 
the scholars. It affords opportunities to 
ascertain the actual state of education in the 
several schools, to urge the scholars to 
diligence in the pursuit of their studies, and to 
point out and remedy objects which in the general 
routine and habitual management of schools, 
might otherwise pass on unobserved. [135] 
Althans was able to give much needed and often welcomed advice, in most 
cases meeting with a strong willingness to receive suggestions. His visits to schools 
would often be unexpected, unless a special invitation had been sent by the manager or 
committee. He reported that, although when the idea was first introduced some 
committees viewed inspection with a'certain degree of jealous}', he had not met with 
any problems during the period in which he had served, and on all occasion had 
received a warm welcome from the school committees or managers. [136] It was 
reported in the Society's Annual Report in 1838 that 
The disposition which prevails among the teachers 
generally to avail themselves of every opportunity 
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for the acquisition of knowledge has been displayed 
in a very gratifying manner by the attendance of 
many of them at the lectures which I [Althanslhave 
instituted last year. [ 13 7] 
Althans reported very positively here of the receptions he had received when visiting 
schools and committees, even though many of his visits were unannounced and 
unexpected. Like his fellow Agents/Inspectors, Althans, following his inspection, 
compiled a report of his findings and sent it to the Committee in London. Only a few 
of his reports remain extant. That on the Hope Street school provides an example of 
one of the better establishments he visited. Writing in 1832 he provided information 
concerning the school room, standards within the establishment and supporters of the 
school. He reported: 
Hope Street School is an important institution 
containing 220 boys, who are installed entirely 
on the British system. The schoolroom is a 
remarkably good building for the purpose. 
The discipline which these boys have attained 
is excellent which is evident by the quickness 
and preciseness with which they perform 
various exercises. Their attainments in mental 
arithmetic are very creditable and there are 
many fine writers in the school. [1381 
Clearly this was a very positive report of standards within this particular school. This 
report is a good illustration of the typical ordered and logical format of Althans' 
correspondence which was submitted to the Committee in London on a regular basis. 
As the Society's representative Althans was frequently approached by local 
committees and interested groups wishing to establish new schools. He 
reported in January 1834 that he had received memoranda from the following 
places requesting his aid in establishing new schools: Kennington, Brixton, Stepney, 
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Clarkenwell, Bow, Brentford and Whitechapel. [139] He commented that at all of 
these places there were plenty of children and enthusiastic committees to aid in the 
setting up of British Schools. 
Unfortunately little of Althans' correspondence remains extant. However, from 
analysing Annual Reports and surviving letters it is evident that Althans did much to 
spread the monitorial system and promote the aims and objectives of the Society in the 
early years within the Metropolitan area. Writing on the results of his work he stated: 
The results of my tours, will I fully expect 
be the promotion of further useful improvements 
in some of the schools, and an increased 
excitement in favour of all, so as to prove 
beneficial to the institutions which I have 
visited. [ 140] 
The Society's Annual Report for 1854 stated that Althans had retired that year at the 
age of 70 due to failing health. He had been a respected BFSS official, as his general 
attitude to teachers and children can be best illustrated by the description given to him 
of'the friend of popular education'. [141] In an address given by the Rev. Alex 
Fletcher on the day of Althans' funeral he clearly expressed the affection in which this 
BFSS Inspector had been held. Speaking of his work for the Society, Fletcher 
commented: 
For the duties of this office he was admirably 
qualified both by nature and grace. This furnished a 
wide field of usefulness among the rising race. 200 
schools were under his supervision. His valuable visits 
amounted to 8,563. Throughout this period in which he 
fulfilled the duties of his honourable and laborious office, 
he addressed no less a number than 1,092,015 youthful 
immortals. [1421 
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In 1835 the BFSS Committee appointed a Travelling-Master for the purposes 
of'organising new schools and assisting masters when first sent out in obtaining 
general discipline by moral means'. L1431They offered a salary of 150 per annum for 
the successful applicant. James Cornwell, a former Borough Road student and master 
of the British school in Hull was appointed in 1835. He carried out a number of tours 
on the Society's behalf, including one with Fabian. [144] Several of Cornwell's 
journals remain intact, providing interesting information concerning the schools he 
visited and in particular the receptions he received. The following example is taken 
from his journal dated July 1838 and written while he was visiting-Northampton. 
Cornwell wrote of the cool reception he received from Mr Collins and the lack of 
support for a public meeting. Cornwell reported: 
He [Mr Collins] told me that the last meeting had been 
held in spite of his wishes and was a complete failure, and 
that if I had one I must not reckon on his co-operation. [145] 
The meeting was not held. 
Extracts from Cornwell's journal indicate that he also visited and inspected 
schools. Writing from Northampton he stated: 
Devoted-the a$ernnon. tu the examination of the school. 
There were more than 300 present. The boys were not 
very orderly, but it was not the disorder of refractories. 
The boys did not seem to consider they were doing 
wrong in talking. The master had encouraged them in 
negligence of his commands by giving them frequently, 
as crying 'halt' for instance, without insisting, on this being 
implicitly obeyed. His teaching was too much in detail 
directing his attention to individuals instead of a whole 
class. [1461 
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Cornwell held the master responsible for many of the deficiencies within this 
institution, in particular the discipline problems experienced within this school. In this 
same report, he went on to give his considered opinion on the effectiveness of the 
monitorial system: 
I have lon&been convinced that the monitorial system 
is quite inadequate to the Educational wants and 
requirements of the age, unless the monitors are 
specially instructed in reference to their particular 
duties; and I am especially convinced that this will never 
be done till the training of monitors is recognised as a 
regular and indispensable part of the system. [147] 
Cornwell was writing in 1838, a time when many were beginning to question the 
effectiveness of the monitorial system. He blamed the lack of correct teaching and 
training available for monitors. HMIs were later to make the same diagnosis in very 
similar terms. [148] It was clearly Cornwell's belief that this was a problem that would not 
be overcome until the need for well trained monitors was fully recognised and accepted. 
This is an important report as it was the first of its kind in which a BFSS official publicly 
attacked the monitorial system, which was the basis of the British' system of education. It 
is significant that Cornwell identified problems and made suggestions for improvements 
which were later to be reinforced by HMIs, and that his report was made before the 
introduction of measures such as the proposal for a model school and the introduction of 
pupil teachers. His reports were also influential in that his detailed writings on educational 
methods were the first of their kind among BFSS Agents/Inspectors. 
In 1837 Cornwell became tutor and later Principal of the Borough Road Normal 
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Institution. He probably disliked the work as an Agent/Inspector of the monitorial system, 
yet he did continue to visit schools occasionally on the Society's behalf. [149] Reports 
from other Agents/Inspectors indicated that he was very unpopular with local committees 
because of his severity as an Inspector. [150] 
G. W. Perry was employed as Agent/Inspector, responsible for the eastern 
counties, in 1837. From examining Perry's remaining papers it would appear that 
he met with much opposition during the course of his service. Such experiences can be 
used as typical examples of the hardships early BFSS Agents/Inspectors endured. The 
difficulties he faced were clearly explained in his letter to the Secretary of the BFSS dated 
Macehl4 1837. The name of the town is unknown He wrote: 
Called on Mr Woodraffe and was not a little 
disappointed at the cold reception he gave me. He told 
me at once he would do nothing for me... he denied 
even giving me a single introduction.. .1 called on him 
again in the evening in the hope that he may have 
changed his mind.. . 
but no, he seemed even more indignant 
than he was in the morning. [ 151 ] 
Perry had tried to obtain a donation and some form of introduction to persons within this 
town from Mr Woodraffe, but evidently had been unsuccessful in his appeal on both 
counts. He received a similar response in Gainsborough where he reported; 'Seldom 
have I felt more chagrined and disappointed'. [ 152] He went on to explain that in this 
particular area leaflets concerning the work of the Society had been distributed among 
'persons who were hostile to our views'. [153] Perry wrote: 
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When the hour of meeting arrived my forebodings 
were painfully realised; the attendance was very 
meagre. All I could do was to make a forcible 
appeal as possible to those present. [154] 
Such opposition and negative responses were commonly experienced by Perry and 
frequently related in his journals and letters. Bartle concludes that it was his failure to 
obtain sufficient subscriptions making it impossible to cover his expenses, which 
ultimately led to him being dropped by the Society. [155] 
The work of these first Agents/Inspectors was very significant. They were the first 
men to visit schools and make official reports to the Committee in London, they 
acted as important propagandist Agents' spreading the BFSS's message of 
undenominational scriptural education and they raised much needed financial resources 
for the Society. The Agents/Inspectors' correspondence which included school inspection 
reports was important, as Hull, Fabian, Althans and Cornwell commented on issues which 
were to later dominate HML reports during the 1840s, 1850s and 1860s. This indicated 
that although much of their time was spent collecting subscriptions and raising funds they 
were aware of national education problems. All of the early BFSS Agents/Inspectors were 
important, yet perhaps the most notable was Althans. He was among the BFSS delegation 
called before the 1834 and 1838 Select Committees on education. In the evidence he gave 
the system of inspection operating in British schools was described in detail and 
subsequently this evidence can be seen to have influenced Kay-Shuttlewoth and the early 
HMk 
Clearly these first Agents/Inspectors' duties were varied and in some cases 
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differed from one another. At this early stage their roles were not clearly defined. For 
example, Fabian was far more of a'propagandist' Agent promoting the objects of the 
Society and raising and collecting much needed subscriptions at public meetings, while 
Althans spent more time visiting and inspecting British schools. Despite the importance of 
this branch of the Society's work during this early period, the system of inspection which 
existed was not effectively organised and the Inspector's roles and duties not clearly 
defined, a situation which was to continue for the next decade. 
The Second Period c. 1840-c. 1855 
This section examines the work of some of the notable Agents/Inspectors 
employed between c. 1840-c. 1855, including Duval, Dobney, Watson, Smith, Wilks, 
Barton and Ehn. Table 6 gives details concerning their dates of employment and the areas 
in which they worked. This section will show that significant changes occurred during this 
middle period. Improvements were made to the organisation of the Agency department 
with the first appointment of a 'Superintendent Agent' in 1845. This clearly illustrated the 
continued importance placed on inspection by the Society. Although many of the BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors who worked between c. 1840-c. 1855 continued to have dual roles as 
'school Inspector' and 'propagandist Agent', by the end of this period things was beginning 
to change as their roles were becoming more clearly defined. This section will examine the 
work of some of the most outstanding Agents/Inspectors whose reports provided crucial 
information concerning educational issues as well as insights into the social and economic 
conditions of the areas in which they operated. This section will highlight the essential 
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Table 6 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors Employed between c. 1840-c. 1855 
Name of Agent/Inspector Dates of Main Area 
Employment 
E. H. Duval 1840-1845 Western Counties 
of Employment 
Rev. J. H. Dobney 1840-1843 South Midlands 
J. Watson 1841-1855 Yorkshire & North East 
Rev. E. D. J. Wilks 1845-1856 Lancashire & North West 
R. Smith 1845-1852 Home Counties 
J. Barton 1843? Lancashire & North West 
G. R. Ehn 1847? -1850? Metropolitan Area 
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work undertaken by these officials. 
By the late 1830s the BFSS was forced to increase its inspection efforts; 
competition from the National Society with the growing strength of Diocesan Boards and 
the increase in government grants to the two Societies in 1839 made this necessary. 
Dunn stated: 'nothing short of frequent, regular and systematic inspection, will ever 
secure the general efficiency of schools'. [1561 After 1843 the Agency department was 
extended to embrace the whole of England and Wales. By 1845, in addition to Althans and 
a 'canvassing agent' in London, there was a full time resident Agent in Manchester 
responsible for the north west and the Midlands, and local Agents for Yorkshire and the 
north east, the west country, the eastern counties and Wales. [157] 
Edmund Duval was the Society's Agent in the west country between 1840-1845. 
He had been a student at Borough Road and had taught in London and Bristol; he later 
became the Principal of a training college in New Brunswick. [158] Having responsibility 
for the west of England, a part of the country in which the influence of the BFSS was 
particularly weak, Duvals task of spreading the Society's message was often very 
difficult. 
Like many of his fellow Agents his duties were not clearly defined and therefore 
appeared quite diverse. The Society's Annual Report for 1845, gave the following 
account of the work he had undertaken during that year. 
Mr Duval has been engaged in the west of England... he 
has visited and inspected during the year 111 schools.. . 
he 
has also delivered lectures and attended meetings at . 18 
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different places for the purpose of the establishment 
of new schools. [ 159] 
Duval's duties can be divided into two main sections; school inspection and delivering 
lectures at public meetings on behalf of the Society. Although this particular example does 
not mention the collecting of subscriptions, Duval's journals do suggest that much of his 
time was spent carrying out this particular activity. His duties were diverse, school 
inspection being only part_of the work he was expected to under take. 
During his travels Duval met with a variety of requests from local committees. The 
most common for Duval, as with other Agents, was the request for a suitable trained 
teacher. This was the case in Kingswood in March 1840. Here Duval was approached by 
the Rev. Gaskin, acting on behalf of a friend in Salford, who wished to be introduced to 
the British system and required the services of a trained teacher. 
He [the appointed masterlis to undertake the English 
department in a private day school where from 80 to 
100 boys, some of persons of high respectability are 
taught. The salary at present would not be more than 
X60 a year, the teacher to provide himself with board 
and lodgings. It is a school in the Church interest 
and I think that the Principal is a clergyman, he wants a 
British teacher but declines applying directly to you as it 
must not be known in the school, that it is a British 
system he adopts. [160] 
This was an unusual example, as a British teacher was being requested for a school 
with a clergyman as the Principal, an establishment which was described as a'Church' 
school. This is significant as it shows that despite increased rivalry between the two 
Societies there were still, in 1840, some members of the Church of England who 
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supported, or certainly accepted the British system and were willing to work with the 
BFSS. This report also highlighted the important role the Agents played in establishing 
and maintaining lines of communication between the BFSS Committee in London and 
local schools. It was very common for the BFSS Agent to be approached about the 
acquisition of teachers for particular schools. 
Like government Inspectors the BFSS Agents were expected to be familiar with all 
the latest developments and issues relating not only to the education of the poor, but also 
with what was happening more generally within society. Often such questions could put 
the Agent on the spot. This was the case for Duval while visiting Plymouth in April 1844. 
He wrote to Dunn: 
I arranged with the friends for a public meeting there 
on Monday week. But with reference to these meetings 
I labour under a disadvantage in one respect namely 
that I am expected as Agent of the Society to give to 
the meeting a full statement of everything recent in 
the Educational Movement of the day, this I could have 
done while residing in Bristol because I saw the Patriot 
and Record regularly and felt an interest in the subject. 
Now when expected to be more especially informed I 
find that those who seek information from me are before 
hand seeing the Patriot and other media of information, 
how this is to be remedied I do not exactly know, but as 
I look forward to the Plymouth meeting as a matter of 
some importance I shall feel greatly obliged for any 
information that may be new and interesting to me. L161] 
Like his fellow Agents and his National Society counterparts Duval was possibly the only 
medium teachers and local committees had for keeping up to date with the latest 
educational developments. He was seen as the representative of the parent Society, and 
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was therefore expected to be furnished with such information. Clearly an Agent was 
expected to be an expert on all current educational questions, a role which Duval was not 
always able to fulfil. 
Financial requests from local committees were also frequently made. Often 
Committees would request money from the Society to aid in the building of a school, or 
the maintenance of an establishment. At Lyme Regis the local committee threatened to 
give up the school when informed by Duval that there was no available grant from the 
Society in London. 'I found that not one shilling had been sent to the Society from the 
whole of Dorset', wrote Duval. [162] 
Like his fellow Agents much of Duvals time was spent organising and giving 
lectures at public meetings. Within the geographical area in which Duval operated there 
was a general negative feeling-towards the work of the BFSS1 therefore his job was often 
made very difficult. From Bristol he wrote: 'The attendance was thin though considerable 
publicity had been given and the collection was only just enough to cover the 
expenses'. [163] In many instances Duval received little assistance from local committees 
in organising public meetings. This was in keeping with all aspects of his work as the areas 
in which he operated were renowned for their lack of support for the Society. He spoke 
of this problem in July 1844 from Wantage. 
In many places where I think public meetings maybe 
held with advantage the friends throw obstructions in 
the way, while in other places the friends have thought 
it desirable where I have deemed it doubtful whether 
it would be successful. [1641 
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Although Duval faced various difficulties and encountered many problems during 
his time as a BFSS Agent, in a number of his journals there are very positive reports of the 
progress being made. For example he wrote to Dunn from Bristol in 1838: 
I am happy to say that we continue to progress though 
at a very steady pace; our numbers slowly improve and 
I have to rejoice that the efforts which have been made 
to ease the character and to improve the general appeal 
of the school has not been in vain. We had an examination 
on the 1st of December which gave general satisfaction we 
had a very large attendance mainly of the working 
classes. [165] 
Duval was referring to one particular school which was slowly being improved and 
making steady progress. He also made several references to the reopening of British 
schools, which had closed temporarily because of an epidemic or other problems. He 
reported from Torrington in 1844: 
I visited all the leading friends they seemed to have deep 
humiliation for their position, especially as they 
distinguished themselves in the rejection of the Factories 
Bill, almost every adult in the town signing the petitions. 
They resolved to call a meeting to confer about the matter 
yesterday evening which I attended and I have no doubt 
thatthe. resultwilibe that a united effort will be made and 
the schools reopened. [166] 
Duval spoke here of the reopening of the British school in Torrington which had 
closed due to lack of funds and support. This particular example is very interesting as it 
also referred to a prominent issue of the day,. the opposition to the Factory Bill, 
- 
in this 
area. From looking at many of the BFSS Agents/Inspectors' reports the commenting on, 
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or mentioning, of particular grievances or significant events was a common occurrence. 
Corn Law agitation, Chartist petitions and economic depression were amongst the most 
regular subjects written upon. This was significant as the Agents' reports provided 
valuable accounts and histories of social and economic conditions in the areas in which 
they operated. In the following example Duval referred to severe weather conditions and 
health problems of the day. 
We have had an attendance of boys both before 
Christmas, before that period our school was almost 
desolated by measles and small pox, and since then 
the severe and lengthened frost has thrown so many 
of the parents out of employment as naturally to affect 
our numbers; these however bring some temporary 
inconveniences. 1167] 
From examining Duval's correspondence his most important duty was the 
collecting of subscriptions and raising support for the work of the Society. Often Duval 
wrote to Dunn very positively when he had met with success in the winning of a new 
subscriber or supporter for the Society. There is one particular example that stands out, 
this being Duval's encounter with the Fortescue family and the Dowager Countess. Duval 
reported to Dunn on the matter in March 1844: 
On Saturday morning I went to Guildford to see the 
school, which is supported in a glad measure by the 
Fortescue family and which Lady Elenor Fortescue, 
sister of the Earl takes especial interest. The Dowager 
Countess resides in the village and as it happened the 
Earl was spending a few days there. Having sent my 
card the servant brought backward that the Earl would 
see me, he very kindly received me,. spoke of the interest 
he felt in the Society and as it was then too late to visit 
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the school invited me to come over on Monday morning. 
Yesterday morning I went on according to appointment 
when Earl Fortescue, Lady Elenor Fortescue and Lord 
Courteny accompanied me to the school. I cannot tell the 
pleasure I felt in findingthat these schools are conducted 
in the most efficient manner.. . 
The noble family were highly 
delighted apparently havingfno idea that the children, 
especially the boys, could do so well.. . The whole party behaved to me with greatest kindness and his Lordships 
before parting, having previously seen from my letter of 
authority the whole object of my mission, desired me to 
announce him a donor of £50 for the general purposes of 
the Society. [168] 
Here Duval wrote in a very positive way as he had acquired a considerable donation, and 
made friends on the Society's behalf with influential figures in the community. This was a 
very important area of the Agents work as often the future of the Society's work in a 
particular region would depend on their success in this field. Not all his requests for 
financial donations met with such success. He wrote to Dunn on the subject in September 
L$44: 
Knowing the importance of raising money and that 
it should form a prominent feature in my mission. I 
cannot feel quite comfortable I feel a consciousness 
of doing what I can which sometimes mitigates much 
vexation but I work to give satisfaction to the 
Committee too which I fear I hardly can when I first 
engaged in this work,. I fell on awkward reluctance to 
appeal to the people for money and rebuffs somewhat 
daunted me, but this I have got completely free. [169] 
Here Duval commented on the difficulties surrounding this particular area of his work. He 
spoke of the awkward feelinghe experienced at first when having to approach people 
for money. Indeed from examining ;a number of the Agents' reports, it would appear that 
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some found this task considerably easier than others, some being particularly gifted in this 
field. However, Duval soon overcame this problem only to be faced with opposition to his 
petitions for money. He wrote from Bridgeport, 'Getting money in this county seems 
almost out of the question'. [170] From Weymouth he reported, 'it seems to me 
impossible to get money at this time and in this quarter of the world'. [1711 Duval 
included a journey to the Channel Islands in his tour of 1844, but was no more successful 
in obtaining subscriptions in Jersey or Guernsey than in Exeter or South Devon. 
... 
if I suffered the discouraging remarks that I met with 
everywhere to weigh much with me. I should have to 
return to London immediately for I have gone to no 
place yet but have been told that I have come to the 
wrong place or at the wrong time. [172] 
As well as having to battle for donations in times of economic hardships, Duval also had 
to contend with the issue of competition for financial contributions. He faced strong 
competition from the Wesleyan Methodists in his region. He emphasised this problem in 
1844: Wesleyan Methodism prevails, here and appeals are being made in that direction, 
preventin&me gettinga shift from them. ' [1731 From examinin&Duval's journals it 
would appear that the Wesleyan Methodists were his main opponents as unlike earlier 
Agents/Inspectors there were no references to any problems from the National Society, or 
from political rivals such as Chartists. Duval did not have to contend with opposition from 
the Unitarians, in fact it was quite the opposite as he formed a union with them at 
Bridgeport. 
Duval served the Society as an Agent until 1845. He was typical of a number of 
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Agents who worked during this middle period as his role was still not clearly defined, 
combining propagandist and collector of subscriptions with school Inspector. During the 
five years in which he served the Society, despite facing opposition at times, he achieved 
much on its behalf visiting schools, offering advice and encouragement, arranging public 
lectures and perhaps most importantly maintaining vital links between local schools 
and committees and the Society in London. 
James Dobney, a Baptist Minister, had been Superintendent Registrar in 
Oxfordshire before becoming the BFSS Agent in the South Midlands. [174] Dobney 
served the Society in this capacity from 1840-1843. His brief from the Committee in 
London was initially to interest influential persons, gain their attention in the course of a 
long conversation and ultimately extract a subscription or donation as a result. [1751 This 
point was clearly illustrated in a reference made to several persons Dobney felt would be 
supportive of the Society, by'callingtheir attention to the desires of the Institution'. [176] 
Edgerton argues that Dobney's primary aim was to find persons who'would consistently 
patronise the Society'. [1771 His duties and functions can be listed as: promoting the 
Society and distributing its literature, which led to funds being raised, attending and 
addressing public meetings which maintained the connection between the Institution in 
London and provincial schools, school inspection and the examination of children. 
Dobney, like other Agents, also had to prepare quarterly and annual reports in addition to 
regular letters informing the Secretary of his activities. Bartle argues that Dobney was a 
man of some literary pretensions, indeed his letters and journals make interesting and lively 
reading. [178] The usual format would begin with a detailed list of the specific towns he 
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had visited, followed by the activities which he had carried out and the success or 
difficulties he had encountered, ending with a detailed analysis of his accounts. 
From examining Dobney's reports and journals it is evident that much of his time 
was spent travelling through Oxfordshire collecting money on behalf of the Society and 
like Fabian encouraging the formation and continuation of auxiliary societies. Table 7 
provides information concerningthis activity in 1841. The total of his efforts for February 
1841 was £53.8.6 with £1 deducted travelling expenses. [179] Edgerton argues that 
Dobney was constantly attempting-to raise funds, but his primary objective was to focus 
on long term subscribers rather than spontaneous donations. [180] This is illustrated in his 
report dated May 6 1842, in which he cites Mr Field, the Mayor of Wallingford, 'a donor 
of £1 who I hope to secure as a subscriber'. [ 181 ] 
Like Fabian, Dobney's attempts to canvas for subscriptions were frequently met 
with humiliating rebuffs. At Cheltenham he was'snubbed and reproached as a sort of 
vagrant'. [1821 Lord Abingdon told Dobney, 'that if he were to give to every application 
of the kind... he should not have a six pence left for himself. [183] One unnamed person 
who supposedly mistook Dobney for Dunn, 'harried me in such a burst of passion to the 
door that I verily thought if I had not been as prompt to depart as he was to dismiss me I 
should have been expelled in a state more indecent manner. Never have I experienced 
from anyone calling himself a gentleman and a Christian such treatment as I received this 
day', Dobney exclaimed. [1841 On March 24 1841 Dobney visited Woodstock'to visit 
upon' the Duke of Marlborough. He called three times, before he was finally seen. Dobney 
reported: 'I saw his Grace who positively informed me that immediately upon receipt of 
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Table 7 
Dobney's Agency Work February 1841 - May 1841 
Date Auxiliaries formed or revived Donations Subscriptions Total 
£sd£sd£sd 
Feb Oxford 20.0.0 18.6.6 38.6.6 
Maddenham 3.4.6 3.5.0 &. 9.6 
Abingdon 3.2.6 3.2.6 
Wallingford 1.0.0 14.17.0 15.17.0 
March_ Chesham 2. 0. 0 3. 10.0 5.10.0 
Henley 3. 0. 0 3.0.0 
Chippingmaton 3. 3. 6 3.3.6 
April Witney 5. 13.6 5.13.6 
May Wantage 3. 11.0 3.11.0 
Farringdon 13. 0. 0 2. 15.0 15.15.0 
Source: BFSS Archive Centre, File 300. 
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my letters he threw them into the fire! !I could scarcely restrain my indignation!. [ 185] 
Dobney faced much opposition and negative responses while canvassing 
for the Society. Such reactions reflected the political, economic and social climate of the 
period. Yet they also provided some indication of the evolving attitudes towards 
elementary education, in terms of both parliamentary activity and the conceptions of the 
wealthy concerning this issue. [18611n many instances the negative responses to Dobney's 
appeals clearly illustrated the economic situations of the period. This is illustrated in his 
correspondence in July 1841 from Newbury where Dobney had been discouraged in his 
efforts, not through active hostility but for the fact that The state of trade in this town is 
very bad, in consequence of the railroad drawing all the traffic from the town'. [187] As 
a result of this Dobney had little response to his requests for donations. While canvassing 
in Wallingford Dobney wrote; -'Some who 
have given their names as annual subscribers 
were compelled to withdraw due to the decay of trade and heavy loans'. [188] Again 
here, responses to Dobney were affected by the state of trade. This was also the case at 
Worcester where Dobney stated: The trade of the city was in a very depressed state and 
everyone was complaining- on this account'. [189] 
On some occasions the reasons behind the lack of support were due to pressing 
local financial concerns, local debts or other financial commitments. This was the case in 
Abingdon, where Dobney failed to get much support due to an outstanding debt of 1600 
on their local chapel. [1901 This was also the case at Southampton where Dobney 
reported: 
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Having Met the Rev. Alldns I was in great hopes of 
succeeding in my efforts among his wealthy congregation, 
but the Rev. Alkins met me with a direct response, 
stating that he had to meet his people on the ensuing 
Monday to raise £600 for immediate local purposes and 
though he heartily approved of my object, he must refuse 
his sanction. [191] 
In Reading the community was paying off a debt of 170 on the local school. [192] 
Other problems Dobney faced, as indeed Fabian had some years earlier when 
collecting subscriptions and donations, were the prejudices held against the Society. For 
example Dobney reported from Aylesbury: 
In pursuit of my object-and believing that 
our Institution is conducted to bless I am grieved to find 
attempts are too successfully made to give it a poor 
character. This prejudice I endeavour everywhere to 
defeat. I could not succeed in getting assistance. [ 193] 
Writing from Pershore in March 1842 he explained how he had had an interview with a 
wealthy gentleman, but he had declined to assist Dobney on the grounds that 'the principle 
of the Society was too Lutheran'. [1941 In cases such as these, where there was an 
obvious lack of sympathy for the BFSS system, Dobney's experience had taught him to: 
Proceed cautiously and quietly as there is in almost 
every place a certain party who are exceedingly sensitive 
with regard to every movement not made by those who 
are in direct communication with the established church 
and who view with extreme jealousy all our operations. [195] 
Here Dobney was referring to the problems and opposition a BFSS Agent would 
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expect to encounter, making special reference to perhaps the strongest opponent, the 
Established Church, who viewed the Agents' movements with 'extreme jealousy. 
In other instances Dobney was unsuccessful in collecting subscriptions due to the 
competition from other societies and causes. For example in Abingdon an Agent from the 
Baptist Irish Society had unexpectedly visited the town before Dobney. It was reported 
that this Society had made applications to particular individuals who were very likely to 
have aided the BFSS. [196] In Amersham opposition came from the 'church folk', 
who were clearly opposed to the British system of schooling being used in the local girls' 
school. In addition to this Dobney reported that there were already two persons in the 
town collecting for'public societies', which obviously affected his efforts. [197] 
In addition to visiting areas petitioning for financial aid, Dobney also sent letters to 
those who he believed might be interested in the work of the Society. For example, he sent 
a letter to Mr Cavendish, the MP for Reading-in an attempt to interest him in the work of 
the BFSS. He detailed how the Society had provided instruction to hundreds of poor 
children who would otherwise not have received a basic education in the 3 Rs. Dobney's 
purpose was to enlist Cavendish as a patron of the Society. 
However, not all of Dobney's efforts were in vain. On many occasions he wrote 
rejoicing of his successes in obtaining new friends for the Society. Among these were Mr 
Duncan from Reading. Dobney reported that he was a very important man with numerous 
influential connections, who had shown a real interest in the work of the BFSS. [198] 
Dobney also had more success at Woburn where several paper manufacturers promised 
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something for the Society at a future date. [1991 He reported being very encouraged in 
such a prospect. While at Newbury Dobney visited Mr Fuller who was described as a 
'respectable and retired gentleman'. He reported: 'That immediately upon receipt of my 
circular he wrote to the Secretary of the New Boys School, requesting him to write to Mr 
Dunn without delay. ' [20011n Buckingham Mr Harris doubled his subscription and kindly 
consented to collect the subscriptions in the future. [201] 
The other main task Dobney carried out was the inspection of schools,. a part of his 
duties he took very seriously, his detailed accounts contrasting with the brief references 
made to school inspection in Fabian's reports. Many of Dobney's visits revealed the apathy 
of local committees and ill paid and ill taught school teachers. For example, an 
examination of the monitors at the British school in Reading led to the comment that 'they 
reflect no credit upon themselves or their master. How I wish it were in the power of the 
London Committee to exercise some control in the management of our local 
schools'. [202] He wrote: 'a want of a central authority is felt in many of them'. [203] 
From Abingdon Dobney reported: 
My object here was solely to look at this school and 
I am sorry not to be able to report more favourably of 
it. The number of children under instruction is very 
small the amount of instruction very scanty. The 
attendance of the committee of visitors very slack and very 
little regard seems to be paid to order or discipline, 
especially in the girls school. [204] 
The issues covered in this report can be compared to those addressed in later HMI reports 
as Dobney complained here of poor attendance and inadequate instruction. This indicated 
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that he was aware of national education problems. Like his fellow Agents and HMIs 
Dobney frequently commented on the poor standards of teachers. [205] This was the 
case at Swindon where Dobney stated, 'the young woman who acts as teacher knows 
nothing'. [206] Reporting from Cheltenham he stated: 
With respect to the.. . Boys school, I was really ashamed 
of it and I examined myself in strong terms.. . the master is Smith.. . he is an aged man, I should suppose ranging towards 60 and called up his monitors and heard them read, 
they could not read least intelligently. [207] 
At this establishment the master, who was in charge of nearly 300 boys in an oppressively 
underground school room like an oven', complained that there was no prevision made by 
the Society for'supernatural teachers'. Dobney wrote, 'I could not help sympathising with 
the poor man in his situation'. [2081 This is an important report as Dobney commented on 
the unsatisfactory standard of monitors at a time when the monitorial system was 
beginning to be harshly criticised by HMIs. It was significant as it demonstrates that 
criticisms were also being made from within the Society, even with its commitment to the 
monitorial system and again shows that the Agents/Inspectors were aware of national 
educational problems. [209] 
An interesting example of Dobney's school inspection can be found in a visit to 
Woburn Boys' school in 1842. Bartle argues, given that the squire of Woburn was 
the Duke of Bedford, the President of the BFSS, something in character of a model 
monitorial school might confidently have been expected. [210] But as Dobney reported 
to-Duna: 
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The schoolroom is small, low, inconvenient and in 
every respect greatly inferior to many of our country 
schools which cannot boast of so noble a patron. 
There is not a map or single picture of natural history 
displayed on the walls and nothing is taught there beyond 
mere reading, writing and arithmetic... when I enquired of 
the master how this was he said 'that the committee... 
deemed the amount of instruction given sufficient with... the 
situation in life which the pupils occupied...! was perfectly 
astonished. [211 ] 
Not all of Dobney's school inspection reports were so negative. For example 
reporting from Devizes Dobney stated that when he visited both the girls' and the boys' 
school he had found the British system being conducted very well. [2121 It was also 
reported that 'the master and mistress appear well qualified for their situations and give 
great satisfaction'. [213]. The comments were also positive from Abingdon where it was 
reported that the girls' school was in good order, and Dobney stated; 'I heard a class and 
was pleased both in their manner of reading and the appropriateness of their replies'. [214] 
Like most of the other BFSS Agents Dobney was seen as the representative of the 
Society in the region in which he worked. Therefore he was often approached with 
requests, the most common being for a new or more suitable teacher. In February 1842 he 
informed the Secretary of the BFSS about a master of a boarding school in Farringdon, 
Mr Home. Dobney reported: 
Having heard of the fame of Borough Road school and 
the proficiency of many of the pupils, would be glad to 
know if you could recommend him a youth who is, or has 
been a pupil there, with the intention of installing him for 
5 years at the Horne's boarding school. [2151 
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Here Dobney was acting as intermediary in supplying Borough Road students as 
teachers. Such requests were common. 
Like other BFSS Agents/Inspectors, Dobney had to endure the perils of adverse 
weather conditions and bouts of illness during his time as a BFSS Agent. For example, he 
recorded a 'violent attack of fever brought on by an eleven mile walk in the rain to 
Kettering to save the expense of a coach'. [216] Dobney also reported on one occasion in 
his journal that his efforts had not slackened despite 'the occurrence of domestic affliction 
which has been as painful as it was unexpected'. [217] Clearly he was experiencing 
some domestic problems but he did not allude to them in this instance. However, later 
that year he referred to the dangerous illness his wife had contracted. [218] 
During his time as BFSS Agent Dobney worked very hard for the Society. In one 
month alone he went from Oxford to Newbury, Maidenhead to Reading, all with the 
express purpose of collecting the names of persons whom he would visit on the next 
occasion he was in that particular town. Writing from Oxford in March 1841 he 
stated: 
I have called upon a great many more persons than whose 
names appear in the list, I may say I think safely 3 or 4 
times the number, and upon many 3 and 4 times before I 
could meet with or succeeded with them. [219] 
Dobney's contribution to extending the influence of the BFSS outside the 
London region in the early 1840s was substantial. Edgerton argues that there was little 
doubt that he had fulfilled the Committee's expectations of him, particularly in informing 
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the public of the value of the British system of elementary education and canvassing for 
funds. [220] Dobney's work was of notable benefit to the Society for the publicity it 
obtained, the extended influence that was achieved and the funds that were raised. 
Dobney's major achievement lay in his commitment to the Society's cause and his 
persistent endeavours on its behalf. 
John Watson was the Society's Agent in Yorkshire and the North East between 
1841-1845. Like his fellow Agents/Inspectors his duties were varied, consisting mainly of 
school inspection, arranging and holding public meetings and collecting donations and 
subscriptions. Many of Watson's journals and letters are extant providing interesting 
accounts of his activities. A couple of his school inspection reports have survived. His 
findings in most cases were far from satisfactory. He wrote from Carlisle in August 1844: 
'At Weighton I found the boys school in a truly wretched state, there was nothing in the 
school but ignorance, confusion and a very few tattered books'. [221] Watson went on to 
state that he had made certain recommendations which the very grateful committee had 
'promised to adopt'. [222] This report included an account of his visit to the British 
school in Carlisle, which was also found in a very unsatisfactory state. 
I have been in Carlisle the whole of this week. I found it 
the most difficult place I have been in yet. I have 
examined the girls school here. The children are in a 
shocking state, they are a set of dirty, rough headed little 
heathens. They could not tell me who the mother of Jesus 
Christ was, and when I pressed for an answer one of them 
said Mary Magdalaine. They could not tell me why John 
the Baptist was called the Baptist. .. but as soon as I asked the question in the words of the catechism they sang out the 
answer, but in a tone that evidently had no intelligence in it. [2231 
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Here Watson gave a detailed account of the standards in this school. This section of his 
report is in contrast with many of the other Agents' inspection reports of this period which 
tended to be brief with little detail of the standards of pupils or the subjects taught. Yet 
here Watson highlighted the various problem areas and in one case the answers of a 
particular child. He pinpointed some of the difficulties, indicating that from the answers 
given it would seem that the children must have been taught the catechism parrot fashion, 
as they could not relate that information unless questions were asked in a certain way. 
These findings were very similar to those of National Society Inspectors and later 
HMIs. [224] However, not all of Watson's school inspection reports used such strong 
1an&1ag_e or were so negative. Reporting from Accrington in 1844, he wrote: 
On Monday I went to Saboen and examined Mr 
Forster's school. The premises are excellent, the school 
is well furnished, but the master is not one of the best; 
he wants energy and also taste. He has good qualities, 
however on the whole Mr Forster is satisfied with him. 
He has great industry and perseverance. [225] 
Standards of teachers was a common matter addressed by BFSS Agents/Inspectors in 
their journals and correspondence. Watson was no exception to this; in the above example 
he spoke of the standards of a particular master. However, on other occasions he referred 
to some of the hardships the school teacher had to endure. In 1844 Watson reported of the 
difficulties one particular master faced in the form of having his salary cut because of 
dwindling numbers within his school. 
Lwent to Cheltenham this afternoon... I examined the 
children, found them not altogether deficient. They 
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have no faults to find with the master, yet they have 
reduced his salary to £20 because the school does 
not increase. [226] 
This again was a subject which HMIs were later to comment on in detail in their 
reports. [2271 It is important to remember that the Society's Agents/Inspectors and HMIs 
were amongst the small group of people who actually witnessed the conditions in which 
teachers worked and were aware of the problems which they faced. 
While visiting schools Watson had to deal with a number of complaints, as he was 
the Society's representative and was therefore expected to deal with them effectively. The 
most common grievances Watson, and indeed many of his fellow Agents faced, were those 
relating to standards of teachers, the choice of subjects taught and methods used in British 
schools. For example in Bolton he encountered Mr Mortum, who complained that the 
Atonement was taught in a particularly offensive way in some of the Society's 
books. [228] From Liverpool Watson wrote in 1844 of a number of complaints 
concerning the British method of teaching. 
... I 
have just been with them and find that the men are 
tall and strong against the Bor' Road or rather the 
system of teaching. They told me that they had tried it 
already, and did not like it. The school proved a failure. 
I ventured to point out the probable cause of the failure 
and succeeded in making an impression on a few and 
I am to have another hearing on Monday.. .1 
intend 
doing what I can to get them to send their master to you 
for instruction. [229] 
The complaint here was about the system of instruction. Watson went on to state that the 
monitorial system was not being accurately instructed. This report again shows the 
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monitorial method being criticised from an official of the Society. Cornwell and Dobney 
had been the first Agents/Inspectors to criticise the monitorial system. [230] 
Watson faced some competition while trying to attract support for the Society. 
From Macclesfield in 1844 he wrote: 'I find the Congregationalists much in my way'. [231] 
Yet the strongest opposition came from the BFSS's oldest rival, the National Society. 
While trying to win support in Lockmouth in July 1844, Watson encountered such 
opposition. The'Church Party had established a school for the'education of the 
whole of the children'. When trying to arouse some support for the establishment of a 
British school, Watson was confronted by the local clergyman the Rev. Fawcette, who 
informed the BFSS Agent that their school was open to all classes and that a British 
school was not needed. [2321 Watson wrote: 
... 
he did not see that there was room for another. I 
told him that I had heard that both the Independents 
and Wesleyans intended having schools. This he thought 
would be an evil, as its tendency would be to increase 
sectarian heathency. [233] 
A more common problem Watson faced was the indifference, or lack of interest 
from local communities towards the establishment of a system of elementary education for 
the poor. He often reported little or no interest. In the example below the community in 
Manchester was clearly concerned with other issues. Watson wrote in 1844: 
The Manchester men care a great deal more about cotton 
than schools. They have not a good school in the whole 
town. The Lancasterian school.. . 
does not maintain a high 
character. They subscribe their money and leave the master 
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to do what he can, the thing proves a failure. [234] 
This report was written during the depression of the 1840s, and therefore not surprisingly 
suggests that this community were more concerned about matters which effected their 
livelihoods than with the education of the poor. 
The depression of the 1840s also caused problems for Watson with the collecting 
of donations and subscriptions. In some instances the particular circumstances of the day 
could be held entirely accountable for his poor results. Writing from Wigan in May 1844, 
Watson stated, 'I have just come to Wigan and find, as usual that I have come at a ymy 
b%L I find I am always too soon'. [2351 He indicated that this was not an 
unusual experience and his journals are indeed scattered with such references. He wrote in 
1844, 'Oldham has proved a failure. They have no idea of parting with money. [2361 From 
Birmingham he reported: 
... I have been hunting for money today, but have not 
obtained anything, they all say things have far exceeded 
their subscription list already, but will give me something 
next time. [237] 
Later that month he stated: 'After a long day of walking and talking I have got 4 new 
subscribers of 20d each, I fear I shall not be able to get much more. [238] 
Watson frequently wrote to the Committee in London apologising for the small 
amounts he had collected. He also included lengthy explanations for the poor results. 
Writing in 1844 he attributed part of his failure to his own lack of experience, yet also 
placed some of the blame on the'present public feeling toward the education of the 
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people'. [2391 He added that this was a problem, which he believed the BFSS Agent 
would always have to contend with, under almost any state of the public mind. 
You must be aware of the difficulty which has existed 
and probably will continue to exist, of directing the 
attention of mankind in general, towards any scheme 
of public utility in such a way as to induce them to'take 
an active, personal interest in it, especially where it is of 
such a nature, that it proposes no immediate personal 
gain. [240] 
Clearly here Watson was speaking generally of the problem he saw the BFSS Agent 
faced. Writing a year later he offered some other explanations as to why donations and 
subscriptions had fallen. One important point he raised was the differences within localities 
he visited. He stated: 
In the South of Yorkshire and the midland counties, 
British schools are comparatively common, are to be 
found in almost every town of any importance-the 
British system is known and consequently approved 
of. But in the 3 counties I visited the number of British 
schools is small, many of them have been very bad, 
the system is not adequately known and a strong prejudice 
exists against it. [241] 
To give some weight to this argument Watson went on to explain that out of the 40 towns 
he had visited only 16 of them had schools and many of these were in a languishing state, 
giving no fair or clear idea of the British system of education. [2421 He clearly 
identified the lack of knowledge of the BFSS and the system in particular areas as being 
the main reason behind the lack of financial support. He stated that until the Society and 
its system were recognised there was little chance of financial aid. Following on from this 
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point Watson highlighted the prejudice towards the Society as another major reason why 
the canvassing for funds was tough. He wrote: 
I found a strong prejudice against the ability of the system 
and to show that this prejudice was widely spread I 
need only mention the fact that at the beginning of last year 
there was not a single British school in the whole of 
Manchester, the largest provincial town in the Kingdom, a 
town.. . which 
has a widespread influence for good or evil. 
In Liverpool there was only one school and their prejudice 
is quite as high as in Manchester and in the North the 
smaller towns are very much influenced by the example 
set by these two towns. [243] 
There were four main reasons for the poor response while collecting for funds: 
firstly the differences in localities, secondly the number of British schools in smaller 
areas and the way in which they were being conducted, thirdly the problem of strong 
prejudices against the system and the Society and fourthly instances where the system was 
not being, correctly conducted or where it was not fully understood. 
The Committee in London still placed much importance on the collecting of 
subscriptions and raising of funds by Agents/Inspectors during the period c. 1840-c. 1855. 
Watson wrote to the Committee in 1845: 
When I left London I did not understand that money 
was the only, or chief object of my mission. Had I 
understood this, I might have given it more extensive 
attention-No intimation was sent to me that I was 
pursuing a wrong course. [244] 
Despite this explanation and the other reasons given for not securing more funds 
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Watson was replaced in 1845. Bartle argues that the poor opinion of him may have been 
influenced by a letter from a subscriber in Kendal who believed that Watson was not 
considered to be very efficient in his job. [2451 His reputation may also have been affected 
by complaints from the Ashworth family to Dunn about Watson's criticisms of the 
schoolmaster at Bolton, the British school founded with such enthusiasm in Fabian's day. 
According to Watson the school had fallen on evil days with a scanty supply of school 
materials. [246] 
Although Watson did not leave his position under the best of circumstances, he 
achieved much on the Society's behalf despite very difficult conditions. Like many 
of the other middle period Agents/Inspectors he had a dual role, firstly the responsibility 
of collecting subscriptions and donations and secondly the inspection of schools. 
Although in both of these duties Watson met with opposition and was often discouraged, 
he did not give up but pressed on determinedly. 
In 1845 Richard Smith, a former Borou&h Road student and schoolmaster, was 
put in charge of the Agency work with a personal brief for the home counties. It was 
reported in the Annual Report for 1845 that it had been decided, after receiving opinions 
from friends of the Society from all over the country, a special officer would be appointed 
for the 'purpose of superintending the operations of the Agents'. [2471 The Report went 
on to state that this person would 
... direct the business of inspection, occasionally visit 
auxiliaries and correspond periodically with the local 
schools. Mr Richard Smith has been appointed to the 
office, and there is every reason to believe that much 
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benefit will result from this appointment. [248] 
The decision to make this appointment must be seen against the back drop of increased 
activity by the National Society which had encouraged the appointment of Diocesan 
Inspectors and centrally appointed Inspectors in the early 1840s as a direct result of the 
establishment of HMIs. Increased government activity and competition for state grants 
also influenced this appointment together with the Society's own need to raise funds. 
From examining reports of the work carried out by Smith it is evident that,, like the 
other Agents, he visited towns and villages, inspected schools, held public meetings, 
met with committees and conducted public examinations. For example in 1852 he visited 
97 places, attended 20 public meetings, delivered ten lectures, conducted 25 public 
examinations and inspected 12 schools 'especially at the request of local committees 
desiring reports for their guidance!. [249] 
Arranging public meetings was one of the important duties undertaken by Smith. 
In 1852 he held 33 meetings in various towns in Surrey, Hants, Essex, Lincoln and 
Lancashire. Smith fully understood the advantages of this part of the Ag_ents/Inspectors' 
work. He reported at length on this subject in the Society's 1852 Annual Report. He 
explained that the character of these meetings was varied according to the circumstances 
in the area. He stated that in some cases the Agent/Inspector would simply deliver a 
lecture, in which the principles and plans adopted by the Society would be explained and 
illustrated. In other places meetings would be held chiefly for the benefit of the parents of 
the children. This would provide an opportunity for addressing the parents specially on 
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their duties in relation to their children and their schools, and to the Society at large, as 
well as setting before them the distinctive features of British schools. The objects of these 
meetings was to establish schools in districts where they were needed and to extend 
interest in those already established. Smith went on to state from his own personal 
experience that 
In this department of labour, your Agent has been 
eminently successful, so much good maybe 
anticipated from him having frequently in addition to 
holding public meetings, put the heads of families in 
conference afterwards and impressed upon them 
specially their duties and responsibilities in reference 
to the education of their children and dependants. [250] 
Clearly this area of the Agent's work was very important especially in the early years as it 
afforded the opportunity of meeting-with parents and committees and of raising interest as 
well as funds for the Society's work. Such gatherings often led to the establishment of 
schools or a growth in the number of supporters for the system. 
Unfortunately there are very few reports and records of the work undertaken by 
Smith. He relinquished his position with the Society in 1852. However,. Smith's 
appointment was very significant in the history of BFSS Agents/Inspectors as his was the 
first appointment for the 'purpose of superintending the operations of the Agents', he was 
the first 'Chief Agent/Inspector. This is important as it indicated that the BFSS was 
beginning to appreciate the importance and value of this work as well as the need for an 
improvement in its system at a time when the government had established its own 
inspectorate of schools and the National Society was increasing its efforts with 
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Diocesan Inspectors. 
Edward Wilks served the Society as Agent/Inspector from 1845-1856 as the 
resident Agent in Manchester, serving in Lancashire and the north west. He had been a 
Congregationalist minister in London and Buckinghamshire for 12 years, and was later to 
succeed Dunn as Secretary of the BFSS. [251] Wilks spent most of his time in the north 
defending the Society's policy against the voluntaryists. Bartle argues that because of such 
experiences, when he succeeded Dunn as Secretary he brought the'vision of the 
Agents/Inspectors into the hands of someone who had himself an intimate knowledge of 
their problems', and realised the need for a close and sympathetic contact between the 
Secretary and Agents. [252] Indeed whilst still in Manchester Wilks had impressed upon 
the Committee in London the importance of regular meetings between the Agents and 
officers of the Society. [253] 
It was reported in the 1848 BFSS Annual Report that 
Mr Wilks has visited the schools in Lancashire, Cheshire, 
Durham, Westmoreland and Cumberland; together with 
others lying in various parts of Staffordshire and 
Warwickshire. In Manchester he has superintended the 
formation of a mathematical class for the benefit of teachers 
able to attend such instruction; and he has also established a 
depository of school material, for the convenience of 
committees in that district. He has also been the means of 
sustaining the auxiliary societies and of other wise promoting 
the interests of the Society. [254] 
Wilks' duties consisted of visiting schools, aiding local committees and generally 
promoting the objects of the Society. It is important to note that he also aided the work of 
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auxiliary societies, which was the original purpose for the introduction of BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors in 1830. Two additional achievements are raised in this extract: in 
Manchester he superintended the formation of a mathematical class for the benefit of the 
schoolmasters and also established a depository for school materials. Later that year 
Wilks went on to form a teachers' association in Manchester, which it was reported in the 
Annual Report for 1850, was continuing to prosper. This was an important development. 
Many later HMIs supported the formation of similar organisations. [255] 
The Society's Annual Report for 1851 indicated that Wilks had made'139 official 
visits, during which has turned his attention to existing schools, opening new schools and 
to confer with committees and managers and others anxious to promote the education of 
the poor". [256] In 1854 he visited 79 towns and villages, (112 visits in all) inspected 120 
schools with 233 visits to them, attended seven public examinations and held seven public 
meetings. [2571He also reported that in 13 places new schools had been opened or 
school premises had been enlarged or improved. [258] However, he explained that the 
most pleasing feature in his labours was the marked improvement which had taken place in 
the quality of schools. 
In many cases the attendance has been greatly 
lengthened and means have been adopted by which 
regularity in the attendance has been secured to a 
surprising extent. Home lessons and periodical reports 
of progress and general conduct have served to interest 
parents in the improvement of their children, and thus 
the. labours. of teachers have. been. both-sustained and 
encouraged. Perhaps no better proof of the volume 
attached to the agency in this district can be given, than the 
fact that there is hardly a teacher or committee that would 
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take any step affecting, the interests of the schools without 
the advice of the Agent. His work therefore induces 
conferences with individuals and committees on the points 
connected with the erection of school buildings, the supply 
of suitable teachers, improved organisation and financial 
arrangements, involving in addition to constant personal 
oversight in extensive correspondence. [259] 
This was a very positive report on the work of Wilks, and more generally on the 
achievements of the BFSS Agency department. It emphasised the importance of the advice 
given by Agents and the overall improvement in standard that had been achieved as a 
result of such. This was particularly important during the 1840s, as with increased state 
intervention in elementary education, mainly with the 1846 Pupil Teacher Minutes, more 
committees and teachers were requesting help and advice. 
Unfortunately not many of Wilks' reports and letters from the period in which he 
served as a BFSS Agent remain extant. However, there are a number of letters written to 
Dunn between 1845-1856. They all have the same theme; the need for, or replacement of 
a teacher for a particular school. In a letter to Dunn dated December 1 1854 Wilks 
enquired whether masters were available to take up positions at Bridgeworth and 
Wakefield. He also gave certain specifications for the post. 
At Bridgeworth either a married man whose wife could 
undertake the serving, or a young, man of energy and 
intelligence who would be able to take up the class of the 
mechanics institute in the town. For man and wife the salary 
would be £70 and for a suitable young man alone £60. He 
should be a member of a Baptist or Independent church. [260] 
Here, like many of the other Agents Wilks laid down very clear specifications for 
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the applicants especially about their religious background. [261] 
The content of Wilks' correspondence and the Society's published 
literature concerning him never mentioned the collecting of subscriptions or donations. 
Wilks was the only exception in this respect, as the rest of the middle period 
Agents/Inspectors' roles still combined 'propagandist, with 'school Inspector', their 
positions not clearly defined. However, Wilks' duties did signal the beginnings of a gradual 
change for BFSS Agents/Inspectors. This was largely brought about by the introduction of 
state grants in 1846 for the instruction of pupil teachers, as by this legislation British 
schools which accepted grants were able to rely less on subscriptions and donations and 
therefore allowed some Agents/Inspectors to devote more time to inspecting schools 
rather than collecting funds. Wilks served the Society for six years before succeeding 
Dunn as Secretary of the BFSS. He died in 1870. 
John Barton was the Society's Agent in Yorkshire during the 1840s. He was a 
Congregationalist and before becoming a BFSS official had run a successful business in 
Doncaster. Barton's duties as a BFSS Agent, like many of his earlier predecessors, were 
diverse. The Society's Annual Report for 1847 gave the following appraisal of the work he 
had undertaken in that year: 
Mr Barton has occupied Yorkshire Lancashire, Nottinghamshire, 
Derby and Lincolnshire together with parts of Shropshire. 
In the most important localities of the counties he has inspected 
schools, conferred with committees and teachers in the best 
ways to secure the improvement and success, diffused information 
relative to the principles of the parent Society and solicited 
subscriptions and donations on its behalf. [2621 
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His duties can be divided into three main areas, school inspection, collecting donations and 
subscriptions, and promoting the objects of the Society. 
Much of Barton's time was spent visiting schools. It was reported in the 
Educational Record for 1849, that Barton inspected schools to 'promote the general 
object of the Society. [2631 This statement was followed by an extract taken from one of 
his school inspection reports. 
At Farsley the schools are efficiently conducted. Miss Dankin 
who conducts the girls school is much esteemed by the 
committee, who presented her with a gold watch after a recent 
satisfactory examination. The room is too small and will, it is 
hoped be enlarged. [264] 
This report like many of the other BFSS Agent's school inspection reports follows a 
certain format; information concerning, the standards of teacher and details of the size of 
classrooms were included, yet little detailed information was given of individual pupil 
standards or the subjects taught within the school. 
Barton frequently commented on the need for a regular and developed system 
of inspection. He wrote in May 1842: 'Some [British schoolsl existing are in a languishing 
state for want of suitable inspection... I should be truly glad if persons would take up the 
subject more heartily'. [2651Barton was not the first Agent to understand the need for a 
system of regular inspection and indeed he was not the first to recommend it to the 
Committee in London, as John Hull had made similar petitions ten years 
earlier. However, Barton was all too aware of the dangers of over enthusiastic school 
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Inspectors. He explained to Dunn: 
In noticingyour instructions on inspection I feel that great 
caution is needful to effect the desired end improvement 
without doing harm.. . one might easily 
incur censure or be 
charged with unnecessary interference both by school masters 
and members of committees. [266] 
Barton was in favour of a system of inspection. However, the experience he had gained 
while visiting schools had taught him that some caution was needed. Similar sentiments 
had been expressed by Kay-Shuttleworth in his instructions to HMIs in 1840. He too was 
aware of the problems that over enthusiastic inspection could bring. It could be 
argued that Barton had observed the unwelcome reception early HMIs had received from 
some British schools and therefore was determined to proceed cautiously. [267] 
Barton spent the rest of his time soliciting for subscriptions and collecting 
donations. Like Fabian, Dobney and Watson, he found himself canvassing for funds 
during a time of severe economic depression. Economic conditions in particular regions 
visited by Barton were frequently related in his correspondence. He wrote from Leeds: 
'Such is the present commercial state, that some persons said if I could get money here I 
could get it anytime, still the low educational feeling... was more discouraging. [268] 
Writing from Doncaster in April 1842 he stated: 'Reasons are various to prove that 
collecting money maybe claimed against the difficulties of the present times'. [2691 A year 
later he wrote to Dunn, "These are sad times for money appeals'. [270] Often in 
circumstances where money was tight many preferred to contribute to more popular 
causes or to pressing matters of the day. In this example it was Corn Law agitation. 
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Barton reported: 
I shall be glad to avail lamentation to you, with regret that 
people part with money so grudgingly and many sparing none 
for educational purposes, yet will give large sums for corn law 
agitation and other matters. [271 ] 
Others refused to donate money towards any system of education. Writing from 
Doncaster Barton explained: 
Fear there is more than poverty in that town to obstruct 
education. All the places I have visited lately are very 
destitute of good schools. How and when proper feeling 
for the swarms of children to be aroused? [272] 
Evidently here there was a feeling of 'apathy', of indifference,. as there was no enthusiasm 
for the establishment of a system of education for the poor. These sentiments appeared to 
be rife in Doncaster, as reportinp, later that year Barton stated'Some cannot give and 
some will not give who could'. [273] He went on to report: 'If I told all the truth I am 
obliged to know about the indifference and unwillingness to help forward liberal 
education.. .1 could make 
it appear more gloomy'. [274] There were those who had 
strongly opposed the work of the BFSS Agents for many years, the most prominent 
opponent being the National Society. Barton frequently found himself, again like his 
fellow Agents, doing battle with representatives from this Society. On one occasion 
Barton wrote: 
I have frequent proof that the clergy are taking the 
ground, getting the money and closing pockets against 
my appeals. This with the present condition of our country 
makes collecting donations like threshing the mountains, 
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nevertheless it is our duty to hope and pray for a sunnier 
aspect. [275] 
Although in many instances Barton faced much hostility, opposition and 
disappointment he never seemed to lose hope. It can be seen from the above example 
that despite battling against strong rivals and harsh economic conditions, he still 
managed to write in a positive way. He wrote in 1847: My spirits often sink .. 
but I am 
obliged to rally them again and seek Divine aid to renew wasting: strenpýth'. [276. Later 
that month he reported: 'In all my disappointments of course I don't loose sight of the fact 
that I am labouring for the public good, and without complacency I know my efforts will 
lead to this'. [277] Here, and indeed in many of his letters Barton was aware of the 
importance of his work, seeing it as a sort of'mission'. Much of his correspondence 
illustrated his determination to continue with his vital role even if the work was difficult. 
He wrote in January 1843: 'I have endeavoured to "keep up my courage" and try to "fight 
manfully for the good cause" knowing it must prevail. Still it requires all my ingenuity to 
fight prudently and safely'. [278] He wrote to Dunn in October 1843,1 try to act on your 
motto given many months ago "Hope on Hope Ever"'. [279] 
Barton was restricted by his business affairs and family responsibilities in time 
available for Agency work, yet he continued to work for the Society for many years. 
Bartle argues that this was probably due to his effectiveness in obtaining subscriptions in 
spite of the economic depression during the first months as Agent. Like many of the earlier 
BFSS Agents the raising of funds was an important part of the duties executed by Barton, 
yet it should be noted that more of his time was occupied with the inspection of schools, 
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indicating the beginnings of a change in the duties of BFSS Agents/Inspectors. 
George Richard Ehn was appointed 'Collector of Subscriptions' in 1847. This 
appointment was significant as it was the first in which the Agents' role was clearly 
defined, indicating a definite change in the organisation of Agency work. Ehn was 
employed solely for the purpose of raising funds and awareness of the Society's work and 
not as an Inspector or visitor of schools. His duties consisted of making applications for 
money, collecting subscriptions, distributing leaflets and on rare occasions addressing 
gatherings. The following letter addressed to the Committee clearly illustrated the work he 
undertook. 
I have addressed 227 circulars enclosing in each a 
brief account' and have made 296 applications with 
the following results. 10 have given annual subscriptions 
amounting to £13.17.6,2 have given annual donations 
amounting to £10.15, and 1 has given a positive promise 
to send thro' the Bank, 8 have promised (if they give) to 
send to the schools, 24 have permitted me to wait on them 
again next year, 83 have declined, 27 have removed, 16 are 
dead and 56 have not decided. [280] 
Ehn's brief was to canvass for financial support. In many respects he was continuing the 
work first carried out by Fabian. The format of his journals were also very similar to 
those of the former Agents, containing lengthy accounts of the money he had successfully 
solicited on the Society's behalf. Figure I provides an example of one of Ehn's reports to 
the Committee. It begins by giving details of the number of applications made for 
funds and the responses to these appeals. This report shows that the type of people Ehn 
approached were predominately from the nobility and gentry. The final paragraph of the 
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report is interesting as he refers to the Speaker of the House of Commons and Sir Henry 
Strachey who had requested information concerning the Society. Ehn hoped they would 
become regular subscribers. 
Although most of his reports consisted of lengthy financial accounts, some 
provided interesting information concerning economic conditions in particular areas. For 
example, his report of September 1847 illustrated different responses to his appeal for 
funds in Pentonville. 
The greater part of the applications made in the past month 
have been in Pentonville. The class residing there are 
principally persons professing incomes too limited to do 
more than subscribe to the local schools and charities with 
which this place seems to abound.. . The more wealthy persons 
were nearly all out of town until October or November. 
Although my application in that quarter were not attended 
with immediate success. I hope eventually to make several 
subscribers many having-given me permission to call upon them 
again next year and expressed themselves very favourably 
towards the Society. [281] 
This extract provides information concerning the different 'class' of people 
living in Pentonville, and their different responses to Ehn's applications. This was a 
common theme in many of his reports. Ehn often encountered difficulties while collecting 
donations and subscriptions. In most instances the problem stemmed from the state of 
trade. Comparisons can be made with the experiences of Fabian, Dobney and Watson who 
all frequently encountered this problem. [2821 Ehn wrote from Pentonville in 
October 1847: 'I find a great many still out of town and large proportions of those I did 
see declined till next year pleading the extraordinary state of the times'. [283 the 
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continued: 
I regret exceedingly that my exertions during the month 
has not been attended with greater success and I fear 
from the continued scarcity of money and the panic which 
at present has taken possession of people's minds, that some 
time must pass away before I may calculate to be as 
successful as I wish. [284] 
Reporting from Tower Hill in October 1848 he stated: 'I found with a few exceptions the 
people very favourable to the Society, but answered me such was the state of trade, 
they really could not afford to add to them subscriptions'. [2851 Clearly here something,, of 
the difficult economic situation of the late 1840s is reflected in the Agent's journal. Like 
Fabian, Dobney and Watson Ehn found that the economic climate of the day greatly 
affected the success of his work. 
However, there were other factors as well as the state of trade which Ehn had to 
contend with while canvassing on the Society's behalf. He frequently had to compete with 
other charities or organisations for support. In his letter to the BFSS Committee of 
January 10 1848 he stated: 
I find the principal reasons assigned for not giving is the 
great and increasing number of local schools and the 
number of new societies growing up for charitable purposes. 
I may instance the Poor 
Man's Guardian Society'. The 
directions of which are maldng. extraordinary exceptions 
canvassing almost every street from house to house, 
employing a numerous quantity of Agents. [286] 
Although Ehn stated that this organisation did not obtain much money, it tended to annoy 
potential BFSS subscribers and made it increasingly difficult for him to obtain an interview 
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from such persons. This was not an isolated example as he spoke of the problem again in 
August 1848. 
I attribute my failure to the many institutions that are 
expanding themselves to obtain funds to carry out their 
various objects. I may mention the Church of England 
Training Institution upon Evangelical Principles. This 
Society is making general efforts and receives support 
from the very description of people who were likely under 
recent circumstances to be favourable towards the BFSS. 
The Ragged Schools are also pressing hard for assistance, 
circulars being issued recommending the Society and soliciting 
aid signed by Lord Ashley. The Leicester Square and 'Ham Yard' 
Soup Kitchen and Mount Bernard Hospice make immense 
exertions at the West End of town and the objects being immediate 
relief they contain a great deal of money. [287] 
Competition here came from the Established Church, Ragged Schools, a local soup 
kitchen and hospice. Ehn, like Fabian found that his job was made considerably harder by 
such organisations. Often the wealthy were more willing to make contributions towards 
these causes rather than towards the education of the poor, whom many believed were 
being provided for with money from the government at this time. 
Ehn encountered a variety of other problems while canvassing for funds and 
collecting subscriptions. He was refused by some who were against the principle of the 
BFSS receiving aid from the government for educational purposes and by others who did 
not believe that the Society was in need of financial assistance. Ehn wrote from London in 
January 1850: 
I have found a very strong opinion prevails towards the 
BFSS. Therefore so well supported that it does not stand 
in the same need of assistance that many others do. There 
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is a growing difficulty in obtaining interviews with the 
nobility and gentry, which arises no doubt partly from the 
many cases latterly of fraudulent applications. [288] 
Ehn often had to correct false ideas and misguided preconceptions of the Society. 
However, not all of his reports were negative, as there were instances where he managed 
to rally much financial support on the Society's behalf. For example, in October 1849 he 
spent a couple of weeks canvassing amongst the wharves of large manufacturers on the 
south bank of the Thames; here he achieved considerable success. [2891 Ehn spent much 
of his time chasing up subscribers he believed would be able to administer considerable 
financial assistance to the Society. This was the case with Miss Portal, a lady renowned for 
her interest in education and her charitable works. Ehn wrote to her to make an 
application for a subscription or donation. He stated: 
Although Miss Portal appeared rather surprised at being 
applied to, she received me in the kindest manner and 
expressed a very lively interest in the operations of the 
Society, and as my explaining the projected plan of building 
four Branch Normal schools in different parts of the country, 
she was willing to give her support to such an object 
and the committee should hear from her... I had no idea of the 
extent of her contribution until I was informed afterwards. [290] 
This is just one example of the positive results of the very important work undertaken by 
Ehn on the Society's behalf. 
Ehn served the Society in this capacity until 1850. He was very different from the 
other BFSS Agents/Inspectors, as he was the first official with a clearly defined role and 
list of duties. Although he undertook much of the propaganda work which had been 
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carried out a few years earlier by Fabian and Dobney, he was the only BFSS Agent with 
the official title of 'Collector of Subscriptions'. Despite his efforts being crucial to the 
continuation and expansion of the BFSS's work Ehn was not replaced in 1850. This was 
partly due to some British schools accepting government grants and therefore relying less 
on local subscriptions and donations. 
The work of the Agents/Inspectors who operated during the period c. 1840-c. 1855 
was important. They continued to act as propagandist Agents on the Society's behalf, they 
raised funds and visited and inspected schools. Although most of the BFSS officials were 
not solely employed as school Inspectors and their correspondence does reveal that they 
fulfilled very different roles to IMs, it is significant that in their correspondence they 
commented on national educational problems which were to dominate government 
Inspectors' reports throughout this period. This indicated that the BFSS Agents/Inspectors 
were aware of problems which effected national education and did not just concern 
themselves with issues relating-to their Society. 
The majority of BFSS Agents/Inspectors who worked during this middle period 
still had diverse roles. Duval, Dobney, Watson, Smith and Barton all divided their time 
between promoting the objects of the Society, canvassing for funds and inspecting 
schools. However, during-this second period significant changes were made in the 
organisation of the Agency department. Smith was appointed 'Superintendent Agent' in 
1845 and was responsible for the organisation of the department. This appointment 
showed that the BFSS Committee was aware of the need for an improved and better 
organised system. This appointment was considered essential in the mid-1840s firstly, 
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because the National Society was organising itself more efficiently in this branch of 
its work with the extended use of Diocesan Inspectors and the appointment of centrally 
based Inspectors, and secondly because this was a time of increased state intervention in 
elementary education. Also by the latter part of this period the roles and duties of the 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors were beginningto change. For example,. Wi1ks was the first 
official whose work concentrated solely on educational issues and not on the raising of 
funds for the Society. This change must be viewed against the back drop of national 
educational developments, as following the introduction of state grants in 1846 for the 
instruction of pupil teachers, British schools which accepted grants could rely less on 
subscriptions and donations allowing some Agents/Inspectors to spend more time 
inspecting and visiting schools rather than raising-funds. However, 
- 
the appointment of 
Ehn in 1847 can be seen as the turning point in the history of BFSS Agents/Inspectors. 
This appointment was the first in which the role of the Agent/Inspector was clearly 
defined. Ehn was employed solely as a'collector of subscriptions'. During the three years 
of his employment he never combined this role with that of Inspector of schools. Although 
Ehn was not replaced in 1850, and there was never again a appointment solely for this 
purpose, it was significant as it signalled the beginnings of a new phase in Agency work, 
where the Agents/Inspectors' roles were to be more clearly defined. 
The Third Period c. 1856-c. 1870 
This section examines the work of Davis, Salter, Baxter and Milne, who were 
employed as BFSS Agents/Inspectors between c. 1856-c. 1870. Table 8 provides the dates 
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Table 8 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors Employed between c. 1856-c. 1870 
Agent/Inspector Dates of Main area of 
Employment Employment 
W. Davis 1857-1864 Lancashire and North West 
1872 
1873 
E. Salter 1864-1870 Lancashire and North West 
Rev. W. R. Baxter 1854-1864 Metropolitan Area, Western Counties 
1872 
1873 
Rev. W. Milne 1857-1868 Eastern Counties 
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of their employment and the areas in which they operated. By examining the 
" correspondence of a number of Agents/Inspectors who operated during this period, this 
section will show that unlike earlier officials their duties were clearly defined. It will be 
seen that during these years the Agent/Inspector's role was essentially that of'school 
Inspector; however, by the mid 1860s it began to change to that of'friendly advisor'. This 
section will show that these Agents/Inspectors were very much in tune with national 
educational issues and not just problems affecting their Society. As they frequently 
reported on similar topics as IMs, often reaching the same conclusions as their 
government counterparts. With the introduction of the Revised Code in 1862, which 
increased the number of schools receiving a visits from HMis, one may consider that there 
was no longer the need for a BFSS Agency department. However, this section will show 
that during these difficult years of change the Agents/Inspectors of the BFSS played 
perhaps their most important role as friend and advisor to managers, committees and 
teachers of British schools. 
William Davis succeeded Wilks in Manchester. Davis served the Society from 
1857-1864 and then again in 1872 and 1873. During this period he was well known as 
a writer of educational text books. [2911 After serving the Society for three months he 
submitted an account of the work undertaken during that time in the 1857 Annual Report. 
He wrote: 
My district is a large one, including 16 counties in the north, 
north western and midland districts. From the 5th of January 
to the 31st of March I have visited 55 towns and villages and 
have paid visits to 86 separate schools. Although my 
experience as an Inspector has been so short I have visited 
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schools of the most varied character. While some few are 
weak and struggling almost of existence, a very large majority 
of those which I have inspected are in a very satisfactory and 
progressive state. [292] 
Here Davis gave some indication of the work he had undertaken, visiting towns and 
villages and inspecting schools. It is significant that in this report Davis clearly considered 
himself a'school Inspector' concerned solely with educational matters. However, speaking 
of his duties on one occasion he explained how his labours were so varied in character, 
'that it was almost impossible to make a complete description of them, or to give such 
statistics as will accurately indicate the results of those labours'. [293] He stated further: 
For general purposes, however, it maybe sufficient to state, 
that my attention and efforts have been directed to the 
establishment of new schools, the reorganisation and 
improvement of existing schools, aiding school committees in 
the selection of suitable teachers and advising as to the best 
mode of paying them, and the enforcement of support to 
those who sympathise with the principles upon which the 
Society's operations are conducted. [294] 
This is a good summary of the duties of the later BFSS Agents/Inspectors. It shows that 
the Agent/Inspector had become a'school Inspector' rather than a'recruiting agent' and 
'propagandist'. In this extract Davis referred to the Agents/Inspector's role in the 
establishment of new schools, the reorganisation of old schools and the assistance given 
with the selection of new teachers. Reporting on the remodelling of two establishments, 
Davis stated: 
... two schools, one at Andenshaw, the other at Hulme formerly conducted as private schools by untrained and 
irresponsible teachers, have been entirely remodelled. 
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Both schools are now managed by intelligent and active 
committees and taught by certificated teachers from the 
Society's College. There is a daily attendance of nearly 
200 scholars, at each, and two more vigorous better taught 
schools it would not be easy to find. [295] 
These two schools were clearly improved by the appointment of trained teachers and the 
adoption of the British system. The task of remodelling schools was one common to many 
later BFSS Agents/Inspectors and one very similar to that undertaken by the National 
Society's Organising. Masters. [296] 
A number of the schools Davis visited in the northern district were'factory 
schools', many of which were attended by people and lberally supported' by their 
representative committees. [297] On many occasions Davis spoke in detail of the reasons 
why many parents sent their children to these kind of schools until they were eligible to 
enter the factories as half timers. He reported: 
The father knows that his boy will be compelled to 
attend school when he begins to work as a half timer 
he puts off his schooling and allows him to run wild until 
that period. The consequence of this is that when the boy 
does enter school he is ignorant of even the alphabet. 
Now if such a boy had attended school with tolerable 
regularity for 2 or 3 years prior to the commencement of his 
factory life, the education thus attained, added to that which 
as a half timer he will receive would give him an aggregate 
almost of school education equal, if not superior to that which 
many a boy obtains in schools not subject to the Factory Act. [298] 
This extract is significant as it provides important evidence concerning the education laid 
down by the Factory Act. The attitude of parents towards the education of their children 
and the benefits of attending regularly were issues frequently discussed not only in BFSS 
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Agents/Inspectors' reports but also in HMIs' and National Society Inspectors' 
reports. [299] 
As well as writing-frequently on this issue Davis also wrote at length about the 
introduction of the Revised Code. Davis, like other later Agents/Inspectors, spoke in great 
detail of the anxiety and alarm of committees and teachers in many of the districts which 
he visited. He recorded the general belief of many that much of the good work which had 
been carried out for years, despite very difficult circumstances, was about to be ruined by 
the introduction of this educational legislation. 'On no question have I ever found greater 
unanimity among school managers', Davis reported. [3001 It was his own view that in his 
district when the Revised Code came into force the efficiency of schools would be 
impaired and some of them closed altogether. He reported: 
Most managers with whom I have been in contact are 
strongly of the opinion that it would be unfair to judge 
all schools by one uniform standard, to accept the farm 
labourer's boy of 8 years of age in a remote country parish 
to equal even in reading, writing and arithmetic the town 
artisan's boy of the same age. The kind of objection applies 
with great force to my district; a large number of schools being 
either wholly or practically frequented by half timers or 
factory scholars. It is well known that a great many half timers 
are not sent to school at all until they obtain employment at 
the factories, that is until they are 8 years of age and upwards, 
and this is the state of things which with the present race of 
parents, committees are powerless to alter. Hence so far as a 
large proportion of half timers is concerned the standards set 
up by the Revised Code would be much too high. [301] 
Here Davis expressed views shared by many at this time. This extract illustrated that 
teachers and committees welcomed the opportunity to discuss these problems and issues 
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with the BFSS representative. Indeed many requested an inspection from a BFSS 
Agent/Inspector before the visit of the HMI in order to seek advice and encouragement. 
This document shows that the role of the BFSS official was gradually moving from that 
of 'school inspector' back to 'friendly advisor'. Certainly the roles were becoming more 
complementary. 
From examining Davis' correspondence it is evident that by the early 1860s the 
BFSS Agent/Inspector had become a school Inspector and advisor, concerned with 
educational matters and not the raising of funds or collecting of subscriptions on the 
Society's behalf. By the late 1850s and early 1860s the BFSS Agent/Inspector's role had 
changed. 
Davis resigned from his post as Agent in 1866, when he became a partner in a 
ladies college in Clifton. He was replaced by Edmund Salter, who it was reported 'having 
for many years been resident in the heart of the manufacturing districts of Lancashire, is 
fully acquainted both with its needs and capabilities as well as being widely known and 
respected'. [3021_ He was a former Borough Road student of'exceptional ability' who had 
become a leading figure amongst teachers in the promotion of education in the Manchester 
area. Salter served the Society from 1864-1870. Table 9 illustrates the work he undertook 
from 1867-1870. It indicates that most of his time was spent visiting and inspecting 
schools. Like many of the other later BFSS Agents, Salter was an Inspector concerned 
with issues directly relating to the education of the poor. For example, he was often 
approached by committees in need of a suitable school teacher. At Osterley. Bridge 
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Table 9 
The Work of E Salter in the Northern District 1867-1870 
1867 1868 1869 1870 
Number of towns and villages visited 196 250 213 208 
Visits paid to such towns and villages224 266 256 233 
Schools inspected 408 475 465 406 
Visits paid to such schools 456 490 500 423 
Public examinations attended 15 27 17 23 
Conferences with committees 34 55 39 6 
New schools opened 7 23 20 40 
Special reports made - - 19 34 
Source: BFSSAnnual Reports, 1867-1870. 
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near Bolton, Salter was asked for advice on finding a well qualified teacher for the new 
school in this area. [3031 Reporting from Irwell Springs, Salter explained how the 
committee there were 'desirous to have a teacher who will not be afraid of rough 
Lancashire children, nor object to a rough Lancashire locality. [304] Salter stated that the 
applicant should be a 'Baptist and Respectable'. 
Salter frequently aided with the setting up of new schools. Often local committees 
wrote to him stating that they were anxious to establish a school requesting aid and advice 
from the Society's representative. For example, the Rev. Clough from Osterley Bridge 
wrote on behalf of a number of his people who were anxious to set up a school in their 
area. After paying a visit to this committee in 1866, Salter reported to Wilks: 
I find a good room capable of accommodating more than 
1000 children. At present in the classroom, numbering 
about 60 is conducted by a female untrained and scarcely 
adopted to be popular. [305] 
However, Salter went on to explain that there was already a number of other schools in 
operation in that area and due to this he felt that there was no need for another to be 
established. 
Like other later A&ents, Salter wrote on issues affecting the education of the poor 
in his region between 1864-1870. He wrote at length about the Revised Code. He 
reported that in his area it was 'regarded by many with considerable disfavour'. [306] 
Like many of the later Agents/Inspectors Salter was able to act as a'friendly advisor' 
offering assistance to local committees, managers and teachers during the difficult times 
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such as the introduction of the Revised Code. 
Another issue he wrote about which affected the education of the poor, and was 
particularly common in the area in which Salter operated, was the low age at which 
children left school. He reported in 1869: 
It would be a source of pleasure could I report that the 
average age to which children stay at school appears to be 
rising. The contrary is, I fear really the case... As to what 
maybe done in infant schools by improving the masters by 
teaching the art of reading, it is only necessary to induce the 
example of Wakefield, where when the little ones are dragged 
off at the usual age into the other departments they are found 
reading to take their places in the third standard reading with 
ease the appropriate books. [307] 
This extract can be used as an example to show that the later BFSS Agents/Inspectors 
were very much in touch with national educational issues and were coming to very similar 
conclusions as HMIs at this time. [308] 
Salter's correspondence indicates that all of his time was spent dealing with 
educational issues within British schools. As a BFSS Agent/Inspector he visited schools, 
gave advice and encouragement and promoted the general objects of the Society. After 
serving just five years in this capacity, Salter died in September 1870 following a 
railway accident. 
William Baxter succeeded Henry Althans in London, and later became the Agent 
for the west country. He was a Clergyman and served the Society from 1854-1864, then 
again in 1871 and 1873. According to the Society's Annual Reports he, like other 
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Agents/Inspectors visited towns and villages, inspected schools, held public meetings and 
met local committees. It was reported in 1856 that his operations had been extended to 
sixteen counties including parts of the east, the south and the west of England. [309] 
The dominant feature of Baxter's correspondence was its positive tone, which 
contrasted with many of his fellow Agents/Inspectors and indeed with many HMI reports. 
For example, in 1857 he wrote very encouragingly that local interest had increased and 
many improvements had been made to schools he had visited in the previous year. Again 
in 1861 when he had visited Bristol and the west of England he wrote: 'One of the most 
gratifying indications of progress which the schools in my district afford, is the very 
marked increase of a love of reading among the children'. [310] Baxter wrote in a very 
encouraging way about the progress that was being made. The establishment of schools 
and the locating of suitable premises were important parts of the later Agents' work. 
Baxter wrote in great detail on these subjects in 1863 with particular reference to the 
improvement of school premises. In particular he emphasised the importance of having 
suitable school accommodation: 
I need scarcely add that an improvement to the moral tone 
of the school so accommodated has strikingly corresponded 
to this external change. "The good effects have been visible 
in the conditions of the children's clothing, in their personal 
habits, their manners and even in their general physique. " 
The transition from the cellar or the loft to the actual 
schoolroom, with its ample space, cleanliness, light and purer 
air, to say nothing of its new and superior appliances has been 
accompanied by a moral, social and physical transformation, 
far beyond anything which a casual visitor would be likely to 
suspect. [3111 
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Connections between conditions, school accommodation and the education of children 
was a very topical issue and one raised in many H1VII reports. [312] In this 
extract Baxter believed that better facilities and accommodation could lead to the 
improvement of children's personal habits, their cleanliness and even general physique. He 
also reported that new school rooms had improved organisation and teaching. 
This extract again shows that BFSS Agents/Inspectors were in tune with national 
educational issues indicating that they were not just concerned with problems linked to 
their Society. 
As well as visiting schools and assessing school buildings, Baxter also held public 
meetings and examinations to promote the objects of the Society. The following report 
refers to a public examination at Lancaster conducted by the Society's Agent/Inspector. 
The two schools were put through a brief examination, 
which was satisfactory passed by the children. The 
meeting was very numerously attended and the address 
was listened to with marked attention. Some questions were 
asked on various matters relating to school management by 
persons in the meeting and replied to, giving a special interest 
to the proceedings. [313] 
This examination was followed by a public meeting which evidently was well 
attended. Baxter wrote positively on both counts as the children's performance was 
'satisfactory' in the examination and the meeting attracted considerable interest. 
Like many of the other Agents/Inspectors' correspondence at this time, Baxter's 
reports reflected attitudes towards educational issues of the day, the most prominent 
bein&the Revised Code. Unlike many of his colleagues who wrote negatively on the 
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subject, Baxter frequently highlighted the benefits of this new legislation. He stated in one 
report: 
The operation of the Revised Code is however... 
beneficial to the numerous small schools which not only 
have never had assistance from the Parliamentary Grant, 
but were completely shut out through their identity to 
comply with the conditions imposed by the old code. [314] 
Here Baxter reached the same conclusions as many HMIs who were in favour of this 
legislation. Baxter concluded that the New Code would be of great benefit to smaller 
schools who had not benefited before from the Parliamentary grants. He continued to 
write on the advantages of the Revised Code in 1864: 
The testimony in the majority of cases, is quite the other way. 
Seeing that a remedy from without was hopeless, others 
set themselves to work to make the most of their new 
portion and not a few have found that as they did not 
faint in the day of adversity they have been permitted 
to 'reap in due time'. In many instances I found that 
the total of the grants has been fully equal to the 
amount of those of former years, while in a few 
cases it has even been in excess of the past. [315] 
However, like other Apents/Inspectors Baxter's correspondence also gave accounts of 
teachers' and managers' who were concerned about the effects of the Revised Code on 
their establishments. He wrote in 1864: 'A few have never recovered from the first shock, 
and communicate that all was lost, and it has paralysed their efforts, that they have 
become quite powerless, even to make the best of a bad case'. [3161 Baxter gave his 
views on the effects of the Revised Code, but also pointed out that he was not able to 
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judge fully its benefits and drawbacks as it was too early in 1864 to make such complete 
observations. However, it appeared from the extracts above that Baxter believed that 
in some instances many would benefit as the total of the grant was actually fully equal to 
the amount allocated in former years, and that by the Revised Code more schools would 
have a fairer share of government funds. 
Baxter's contribution to the work of the Agency Department was important. His 
reports provide interesting insights into standards within schools as well as attitudes 
towards new legislation and developments. His positive reports on the Revised Code 
make interesting and lively reading. He visited many_ schools, gave advice, held public 
meetings and examinations and, like many of the later Agents/Inspectors, promoted the 
objects of the Society in an'inspectors' capacity. 
The Rev. William Milne served the BFSS as an Agent/Inspector in the western 
counties from 1857-1868. Table 10 shows that he inspected schools, addressed meetings, 
conducted public examinations and assisted in organising new schools. These duties were 
very consistent with those of the other Agents/Inspectors employed between c. 1856-1870. 
Milne wrote extensively on the Revised Code. His correspondence reflected the responses 
of managers and teachers to this new legislation. In 1865 he reported that much of the 
apprehension which came with the introduction of the Code had subsided and now there 
'is a general disposition to accept it and make the best of its provisions, which are felt to 
be especially favourable to schools in poor localities'. [317] 
Like other later BFSS Agents/Inspectors Milne raised many similar issues as did 
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Table 10 
The Work of W Milne in the Eastern District 1865-1868 
1865 1866 1868 
Number of towns and villages visited 163 178 180 
Visits paid to such towns and villages 184 190 188 
Schools inspected 222 221 230 
Visits paid to such schools 240 231 239 
Public meetings addressed 27 -- 
Public examinations attended 23 17 15 
Conferences with Committees -- 17 
New schools opened 84- 
Source: BFSSAnnual Reports, 1865-1868. 
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HNffs on matters concerning the Revised Code. For example, he wrote at length of the 
effect the Code had on pupil teachers. 
Pupil Teachers in like manner foreseeing less prospect of 
plaunisry advantage than they expected at the 
commencement of their apprenticeship left the profession 
at its close, and only those who had less ambition, or more 
love to the work for its own sake, went forward to be 
trained in college. [318] 
This was an area many BNU commented on, expressing very similar concerns. [319] 
Despite these observations Milne, like Baxter, was a supporter of the Revised Code. In 
1866 he stated: 
... of the 
beneficial operation of the New Code I become 
daily more convinced. I am satisfied that the individual 
examination of the scholars by H IIs and the payment by 
results as ascertained by that examination are good and only 
good both for the pupils and the public. [320] 
The Rev. William Milne retired from his position with the Society in 1868. In 1867 
he wrote a very interesting and lengthy report looking, back over his experiences as a 
BFSS Agent. This document is significant as it showed the changing role of the BFSS 
Agent/Inspector during this third period c. 1856-c. 1870, set against the back drop of 
national educational developments. He began by outlining conditions within his region and 
stating that comparatively few schools were under government inspection with most of the 
teachers being uncertificated. In many cases the school rooms were small, inconvenient 
and poorly furnished. However, he indicated how over the years much had changed, 
accommodation was improved and the ability, character and status of the teachers had 
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been raised. Milne showed how these changes had produced a corresponding change in 
the nature of the Agent/Inspector's work. 
During the early years of my connection with the Society, 
school inspection appeared to be my special work, and in 
the capacity of examiner my visits were greatly welcomed 
by school committees who found them beneficial in 
stimulating the exertions of the teachers, pointing out defects 
and short comings and helping them to form correct estimates 
of the state of their schools. But as the number of schools 
under Government Inspection increased this department of 
your Agent's work began to be more specially directed to 
schools not in connection with the Committee of Council. 
These consisted of two classes, those whose managers were 
determinedly opposed to Government interference with the 
education of the people, and those who from various causes, 
could not comply with the requirements of the Council order. 
Much of my time was occupied in conferring with their managers, 
removing misapprehensions, supplying correct information 
and smoothing the way for the change, which was to be 
inevitable, while it was deplored as undesirable. At least all 
opposition appeared suddenly to give way and the Committee 
of Council sought an interview with your Agent as a preliminary 
act to placing the school under Government Inspection... therefore 
we [Agents] have helped to prepare the way for a new and better 
system than that which it supersedes. [321] 
This is a very important document as it indicated that the Agents/Inspectors' roles had 
changed between 1857-1868. However, Milne was not referring to the change from 
'canvassing agent' to 'school inspector', but rather to a further change from 'school 
inspector' to 'friendly advisor'. This change was linked to the introduction of the Revised 
Code. As after 1862 the number of schools receiving a visits from HMIs increased, the 
BFSS officials' work became more specialised as they spent most of their time visiting 
schools who were not visited by HMIs or those establishments which were concerned 
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about an impending government inspection. In these establishments the BFSS 
Agent/Inspector played a very important role as a'friendly advisor', offering advice and 
encouragement as well as dispelling fears and misapprehensions. [322] 
The work of the BFSS Agents/Inspectors during this third period c. 1856-c. 1870 
was very significant for the improvement of elementary education in British schools. 
Unlike the earlier Agents/Inspectors, Davis, Salter, Baxter and Milne had their roles 
clearly defined as'Inspectors of schools'. This was reflected in their correspondence which 
concentrated on educational issues, rather than general social and economic concerns 
which had dominated the reports of earlier officials. The Agents/Inspectors who worked 
during this period reported on like areas as HMIs and often reached similar conclusions. 
This again shows that the BFSS officials were aware of national educational problems as 
well as the issues concerning their Society. Like earlier Agents/Inspectors their roles and 
duties were affected by national educational development, as following the introduction of 
the Revised Code in 1862 it is evident that they began to take on a new role as'friendly 
advisors'. This is significant as it can be seen, perhaps as the most important period in the 
history of the BFSS Agency department. In this capacity the BFSS Agents/Inspectors 
achieved considerable success advising local committees, reassuring managers and 
encouraging teachers. 
BFSS Agency Work in Wales 
This section examines the work of three BFSS Agents/Inspectors in Wales 
between 1844-c. 1870. Table 11 provides the dates of employment and the areas in which 
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Table 11 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors Employed in Wales between c. 1844-c. 1870 
Agent/Inspector Dates of 
Employment 
Main area of 
Employment 
Rev. J Phillips 1844-1864 North Wales 
Rev. W. Roberts 1854-1864 South Wales 
Rev. D Williams 1863-1872 South Wales 
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Phillips, Roberts and Williams operated. By examining the correspondence of these 
individuals this section will illustrate the crucial role they played in spreading the British 
system of education in Wales. It will show that in many ways the Welsh 
Agents/Inspectors' roles were clearly defined right from their establishment with their 
duties mainly encompassing the establishment of schools, and their subsequent inspection, 
rather than the collecting of funds or subscriptions on the Society's behalf. 
The BFSS launched its first drive to establish schools in Wales in 1843. The 
Society at first tended to concentrate on the northern part of Wales rather than the whole 
of the country, as this area was more advanced in terms of the numbers of pre-existing 
Nonconformist schools. The Society's efforts in this area were experimental and, if 
successful, were to lead to an extended educational plan for the whole of Wales. It was 
reported that the Society's aims and objectives for the principality were'to employ Agents 
throughout Wales for the purpose of stimulating the exertions of the people to establish 
schools wherever they may be required, and also to guide their labours'. [323] In 1844 the 
first full-time Travelling Agent responsible for north Wales was appointed, the Rev. David 
Phillips. The Educational Record reported in 1848: 
Mr Phillips has lectured in various towns in North Wales, 
held conferences with the heads of families and visited 
and strengthened school committees already formed and 
assisted in the formation of others in districts where British 
schools were greatly needed. [324] 
Phillips carried out similar duties and tasks in Wales as did BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors in England. Table 12 shows that he visited towns, inspected schools, 
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Table 12 
The Work of the Rev. J Phillips in North Wales 1854-1862 
1854 1860 1862 
Number of towns and villages visited 127 167 147 
Visits paid to such towns and villages 185 208 188 
Schools inspected 73 82 85 
Visits paid to such schools 121 105 112 
Public examinations attended 6 - - 
Public meetings addressed 49 42 46 
Lectures given 26 - - 
Conferences with Committees - 44 51 
Source: BFSSAnnual Reports, 1854-1862. 
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held public examinations, addressed meetings and conducted conferences with school 
committees. He did not collect subscriptions or donations, which indicated that the BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors' roles were more clearly defined in Wales right from their establishment, 
unlike their counterparts in England. Phillips was fundamentally a'one-man operation', in 
north Wales and worked exhaustively on behalf of the BFSS. Although he did not canvass 
for funds, his role did emphasise the establishment of schools and he was officially 
regarded by the BFSS Committee as an'Agent' rather than an'Inspector'. The Annual 
Report of 1846 gave details: 
Mr Phillips has carried out his role with continued success. 
31 new schools have been established since the 
commencement of his labours. Further more... by their 
establishment provision will be made for the daily education 
of at least 4000 children. [325] 
The Annual Report for 1858 stated'In North Wales Mr Phillips has been engaged in 
promoting education by means of lectures, conferences, school inspection and public 
meetings'. [326] 
Much of Phillips' time was spent trying to arouse attention to the objects of 
the Society and setting up schools run on British lines. An important way of doing this 
was by holding public meetings and lectures, a task familiar to all BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors. Phillips reported in 1862: 
The Society's Agency in this district includes attendance 
upon public meetings to create and organise local 
improvements on behalf of education; frequent conferences 
with committees reporting building operations, financial 
arrangements and management with the constant 
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supervision of schools. [3271 
Phillips detailed the sort of areas addressed at public meetings; reports on building 
operations, financial arrangements and the management of schools. The primary purpose 
of such gatherings was to arouse interest and stimulate local improvements. 
Unfortunately not much of Phillips' correspondence is extant. However, two 
school inspection and general progress reports have survived. One notable report, 
which was later related in the Society's Annual Report for 1849, gave some indication of 
the proceedings at a public examination, a task the BFSS Agent was frequently expected 
to organise. In this instance it was the first public examination of the Bangor British 
school. Phillips wrote: 
For the sake of convenience it was held in the largest 
chapel in the city, which was thoroughly crowded. All 
were astonished at the proficiency of the children and I 
must say they acquitted themselves in every department 
beyond my most sanguine expectations. The schools are 
full and in a most flourishing state. [328] 
This was a very positive example of the high standards of the children that were being 
examined, and of the progress that was being made in north Wales. Phillips wrote 
in 1855: 'I am glad to be able to state that we are progressing surely if slowly'. [329] In 
the following year Phillips reported: 
The public mind is gradually awakening to the importance 
and value of education, in consequence of which new 
localities continue to invite assistance and instructions, 
public meetings are well attended; the demand for teachers 
is increasing and far exceeds the supply; the presence of the 
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inspector is not only welcomed but solicited and a great 
readiness is shown to act upon any direction that may be 
given. The prospects in short are everywhere brightening. [330] 
This positive report of the advancement of education on British lines in north Wales 
indicated that new localities were inviting assistance, public meetings were well attended 
and there was a constant demand for teachers. Phillips also highlighted the great 
enthusiasm felt for this cause, outlining the friendliness and the warm welcome he was 
given as the BFSS representative. He frequently commented on the positive reception he 
received as the Society's Inspector. In 1854 he gave the following account of people's 
attitudes towards the Society's method of inspection. 
The Society's inspection is welcomed and sought after 
and has the effect of keeping hold the Committee and 
the teacher alive to their responsibilities. The periodical 
visits which are paid for this purpose, are expected with 
a degree of anxiety, and are prepared for, so that the 
service rendered may certainly be regulated as having a 
healthy effect upon the schools generally. [33 1] 
It was not uncommon for school managers, committees and teachers to view a pending 
inspection from the Society's representative with'a degree of anxiety. However, in most 
cases, as with the above, the advantages and benefits of such a visit were soon realised by 
all concerned. The Agent/Inspector would be able to inspect the establishment, provide 
details of new educational practices and be able to offer valuable assistance and advice. 
Although there was a predominant number of Nonconformists in north Wales; 
Phillips did face some hostility. [332] This was clearly expressed in a report 
from Bangor in November 1853. He reported that while visiting the north western 
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counties of the principality, ' I have been attacked as the Agent of the Society because its 
rules are not properly observed'. [333] This particular example referred to opposition he 
encountered from the Unitarians in western Wales, a source of opposition the BFSS 
Agent/Inspector encountered regardless of the area in which he operated. In this region 
this denomination believed that the strict observance of clause 4 (listed below) was crucial 
to pursuing the non-sectarian education of poor children. 
All schools which shall be supplied with teacher at the 
expense of this institution shall be open to the children 
of parents of all religious denominations. Reading, writing 
and arithmetic and needle work shall be taught; the lessons 
for reading shall consist of extracts from the Holy Scriptures, 
no catechism or peculiar religious tenets shall be taught in 
the schools, but every child shall be enjoined to attend 
regularly the place of worship to which their parents belong. [334] 
Unitarians complained that the Society had diverted from these aims set out in this 
statement. In particular they were concerned that the Society had not enforced the clause 
that children should regularly attend 'the place of worship to which their parents belong'. 
As the representative of the Society Phillips was confronted with this grievance and was 
expected to confer with the Committee in London. This example highlighted one of 
the most important roles Phillips played in North Wales, and indeed one of the most 
important roles played by all Welsh Agent, as he was the only line of communication 
schools, committees, managers and teachers had with the parent Society in London. 
Phillips served the Society as Agent/Inspector in north Wales for 20 years 
resigning in 1865 to become the Principal of the training college in that area. He was 
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given a resounding send off in the Annual Report for that year. 
Rev. Phillips, Agent for the Society in north Wales, the Committee 
record their sense of the value of his services rendered by 
him to the cause of day school education on the portion of 
the principality and especially of his important thorough 
arduous labours, happily successful in the erection of so noble 
and suitable a building at Bangor for the training of teachers. 
They sincerely hope and believe that in connection with Mr 
Phillips' office as Principal of that institution, that kindly 
oversight of existing schools and the establishment of new 
ones will be carried on with him as effectively as ever and 
that thus the training college will be a means of sustaining 
and increasing the widely awakened interest of the Welsh 
people in the cause of education in the comprehensive 
principles of the BFSS. [335] 
The Rev. W. Roberts was appointed Travelling Agent for south Wales in 1854 and 
served the Society in this capacity for 10 years. Table 13 provides details of the work he 
undertook. By comparing this table to table 12 which shows the worked carried out by 
Phillips in North Wales during the same period certain conclusions can be reached. Both 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors carried out similar duties, including visiting towns, inspecting 
schools, holding examinations, addressing public meetings and holding conferences with 
committees. However, unlike Phillips, Roberts did not give public lectures. By examining 
the two tables the most striking difference between the two Agents/Inspectors was their 
work load. For example, in 1854 Phillips visited more than five times as many towns and 
villages than Roberts and inspected six times more schools. The main reason for this 
difference was that support for the Society was much stronger in the northern part of 
Wales with there being more British schools in this region. This was essentially due to the 
north being an urban area and the south being a more rural district, which was in line with 
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Table 13 
The Work of the Rev. W Roberts in South Wales 1854-1863 
1854 1858 1860 1861 1862 1863 
Number of towns and villages visited 24 65 75 51 48 72 
Visits paid to such towns and villages 36 119 138 106 96 104 
Schools inspected 12 66 66 39 45 58 
Visits paid to such schools 16 - 116 74 74 86 
Public examinations attended 1 15 862- 
Public meetings addressed 2 11 21 16 15 33 
Conferences with Committees ----- 98 
Source: BFSS Annual Reports, 1854-1863. 
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support for the Society in England. 
As the Agent for south Wales Roberts directed much of his attention to the rural 
districts where he endeavoured to establish new schools and arouse local interest. The 
Annual Report for 1855 stated: 'The Rev. Roberts has undertaken 91 towns and villages, 
he has paid 151 visits. He has inspected 74 schools and paid 108 visits to them. He has 
also attended 11 public meetings and delivered lectures on 16 occasions'. [336] 
Unfortunately very little of Roberts correspondence remains extant. One 
document, a letter dated 1860, addressed to the Secretary of the BFSS, Henry Wilks, 
gives some indication that progress was being made. Roberts wrote of the projected 
schools at Llanthian near Fistrymand, where in this area four men of property had joined 
together to establish a school for'the poor of the neighbourhood!; one was a Unitarian, 
one a Baptist and the other described as a liberal churchman'. [337] This example 
illustrates the different type of BFSS supporters, which included a'liberal churchman', this 
suggests that in Wales the Society was also supported by members of the Church of 
England. Another letter to Wilks later that year spoke of the opening of a new 
school in Bethesada Festimorg. Roberts wrote; 'A teacher has been engaged and is now at 
his post. The school is likely to be attended by 150 children. ' [338] In 1861 Roberts 
stated: 
I am glad to tell you that we were never more 
successful in South Wales than we are now. Out of the 
29 appointments made, we had 9 new schools opened 
5 old ones improved by adding assistant teachers, 14 
schools supported for the first time with certificated 
masters and one with a certificated assistant master. [339] 
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When Roberts retired in 1864 much progress had been made in his region. He had assisted 
with the establishment of new schools, held meetings with local committees and managers, 
encouraged teachers and proved to be an essential line of communication between schools 
and the BFSS Committee in London. 
The Rev. D. Williams served as Travelling Agent/Inspector for the BFSS in south 
Wales between 1863-1872. He had been appointed its Agent/Inspector for this region, 
'whose whole time will be devoted to the work'. [340] Williams was employed on a 
full time basis due to his heavy workload. There had been a rapid increase in population 
in the mining districts in South Wales providing many possibilities for the establishment of 
new schools and the spreading of the British system of education. Williams also had the 
advantage that he was working in an area which was predominately Nonconformist and 
amongst people who were potential supporters of the Society. 
Williams' duties were very similar to those of the other Welsh Agents'. Table 14 
illustrates the work he undertook. If this table is compared to those for the other Welsh 
Agents/Inspectors it can be seen that his workload was far heavier. This was due to the 
expansion of work undertaken by the BFSS in this region. The inspection of schools was 
the most important part of Williams' work and his reports gave detailed descriptions of 
standards within the establishments he visited. The following is a very positive extract 
taken from a report of the British school in Clydach. 
The children were tested in reading, writing and arithmetic, 
and grammar and Holy Scriptures and acquitted themselves 
admirably, showing clearly that Mr James is a teacher of no 
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mean ability and efficiency. [341] 
Here Williams gave details of the subjects which the children were tested on as well as 
how they performed and recognition of the high standard of the master. Clearly this was a 
satisfactory visit as in all instances the children 'acquitted' themselves admirably. Reporting 
from Ystrad in 1867 he commented: 
The children acquitted themselves to the entire satisfaction 
of a large and interested audience. They appeared to have 
been well grounded in scripture history. Several school 
songs were given by the children, one of the boys 
accompanying on the harmonium. [342] 
Again this was a very positive report from this school. It is evident from this extract that a 
large crowd was present for the examination, indicating interest in the proceedings. Not all 
of Williams' reports were so positive. In November 1868 he wrote from a poorer district, 
Llanelli, where circumstances were very different and standards were not so high. 
Templeton and Deyndalston schools are well known to me. 
They are located in districts where the inhabitants are as 
backward as in any part of my field of labour, and are 
carried on by a few devoted people who struggle hard on 
behalf of religion and education. I have therefore no hesitation 
in recommending them to your kind consideration. [343] 
Here Williams recommended this poor community to the Committee in London to receive 
some aid. This was an important part of the Agent's work, as in many cases he was the 
only BFSS representative people came into contact with and therefore the only person 
such a request could be made to. 
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Table 14 
The Work of the Rev. D Williams in South Wales 1865-1866 
1865 1866 
Number of towns and villages visited 178 220 
Visits paid to such towns and villages 232 258 
Schools inspected 159 179 
Visits paid to such schools 209 190 
Public meetings addressed 90 53 
Public examinations attended 39 52 
Conferences with Committees 33 39 
New schools opened 15 15 
Schools in the course of erection - 14 
Schools remodelled and placed under inspection 11 7 
Source: BFSSAnnual Reports, 1865-1866. 
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The subject of the Revised Code frequently appeared in Williams' reports. Writing 
from Llanelli in December 1863 he spoke of its general effects. 
The new code seems to pay pretty well when the teachers 
are really up to the mark. The following particulars relate to 
a mixed British school at Pinllwny in Cardiganshire; Average 
attendance for the year 89, number present for examination 
81, number passed in reading 75, number passed in writing 
71, number passed in arithmetic 63. [344] 
In this extract Williams' findings were very similar to those of his fellow Agents/Inspectors 
in England, National Society Inspectors and HMIs. Williams clearly explained that the 
success of a school under the regulations of the Revised Code essentially depended on the 
quality of the teacher. Good results depended on good teaching. The standards of teachers 
was one area continually reported on by BFSS Agents/Inspectors Williams was no 
exception. He frequently commented on the great advantages of having a highly qualified 
and motivated teacher. Again from Llanelli Williams reported: 
It is a place where a really efficient man would do well 
and an inferior man would not do at all. They are 
proposed to offer a salary of from £70-75 to begin with. 
I reminded them to apply to you for a master and I trust 
you have a suitable person for them. [345] 
Evidently Williams was applying on the school's behalf to the Committee for a 
suitable person for the position, indicating the advantages such an appointment would 
bring to the school. He made a similar request later that year once more from Llanelli. 
I should like a man from Borough Road to be placed there. 
It is a thoroughly English district. He if possible should be 
a Baptist and Mr Rees and all the neighbourhood are Baptist 
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and there is a new Baptist chapel adjoining the room. [346] 
Again Williams made a request for a Borough Road man, this time specifying certain 
religious preferences, that the applicant should be a Baptist to suit the predominant 
denomination in Llanelli. 
Often committees would write to Williams requesting the appointment of a suitable 
master giving specifications such as the ability to speak Welsh or to have certain religious 
affiliations. On some occasions Williams actually named persons whom he believed to be 
suitable for the office. For example, writing from Llanelli in November 1867 he stated: 
'Jane Parell having been trained in a mixed school, would I think do at Penkenyd which is 
also a mixed school. Will you kindly sanction her appointment there... '[347] Here Williams 
suggested a person whom he believed suitable for the job, but asked the Committee to 
sanction the appointment as he did not have the authority to do so. 
Seen as the representative of the parent Society, Williams was often approached 
with requests for aid from the Committee in London. These would normally be for 
teachers, books, equipment or financial aid. Requests often came from poor localities 
where members of the community had an interest in education and wished to establish a 
school. From Thorton Williams wrote: 
Williams Rees Esq. of Haverfordwest has built a very 
handsome schoolroom on his own property at Thorton 
near Haverfordwest and is about to apply to you for a 
grant for books and materials. I saw the room on Tuesday 
last and begged to recommend his application for books 
as I think he deserves every possible encouragement from 
our Society. [348] 
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In this example books and materials were being sought. A similar request for financial 
aid came in 1867 from Ponterdaire. This was a particularly poor locality yet was full of 
hard working class people who would benefit greatly from such assistance. The local 
committee wrote to Williams: 
A school has been built for some time at the cost of the 
committee that was elected for the purposes and for the 
good working of the school are rather deficient in books, 
slates, and the committee can not afford to purchase a 
supply because there is a debt still pending. [349] 
Williams provided many positive reports of the progress being made in south 
Wales. Many school committees had a strong desire to avail themselves of contemporary 
improvements. In 1866 Williams reported that 'seldom have I paid a second visit without 
observing some pleasing trace of a former one'. [350] 
In some instances unsuitable rooms have been replaced 
by new ones, small ones enlarged, classrooms added, 
dilapidated buildings repaired, school fittings renewed, 
ventilation attended to, committees stimulated and improved 
books, methods and organisation adopted. [351] 
This extract can be compared to many HMI reports who often witnessed similar 
findings. [352] This was a major part of both the BFSS Agent/Inspectors' and 
HMIs' work. 
Much was achieved by Williams' visits; often the day of inspection and public 
examination was looked forward to by those it concerned, in particular by subscribers. He 
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reported on one occasion: 
The day of inspection... is looked forward to with 
considerable degree of interest; and it is by no means an 
unusual occurrence to find labour partially suspended 
and the room crowded with spectators manifesting great 
concern in the proceedings. [353] 
This extract mirrored the general interest in South Wales during the 1860s towards the 
education of the poor. Williams reported that many different types of people from 
different classes were expressing the importance of this work and in particular the efforts 
of the BFSS. [354] Indeed by 1872, when Williams retired, he had achieved much on the 
Society's behalf, not only with the visiting and inspecting of schools but also with the 
utilisation of this feeling towards the work of the BFSS. 
The work of the BFSS Agents/Inspectors in Wales between 1844-c. 1870 was very 
important for the Society. They were the main, and in some cases its only representatives 
and as a result of their efforts the British system of schooling was continued and expanded 
throughout the principality. When assessing their roles and duties it is evident that in 
contrast to their counterparts in England, the Welsh Agents were more concerned with 
educational matters such as teachers appointments, pupil teacher applications, grants for 
equipment and the introduction of the Revised Code than the religious or financial 
problems which had troubled Fabian and his successors. Although the Welsh Agents did 
much to spread the aims and objectives of the Society through public meetings and 
examinations their most important role was that of'school Inspector', a role which was 
clearly defined from a much earlier date. 
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Conclusion 
The work undertaken by the BFSS Travelling Agents and Inspectors during the 
period c. 1826-1870, was crucial to the development of a nation-wide system of 
elementary education run on 'British' lines. They publicised the work of the Society and 
raised much needed funds, they offered advice and aided the improvement of schools, they 
acted as friendly advisors during difficult times such as the Revised Code, and were vital 
links between local committees and schools and the parent Society in London. Wilks, who 
served as Agent in Lancashire and the north west before becoming Secretary of the 
Society, wrote of the importance of Agency work: 
The value attached by the committees to the Societys 
inspection is unquestionable. In many cases I have 
followed up the school inspection by a conference with one, 
two, or more of the managers most interested, in this way 
correcting mistakes, offering suggestions, pointing out possible 
dangers or difficulties, adjusting financial arrangements, and 
suggesting educational improvement. [355] 
From examining the work of the BFSS Agents/Inspectors between c. 1826-1870, it 
is evident that their roles and duties changed and developed. By considering the work 
carried out by Fabian during the time in which he served the Society as a Travelling Agent 
(1830-1842), it is evident that the inspection of schools was merely a subsidiary activity 
for him, as most of his time was spent canvassing for funds and trying to arouse local 
interest for the work of the Society. His appointment had been'for the express purpose 
of forming auxiliaries'. The work carried out by this first Travelling Agent was crucial to 
the success of this branch of the BFSS's work, as he raised much needed funds and paved 
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the way for his successors in the Agency department. Duval, who served the Society as 
Agent/Inspector from 1840-1845, was an excellent example of a number of Agents who 
worked during the 'middle' period. His role was not yet clearly defined, as he acted as 
propagandist and collector of subscriptions as well as school Inspector. Dobney was also 
an Agent/Inspector in the 1840s. He carried out very similar duties to those of Duval, 
although more of his time seems to have been spent visiting schools, a duty he obviously 
enjoyed. The introduction of state grants in 1846 for the instruction of pupil teachers was 
a key factor in accounting for this change. By this legislation British schools which 
accepted grants were less dependent on local subscriptions or donations and consequently 
some Agents could devote less time to canvassing for money and more to inspecting 
schools. [356] This change contributed greatly to the progress in terms of inspecting the 
standards of schools and ensuring that the BFSS system of elementary education was 
operating successfully. Davis can be seen as a typical example of a'latee Agent, serving 
the Society from 1857-1864 and then again in 1872 and 1873. His correspondence 
showed that the Agents' role had changed and had become more clearly defined. His 
letters and reports indicate that the Society's officials were now 'school inspectors' rather 
than 'recruiting agents' or 'propagandists', as they were concerned with more pressing 
educational matters such as; attendance, curriculum and standards, rather than soliciting 
money for the Society. His correspondence also indicated that their roles changed further 
following the introduction of the Revised Code. During this period the Society's 
Agents/Inspectors played a very significant role as 'advisors'. The services of the 
Agents/Inspectors were in demand as in many instances managers and committees 
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requested a visit from the representative to explain regulations, requirements and the 
intricacies of the Revised Code, to advise on courses of action and generally to initiate 
official correspondence with the Committee in London. [357] Saunders, Agent for the 
Eastern counties and metropolitan area from 1868-1876, wrote on the importance of this 
part of Agency work: 
A wide field of usefulness is to be found also in the 
help which can be afforded under the form of explanation, 
advice, and encouragement to teachers, especially young ones, 
under the new circumstances or in the new positions, in 
which they find themselves placed. [358] 
During the period c. 1826-1870 the BFSS Agents/Inspectors' roles in England developed 
from one of propagandist and collector of subscriptions, to one of school inspector and 
finally to one of friendly adviser. These changes were stimulated by developments taking 
place in national educational policy, mainly the introduction of the Pupil Teacher Minutes 
in 1846 and the Revised Code in 1862, and by increased inspection efforts by the National 
Society. 
The work of the Agents and Inspectors in Wales was equally as significant as that 
of those in England. However, their roles and duties differed slightly from those of their 
English counterparts as they appeared to be more clearly defined right from their 
establishment in 1844. Their duties were listed as organising committees, holding public 
meetings and inspecting schools. Significantly there was no mention of the collecting of 
subscriptions or donations, even at the beginning of the Society's Agency department's 
efforts in this area. 
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It was also clear that school teachers' and managers' attitudes and opinions of the 
BFSS Agent/Inspector were changing. As Fabian indicated in his correspondence, there 
was much opposition and even fierce hostility towards him and the work he was carrying 
out. Dobney also reported much opposition in the areas in which he operated. However, 
by the later period the Agents/Inspectors were more accepted and their correspondence 
indicated that people were often far more willing to receive them. This was especially the 
case after the introduction of the Revised Code when the Agents were seen as friendly 
advisors who could offer much needed help and advice during this difficult period. 
In more general terms the work of the BFSS Agents/Inspectors acted as a 
paradigm to nineteenth century school inspection. The evidence given by Henry Dunn and 
Henry Althans to the Select Committees on education during the 1830s concerning their 
work for the Society, including their criticisms and suggestions, may well have 
encouraged, if not initiated, the introduction of government Inspectors in 1840. [359] 
Indeed similarities can be seen with HMIs and BFSS Agents/Inspectors, perhaps the 
most obvious being their common instruction not to interfere with the running of the 
schools but to act as friendly visitors, giving advice and encouragement. Both sets of 
officials were appointed by a Committee in London and both systems were centrally 
organised. BFSS Agents/Inspectors also tended to report on similar subjects as 
government Inspectors in their correspondence. However, despite these similarities there 
were many differences between the two sets of officials. The most common were their 
different social backgrounds, their different roles and duties and the different aims and 
objectives behind their establishment. It will be seen in Chapters Four and Six that in many 
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ways HMIs had more in common with National Society Inspectors than they ever had 
with BFSS Agents/Inspectors. 
The activities of the Society's Agents/Inspectors continued throughout the 
1860s. However, with the introduction of the Education Act in 1870 many British schools 
moved to the new school boards, leaving only about a third affiliated to the Society, 
therefore the need for BFSS Agents to promote new British schools diminished greatly. 
The Secretary, Alfred Bourne, explained: Now that the large majority of schools are 
coming under Government inspection... much of this work is less necessary than before. 
Occasional services are more in demand than regular and systematic visitation'. [360] The 
cost of the Agency department fell from £1000 in 1870, to £500 in 1872 and to £300 a 
year in 1874. [361] However, a prospectus for the Agency department was produced in 
1875 showing that there were 11 part time visiting Agents and 45 district correspondents, 
each district now representing a local group of teachers from the Society's affiliated 
schools in England and Wales. [362] 
However in 1883 Bourne circulated a letter to the affiliated schools informing 
them that the Committee believed that money spent on Agency work could be more 
'advantageously employed in other branches of the Society's work' but he wished to have 
the opinion of the schools 'before taking any decided steps'. [363] From the replies it was 
evident that the majority of schools considered the provision of trained teachers a much 
more important service than the visits of Agents whose roles were similar and often 
confused with those of HMIs. Bartle argues that perhaps this was the main reason why 
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the Society's Agents did not achieve as much success as they deserved. [364] The situation 
was clearly summed up in a reply from Newport in 1883. 
In the palmy days of the British schools a visit from your 
inspector was always welcomed. Now, however, we 
seem to work in a sort of Educational maelstrom. The 
terrific rate at which we are being whirled.. . 
is something 
appalling and I am inclined to think there is rather more 
danger from over inspection and examination than the 
opposite.. . 
It just occurs to me that your Agent may render 
good service by occasionally attending the Association 
meetings of teachers in a friendly way and offering a word 
of counsel and encouragement... [365] 
Many shared these views. Therefore, it was not surprising that the Society decided in 1884 
'to discontinue the present scheme for the periodical visitation of schools and make the 
visitation when desired, the subject of a special arrangement'. [366] This was the end of 
the BFSS Agency system, although examinations of affiliated schools did continue until 
the end of the century. 
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Chapter 4 
THE WORK OF NATIONAL SOCIETY VISITORS, INSPECTORS AND 
ORGANISING MASTERS 
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The aim of this Chapter is to explain the development and significance of the 
National Society's system of inspection and visitation between c. 1826-1870. It traces the 
earliest forms of visitation carried out by Bell and the first visitors right up to the 
sophisticated system of Diocesan Inspection which was in operation by the 1860s. It 
considers the major developments in the National Society's system of inspection including 
the appointment of Organising Masters, the short experiment of a centrally based 
Inspector and Inspecting Agent, and the development of locally organised visitation. It will 
also show that many of these developments were responses by the Society to educational 
initiatives taken by the Committee of Council during the period c. 1833-c. 1870. 
Comparisons will be made with the BFSS system of inspection, showing that the two 
Societies organised themselves differently and had different reasons and motives behind 
their respective systems of inspection. Comparisons will also be made with the work of 
HMIs and this Chapter will again show the important contribution a Voluntary Society 
made to the development of a'government' inspectorate of schools. 
Early Experiments in School Inspection 
The Rev. Andrew Bell went to India in 1787 as an Anglican Chaplain for the 
Indian Army. He worked in Madras for nine years and during this time held eight 
chaplancies, gave numerous philosophical lectures, and as Sturt surmises, probably 
managed to engage in trade under the favourable conditions which were arranged for 
Britops by the East India Company. [1] Amongst the many positions Bell held during his 
time in India was that of Chaplain to the Military Male Orphan Asylum in Madras. Bell 
found at this institution very poor conditions and ineffective teaching methods. On his 
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arrival he made various changes to the boys' way of life and resolved to reform teaching 
methods. This offended the incumbent master and ushers, who had no intention of 
changing their methods, so Bell replaced them with a number of older boys who would be 
engaged in teaching the younger children. He first selected an eight year old boy, John 
Frisken, and commanded him to take a class. Under Bell's instructions Frisken taught 
the lowest class successfully and was made a permanent teacher. [2] This experiment was 
continued by putting other boys in charge of the lower classes with Frisken as 
superintendent. 
On his return to England Bell published an account of his work in the Asylum in a 
small book entitled An Experiment in Education. He maintained in this pamphlet that his 
system would produce better Christians, better scholars, better men and women, and 
better workers. [3] Children would be taught 'to act their part and perform their duty in 
future life with punctuality, diligence, impartiality and justice, and 'to take an early and 
well directed interest in the welfare of one another'. [4] Bell published a further work 
explaining his system in 1808, The Madras School or Elements of Tuition. Within this 
work he outlined the principle of the monitorial method. 
This system rests on the simple principle of tuition by 
the scholars themselves. It is its distinguishing 
characteristic that the school, how numerous soever, is 
taught solely by the pupils of the institution under a single 
monitor, who if able and diligent, could, without difficulty, 
conduct ten contiguous schools, each consisting of 1000 
scholars. [5] 
In October 1811 the Anglican Church established the National Society for 
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Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the Established Church, to carry 
on and expand the work first started by Bell. Aldrich argues that the Society, presided 
over by the Archbishop of Canterbury with York, London and the other bishops and vice 
presidents, and with the diocesan organisation, personnel and resources of the State 
Church at its command, soon became the most powerful educational agency in the 
kingdom. [6] Records kept by the Society indicate the rapid growth of the number of 
schools and children in attendance: 
Schools 
1812 .. 52 
1813 .... 230 
1815 .... 
564 
1830 .. 3,670 
Children 
8,620 
40,484 
97,920 
about 346,000 [7] 
There was much rivalry between Joseph Lancaster and Bell primarily concerning 
the claim of invention of the monitorial system of education; this continued with the 
establishment of the two Societies who carried on their work. Indeed the establishment of 
the National Society can be seen as a direct response to the threat posed by the formation 
of the BFSS, whose principal aim was to provide education for the poor, a role many in 
the Established Church still considered to be exclusively theirs. Denominational rivalry 
was fuelled by Mrs Trimmer in her Comparative View of the New Plan of Education 
promulgated by Mr Joseph Lancaster (1805). Within this work she asserted that 
Lancaster had stolen the monitorial idea from Bell; she argued that Bell'was the 
originator of the admirable plan which Mr Lancaster has adopted. [8] This struggle 
between the Established Church and Dissent was to dominate elementary education 
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throughout the nineteenth century, yet also had the effect of spreading schools organised 
on monitorial principles all over the country. 
From a very early date the National Society, like the BFSS, was fully aware of the 
need and importance of regular visitation of its schools. The Annual Report for 1816 
included a recommendation to district societies to appoint one of their own members to 
visit their schools annually. Bell understood that, if he was to secure a nation-wide system 
of schools run on National lines, this activity would be essential to ensure uniformity and 
promote the general objects of the Society. Indeed, it should be noted that this was an 
integral part of his Madras System: 
7th. Last of all comes the superintendent, or trustee, or visitor, 
or chaplain, or parochial minister, whose scrutinising eye must 
pervade the whole machine, whose active mind must give it 
energy, and whose unbiased judgement must inspire confidence, 
and maintain the general order and harmony. 
For this purpose there is kept by the ushers, teachers or others 
equal to the office 
8th. a register of the task performed; and by the schoolmaster 
9th. a register of daily offences, or black book .... [9] 
This belief was also strongly held by the General Committee of the National Society, who 
stated in the Annual Report for 1814 'that much advantage was to result from the general 
admission of visitors... for the purpose, both of showing the interest with which the school 
is regarded and to assess standards of pupils and masters. ' [10] Hence, as in the BFSS this 
part of the Society's work was considered to be very important. In 1815 the General 
Committee stated that 'these services of the Society are scarcely less valuable, they form 
the temporary superintendance, which it is thus enabled to afford the organisation of 
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schools'. [11] In the Society's Annual Report for 1826 the Schools Committee explained 
in detail the need for, and advantages of having, a regular system of visitation and 
inspection. 
The Committee consider it essential for the well conducting 
of the schools to have only one official visitor, who would, 
very frequently and at uncertain hours, inspect the school 
and examine into the improvement of the children. This duty 
can never be so well preferred as by the resident minister of 
the parish; but in the absence of a resident minister, it would 
be desirable that the duty should be undertaken by the 
treasurer, the secretary, or someone of the subscribers well 
acquainted with the system. [ 12] 
The Committee recommended the appointment of only one 'official visitor' to secure 
uniformity and discipline within the schools. This method and appointment of a visitor 
were very similar to the resolutions made by the SPCK, which also considered the 
enforcement of uniformity one of the main reasons for the appointment of their 
Inspector. [13] 
During the late 1810s the General Committee received a number of invitations 
from National schools requesting the services of an inspector. It was reported that 'various 
Boards have expressed a desire to participate in the advantages of this measure'. [14] The 
Committee stated in 1815 that the Deanery of Tendering have availed themselves in July 
last for a Training Master to act as visitor'. [15] By 1840 applications for visitors had 
come from Winchester, Worcester, Lichfield and Buckinghamshire, while it was reported 
in the Annual Report that other Boards were preparing to make similar requests and 'great 
numbers of the Clergy and managers of schools in different quarters have expressed their 
earnest wish to receive a similarly constituted examiner'. [16] The Report continued: 
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The Diocese of Chester, which from its vast population 
would require the constant services of an inspector, intend 
to follow up the recommendations of your Committee 
upon this subject, by appointing a permanent officer of this 
description, whose labours shall be always at its command 
whether for examining or organising its schools. [17] 
Evidently many managers and teachers of National schools were fully aware of 
the need for, and benefits of, regular inspection and visitation, many being keen 
to implement such a system as soon as possible. 
The First Inspector 
The first visitor/inspector of National schools was Bell himself. He spent much of 
his time travelling all over the country visiting schools and making sure that the monitorial 
system was being implemented correctly. The National Society's General Committee had 
recognised his potential of being the ideal school Inspector, and as a result gave him a very 
free hand. There are many references in the Society's Annual Reports to his tireless 
dedication and determination to set up a nation-wide system of schools run on National 
lines. [18] For example the Annual Report for 1814 commented on Bell's work, and 
more generally on the advantages of inspection in National schools. 
They [the Committee] have further to report that they 
consider much advantage to result from the general 
admission of visitors, whose names are set down in a 
book kept for that purpose, both as showing the interest 
with which the school is regarded, and because the 
degree of perfection, which under the unwearied care of 
Dr Bell and his assistants has been achieved. [19] 
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As long as Bell was active the National Society had a general Inspector, and a 
very inquisitorial one. Ball argues that in contrast to the glowing reports given within the 
Society's published literature, he was the terror of committees and teachers alike and a 
strong believer in payment by results. [20] He travelled great distances on his annual 
tours; in 1813 he wrote, 'Last year, by my servant's account I rode my hobbyhorse 
1282 miles; and this summer I have already dispatched 1228'. [21] Between 1813- 
1815 Bell spent much of his time travelling in England and Ireland making sure that the 
Madras system of education was being correctly implemented in National schools. 
However, Bell did have a reputation for administering harsh criticisms and judgements 
which made him very unpopular and feared in many areas. The Rev. W. Johnson, 
Superintendent of the National Society's Central School in Baldwin Gardens, wrote: 
Previously to his arrival in any town, he was, from his public 
character and his disinterested employment, regarded as 
highly as his own pretensions could desire; but a first or second 
visit most commonly lessened the respect or checked the ardour 
of those who had given their time and money towards the 
establishment of the schools, and who found themselves and 
their labours frequently depreciated, censured, and offended-his 
personal behaviour was such, that he was almost universally 
dreaded and disliked ... 
by acting so furiously ... 
he created durable 
disgust, not only against himself personally, but against his system 
of teaching. [22] 
Given such relations it is not too surprising that on his removal due to ill health Bell was 
not replaced. It could well have been these memories of his activities that can account for 
the failure of the Society to adopt an adequate system of inspection in the 1830s. [23] 
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The First Diocesan Visitors 
The Rev. W. Johnson, the superintendent of Baldwin Gardens, also undertook a 
number of tours of inspection. In 1813 he visited and examined schools in West Sussex. In 
1815 the General Committee reported: 'Mr Johnson during the half yearly vacations has 
uniformly dedicated that period of leisure to voluntary circuits at his own cost, among the 
schools in union where his assistance is solicited'. [24] Johnson continued this work until 
1831. The Secretary of the National Society, the Rev. Dr Welmsley also carried out 
occasional visits at this time. In 1816 he inspected schools in Rickmansworth, Wendover, 
Aylesbury, Chalfont, Sheerness, Sittingbourne, Faversham and Canterbury. 
Like British schools, National schools were often visited by distinguished guests 
from this country and abroad, who came and observed the monitorial method in 
action. [25] For example, it was reported in 1814 that the Dowager Countess of Spencer 
and some of her colleagues had been'so kind as to undertake this charitable work, and 
have executed their task much to the benefit of the schools, and to the satisfaction of the 
[Schools] Committee'. [26] 
At a very early date Bell and the General Committee were fully aware of the need 
for a system of inspection and visitation. However, an adequate organisation of such a 
system took much time and resources to establish. In 1815 the National Society developed 
a scheme which involved'the periodical or occasional visiting of one or more of the 
principal schools in each diocese by persons duly qualified to examine the mode in which 
such schools are conducted and the Madras system is practised in them. ' [27] The idea 
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was that defects would be pointed out and corrected, while teachers in good schools 
would be rewarded. Even at this early stage inspection was being arranged locally, this 
being in contrast to the BFSS structure of inspection which was centrally organised by the 
Committee in London. Significantly the National Society had a great advantage over the 
BFSS as, with the Church of England's Diocesan structure, organisation was much easier, 
whereas the BFSS relied on the support of many different nonconformist denominations 
which were scattered unevenly throughout the country. It was to take several years before 
the BFSS had a system of inspection fully in place. However, as early as 1813 the 
Anglican Hampshire Committee had 'appointed visitors for each of its districts to inspect 
and report on every school three times a year, in addition to a general visitor who 
inspected every school in the county once a year'. [28] In London by 1814 there was a 
number of different visitors who went to schools examining methods and standards of 
education. The first recorded visitor was the Vicar of Saltminister. His task in 1814 was 
to 'see what progress was being made in establishing schools on the Madras system'. [29] 
Many other committees quickly became aware of the need for, and importance of a 
system of visitation in their areas. In 1822 the Committee of the Archdeaconry of 
Coventry noted the necessity for the appointment of such an official: 'The Committee 
however, still think the attendance of a District Visitor a matter of great importance and 
again strongly recommend it to the consideration of the Superintendents'. [30] By 1824 
Bristol also had'general visitors' who had inspected several schools in the diocese and 
made favourable reports on them. This had further convinced the General Committee of 
the great importance of such visitations, as it was their belief that they 'materially tend to 
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keep alive exertion and to ensure a uniform and correct observation of the National 
Society's system of instruction'. [31] The ensuring of uniformity was a very important 
issue, as it was one of the main functions of the early visitors and Inspectors of the 
National Society, as it was to be for later HMIs. By 1833 Canterbury Diocesan Board had 
also enlisted the services of visitors, from which it was reported many'useful suggestions 
had arisen'. [32] They considered inspection and visitation a'principal feature in the 
designs of the Society for the general improvement of parochial education'. [33] In 
the principles for the Norwich Diocesan Society inspection and visitation were 
emphasised. It was recommended that parochial members of each sub-committee should 
visit schools in the parish frequently. By 1828 the National Society claimed that 4/7ths of 
its schools had been visited. [34] 
The importance of these first visitors' work was widely recognised, as it is evident 
that many Diocesan Boards fully understood the benefits and advantages the appointment 
of such officials could bring. For example, the Winchester Board commented in its 
Annual Report for 1827: 
Your Committee have always considered the appointment 
of visitors to be a matter of notifying consequence.. . for upon their vigilant attendance and examining... much of the 
character and even existence of the schools, in discipline 
and order may truly be said to depend. [35] 
The Diocese of Norwich reported in 1825 that 'the reports of these visitors were highly 
creditable in respects the state and progress of the schools, which come under their 
investigation, and offer a most satisfactory practical conformation of the benefits resulting 
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from the Society's labours'. [36] Indeed such documents provide important insights not 
only into standards within schools, but also of social and economic conditions within the 
particular localities visited, as will be seen later on within this Chapter. 
Many Diocesan societies published guidelines and instructions for their appointed 
visitors; these varied within different areas. The Norfolk and Norwich National School 
Society published a circular for the private use of their visitors; this document outlined the 
duties of their officials. It began by advising the visitor to ascertain as much background 
information about the school as possible, to note down the number of children on the 
books, and the number present before any kind of examination could begin. [37] The 
circular continued: 
... 
let the first class be called out, they may be examined 
either by the visitor, master or teacher. But the visitor 
should inquire how far the children in the class have 
proceeded in their reading book, and desire that they 
would begin in some part which they have previously 
read. [38] 
This was an important statement as it indicated that although the children could be 
examined by their teacher as well as, or instead of the visitor, certain tasks could only be 
undertaken by the visitor during the examination, in this instance to enquire how far the 
pupils had progressed with their reading. The circular continued by advising the visitor 
how standards of reading should be assessed. He was instructed that regard should be 
given to whether the mode of reading was'slow, distinct and correct, with proper 
attention to punctuation'. [39] After this the visitor was advised to examine the class in 
spelling followed by the Catechism and private prayers. Some detail is given as to how 
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such an examination should be executed. The visitor was advised that he should first make 
the children read a few verses from the Old and New Testaments, from which he should 
question them in spelling, in the significance of words and expressions and in the subject 
matter. He was instructed to continue with such a course of action until he 'fully satisfied 
himself of the comprehension of and proficiency in Scripture'. A similar course of action 
was suggested for the Church Catechism. The other classes were to be examined in much 
the same fashion. The visitor was finally instructed to write a report on each class 
following the inspection. [40] 
Although duties of visitors varied in different regions, the document issued by the 
Norfolk and Norwich School Society can be used as an example as to what was generally 
expected of such officials. Important duties such as the tabulating of statistics concerning 
school attendance, examination of reading, spelling and the Catechism were all tasks 
expected to be carried out by these early visitors, and were later to be taken on by 
Diocesan Inspectors. 
Like their BFSS counterparts, all early district visitors had to gain the permission 
of school managers before they could enter a school. The General Committee stated: No 
visitation be undertaken except on the desire previously expressed by the managers of 
every school which may be visited'. [41] Many districts produced a standard letter 
addressed to the manager of the schools which had been selected for examination. The 
document used by the West Sussex Society can be used as an example: 
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Circular No. I 
Sir, 
I beg leave to send you by order of the Committee for 
the Western Division of the Sussex Society a copy of 
certain resolutions passed at their last meeting; and I am 
further directed by the General Visitors of the schools in 
Union to inform you, that they propose, if it should be 
quite convenient to the managers of the National schools 
at to attend at the for the purpose of 
examining it on at o'clock. [42] 
This was usually followed by Circular No. II which comprised a series of questions to 
be answered by the master before the day of examination. Figure 2 provides an example of 
these Circulars used by the Norfolk and Norwich School Society. 
In numerous instances these early visitors were welcomed and encouraged to visit 
schools, many reporting on the very positive responses which they had received. For 
example, the visitors in the Lothingland district commented: We cannot close our report 
without expressing our thanks to the clergy generally for the kindness with which they 
received us'. [43] However, there were occasions when the National Society's officials 
were not welcomed so warmly and even instances where they were refused entry to 
schools altogether. For example in 1819 at the Keynshoes school in Bath, visitors were 
refused entry by the Superintendent on the grounds that the conduct and character of the 
present master had brought the school into such an inefficient state no inspection could be 
allowed. [44] A similar instruction had to be given by the National School in Weston, near 
Bath, as the Superintendent, the Rev. Thomas Wilkins, reported that the school there had 
fallen to the ground, because subscriptions had entirely dried up. [45] There were 
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Figure 2 
Norfolk and Norwich Diocesan Society 
Example of Circular I- requesting permission for a visit. 
Circular II - questions to be answered by the master/mistress. 
Circular No. I 
Sir, 
If it be convenient to you, the National School at will be visited on the 
day of at o'clock and it is requested that the master or mistress will write 
the answers to each question contained in No. II on the blank part of the page. 
Circular No. II 
Questions to be answered by the master or mistress prior to the day of Examination, and 
to be delivered to the visitors. 
1. Is the school at a Daily, or a Sunday School? 
2. What is the name of the master or mistress? 
3. What is the number of Boys at present belong to the School? 
4. What is the number of Girls? 
5. What number of Boys and what number of Girls left School last year from the First 
Class? 
6. And what was the whole number who left school in the course of the year? 
7. What number of children were admitted-last year? 
8. At what age are the children admitted into the School; and what is the age of the 
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children in the First or Highest class? 
9. Are the Children regular in their attendance at School, and at Church; in their sufficient 
accommodation for them at Church? 
10. What is the number in the First Class? What books are they reading? What progress 
have they made in Religious Knowledge? Are any questions asked the children 
tending to show weather they understood what they read? Do they learn to write and 
cipher? 
11. The same questions respecting the second class? 
12. Do Third Class? 
13. Do Fourth Class? 
14. Do Fifth Class? 
15. Do sixth Class? 
16. Have any works of industry been introduced into the School? 
17. What is the amount of the Fund which the School is supported, and how is it raised? 
18. Have you any remarks to make respecting the School? 
Source: Norfolk and Norwich Record Office, Inspection Circulars of the Norfolk and 
Norwich Diocesan Education Society. 
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also many cases where no reason was given. These examples provide evidence that the 
Superintendents and managers of schools did have the authority to refuse entry to the 
visitors. Comparisons can be made with their BFSS counterparts who also faced such 
opposition. Fabian was the most notable BFSS Agent refused entry. For example, he 
received from the British Boys School at Swansea, a couple of days before his scheduled 
visit, the following minutes. 'The committee having considered the purpose of your letter 
as well as the shortness of the notice are of the opinion it may not be convenient to comply 
with your request'. [46] 
There was a mixture of clergymen and laymen who were employed as early 
National Society visitors. For example, George Gale was responsible for visiting schools 
in Hampshire, William Parker and Thomas Walpole operated in Norwich, the Rev. Royles, 
the Rev. J. A. Whits, the Rev. J. R. White and Henry North visited schools in Norfolk, 
Charles Webber, C. Pickington and W. W. Holland worked in schools in Bristol and 
Gloucester, Harvey Marriott was the Inspecting Agent for Bath and Wells and Danby 
worked in the Diocese of York. In 1826 Danby visited schools in Bishop Horpe, 
Bromham, Aberford, Bolton, Appleton, Stillington, Pocklington and Barwick. [47] He 
reported favourably on all these establishments, especially on the Bromharn school, which 
he referred to as being in a'superior state of discipline and improvement'. [48] Like many 
later National Society Inspectors, Danby conducted a number of public examinations. In 
1834 he inspected and held examinations in the Wheldrake, Brafferton and Howden 
schools. He reported that they were'very perfect' and that the system was 'admirably 
attended to'. [49] Although few of Danby's reports remain extant, there are many 
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references in the York Diocesan Board Annual Reports to the work undertaken by this 
important official and many examples of teachers who were 'indebted for 
their knowledge of the system to the instruction of Mr Danby'. [50] 
Many of the visitors' reports were published in the Diocesan Annual Reports. 
The 1842 Report of the Visitors of the Deanery of Lothingland was a typical example, 
illustrating the format of examinations. One uniform course of examination was used 
throughout all the schools visited. The Diocesan Board's school committee reported that 
by adopting such a method 'we were enabled to ascertain with greater accuracy the 
relative and general proficiency of the pupils, and to test more closely their comprehension 
of those subjects in which they are professedly instructed. ' [51] The report was laid out in 
the following manner, the name of the school, subjects examined and the standards 
followed by a general comment. 
Herringfleet 
Ist Class 2nd Class 
Reading Good Creditable 
Spelling Good Ditto 
Scripture Answers Admirable Fair 
Catechism Satisfactory Satisfactory 
Writing Good Moderate 
Arithmetic Moderate Indifferent 
This is in all respects one of the most satisfactory schools we have visited, and reflects 
great credit on those by whom it is conducted [52] 
Reading 
Spelling 
Scripture Answers 
Catechism 
Belton 
Ist Class 
Fair 
Bad 
Very Indifferent 
Ditto 
2nd Class 
Bad 
Moderate 
Very Indifferent 
Fair 
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Writing Fair 
Arithmetic 
The children in the school are by no means in an advanced or satisfactory condition; 
they seem to be taught entirely by rote, and altogether instructed on an obsolete 
system. [53] 
These extracts give an idea of the subjects examined and the standards within the 
schools. The brief comment following the table of results usually gave some indication of 
the overall standards and facilities of the establishment. This was the way in which the 
Lothingland visitors set out their report. Obviously the format varied from diocese to 
diocese, yet they all tended to conduct their examinations in a similar fashion and tended 
to comment on similar themes within their reports. 
Despite the effectiveness of these occasional visits it soon became evident in many 
regions that a more regular system was needed. For example, in Norwich only a limited 
number of schools could be visited because of the problem the Diocesan Board had with 
obtaining properly qualified public examiners. One idea put forward to solve this 
problem was to appoint 'businessmen' to inspect schools once a year and report to the 
Society. This was intended as a temporary measure until gentlemen and clergymen could 
be found to undertake the task. [54] In 1826 the inspection of schools was very 
imperfectly executed owing to the difficulty of obtaining visitors among the clergy or 
friends of the Society. One explanation for this state of affairs could be that the post of 
'inspector' was a relatively new one and that the objection to the performance of this task 
was mainly due to the mistaken apprehensions of the nature of the qualifications needed 
and the work involved, rather than any repugnance to the duty. 
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Although it would appear that the National Society's system of inspection was 
somewhat erratic, by 1828 it was able to boast that four sevenths of its schools had 'the 
benefit of visitors in addition to the general superintendance of the clergy. [55] 
As well as these early regional visitors, the National Society was also able to call 
upon the services of a Ladies Committee, which was appointed for the express purpose of 
visiting and examining the girls in National schools. [56] This was intended as a 
temporary arrangement according to the 1814 Annual Report: 'In the meantime it was 
suggested that a Committee of Ladies would be useful in regulating and inspecting the 
employment and work of the Girls'. [57] It was decided that this Committee should consist 
of the 'Ladies of members of the General Committee of the National Society who were 
disposed to undertake this duty, assisted by Ladies to be appointed by the School 
Committee'. [58] Such individuals were to be appointed annually at the meeting of the 
Schools Committee and all vacancies were filled as they arose. The Report continued: 
That 3 Ladies be appointed monthly visitors in rotation for 
each month; and in order to render the arrangement 
convenient, each Lady shall be requested to set down those 
months in the year during which she can attend. 
That the general duty of the Committee of Ladies be to report 
to the school on uncertain days and hours and to note in a 
journal to be kept for that purpose, whatever they observe 
worthy of censure, or of particular praise, or of wants to be 
supplied; which journal shall be laid before the School 
Committee at each of their meetings. 
That it be the special duty of the monthly visitors to attend 
the weekly examination of the Girls, in order to watch over 
their progress in learning and religious instruction, to inspect 
their work, and to see their rewards duly distributed; such 
weekly examinations to take place every Friday, or such 
other day in the week as shall here after seem most 
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desirable. [59] 
Here the Schools Committee outlined duties the ladies were expected to undertake, how 
they should conduct their visits and what they should be looking out for. They were 
expected to monitor the girls educational progress and comment on the state of religious 
and moral instruction. It is surprising to note that the ladies were to report to the school 
on 'uncertain days and hours' in contrast to all the other methods of visitation used 
by the National Society at this time, where the managers' and masters' permission had to 
be given before inspection could take place. No explanation of this arrangement can be 
found. Overall, however, the Ladies Committee played a similar role to that of its 
nonconformist counterpart. [60] 
The Development of Diocesan Inspection 
In order to understand the development of the National Society's system of 
inspection the changes occurring within the Church and society need to be understood. At 
the beginning of the nineteenth century the Church of England's position was secure. The 
head of State was also the head of the Church, bishops were nominated by the State and 
the Church's prelates occupied seats in the House of Lords. However, with the Industrial 
Revolution many changes came which affected the Church. A growth in dissent came with 
industrialisation. Within the Church there were also disputes as many moderate Anglicans 
believed the Church should co-operate with such groups. The repeal of legislation against 
Nonconformists again weakened the Church's position. For example, the repeal of the Test 
and Corporation Acts in 1828, Catholic Emancipation in 1829, and the 1833 education 
40 
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grant which was allocated to both the National Society and the BFSS indicated the 
government was prepared to assist Nonconformist bodies as well as the Established 
Church. This was seen as a direct threat to the Church's traditional role of'provider of 
education' for the poor, a point emphasised by the Oxford Movement in the 1830s. This 
group was established in 1833 and was made up of a number of High Anglo-Catholic 
church men from within the Church of England. They emphasised the Established Church's 
traditions and achievements and continually stated that it was the Church's duty to provide 
education for the poor and not the duty of Nonconformists or the State. Hence it was 
under these circumstances that the National Society re-examined its educational policies. 
The system of inspection which existed before1830 was inefficient and often absent from 
the places which needed it the most. This was partly due to lack of finance, a problem 
also experienced by the BFSS, yet it should be noted that with fewer resources than the 
National Society, it had managed to organise a partial system of inspection by the mid- 
1830s. The issue of funding was a very real concern for the National Society. Ball points 
out that when the Treasury asked the General Committee to inspect all of its schools 
which had received government grants, and offered £500 towards expenses, the Society 
complained bitterly and asked for an increase. [61] The General Committee issued a 
report in 1834 stating that a proper system of inspection had been prevented from being 
established due to insufficient funds, but added that there was'now a prospect of being 
enabled to accomplish that object, by the agency of Diocesan Boards'. [62] The General 
Committee commented further on the subject of Diocesan Boards in July 1834: 
As soon as their organisation is complete, and they are 
furnished with adequate pecuniary means, to engage that 
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a report shall from time to time be made to Her Majesty's 
Government of the results of such inspection, as to all 
schools which may have been erected with the aid of any 
grant of public money. [63] 
By July 1838 the Society was prepared and could afford to appoint Inspectors of 
National Schools; this echoed the sentiments of the 1834 report. [64] In that month a 
Committee was appointed to manage the 'business of inspection; membership of the 
Committee of Correspondence and Inquiry consisted of the Bishop of London, the 
Archdeacon of Cambridge, the Rev. Dr Walmsley, the Rev. J. Jennings and James 
Tammer Esq. These men were given the power to'expend the £500 offered by the Lords 
of the Treasury for this purpose and to apply to this Board for a further grant in aid, out of 
the funds of the Society. [65] The National Society complained bitterly that both the 
Voluntary Societies were receiving the same amount despite the fact the National Society 
had more schools to visit. By the following year the National Society was engaged in 
preparing a general scheme of inspection for all schools connected with the Society. It was 
reported that this object would be accomplished by the agency of Diocesan Boards. The 
Committee of Correspondence and Inquiry in an appendix to its June 1838 report had 
clearly recommended one Diocesan Board per Diocese with the authority to make district 
Boards where they were needed. These Boards were instructed to make arrangements for 
visitation. 
Clearly a regionalised system of inspection was favoured by the National 
Society in contrast to the system adopted by the BFSS. The National Society was to 
experiment with a centrally based system, but it is important to note before this and indeed 
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before the establishment of HMIs there was a locally organised system of inspection in 
operation. By November 1838 Salisbury, Bristol, Norwich, Exeter, Bath and Wells, 
Canterbury and Gloucester had all established local Diocesan Boards of Management. 
The system of Diocesan inspection expanded rapidly during the 1840s. Diocesan 
Boards were established in most areas adopting the most suitable methods of inspection 
for their locality. Although practices differed in each Diocese the Committee of Inquiry 
and Correspondence made suggestions to Boards of Education regarding the best 
educational methods. The Committee produced a pamphlet entitled Suggestions for the 
Guidance of Local Boards which provided the latest and most effective methods for a 
Diocesan system of inspection. This document recommended that local clergy and 
'friends of education' should visit their local schools but that under no circumstance 
should schools be forced to receive visitors, but instead should be encouraged by having 
the advantages of such visits pointed out. The Committee also produced a printed 
circular to be completed by the managers before the inspection. The manager was required 
to give statistical information, details of attendance, teachers' salaries, accommodation, 
information concerning the standard of teachers and methods of instruction. This circular 
was introduced by the Committee in the hope that some uniformity of practice could be 
established. It is interesting to note that the use of circulars was later adopted by 
HMIs. Further publications by the Committee included, Inspectors Circular before 
Visiting Schools, and Inspectors Returns. However, despite these attempts to ensure 
uniformity in Diocesan inspection there continued to be in usage differing methods and 
systems. Moreover, different kinds of personnel were employed. For example, the Annual 
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Report for 1841 stated that in Lichfield a grammar schoolmaster had been appointed as 
Inspector, whereas in Bangor the appointed official was the Dean of the Diocese, while at 
Exeter, Norwich and Chichester there was a rotation system of inspection undertaken by 
ordinary clergymen. [66] 
In 1843 the National Society attempted to reform the structure of Diocesan 
inspection. This was part of an effort to convince the Committee of Council to adopt its 
system of Diocesan inspection to replace H1VIIs. However, the Committee of Council 
repeatedly made it clear that this would not occur. There were many suggestions from 
within the Society at this time of ways to improve the system. For example, in 1848 the 
Bishop of Oxford, Henry Thompson, suggested that each Diocese be divided into small 
districts and that a clergyman be appointed to visit and inspect the schools in each district 
at stated times. He believed that these officials should be appointed for life. He favoured a 
set list of subjects for yearly examinations, as this he believed was the most powerful way 
of raising the standard and increasing the efficiency of schools. He advised the use of 
forms and returns to assist the Diocesan Inspector. [67] In 1850 the Rev. J. B. Clarke, the 
Diocesan Inspector for Bath and Wells, put forward the idea of a three tier system of 
inspection for each Diocese. His suggestion included the following points; that the Bishop 
was in control of the Diocesan Board and he would appoint members of the clergy and 
laity to carry out inspection, while at a district level clergymen would visit schools within 
their deaneries once a year on the consent of the school managers. The Diocesan Inspector 
would be a clergyman who would visit one third of the schools each year working on a 
triennial cycle. In order to co-ordinate the work of each board Clarke suggested the 
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appointment of two provincial Inspectors appointed by the Archbishops. Many other 
Diocesan Inspectors and those interested in this area of the Society's work presented their 
views in the Monthly Paper, this often being the forum for much heated debate on the 
subject. 
Many of these suggestions reflected the dissatisfaction with the existing system. 
The failure of a centrally appointed Inspector had also promoted local Boards to take 
action themselves. At the Society's Annual Meeting in 1853 the Secretaries of the 
Diocesan Boards encouraged the Society to promote Diocesan inspection as part of its 
regular business and to appoint a special sub-committee for this purpose. [68] They 
proposed on June 14 1853: 
That great good having resulted to Church schools from 
Diocesan Inspection wherever the experiment has been tried 
without at all interfering with the work of the Government 
Inspectors; with a view to secure to all Dioceses the benefit 
of an efficient, and, as far as maybe, an uniform system of 
Diocesan Inspection, this meeting respectfully and 
urgently request the Most Reverend the President, the 
Vice President, and the Committee of the National Society 
to regard the promotion of Diocesan Inspection as a part of the 
regular business of the Society, and to appoint a Sub-Committee 
for that purpose. [69] 
In November 1853 a sub-committee was appointed. This committee gave advice as to 
the appointment of Diocesan Inspectors; it encouraged the use of forms to assist with 
uniformity and urged the conducting of periodical examinations in each Diocese on a 
fixed uniform plan. Appendix 6 provides the'General Instructions' given by the sub- 
committee for the guidance of Diocesan Inspectors. However, many became frustrated 
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with the sub-committee's lack of action. This was reflected in a resolution put forward by 
the Secretaries of the Diocesan Boards at the annual meeting in 1855: 
the attention of the Committee of Council be called to 
the present inadequate amount of Government inspection, 
and that they be asked to consider some plan for combining 
a more detailed Government inspection with Diocesan 
inspection, with a view, not only of ascertaining the 
efficiency or non-efficiency of the schools but also 
information as to those districts which are school-less. [70] 
However, given the recent controversies over the Management Clause, the National 
Society did not encourage this action. [71] 
Diocesan inspection continued throughout the 1850s and 1860s yet with little. 
assistance from the National Society. The sub-committee on inspection continued to 
contact local boards with a view to establishing a general system of inspection. Pamphlets 
were distributed to the Diocesan Boards and new arrangements were announced in 1865 
for Diocesan Inspection following the publication of the Revised Code in 1862. A Paper 
for examination by Diocesan Inspectors of Religious Knowledge arranged for standards 
after the Plan of the Revised Code, was published and distributed. Diocesan Inspectors 
were to play an important part following the introduction of the Revised Code, as like 
their BFSS counterparts, they were seen as friends of the teachers, and could offer advice 
and encouragement and be trusted. They were also important in offering inspection to 
those who were not visited by the government officials. The sub-committee continually 
urged the benefits that might be extended to schools who were not subject to government 
inspection, if the 'managers [should] fully understand that the order... is not to dictate the 
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course of instruction to be adopted, but rather to furnish information and to offer practical 
suggestion. ' [72] 
Appointment of centrally based Inspectors and Inspecting Agent 
The National Society's attempt at appointing centrally based Inspectors was a 
direct response to the actions of the Committee of Council. The Society originally 
intended these officials to replace government Inspectors. The Society's General 
Committee declared in July 1838 that it would be willing to employ Inspectors 
with funding provided by the State to visit schools receiving parliamentary grants. The 
Society believed that the Whig government would accept its proposals and adopt its 
plan for school inspection. In the Summer of 1839 the Society felt that Diocesan 
Inspectors would fulfil the government's demands. However, by the Autumn of that year 
it became clear that further action was needed and the Committee of Inquiry and 
Correspondence was instructed to recommend a candidate for the post of Inspecting 
Agent. This indicated a change in policy by the Society from locally appointed Inspectors 
to those appointed from a central base to operate all over the country. The reason for this 
change in 1839 may have been due to the correspondence which took place between the 
Society and the Committee of Council. Firstly there was the plan for an undenominational 
Model School, then the grant of £10,000 which was no longer exclusively for the two 
Societies and finally the appointment of government Inspectors. The original plan for an 
undenomonational government inspectorate aroused much anger from within the 
Established Church. However, as the government had backed down over the Model 
School, the National Society felt confident that it could bargain with the Committee of 
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Council concerning inspection. The Society proposed that instead of having government 
Inspectors they would send the Committee of Council copies of Diocesan Inspectors' 
reports. This suggestion was unacceptable yet a compromise did finally come after much 
dispute in the form of the Concordat 1840. [73] Although the Society would continue to 
try to persuade the government to adopt its system of Diocesan visitation, the general 
principle of inspection had been conceded even though HMIs could not interfere with the 
religious instruction or discipline of the school. However, it was the government's position 
with its determination to establish an inspectorate of schools that made the National 
Society consider appointing centrally based Inspectors. In November 1839 the Committee 
of Inquiry and Correspondence was asked to appoint an Inspecting Agent. Burden 
argues that the Committee had been forced to take this position as it was not clear how 
long the protracted dispute over government inspection might continue, and there was no 
immediate prospect that the government would allow the Society to substitute its own 
system of Diocesan inspection for that outlined by the Committee of Council. [74] In 1843 
the Society again called for the substitution of HMIs by Diocesan Inspectors and 
proposed that inspection should be carried out locally with reports being submitted to the 
Bishop, the Archbishops and the Committee of Council. [75] This proposal was rejected. 
In 1840 the Rev. Edward Field, M. A. was appointed as the first full time centrally 
based Inspector and Mr Tancred became Inspecting Agent. These two appointments were 
made at a time when negotiations had broken down between the Society and the 
Committee of Council. Field was selected on the recommendation of the Bishop of 
Salisbury and the Rector of Exeter College, Oxford. He was given a salary of 1200 per 
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annum, 'the Society to make arrangements with the local Boards for the payment of his 
expenses'. [76] Field first operated in the Diocese of Salisbury and Worcester. His reports 
were very detailed Burgess argues that they revealed a man of real insight and of 
exemplary thoroughness. [77] Ball suggests that Field's reports were most'able and 
enlightened', as good as any to be found in the Minutes of the Committee of Council. She 
concludes he would have made an excellent HMI. [78] Jones argues that his reports not 
only revealed a mature, compassionate and supremely practical mind but also gave 
considerable insight into the state of education in National schools. [79] Field only served 
the Society as an Inspector for a year, after which he was offered the post of IM but 
refused it. He later became the Bishop of Newfoundland and also the first Inspector of 
National schools in that province. 
Tancred was appointed for the purpose of organising local inspection. It was 
decided by the General Committee in November 1839 that a'duly qualified' person may be 
appointed as 'Inspecting Agent' of the Society to assist the Diocesan and District Boards 
in organising a system of inspection. [80] Tancred worked on a voluntary basis, his 
expenses being paid by the Society. His duties were divided into two main areas, 
working for a general system of inspection in each diocese, in parochial schools, middle 
schools and in Training Institutions, but also to collect educational statistics including 
'pecuniary means and their applications'. [81] It was hoped that in turn Tancred would 
encourage local Inspectors to engage in each of these tasks; indeed he played a very 
important part in encouraging uniformity of practice by Diocesan Inspectors. 
Unfortunately there are very few reports from Tancred as he relinquished his post in 
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January 1841 and became government Commissioner for. the Inquiry into the employment 
of children. Although he worked only a short time for the Society, his appointment was 
highly significant, as it not only indicated the importance placed on this aspect of the 
Society's work, but also showed a definite move from occasional visitation to a more 
regular system organised locally. 
By April 1841, following a series of requests from local Boards, the National 
Society appointed another two Inspectors, the Rev. James Hill and the Rev Henry 
Hopwood. Hill worked in Winchester and Hopwood operated in Buckinghamshire. 
However, by 1843 only Hopwood was employed by the Society and in the later months of 
that year his services were dispensed with as the Society anticipated a new agreement with 
the Committee of Council. The Society never attempted a centrally based inspectorate for 
the entire country again. There were two reasons for this; firstly, once the Concordat had 
been established it became clear that the structure of the government's inspectorate would 
not threaten the National Society as the Archbishops were allowed to veto all 
appointments. Secondly by the mid-1840s the system of Diocesan Inspection was gaining 
strength. By now many Diocesan Boards were making local appointments. London was 
the first Diocese to appoint a full time salaried Inspector in 1842, the Rev C. F. Cook. By 
1846 Exeter, Salisbury, Lichfield, Chester and Bath and Wells had appointed Diocesan 
Inspectors. 
Instructions to Inspectors 
The nature of inspection which the National Society Committee wished to institute 
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can be seen in the printed instructions to the Rev. E. Field in March 1840. The instructions 
pointed our clearly the purpose of inspection: to encourage uniformity but not to impose 
restrictions or restraint on the school managers. At the time of the publication of this 
document Field was engaged in the inspection of the Salisbury and Winchester Dioceses, 
yet many areas had expressed a desire to 'possess the same advantage' and consequently 
hoped that the Committee would soon'have the gratifying duty of making similar 
appointments'. [82] Ball argues that the document was so exhaustive that it suggested 
its author was influenced by Kay-Shuttleworth's'Instructions to Inspectors'. [83] It 
began by outlining the Committee's objectives and hopes behind the selection of 
Inspectors. The main reason given was to provide Bishops and Diocesan Boards with the 
services of highly qualified individuals whose inspection 'emanating from one common 
centre and extending over more than one diocese may tend to promote uniformity and to 
diffuse generally such improvements as have been locally introduced'. [84] 
Field's duties have been summarised as: 
1st. To ascertain the actual state of each school by 
personal examination, aided by the explanations of the 
local managers. 
2nd. To draw the attention of the managers to points 
in respect to which their school might be improved. 
3rd. To collect information as to local difficulties and 
wants generally experienced, and as to the best means of 
meeting them which have been desired in particular cases. [85] 
The document went on to give a detailed analysis of how the inspection should be 
carried out in National Schools as well as in Infant, Evening and Sunday Schools, all of 
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which Field was expected to visit. The Inspector's duties were divided into four main 
areas. Firstly Field was advised to carry out an examination of the physical comfort, well 
being of the children and the suitability of accommodation. Secondly he was instructed to 
turn his attention to the 'intellectual and religious departments of education'. This was his 
most important duty as he had to inspect 'religious departments', which included the pupils' 
methods of worship, their knowledge of the Bible as well as attendance and behaviour. 
Thirdly he was advised to inquire if the school had materials in sufficient quantity and of 
the proper kind, and fourthly the method of instruction was to be observed and 
consideration given to how far the teacher was acquainted with the principles of the 
system. In examining the children he was instructed to estimate the progress of the junior 
class as well as the senior class. [86] This was significant, as the neglecting of the junior 
classes was one of the major criticisms made later by the Newcastle Commission. 
Therefore it should be noted that as early as 1840 the National Society was instructing its 
Inspectors to take particular notice of the progress being made by the younger children. 
Field was directed to assess attainments in history, geography, arithmetic and 
music, and instructed to pay special attention to 'their proficiency in reading, writing, 
speaking and understanding their own language'. [87] However, strongest emphasis 
was placed on religious education highlighting the importance of this aspect of instruction 
within National schools. Field was also to assess the capability of teachers and to 
emphasise the advantages of encouraging promising scholars either by small payments or 
by appointing them as pupil-teachers, to managers and masters. [88] 
This document differed greatly from the list of instructions provided by Henry 
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Dunn for BFSS Agents/Inspectors. The obvious difference is in the extent of detail in the 
document, as unlike Field's lengthy list of duties, Dunn's instructions contained just eight 
short points. [89] The second difference can be found in the content of the documents 
about the duties of the Inspectors. There were some similarities in that both were 
expected to obtain local information during the course of their visit and both were to 
examine the schools and then prepare a report on their findings. However, the emphasis 
placed on the Inspectors' duties differed greatly. Dunn placed most importance on the 
collecting of donations and the canvassing for subscriptions, whereas the National 
Society's document emphasised more the inspection and examination of the schools, 
accommodation, standards of teachers and pupils, subjects being taught and methods of 
instruction. This clearly showed the different reasons behind the introduction of Inspectors 
by the two Societies. The National Society was more interested in the examination of its 
schools and the enforcing of uniformity whereas the early attempts of inspection by the 
BFSS emphasised the importance of raising subscriptions and the establishment of 
schools. This reflected the greater financial stability and success of the National Society 
during the 1820s and 1830s. 
There was also similarities between the National Society instructions and those 
issued to government Inspectors. HMIs' duties can be divided into three main groups. [90] 
Their first duty was the inspection of the 'physical' state of schools. Secondly they were 
instructed to inspect the'method and matter of instruction, and the character of discipline 
and lastly were required to carry out enquiries into the state of education in different areas. 
The National Society's Inspectors were also instructed to examine the buildings of schools, 
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although this was not such an important part of their work as it was for HMIs, whose 
findings affected the distribution of governments grants. The second area of work carried 
out by HMIs was similar to that undertaken by the National Society's Inspectors yet most 
importance was placed on religious instruction. The final area of HMI's work was also 
carried out by some of the National Society's Inspectors; for example Field and Hopwood 
were often sent to inspect specific dioceses and report generally on educational provision 
indifferent localities. [91] 
The National Society's Inspectors were also armed with forms to be completed 
during their visit not dissimilar to the long forms of questions issued to HMIs. Similar 
topics were addressed in these two sets of forms, for example, levels of attendance, 
conditions of accommodation, provision of materials and standards of masters. The main 
reason behind this was to assist the Inspector in his examination but also to ensure some 
uniformity. It was reported in the Monthly Paper in 1848 that the Archbishops of 
Canterbury and York and the Bishops of both provinces were preparing forms for use by 
Diocesan Inspectors. By the mid-1850s most Dioceses used such forms. Usually there 
were four types A, B, C and D. A was the managers' and teachers' report, B the 
Inspector's report, C the Inspector's report for infants schools and Da summary of the 
Inspector's findings in the form of a chart. Appendix 7 provides examples of these forms. 
The government inspectorate was not only similar to that of the National Society 
with regard to methods and instructions, it was also similar in terms of motives and 
reasons for the appointment of Inspectors. As both the government and the Society saw 
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inspection not just as a means of collecting information but more importantly as a method 
of improving education and ensuring uniformity of practice. 
Although these instructions were addressed to Field, they were used as guidelines 
by many Diocesan Boards for their local Inspectors. Burgess describes them as 
'comprehensive and enlightened' instructions. [92] The length and detail of this document 
illustrated the importance with which the Society viewed inspection. These Instructions 
promoted closer co-operation between the National Society's General Committee and 
Diocesan Boards, as they provided an important link between the schools, Diocesan 
Board and Committee in London. Burgess argues that they also illustrated the remarkable 
advance in educational principles which had been achieved in the few years since the death 
of Bell in 1832, when the Madras system was still being exalted above the personal 
qualities of the master. [93] It was hoped that the Diocesan Inspector would provide 
himself with plans, working drawings, and estimates of school buildings suitable to 
manufacturing places, populous towns, and country villages. With this information he 
would be able to assist the'parochial clergy who were striving to found schools, or 
improve those which already exist; or such as may aid and encourage pious individuals 
who are visiting to put forward in the work, but who want experience and a practical 
knowledge of details'. [94] 
Although this document could be used as guidelines for Inspectors' duties, each 
Diocese tended to publish its own instructions for its officials. For example the Chester 
Board reported that: 
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... this office under the 
direction of the Board, will not 
only be to revise statistical returns by the personal 
inquiry and local observations, but to report to the 
Board on the general and particular merits or deficiencies 
of schools and systems now in operation in the Diocese. [95] 
The report went on to add that the Inspector would be under the authority of the Lord 
Bishop of the Diocese and would be'constantly engaged in visiting all schools'. [96] The 
document also gave some indication of the restrictions placed on the Inspector, as he was 
there to 'revise stated records, to see that the terms of union with the Diocesan Board 
were complied with.. . and where soever 
invited, to assume the character of an 'authorised 
examiner into the proficiency of scholars'. [97] 
The instructions listed for the Diocesan District Inspectors of Bath and Wells were 
more detailed. The object of inspection in this area was to promote and extend throughout 
every parish and place in the diocese, 'sound religion by means of a Scriptural 
Education'. [98] The Inspectors were requested to chiefly attend to the: 
parochial religious instruction of the children and to 
the inculcation of Christian morals on a Scriptural basis, 
hoping... that children may be brought up in a right 
understanding of themselves, with a saving knowledge 
of Gospel truth, and in dutiful attachment to our 
Apostolic Church. [99] 
Evidently great importance was placed on the religious instruction given within 
National schools in this district. It will be seen that this aspect of Diocesan Inspectors' 
work occupied a great deal of their time and was reported on extensively in their reports. 
This indicated the importance placed on this part of the education given in National 
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schools and in many instances the examination of this area was the very object of a system 
of inspection being established. The Bath and Wells Board hoped that every parochial and 
middle school within the Diocese would be visited at least once a year, and that reports 
would be drawn up after every visit and submitted to the Bishop, then an annual report 
would be prepared by the Bishop for the National Society and the Diocesan Board. The 
Inspector was expressly instructed not to interfere with the running of the school, and that 
notice of his intention to visit any school should be sent to the officiating minister, and to 
the Secretary of the School Committee at least two weeks before the proposed time of his 
visit. [100] The actual mode of examination was left to the discretion of the Inspector. 
Such variations in instructions again highlighted the most prominent feature of 
Diocesan inspection, the varying methods and practices in different areas. However, 
although instructions to Inspectors varied in different dioceses, certain themes were 
common to all. The most prominent theme in all sets of instructions was the importance 
placed on non interference in the conduct of the schools visited. From a very early date the 
National Society Committee had made it clear that it had never claimed nor desired to 
exercise any power or control over schools in union with the Society. It was reported in 
1840 that the experience of nearly 30 years had convinced them that 'the course of 
education in this country never can be furthered by any attempt to impose restraints upon 
the managers of schools beyond those implied of necessity in their recognition of the 
authorised formular and discipline of the Church'. [101] This sentiment was very evident in 
the setting up and carrying out of inspection. It is clear with the instructions to Field that 
the General Committee was very cautious, trying to prevent any misconceptions, as Field 
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was instructed to explain that the purpose of the visit 'is only to assist them in the 
completion of their own design', not so much to 'expose errors, as to promote 
improvements; to control, as to persuade; to censure, as to encourage, in short, to show 
how the well being, moral and religious, physical and intellectual, of the rising generation, 
maybe most effectively promoted'. [102] Burden argues that the task of inspection 
therefore required the Inspectors to tread the precarious tightrope between interference 
and mere observance. [103] A letter from the Bishop of Norwich to the Diocesan 
Inspector in 1860 pointed out that the object was not to interfere with the management or 
to exercise authority, but to examine and report what is taught and done 'encouraging 
what is done well, and suggesting what you think would be an improvement'. [104] He 
continued: 
In conducting the inspection of a school, I would remind you 
that it belongs to your office not so much to teach as to inquire 
what is taught, and how, and with what result; to suggest 
improvements, and to hear and report the various obstacles and 
difficulties, with the methods of dealing with them; and to give 
all information that may enable the school to avail itself of the 
government or Diocesan assistance. [ 105] 
In this report similarities can be seen with the instructions given to the BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors, as Dunn frequently stressed the need for visits to be seen as 'friendly 
exercises' where managers and teachers could seek advice and encouragement. The BFSS 
1833 Annual Report stated: 
While they lay no claim to any right of interference with the 
internal economy of schools which may have received 
assistance at their hands, but on the contrary are satisfied 
that the best guarantee for their being effectively conducted is 
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to be found in the independent management of local 
committees. [ 106] 
Similarities can also be seen with Kay-Shuttleworth's Instruction to HMIs in 1840 not to 
interfere and to act as a friend to the managers and teachers of the establishments visited. 
His document was notable for the modesty of the aims set forth and the limited functions 
of HMIs, as clearly their inspection was not intended as a means of exercising control, but 
rather of giving assistance.. [ 107] 
Before commencing the inspection in any diocese, the Inspector would be 
informed by the Bishop either directly or through the Diocesan Board which schools they 
were expected to examine. Evidently the permission of the managers had to be obtained 
before the Inspector was permitted entry to the establishment and due notice would be 
given of their intention. This was a point emphasised in the London Diocesan Board's 
reports, as it always had'the consent of the managers having in every instance been 
previously obtained'. [108] The Ely Board also emphasised the importance of gaining the 
consent of managers, making it very clear that the managers of the schools in Union had a 
distinct power of deciding whether or not they would avail themselves of the system of 
inspection appointed by the Board. [109] Therefore the whole issue of inspection rested 
with the co-operation of the managers to accept these officials. 
Like the early Diocesan visitors there were examples where the inspector was 
refused access to a school. For example, a letter from Henry Oliver, the Inspector for the 
Deanery of Hastings, sent to the Rev. the Lord Bishop of Chichester in 1864 highlighted 
this point. He wrote: 'Inspection was declined by the managers of St Leonard's schools; 
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and the time named by me for visiting the schools of St Mary in the castle was 
inconvenient'. [110] 
Most Boards insisted that Inspectors should fix a date with the managers of the 
schools at least two weeks before the intended visit. The Ely Board believed that this was 
important as when the date of examination had been set, the regular school routine could 
continue as normal during the examination. [111] The Canterbury Board also placed 
importance on the fixing of a date and sufficient notice being given to the managers. It 
produced a circular, which was similar to those provided by early visitors, for managers 
and teachers requesting permission to enter their school for examination. 
Circular 
Dear Sir, 
We beg to inform you that the Diocesan Board of Education 
have on the request of the local Board nominated the 
Rev and the Rev to inspect the schools 
in the district, according to the 5th term of union. 
Among the duties the inspectors have been particularly 
requested by the Diocesan Board, to make minutes of any 
difficulties under which school managers may be labouring, 
with a view to their possible deviation by the Board. [112] 
The timing of Inspector's visits was a matter which aroused much debate. The 
1859 National Society's Annual Report stated that the General Committee felt that if it 
was possible the schools in each Diocese should be inspected at the same time of the year. 
In agricultural districts inspection should take place in the Spring before the children 
began to disperse for work in the fields, while in towns and manufacturing districts a time 
of year should be chosen towards the end of the period during which the schools were 
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usually the most well attended. It was hoped that this instruction would aid in enforcing 
some uniformity between dioceses. This idea was also behind the introduction of forms to 
be used during inspections. The object of these forms was to 'stimulate the energies of the 
Inspector without entering into needless detail'. [113] They were also intended to furnish 
the Bishop of the Diocese with a'comprehensive view of the state of education in his 
Diocese'. [114] This was another area in which the National Society's system of 
inspection was more advanced and organised than that of the BFSS. The use of these 
forms allowed more uniform information to be obtained, even though there were some 
variations from diocese to diocese. This was also another area in which National Society 
Inspectors could be compared with HMIs, however, the government Inspectors were 
provided with more detailed forms to be completed. Appendix 3 provides details. 
The Men Who Became Inspectors 
Given the importance placed on inspection by the Society, it is not surprising 
that they appointed men of outstanding academic backgrounds. Burden argues that the 
Inspectors appointed in the 1840s were equal, and sometimes superior, to HMIs. [115] 
The Society recruited men from very similar backgrounds as their government 
counterparts and, despite some of the Society's Inspectors being appointed locally and 
some centrally, there was little difference in the calibre of the individuals. 
Field was the first full time Inspector appointed by the National Society; his 
background was typical of many later appointed Inspectors and therefore can be used as 
an example. Field was educated at Rugby, where he won a prize for Latin composition, 
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and then at Queens College, Oxford, where he returned as a fellow in 1825. Not liking the 
atmosphere of college life he was appointed curate of St Mary's Church, Kidlington by 
the Rector of Exeter College, Oxford. Field greatly enjoyed this work and became 
interested in many aspects of parish life and in particular education. Recognising the need 
for a day school in the parish he quickly became involved in collecting subscriptions and 
the building of a school. Queens College, Oxford recognised this achievement by offering 
him the incumbency of a college living at English Bicknor, Gloucester. He again soon 
became involved with the establishment of a local school as well as teaching singing and 
religious instruction on a part time basis. Field gained much nation-wide recognition for, 
his work. It was following this success that he was approached by the National Society to 
work as a school Inspector. His appointment was very significant as, although he only 
served in this capacity for a year, he established a pattern which was to be followed in the 
future by both centrally and locally appointed Inspectors. 
The Rev. Thomas Tancred, coming from a similar background as Field, was 
appointed Inspecting Agent in 1840. He studied physics at Christ College, Oxford before 
becoming a fellow at Merton College, Oxford in 1832. In 1836 he entered the Bar 
Lincoln's Inn as a barrister before being employed by the National Society. The second 
full-time Inspector to be appointed was the Rev. Henry Hopwood in April 1841. 
Hopwood attended Queen's College, Cambridge where he graduated in 1838 before 
taking a number of higher degrees. He was the Rector of Bathal and Shipwash and served 
as an Inspector for two years. The Rev. James Hill graduated from Trinity College, 
Dublin. After his graduation Hill came to London to take up the post of headmaster of the 
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Upper School of the Royal Hospital and Naval Asylum Greenwich. These four individuals 
had similar educational backgrounds, a knowledge of elementary education and were all 
strong Anglicans. 
One could have assumed that the appointment of a Diocesan Inspector was not as 
prestigious as that of the centrally appointed officials and therefore did not attract such 
high calibre candidates. However, this was not the case. Although appointments varied in 
different areas, all Diocesan Inspectors were clergymen, yet some Boards employed 
laymen as District and Deanery Inspectors who were under the control of the Diocesan 
Inspector. For example, the Lincoln Board appointed laymen, but they insisted on having 
graduates of Oxford, Cambridge or Dublin University. [ 116] Diocesan Inspectors were 
university graduates and were selected from individuals who were well acquainted with 
the system of education pursued in National schools and who had a strong interest in 
education for the poor. For example, the Bath and Wells Board insisted on 'clergymen 
in each locality whom the Bishop may find to be most interested in the subject of 
education'. [117] Qualifications for the post of Diocesan Inspector differed from those 
appointed as BFSS Agents/Inspectors. The BFSS Committee required an individual with 
'decided Christian character, energy, tact and habits of business'. [ 118] In assessing the 
backgrounds of those who did become BFSS Agents/Inspectors it is evident that some 
were either ministers of religion, or like National Society Inspectors, those who had been 
engaged in the teaching profession. The others were businessmen. However, like their 
National Society counterparts they were knowledgeable in the system used in British 
schools and all had a strong interest in the promotion of education for the poor. 
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The London Diocese can be used as an example to analyse the sort of men who 
became Diocesan inspectors during the 1840s. During this time there was a total of six 
Inspectors employed by the Board, the Rev. F. C. Cook, the Rev. J. B. Clark, the Rev. R. 
Eden, the Rev. M. Mitchell, the Rev. H. F. Grey and the Rev. H. Barber. All of these men 
had taken degrees at Oxford or Cambridge. These were generally well qualified graduates 
and had at least a second class honours degree, Cook had achieved outstanding 
merit. [119] None were fellows except for Eden. [120] Most of these individuals came 
from similar social backgrounds; the fathers of Grey and Mitchell were Army officers, 
while Eden's and Clarke's fathers were connected to the ministry. [121] Cook and Mitchell 
were later appointed HMIs. Therefore in assessing the backgrounds of the centrally 
appointed Inspectors and Diocesan Inspectors certain conclusions can be reached. All 
were clergyman, all were graduates and all had very similar social backgrounds to those of 
HMIs. Yet perhaps most importantly the Society's Inspectors had a knowledge of the 
systems used in schools and a desire for the development and improvement of a nation- 
wide system of elementary education. 
The number of Inspectors employed in an area varied in each Diocese. For 
example, in Canterbury the work was confined to one Inspector who paid a biennial visit 
to schools in the area. This timing was preferred by the Board as it believed that it 
secured a'regular and uniform' performance of the duties of inspection and that education 
throughout the Diocese, left to the oversight of a'single mind', promoted the 'efficiency of 
the Inspector by furnishing him with a large and varied experience'. [122] However, the 
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system was far from faultless. Obviously one official could not inspect all the schools in 
the Diocese at the same time of year, and it may be argued that a biennial visit at an 
irregular period had little practical effect on the progress or efficiency of schools, where 
the average length of attendance of the children was very short. For this reason many 
Dioceses appointed a number of Inspectors who were divided into districts, usually one 
for each Rural Deanery. This was the case in the Bath and Wells Diocese. They employed 
one Diocesan Inspector with a number of Deanery or District Inspectors under him, all of 
them deriving their commissions directly from the Bishop. For example the following 
people were employed in 1841: 
The Rev. W. F. Chilcott 
The Rev. Preb Toogood 
The Rev. J. J. B Clarke 
The Rev. J. E. Lance 
The Rev. P. Hansall 
The Rev. Preb Deedes 
The Rev. Preb Homer 
The Rev. T. Mason 
The Rev. H. Bennett 
The Rev. E. P. Vaughan 
for the Deanery of Dunster 
for the Deanery of Bridgwater 
for the Deanery of Taunton 
for the Deanery of Crewkerne 
for the Deanery of Linchester 
for the Deanery of Merston 
for the Deanery of Frome 
for the Deanery of Burton 
for the Deanery of Castle Cray 
for the Deanery of Bedminster [123] 
Fifteen years later in April 1855 the District Inspectors were said to 'have been, in very 
few cases, rural deans; and the custom has been for the district inspectors to visit the 
schools in their respective districts and send in reports to the Diocesan Inspector annually, 
except in that particular year in which the Diocesan Inspector himself visits the 
archdeaconry'. [124] The organisation of inspection varied in each area, the Society 
leaving such decisions to the discretion of the individual Board. 
It is evident that the Society placed much value and importance on inspection, as it 
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was seen as a way of guiding inexperienced managers, of increasing the zeal of teachers, 
of deepening the interest of clergy, of remedying what was in need of improvement and of 
providing the Diocesan Boards and the Society itself with information that was otherwise 
unobtainable. The Society's Annual Report for 1841, using Field's work as an 
example, highlighted this point: 
The advantages resulting from this inspection consist, 
not only in the valuable suggestions which the knowledge 
and expense of Mr Field enabled him to offer, both to the 
several school managers on the spot and to the Diocesan 
Board; but also the general information which he collected 
as to the educational circumstances of the two counties 
visited, and which is more ably recorded in his report. [125] 
Similar sentiments were expressed by many Diocesan Boards following the visits of 
their Inspectors. Ely Board reiterated the importance of periodical inspection as being 
crucial in carrying on the business of education. [126] The Chester Board pointed out the 
benefits such visits from Inspectors could bring. 
He will tend at once to raise the character and quicken 
the teacher, to stimulate the energies of the scholars, and 
by these means to improve the general quality of parochial 
education, whilst it will give currency to every improvement 
which from time to time may be devised by practical 
educationalists. [ 127] 
Visits from Inspectors promoted local educational improvement more than any other 
medium. Exeter Board related this point and stated that numerous were the instances 
when the Inspector had testified of the improvements made since his last visit. An extract 
taken from the Inspector's report in 1844, reporting from East and West Teignmouth 
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schools, illustrated this. He commented on the improvement made in the Boys School 
since his last visit, as several of the'objects then noticed had been corrected'. [128] He 
went on to state: 'It is clear that the master must have exerted himself to improve his 
school, and must have taken in good part to remarks made last year. The result is 
creditable to him'. [129] 
HMJs also frequently commented on the advantages of the National Society's 
system of inspection. For example, while visiting the south-west in 1853 the Rev. ED 
Tinling commented on the importance of such work. He believed such activities would be 
a 'means of assisting to aid the general standard of education, and to remedy in time the 
weak and uneducational condition of many of our smaller schools'. [130] Tinling had 
highlighted one of the most important functions of the Society's Inspectorate, visiting the 
schools that were not inspected by HMIs. 
The National Society's system of inspection brought many important advantages: 
obtaining statistical information, presenting accurate accounts of the state of education, 
providing important links between Diocesan Boards and schools, bringing encouragement 
to teachers and managers and assisting the clergy in carrying forward their plans for the 
benefit of the education of the parish. Similarities can be seen with the BFSS system, as 
it too placed great emphasis on the importance of inspection and also recognised many 
of the above advantages. The BFSS's Educational Record stated in 1849that'the 
importance of this part of the Society's labours can scarcely be over estimated'. [131] 
Even as late as 1870 the National Society stated in the Annual Report: 
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The importance cannot be overrated of having the religious 
and moral, as well as the intellectual proficiency of the 
young tested and determined by the friendly visit of a 
well qualified clergymen acting under Episcopal authority. [132] 
Burgess summarised the advantages of a regular system of visitation and inspection as: 
firstly, allowing constant communication between teachers in different schools, 'ever 
tending to an increase of zeal and attention to the duties of their respective posts'. [133] 
Secondly, the 'constant exertion' from managers and teachers to 'ensure the approbation of 
the inspecting master and hold a creditable place in his occasional report on the progress 
of schools' and thirdly, allowing uniformity with the central school and closer 
relations between the Bishops and the Clergy. [134] 
Like the early visitors, Inspectors found that opinions and attitudes towards 
inspection varied. Most commented on the friendly reception they had received, yet it 
must be noted that such evidence comes from the Society's printed literature, which did 
not necessarily give an unbiased and accurate account. Yet it was the Society's greatest 
wish, like that of the BFSS, that the Inspector should be viewed as a real friend to the 
teacher and manager. A letter published in the Monthly Paper in 1860 testified to this 
point, stating that 'one great feature of Diocesan Inspection has always appeared to us to 
be its friendly and sympathetic character'. [135] The Inspector's report from the Diocese 
of Lichfield in 1854 emphasised this with his visits described as'kind!? and of an almost 
'parental character'. The Inspector speaking of the reception he was given stated: 
I have received great personal kindness both from the clergy 
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and managers of schools, and am quite convinced that where 
ruri-decanal inspection is exercised with discretion, and 
received in a friendly spirit, it is productive of much good .... 
The 
teachers and children look forward to it with pleasure, especially 
when they are convinced that it comes not in a hostile spirit to 
spy out the poverty of the land, but to give encouragement, to 
point errors, and to suggest improvements. [ 13 6] 
This sums up well the hopes behind the National Society's system of inspection. 
The Work and Findings of Diocesan Inspectors 
The next part of this Chapter examines the centrally appointed Inspectors' and 
Diocesan Inspectors' reports. It will highlight the most common themes addressed in 
these documents including accommodation provision, school finances, attendance levels, 
competence of teachers, methods of instruction and subjects taught within schools. It will 
also not only provide an insight into standards and conditions within schools but show 
similar findings to those of the BFSS Agents/Inspectors and HMIs during the period 
c. 1840-1870. 
The first inspection reports revealed the great deficiency and very poor standards 
in National Schools. The greatest problem at first was the inadequate accommodation, and 
poor materials and apparatus. It was estimated that even in the better areas only 1/15th of 
the population had access to school accommodation for their children, whereas in the most 
deprived areas it was as low as 1/30th. [137] Subscriptions were found often to be 
insufficient and the grants offered by the government only covered the expense of the 
building, not its maintenance. This was one of the primary issues discussed in Inspectors' 
reports. In the Committee's instructions to Field this topic was pinpointed as the 'most 
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obvious, though not the most important point of examination'. [138] This was the'physical 
comfort and well being of the children'. [139] Inspectors ascertained whether the'school- 
house was substantially built, commodiously fitted up and kept in good repair'. [140] 
They noted the dimensions of the schoolroom and assessed its geographical location. The 
lighting, heating and ventilation were also examined and, if there was a playground or yard 
attached to the school, the Inspector had to see that it was well drained and fenced and 
that the children were allocated proper intervals for exercise and recreation. Inspectors' 
reports revealed that many buildings were not built for the purpose of housing a school 
and few were arranged on the Lancasterian plan with galleries suitable for the new 
methods of instruction. 
As was the case for I Ms comments on accommodation were usually featured at 
the beginning of the Inspectors' reports. The Diocesan Inspector for Worcester was the 
Rev. Professor Moseley; his report on the Worcester Training School in 1852 provides a 
excellent example of how this part of their reports were structured. The first topic he 
considered was the exterior of the building. The Worcester Training School was in the 
form of a quadrangle, the front facing north. Moseley described the character of the 
architecture as 'massive and severe, the masonry good and the elevation simple and 
beautiful'. [141] The Training College stood on a five acre site, an area had been set aside 
for the erection of a chapel, and a plot had been allocated for a botanical garden, 'the 
Principal being desirous to cultivate in the students taste for botany and 
horticulture'. [142] Next for consideration was the interior of the building. Moseley 
commented that this was most satisfactory, the offices at the front of the building were 
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spacious and well fitted, while the lecture rooms and classrooms were well adapted to 
their use and 'conveniently arranged'. [143] He gave the following information on the 
dormitories which ran along the front of the building. 
They are divided by partitions into separate sleeping 
apartments, each are seven feet by nine and a half. The 
partitions are about eight feet high, but they do not reach the 
ceiling, which is about 10 feet high. At the eastern extremity 
of each dormitory is a suite of Apartments for a master. [144] 
Most Inspectors' comments on accommodation were not as detailed as Moseley's 
report, yet they all gave information about the size and suitability of the accommodation. 
For example, Mr Riley reporting from the Kempston school, Ely, stated that'the school 
rooms are very excellent as to commodious ventilation and cleanliness; and having been 
very recently erected, are of course in very good repair'. [145] Not all reports were so 
positive. The Inspector for the Bath and Wells Diocese reported from the Wells Central 
Boys school in April 1841 that the school buildings were in the lower part of the city and 
were damp and confined for space. He continued: 
The Boys room is much too low, and being only 10 feet 6 
inches in the highest and 9 feet in the lowest part; the length 
of the same room is 52 feet and the width 19 feet 6 inches, 
being too low it is always close, and in the summer, I should 
think intolerable. [ 146] 
The, inspection of school buildings was a very important part of the Inspector's 
task, as it not only provided Diocesan Boards with information about the condition of the 
schools within their areas, but it was also believed by many on the General Committee and 
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local Boards that the accommodation, and in particular the ventilation, could have an 
affect on standards within an establishment. The Diocesan Inspector for Lichfield clearly 
indicated this in his general report in 1841; he was convinced that the progress of schools, 
and ultimately of education, was often affected by the 'unhealthy atmosphere that was 
breathed'. [ 147] He commented: 
Without good bodily health in both the teachers and learners, 
activity of mind is looked for in vain. Hence, even if we omit 
the duty of attending to this matter from feelings of humanity, 
a school cannot be conducted with full success, unless there 
be in it a uniform and sufficient supply of fresh air. [ 148] 
He believed that in this school a proper mode of ventilation had been given little thought 
by the builders of the establishment, yet this may easily be 'contrived at a small cost'. [149] 
This was a significant report as the Lichfield Diocesan Inspector went on to give a detailed 
description of how this problem could be solved. He suggested that a system was needed 
where fresh air was moderately warmed in the winter months. This could be admitted 
conveniently through the floor, and the flue, which was used in warming the air could 
pass under the floor. He recommended an opening above, by means of a valve to be 
regulated at pleasure, into a foul air chimney, which should adjoin the smoke 
chimney. [150] This knowledge was probably obtained by the inspector by assessing and 
comparing methods used in the schools he visited. 
Some schools visited by Inspectors did not have any permanent accommodation 
and were conducted in rented buildings. In these cases the Inspector was still instructed to 
examine and comment on the rooms used. In most cases this arrangement was 
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unsatisfactory as it made it difficult for a permanent routine to be established. Riley 
reported from Ely: 
In the school there are nearly 100 children. As there is no school 
house the children assemble in the vestry room of the church, 
and the space is so inadequate that the classes are inconveniently 
crowded and it is found impossible to pursue the degree of order 
which could otherwise be maintained. [151] 
In this case the Inspector did not explain the reason why the school was run in rented 
accommodation, but it was usually the case that the Diocesan Board could not afford to 
buy property. HMIs and BFSS Agents/Inspectors reported on similar finding. [152] 
The issue of limited funding was a prominent feature in most Inspectors' reports, 
as few schools were in a prosperous financial position. HMIs commented at length in their 
reports on similar findings. [153] In order to combat this problem many schools were 
forced to charge fees for attendance and for the use of books and slates. The fees varied 
greatly in different areas. Inspectors were quick to comment on the disadvantages of this 
scheme as it excluded many of the children most in need of some education. In some cases 
children were driven to establishments which they could afford, ironically these were 
often unsectarian schools, which defeated the whole object of the National Society. Field 
was a stem critic of this tendency: 
I am able to say that the very poorest do attend these 
schools; and if they are practically deprived of 
education, or driven to schools where education is very 
deficient and objectionable, the amount of charges 
becomes an evil. [ 154] 
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However, some Inspectors were in favour of a small fee being charged for 
education as they felt that the payment of fees by the parents was both 'necessary and 
desirable'. [155] It was argued that education would only be valued if a fee was charged, 
free education caused the parents to value it little and did not encourage attendance and 
punctuality. The Coventry Diocesan Board reported that the introduction of a fee had 
actually increased school attendance in their area. [156] Yet these fees only formed a very 
small part of the schools' income and during the period c. 1840-1870 many establishments 
found themselves in difficult financial situations. 
The Inspector, following an examination of the school accommodation, would 
next turn his attention to what was going on within the establishment. Firstly he noted 
levels of attendance and the ages of the children. Information was obtained from 
managers and teachers as to how many pupils were on the books and how this compared 
with the daily average attendances. In many of the Inspectors' reports it was clear that 
regular attendance was a major problem. For example the Diocesan Inspector for 
Lichfield, Thomas Bonney, reported in 1840 that the average attendance in the 24 boys 
schools he visited was 1773 out of the 2213 who were on the books with an average of 
one in five children absent each day. [157] Bonney found this figure unacceptable, as he 
believed that the number should be no lower than one out of ten. [158] Table 15 shows his 
findings for the following year. In the Diocese of York poor attendance was also a 
problem. In 1855 the Diocesan Inspector visited four boys schools, four girls, seventeen 
mixed and six infants, the total number on the books being 1517, yet of these only 1136 
were present on the day of inspection. [159] The Inspector reported that on week days the 
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Table 15 
Attendance Levels in National Schools in Lichfield 1840-1841 
Table showing attendance levels of schools visited by Rev. T Bonney in the Diocese of 
Lichfield between 15 May 1840-25 March 1841. 
Number of scholars on the Number present in the Average attendance 
register rooms during the last month 
Boys 
Girls 
Infants 
2642 
1618 
203 
Boys 
Girls 
Infants 
2164 
1288 
116 
Boys 
Girls 
Infants 
2113 
1288 
130 
Total 4463 Total 3568 Total 3531 
Source: Lichfield Diocesan Annual Report 1841. 
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average attendance was 1124, which was 7% of the population, while on Sundays it was 
774, which worked out as 4.8% of the population. [ 160] He found these statistics 
unacceptable, as he believed that the lowest average attendance might be 12% of the 
population on week days and 15% on Sundays. [161] Average week day attendance was 
higher than attendance on a Sunday, yet by looking at the Inspector's notes he clearly 
expected attendance to be better on a Sunday. His assumption may have been based on the 
importance placed on religious instruction given on the Sabbath or by the fact that children 
who were sent out to work during the week should attend school at the weekend. 
However, these figures could be explained by the fact that some children may have 
attended different churches on a Sunday with their parents. 
Another important statistic collected by the Inspectors was the ages of the 
children attending the schools. York and Lichfield can be used as examples of their 
Inspectors' findings. Table 16 provides information concerning the ages of the children on 
the books at the four boys, four girls, seventeen mixed and six infant schools in York 
visited by the Inspector in 1855. This table indicates that the largest percentage of children 
on the schools books were aged six or under, namely 33.5%, while those children of 14 
years and upwards accounted for the smallest percentage, just 1.52%. It also shows a 
reduction in the number of children attending the schools as their ages increased. Table 17 
gives information about the National Schools visited in Lichfield in 1855 where there 
were 118 present during the inspection. This table shows a slightly different picture, but the 
general trend is the same as the schools visited in York. Yet at this school the oldest pupils 
were 12 , and the 
largest age group were the 7-8 year olds. 
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Table 16 
The Age of Children Attending Schools in the Diocese of York in 1855 
Age of Children Number of children % of the number on the books 
6 and under 538 or 35.5 
7 to 9 516 or 34.04 
10 to 12 354 or 23.47 
13 354 or 5.04 
14 upwards 23 or 1.52 
Source: Annual Report for the Diocese of York, 1855. 
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Table 17 
Attendance Levels in the National Schools in Lichfield 1855 
There are aged 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 987654 Total 
In the First Class 3328 11 41 32 
In the Second Class 6783 24 
In the Third Class 5 10 75 27 
In the Fourth Class 2 12 10 2 26 
In the Fifth Class 549 
Total 3-32 19 30 31 24 6 118 
Source: Annual Report for the Diocese of Lichfield, 1855. 
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These tables provide a fairly typical picture of the average age of children 
attending National schools. The collecting of this information was important, as such 
statements on the ages of children also indicated the time they spent in passing through the 
school, and accordingly would assist the manager in deciding what proficiency the children 
ought to obtain while under the teachers care. This also provided the Diocesan Board 
with some indication as to the ages of the children in its schools. [ 162] 
There were many reasons for children leaving school at an early age. However, the 
National Society's Inspectors came to the same conclusions as their nonconformist and 
government counterparts on this subject: parents attitudes towards education and 
employment pressures. [163] The latter was common in many industrial areas. Reporting 
from the Bedminster School, Bath in 1841 the Inspector noted that the attendance was 
very irregular because the mining industry was very strong in that area and many of the 
children were sent to the mines at a very young age. The Rev. R. W. Bamford remarked, 
after visiting the large National schools in Durham, that the numbers in some of the 
schools had been reduced by the demand for various employment. He reported: 
The Shipping and Coal trade, with the extensive public 
works operation, have considerably affected the adjacent 
schools, while the building of so many pit colonies demands, 
in many instances mainly demand a supply of instruction for 
both young and old. [164] 
Clearly here local concerns drew children away. Attendance levels were also effected by 
the weather and illness. The Rev. B. F. Smith reported from Canterbury in 1856 that the 
snow was keeping children away, while at the Beckenham Infant School in 1857 he 
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reported that it was the whooping cough which had thinned the school's attendance 
together with the'ravages of the frost'. [165] 
It was recognised by all that the early age at which children were taken away from 
schools caused a great handicap to their education. If a child was taken away at an early 
age, it was not likely to retain what it had learnt for any length of time, or be able to 
make use of it to any good purpose. Most Inspectors understood this and continually 
urged the clergy and managers of the schools to exert their influence in persuading the 
parents to set a higher value on the advantages of a good education than on the little that 
their children may be able to learn by being withdrawn from school at so early an age. The 
Diocesan Inspector for Lichfield emphasised this point, as he found that, when there was 
irregularity in attendance in the schools he visited, the lessons were from necessity often 
repeated for the benefit of the absentees. This caused much time to be wasted and 
hindered the progress of all the scholars. [166] He wrote: 
The minds of the children are unsettled by repeated irregularity, 
and when the monitors are absent, the method and order of the 
school are disturbed. For these and other causes there arises much 
discomfort to the master, and in course of time a feeling of 
despair, or indifference, to the success of his labours: and this 
even in one who has commenced his duties with zeal and energy. 
The non-attendance also affords to an inefficient master, a ready 
and apparently an unanswerable excuse for the ignorance of his 
scholars. [167] 
So irregular attendance brought problems not only for the absentee, but for their 
fellow pupils and repetition for the teacher. This was a difficult problem to overcome, yet 
most Inspectors agreed that the only solution was for the teachers and managers to 
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persuade parents of the importance of regular attendance and the problems which 
absenteeism could bring. It was recognised that when this had been done the teacher could 
safely proceed to take active measures by punishing or even in some cases expelling, for 
'example's sake', a few of the children who were most irregular. [168] Some Dioceses 
suggested that incentives should be made for those who attended regularly. Lichfield 
suggested that it may be useful to form a clothing charity in connection with the school, 
the benefits being strictly confined to the most regular attendants. [ 169] 
From examining Inspectors' reports it can be seen that there was much uniformity 
in the hours set apart for instruction; from 9-12 and 2-4 in the winter and from 9-12 and 
2-5 in the summer, were considered to be the most acceptable structure. [ 170] The 
Inspector in Lichfield commented, 'Five hours in winter and six in the summer, as a just 
medium between the extremes of idleness and over exertion'. [171] Times for holidays 
tended to vary depending on where the school was situated, one time being more 
convenient in the agricultural districts, and another in the manufacturing. In some areas the 
holidays were very few, and the Lichfield Inspector noted that in such areas the scanty 
allowance of holidays seemed to be accompanied by great irregularity in the attendance of 
the children. In cases such as these the parents probably kept their children at home with 
less hesitation, as the schools were open almost all the year. It was generally perceived by 
most Inspectors that holidays were needed for the well being of the student and the 
teacher, so both could enjoy some relaxation. 
Like HMIs the National Society's Inspectors also paid considerable attention to the 
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teachers in charge of the establishment under examination. It was understood that this task 
was possibly the'most delicate part of the Inspector's duty' yet was also that in which his 
'judgement and experience will be of the greatest value to the local managers'. [172] Field 
was warned that this part of his inspection required 'tact and care', as in addressing 
questions and observations to the master, his queries should be posed in a'manner that his 
[the master] credit and authority with his scholars should be unimpaired'. [173] The 
Inspectors' reports clearly showed that in general teaching standards were very poor. In 
particular they noted the need for the establishment of more training institutions for 
teachers. Like HMIs and their nonconformist counterparts, the National Society's 
Inspectors recognised the capability of the teacher affected the whole running and 
standard of the school. The Rev. William Reed highlighted this point following an 
examination of a number of schools in the York Diocese in 1841. He stated: 'the standard 
of education is far too low and the mode of impartin&even that low standard, very 
imperfect. The insufficient attainments of masters is the obvious cause of the 
problem'. [174] Reed reported in 1855 from the Deanery of North Harthill, that the 
'standard and efficiency of the teachers was decidedly very low'. [ 175] Only seven of the 
masters and four mistresses had had any 'pretensions to a proper training', and of those 
only two masters and two mistresses had a government Certificate. [176] He reported 
that in the whole district there was only one pupil teacher, no stipendiary monitors and 
only four paid monitors or assistants. [177] However, Inspectors had been warned that 
this may be the case in many of the establishments which they visited. Field's instructions 
stated: 
It may frequently happen that the master is less effective 
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than is desirable from want of sufficient training and 
experience; in these cases you will inquire whether he could be 
allowed to attend in London or elsewhere for further 
instruction. [178] 
This was an area also covered in detail in the reports of the BFSS Agents/Inspectors and 
H IIs; they like the National Society's Inspectors believed that the only solution to this 
problem was better training for teachers. [179] 
However, not all reports were negative, as Reed commented on many capable 
teachers within the York Diocese. At the Beverley school he praised the conduct of the 
newly appointed master, Mr Jeremiah Self, who had been trained at the Central School in 
London. At the time when Self had taken over as master, in October 1840, there 
were 100 boys in attendance, but numbers had risen to 143 by November, when Reed 
paid a return visit. [1801 The Inspector commented: 'Under these circumstances he has 
only made a beginning, it is however a very promising one, and he bids fair to exhibit 
shortly a good model school'. [1811 Reed also praised the master of the Pontefract Boys 
school, Mr Abraham Hall, who had'lately been appointed and his exertions and method of 
conducting his school are such as to raise very favourable expectations'. [182] The Bath 
and Wells Inspector commented on the particularly high standard of mistresses engaged in 
the schools in his area. He reported that they deserved particular mention because of their 
'unpretending usefulness and that quiet discharge of their duties, which can only be 
estimated fully when we see its effect in the steady conduct of those who have been then 
taught the behaviour and the knowledge which fit them for the duties of their 
station'. [1831 
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The Inspectors also commented on the moral standards of teachers. [184] The 
Society considered this to be as important as the educational abilities of these individuals. 
Reporting from York, Reed commented that the first grand defect which he had noticed 
was the'moral insufficiency' of most parochial school masters. [185] He explained: 
In saying that they are "morally inefficient" I do not mean 
that their lives are stained by wicked practices but that their 
characters are not of such a standard as to impress their pupils 
with that combined feeling of fear, respect, esteem and affection, 
which it is always desirable should mark that relation of master 
and pupils and the influences of which should extend not only 
beyond the precincts of the school and playground with respect 
to space; but also beyond the period of pupilage with respect 
to time. [186] 
Here Reed commented on the need for school teachers to have strong characters in order 
to make an impression on their pupils which would last well after the pupils time at the 
school. Moral standards were considered to be just as important as the 
educational standards of the teachers. 
Inspectors were instructed to look out for 'young persons, male or female as may 
seem calculated to make school teachers, and whose parents may be disposed to have 
them taught for such employment'. [1871 Although the Inspector had no authority to 
appoint a master or mistress, it was hoped that the 'valuable aid of the Inspectors in 
selectingyouuths of promising abilities, may render the Board an instrument of much good 
in promoting the cause of education'. [188] BFSS Agents/Inspectors had no authority to 
appoint teachers, yet were encouraged by Dunn to look out for bright students to be sent 
to Borough Road Training College. [189] Like their BFSS counterparts, the National 
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Society's Inspectors also reported to the General Committee when a particular school 
needed a new teacher. For example, this was the case at the Glastonbury National School 
in 1841, where the Diocesan Inspector reported that a new mistress was needed, and that 
several candidates had been selected and sent to Wells for an examination. [190] 
Inspectors were also concerned about the welfare of teachers. Like HMIs they 
frequently commented on salaries. [191] In many schools Inspectors found that teachers 
salaries were very inadequate. Field strongly believed that the lack of qualified teachers 
was largely due to the poor salaries which they received. He reported cases where 
teachers were paid £100 per annum yet others who received only £5 per annum. [192] 
Field's opinion was also shared by the Diocesan Inspector for Lichfield. He reported in 
1841 that in most of the establishments he had visited teachers were receiving 
inadequate salaries. He believed that unless some action was taken the training schools 
may probably'fail to produce the good which was anticipated' and that they may become 
schools for the education of 'commercial men, instead of school misters, for there would 
be a continued secession from the number of school masters'. [1931 He believed that the 
most talented would be induced to leave their laborious duties, for a more lucrative, 
healthy and quiet mode of gaining maintenance'. [194] This issue also featured in BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors' reports. For example, Watson commented from Cheltenham Hill, on 
the hardships of the master at this school, he reported: 'I examined the children, found 
them not altogether deficient. They have no faults to find with the master, yet they have 
reduced his salary £20 because the school does not increase'. [195] 
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It was common for Inspectors to pass on suggestions which they had picked up 
from observing a number of schools. Teachers' salaries was a concern where Inspectors 
used the experience they had gained to help in the improvement of other establishments 
visited. For example, the Diocesan Inspector for Durham, after visiting the Easington 
School, where numbers had dwindled away to four or five boys, put forward a suggestion 
how improved salaries could improve standards. He recommended that the teacher, who 
before had a fixed salary without any regard to the number of his scholars, should have 
£30 a year for teaching twenty scholars (or under) and 5 shillings for every one above 
twenty who attended the school for a quarter of a year. The Inspector explained that under 
this arrangement the master began with nine children and such had been his exertions, that 
he had increased this number to 59. [196] Clearly the financial arrangement here had 
encouraged the master, under a system of'payment by results; it did work and it did boost 
numbers. 
Inspectors also believed that something. needed to be done to 'render school 
masters' employment less injurious to their health'. Most commented that sufficient 
holidays were needed as well as adequately ventilated rooms and a more quiet system of 
instruction. The Lichfield Inspector reported that the teachers in general did not 
look like men and women enjoying good health. During his inspection tour in 1841 he 
ascertained the ages of 26 masters and found the average to be 34 years. On the 
supposition that the average age would be found to be less than that of persons employed 
in other occupations but commencing at the same age, evidence suggested that the 
occupation of a teacher was either unhealthy or not adequately remunerated. [1971 Most 
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Inspectors believed that if salaries and conditions were improved, more men and women 
may be encouraged to join the teaching profession. This was a view held by many 
HMIs. [198] 
Inspectors also suggested the formation of school teachers' associations would 
assist masters and mistresses. The Society's Inspectors were suggesting such schemes 
long before the &overnment recognised the need for action. For example, the Rev. W. A. 
Wilkinson and F. Sugden, the Inspectors for York Diocese in 1849, suggested that an 
organisation should be established with a President, a Secretary and a Committee for all 
school teachers within the Diocese. They suggested that meetings should be held once a 
quarter and that teachers would be given the opportunity to speak freely and ask questions 
on educational issues. They would be required to pay a small subscription yet would be 
given the use of a lending library established by the association in return. They believed 
that such an organisation would give teachers a stimulus and incentive to continue with 
their work. This is significant as it shows that National Society Inspectors were identifying 
problems later to be addressed by IMs, indicating that the National Society's officials 
were aware of wider national educational problems, not just those concerning their 
Society. 
The next area Inspectors examined were methods of instruction. The General 
Committee had given Field clear instructions on how this part of the examination should 
take place. 
With respect to methods of instruction, you will, where 
it is the monitorial, inquire how far the master or mistress is 
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acquainted with the principles of that system, as adopted by the 
National Society at its formation: you will ascertain the age 
and proficiency of the monitors; whether they are allowed to 
teach all subjects indiscriminately, or are confined to the more 
mechanical and elementary departments of instruction; whether 
any, and what number, are paid or apprenticed; whether they 
receive tuition at extra hours, apart from other pupils; whether 
there is an assistant master or mistress, and how paid ; whether the 
master confines his attention to a single class, or extends his 
personal instructions to the whole school. Where the simultaneous 
system has been introduced, you will consider how far the master 
or mistress possess the necessary art of communicating ideas in 
clear and popular language and of keeping alive attention by a 
due mixture of interrogation and ellipsis. [199] 
The emphasis in these instructions was placed on those carrying out the tuition, i. e. the 
competency of the teachers and pupil teachers. The Inspectors found, not unexpectantly, 
that the monitorial method was still in use in most of the schools visited duringthe 1840s 
and indicated it was continued in many into the 1850s. Like their government 
counterparts, many Inspectors strongly criticised this system and in some cases saw it to 
be totally inefficient. They believed that its greatest failure was to produce efficient 
monitors; this was a conclusion reached by HMIs and BFSS Agents Cornwell and 
Dobney. [200] Reporting from the Diocese of York in 1841, the Rev. W. Reed commented 
that without efficient monitors a National School could not be what it ought to be; 'this is 
the critical point of the National System, the hinge on which the success or failure 
turns'. [2011 He further observed: 
I am afraid, however, that, at present, in many places, 
they are made to teach, without being taught, and so much 
of their time is occupied in keeping order, and in other 
monitorial duties, that they at length become more ignorant 
than those they are set to teach. [202] 
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Reed reported that the remedies to these problems was time, and the training schools, as 
he believed that a new order of teachers would produce a corresponding change in 
monitors. Here similarities can be found with BFSS A&ents/Inspectors' views of the 
monitorial system. Agent Cornwell commented from Northampton in July 1838: 
I have long been convinced that the monitorial system is 
quite inadequate to the Educational wants and requirements 
of the age, unless the monitors are specially instructed in 
reference to their particular duties; and I am especially convinced 
that this will never be done till the training of monitors is 
recognised as a regular and indispensable part of the system. [203] 
It is perhaps surprising that National Society and BFSS Agents/Inspectors criticised 
the monitorial system which was the basis of both Societies' methods of instruction. 
However, this does indicate that both sets of officials were aware of the disadvantages of 
this system and were not afraid to publicly highlight them. 
Inspectors found that another major fault of the system was the lack of contact 
between the teacher and individual pupils. Field reported on this subject from Worcester: 
If the end and object of our schools were to 
make mechanical or intellectual machines, we might 
make them by the monitorial system, or even, in 
favourable circumstances, moral machines. But let us 
continually remember this is not education. Man is not 
a machine, not even a moral machine. [204] 
The lack of questioning and explanation, was another weakness of the monitorial 
system which Field believed resulted from an absence of understanding of what had been 
learnt by rote. Field reported that in schools he visited where no instruction by 
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questioning was used, the answers to the few questions posed were 'very unmeaning and 
vague, to use no stronger word'. [205] Field believed that this indicated the evil of 
neglecting this method of instruction. He reported favourably on the few schools in 
which this method was used, he stated: 
The great advantages of it were most plainly and pleasingly 
seen in the several schools where the clergymen had themselves 
attended, and questioned the children... in the subjects learnt. 
Among other schools excellent in this respect, I was especially 
struck with the pertinent answers and explanations of the boys in 
the school at Warminster, a school conducted entirely on the 
Madras or monitorial system, but having that immense privilege 
and advantage of regular attendance and examination by the Clergy 
of the parish, a privilege and advantage which, I am bold to assert, 
it would be altogether impossible to supply in any other 
way. [206] 
Despite few positive comments Field strongly believed that, although the system of 
monitorial instruction was useful and admirable in some respects, generally the system 
was defective. As he carried out his tours he noticed that 'defects have become more 
apparent and painful to me from more extended observation'. [2071 Burgess argues that 
as a result of this his criticism became more fundamental. [208] 
Education it positively and clearly is not... It reverses and requires 
that the youthful mind should be furnished, and that the teacher 
should speak with authority - an authority not merely of a 
questionable superiority of knowledge but derived from age, 
experience and station.. . 
If the end and object of our schools were 
to make mechanical or intellectual machines, we might produce 
them by the monitorial system, or even a favourable circumstances, 
moral machines. But let us remember this is not education. [209] 
Here Field gave a damming. report on the monitorial method of instruction, arguingthat at 
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best this system produced 'mechanical or intellectual machines' and that it was not 
education. In this document he echoed the sentiments of many of his colleagues that the 
success, if there was to be any, of this system rested with the capability of the teacher. He 
stated further that 'I do not therefore contend that this system has failed; but I must 
suppose that we have failed hitherto to procure, as far as my observation goes, masters 
and mistresses competent to work it. [210] 
The Rev. T. Bonney, reporting from Lichfield, also commented on this subject; he 
too believed that the success of the system rested on the competency of the teachers. 
Bonney reported that if the master was to teach according to the monitorial system, he 
must first understand what the 'system is and how to apply it with discretion, according to 
the circumstances of his school'. [211] Bonney believed that the key to this was good 
training. He commented: 
A few weeks or even months training, is not sufficient to 
give that knowledge to the generality of men. A contrary 
opinion has been the source of many of the evils which have 
been noticed in our schools. But, with properly qualified 
and zealous masters, the common abuses would soon disappear; 
and the work of education would be carried on, so as to 
answer in a satisfactory manner the purposes for which the 
schools are designed. I make these observations with confidence, 
having had for many years a practical experience of the use and 
advantages of the monitorial system. [212] 
Generally Bonney reported more positively on the system than other Inspectors, as he 
believed that a modification of the method, retaining the advantages and abolishing the 
parts which were either 'useless or injurious' was well suited to the schools which he had 
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visited where only one master was employed to educate a large number of children. [213] 
However, Bonney warned that the system must be'judiciously applied and vigilantly 
carried out'. He stressed that the system was not designed as a means of relaxation to the 
teacher, but as a means of enabling him to do more work and in a better manner than he 
could possibly do without the help of monitors. [2141 Bonney gave clear instructions as 
to how the system should operate, commenting about the teacher that his attention 
should be directed to every part of the room; 'he should observe, as far as possible, 
everything that takes place - the monitors not being left to their own desecration but 
acting continually under his eye'. [215] In order to effect this Bonney believed that the first 
step was to keep order and silence, to enable the teacher to see and hear what was going 
on in the school. [216] 
Generally the monitorial system was strongly criticised by National Society 
Inspectors by the late 1840s. It was hailed as the most 'inappropriate method of 
inculcating, moral and reli&ious values in young people', which after all was the most 
important part of the work of the Society [217] Cook reported that: 
the moral and intellectual departments of instruction 
can never be successfully carried on by the boys and girls 
in the schools: they are, for the most part, only 
competent to do the more elementary and mechanical 
portion of the work. [218] 
However, the difficulty for the Inspectors was suggesting an alternative method to the 
monitorial system, a method that was cheap and could be used with large groups. 
By the late 1840s and early 1850s there were many variations on the monitorial 
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system being used in National Schools, For example, Field reported in 1849 on the 
'simultaneous' instruction, which had recently been introduced in the schools which he had 
visited. This variation enabled a teacher to conduct a lesson to a class arranged in galleries 
or tiers, similar to the Lancasterian method. Field believed that this was a powerful system 
if properly applied and efficiently worked, but otherwise 'favours idleness, and produces 
confusion'. [219] He went on to describe this system in a number of schools which he 
visited: 
... there was no gallery provided 
for this purpose; but in the 
cases alluded to, the scholars were arranged round the school 
room, and so not sufficiently brought under the master's eye. The 
answers were chiefly made by two or three children nearest the 
master on either side, and the others were not interested or 
attentive. Some persons seem to have received an impression 
that the simultaneous system requires that all the children of the 
school should be engaged in the same subject at the same time; 
and accordingly I found, in three National Schools, that 
endeavours were made that all should be reading, or all writing, 
or all working sums at the same time. If simultaneous teaching 
required or implied any such mode of preceding, it would occasion 
much inconvenience in National Schools; but the practice of 
instructing by questioning a large number of children, or perhaps, 
in some cases, a whole school, conveniently arranged in a gallery 
or otherwise, has some peculiar and great advantages. The 
number, however, should not be indefinitely multiplied; and 
generally from 50 to 60 children will be found as many as can 
conveniently be kept attentive to one subject at the same time, 
and be sufficiently near each other in attainments and understanding 
to profit by the explanations given in common, or the answers 
made. [220] 
Field commented in detail on the simultaneous system in operation in a number of schools 
which he had visited. In this report he pointed out the defects, the unsatisfactory 
arrangement of scholars around the rooms and the lack of interest shown by the scholars 
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furthest way from the master. However, he did concede that if the children were arranged 
'conveniently' in a gallery and sufficiently hear one another, the system could have some 
'peculiar great advantages'. [221] 
However, the disadvantages of this system were soon revealed. Reporting from 
Essex, Eden commented that simultaneous teaching could easily become a system of rote 
learning like the monitorial method, unless it was instructed correctly and supervised 
closely. Eden stated: 
A little closer examination would convince such visitors 
that the children were playing in school a game which 
suits the play ground - that of 'follow my leader'. Two 
or three of the quick boys in the class answered the 
question, the others merely echoed the answer; and 
from what I saw of this system I have every reason to 
rejoice that so few schools had adopted it. [222] 
Many Inspectors noted variations on the Madras system used in the schools 
they visited. Perhaps the most common in the early 1840s was the use of paid monitors. 
Field reported from the Bradford National school in 1840 that he had observed greater 
pupil obedience and higher standards which he believed resulted from the payment and 
training of monitors. Reporting from London in the early 1840s, Cook also commented 
on the benefits of this system. He witnessed the advantages of keeping. the better students 
on as paid assistants, serving as apprentice teachers. In 1842 Cook put forward a scheme 
for the improvement of monitors. He believed that the greatest problem was the young 
age at which monitors were being taken out of school by their parents. Therefore he 
suggested that the monitors be paid 2s 6d a week as an incentive to keep the best pupils in 
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school to the age of 14. This was significant as again National Society Inspectors were 
highlighting problems and recommending solutions which were later to be identified by 
HMIs. The above reorganisation was clearly part of the origins of the pupil teacher 
system. 
The Inspectors also suggested the need for more trainin& establishments for the 
improvement of teachers. As a result of Field's early observations the National Society's 
Schools Committee passed a resolution for the provision of school teachers and assistants 
in Spring 1840. They set aside £200 to assist the expenses of apprentice teachers being 
sent to the central school for two years. £75 was allocated for the payment of stipendary 
monitors or what were to be later better known as pupil teachers. This was an important 
initiative. The National Society's early appointment of pupil teachers and the allocation of 
grants for the training of masters came directly as a result of suggestions put forward by 
their Inspectors. They were identifying problems and suggesting, solutions which were 
being noted and acted on by the Society. The National Society's Inspectors were reaching 
the same conclusions at the same time as BNHs. Clearly the Society's inspectorate was not 
just interested in religious instruction but was aware of what was happening on the wider 
educational scene. 
Diocesan Inspector's reports were also very revealing in providing detailed 
accounts of the methods being used in National Schools during this period c. 1840-1870, 
highlighting , both positive and negative elements. This contrasted starkly to the BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors reports which contained only brief comments and in most cases were 
vague about methods of instruction in British Schools. However it was evident that both 
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Table 18 
Results of the Rev. BF Smith's Dover Inspection Tour 1855 
Table showing a summary of Rev. BF Smith's inspection tours in the Dover Deanery from 
February-April 1855. 
Date Name Class Character 
Feb. 22 St James Dover Boys Fair 
22 St James Dover Girls Fair 
23 Trinity Dover Boys Good 
23 Trinity Dover Girls Indifferent 
23 Trinity Dover Infants Fair 
26 Folkestone Infants Moderate 
27 Folkestone Boys Fair 
27 Folkestone Girls Good 
April 23 Christchurch Folkestone Infants Fair 
24 Christchurch Dover Boys Fair 
24 Christchurch Dover Girls Moderate 
24 Christchurch Dover Infants Moderate 
25 Charlton Dover Boys Moderate 
25 Charlton Dover Girls Moderate 
27 St Margarets Mixed Fair 
Excellent Moderate 
Good Above par. Indifferent Below par. 
Fair Bad 
Source: Canterbury Cathedral Archives, DcbIGIIM 23. 
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National Society Inspectors and BFSS Agents/Inspectors did agree upon some reasons 
for the defects in the methods of instruction: poor standards of teachers and the 
unsatisfactory application of the monitorial method caused by lack of training. 
Another part of National Society Inspectors' duties concentrated on the 
examination of the subjects taught within schools. [223] The three main subjects were 
obviously reading, writing and arithmetic. A section on the examination of reading was 
found in most Inspectors' reports. Bonney, the Diocesan Inspector for Lichfield in the 
early 1840s, gave an interesting account of how he conducted his examination of this 
subject, and how he determined high and low standards. He commented that he did not 
expect children to read in the tone and manner, which would be expected from those of 
the higher orders of society, yet clearly a 'mere slow, irregular and rude pronunciation', 
was not sufficient. [224] He stated: 
On the whole I determined to put down in my report as 
good readers all who could satisfy me in the following particulars. 
Firstly - To read with such a degree of quickness as is necessary 
to distinguish the reading of sentences from the reading of 
unconnected words. Secondly - To read without hesitation not 
making a longer pause before one word than another unless the 
sense requires it. Thirdly - To pronounce the words distinctly, and 
with due regard to the proper stops. [225] 
Although each Inspectors' examinations and expectations differed, this provides a 
good example as to what they were looking for when examining children in reading: the 
distinguishing of sentences, reading without hesitation, pronouncing the words correctly 
and taking notice of the punctuation. These were similar qualities HMIs looked for during 
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their examination of reading. [226] 
From examining a number of Inspectors' reports on standards of reading there 
were clearly common defects in National schools, including'a feeble hesitating 
manner', 'a vulgar tone' and a 'disregard to the sense, even when the printed stops are not 
altogether neglected'. [227] The Rural Dean for York, John Blanchard, reported in 1855 
that, 'there is a want of intelligence in the children's reading. It is for the most part 
monotonous and inexpressive, even where they are able to read with tolerable 
fluency. [228] 
As in many other areas the standards in reading depended much on the capability 
and efficiency of the teacher. Bonney commented from Lichfield in 1841 that he 
had noticed, when the master was able to read well, defects could be corrected by his 
instruction and example. He used as an example the master of the Newcastle School 
who would read a sentence first then ask the children to repeat it. Bonney reported that 
this was a useful method of correcting the common defects in manner and tone. [229] J. 
Flint reporting from Exeter in 1855 also placed much importance on the role of the 
teacher. He highlighted the fact that a child learnt to read, how he learnt many things, by 
imitation; he believed that the way to improve standards was by the teacher occasionally 
reading portions of the secular reading book to the class, and that 'his pupils read the 
same the second time with him after they had got an idea of correct emphasis, punctuation 
and pronunciation'. [230] The Rev. W. A. Wilkinson reported from York in 1849 that it 
seemed to be a common fault of school teachers to allow the children to disregard stops, 
and to pay little attention to the meaning of what they read. He added: 
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It would be much easier to make children read with intelligence 
and expression if they were regularly questioned on what they 
read, and were taught to see that their reading lesson is also 
intended to convey to them some useful information. [231] 
The responsibility clearly lay with the teacher. Another major defect with the teaching of 
reading was that the teacher could not, or in some cases would not, specially instruct the 
monitors or pupil teachers in methods of teaching reading, Field commented that the 
teachers were too commonly supposed to learn their own lessons under another teacher in 
the first class, he reported this instruction was not generally found to qualify children to 
act in this capacity. [232] The neglect of such instruction was a major problem. 
Inspectors noted that there were many different methods used to teach reading in 
the schools they visited. One of the most common was the use of spelling cards, whereby 
pupils would be taught to read and spell words held up on cards. Field strongly criticised 
this method as 'unskilful' and 'unnatural'. 
The error I complain of was that of letting the spelling drag 
behind the reading; so that a class reading the New Testament 
would not infrecquently be learning to spell from their cards 
monosyllabic words of three or four letters. And thus the 
instruction in spelling, which might be made of great use in teaching 
to read, was in this respect of none. Another error was that of 
confining the lessons in spelling, to the words printed on cards or in 
spelling books, without ever taking them indiscriminately from the 
reading books. [233] 
Many Diocesan Inspectors commented that most of the reading they had heard in the 
schools visited appeared to be chanted parrot fashion or even in some cases sung instead 
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of read. Again Inspectors held the teachers responsible for such results. However, 
interestingly Field commented that he uniformly found that where ladies attended to 
schools to aid in the teaching, of reading, the children read in a natural tone of voice. This 
was probably due to the ladies being able to spend more time with individual pupils. 
Lanreath school was quoted as an example. [234] 
The one other area which dominated Inspectors' reports on reading concerned the 
use of Holy Scriptures. Most considered the plan pursued in many National Schools of 
teaching reading from the Bible alone to be highly objectionable. This practice was seen 
as taking away the reverence with which the Holy Scriptures should be regarded, and 
making the children look upon the Bible when they left school as nothing else but a'task 
book'. Field commented that when reading was taught from Scripture subjects in the light 
'sing song tone, the method appeared 'exceedingly faulty and offensive'. [235] He 
recommended that reading lessons should be confined to less sacred subjects and 
expressed in less sacred words. The fact that the Holy Scriptures were used extensively in 
the teaching of reading indicates the importance placed on the Bible in National Schools, 
yet the Inspector's comments highlighted the dangers of becoming too familiar and 
complacent with it. Although it is evident that great importance was placed on the use of 
Scriptures in the teaching of reading it should not be forgotten that in many schools there 
was a lack of any other books that could be used. This was evident in the York 
Inspector's report in 1849 when he reported that very few of the schools he had visited 
were sufficiently supplied with books and maps. In some cases he had not found a single 
map and not more than 'sufficient testaments'. In such circumstances the Holy Scriptures 
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was the only book available. This was a similar problem in many British Schools. [236] 
A second key area of the curriculum was writing. Inspectors recommended that in 
order to make good writers it was advisable to introduce the use of the pen, when the 
children were aged seven or eight, 'whilst the skin of the hand is soft and the muscles 
pliable'. [23711t was also universally believed that the time occupied in learning to write 
should not be more than half an hour a day, but the children in the higher classes may be 
employed in writing out some of their lessons which may serve the purpose of additional 
instruction in writing. 
Standards of writingvaried in schools visited by Inspectors. Blanchard reported in 
1855 from York: 
In writing there is much room for improvement. In very many 
instances the children never appear to look at the copy beyond 
the first line, but after that to copy their own writing, faults 
included. One plan of obviating this defect is by making the 
children commence at the bottom line of the page. The copies are 
also written in too great haste, as if the quantity of the writing was 
of more importance than the quality. [238] 
This extract illustrates the system used for teaching writing and the common defects of 
the method. Blanchard went on to comment that more close observation was needed 
on the part of the teacher. From examining Inspectors' reports it is evident that in 
many schools an additional charge was made for children learning to write on paper. 
Hence in many classes Inspectors found a reduced number of pupils. Some asked 
whether this was a sound policy, as whatever tended to reduce the number of pupils'in 
any branch of knowledge' would have an overall effect on the school, as attendance levels 
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would fall, standards drop and the establishment's reputation would be lowered. [239] 
The Lichfield Inspector reported; 'When that effect has occurred, the additional charge for 
the few, who learn to write on paper will scarcely compensate the teacher for the loss 
which he sustains in the diminution of the number of general scholars'. [240] 
The third key curriculum area was arithmetic. Although this subject usually 
produced the worst results, all Inspectors believed it to be a very important subject. The 
Diocesan Inspector for Lichfield wrote in 1841: 
... 
Arithmetical Exercises are of very great service in 
strengthening, the mental powers, and that they have 
consequently a considerable effect in enabling the learner to 
comprehend other subjects which may appear to some to have 
no connection with Arithmetic.... and I have never seen a school, 
where Arithmetic was neglected, without having occasion to 
observe that the school was inferior in almost every other 
particular. [241] 
Despite this emphasis arithmetic had the lowest standards in the'3 Rs'. Blanchard, 
reporting from York in 1855, believed that the great fault was the general want of 
knowledge of the very elements, particularly of notation. [242] The children tended to be 
carried on to the higher rules before they were thoroughly grounded in the fundamental 
ones. Wilkinson, reporting from York in 1849, also blamed the common practice of 
making an extra charge when arithmetic was taught, which induced many parents to put 
off to a later period their children's introduction to this higher and more expensive grade 
of their education. It obviously meant that only those who could afford it were taught, 
and these were not necessarily the brightest pupils. [243] 
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Field described arithmetic in many of the schools which he visited as 'merely an 
amusement, and of no practical use'. [244] He added that this was particularly the case in 
the &irls schools: 'in some of these, what is called Dr Bell's first sum seemed to be the 
alpha and omega'. [245] It was noted by all Inspectors that generally girls tended to be 
far behind the boys in arithmetic. This was often due to the fact that the mistresses 
themselves were often poor mathematicians and that girls spent less time devoted to their 
books and slates than the boys, as more of their time was occupied with needlework. 
However, there were exceptions to this. Field reported from the girls school at Donhead 
St Mary, that arithmetic was taught well and 'tuned to some profitable account', while in 
two united schools he reported that girls as well as boys were making satisfactory 
progress. He went on to add that in five or six of the boys schools some advance had been 
made beyond reduction and the four rules, especially in the school at Devizes where the 
boys were instructed in book keeping and the higher rules, to be qualified for places and 
apprenticeships in shops. [246] 
Significantly National Society Inspectors' general observations in the standards and 
methods of instruction in the'3Rs' were very similar to HMIs' findings. In all three subject 
areas much depended on the efficiency of the teacher and the competency of pupil 
teachers and monitors. Like HMIs arithmetic was viewed as the weakest area. It is worth 
emphasising again that these findings provide evidence to support the argument that 
National Society Inspectors were not just interested in areas concerning their Society but 
were fully aware of national educational issues and problems. 
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The two other notable subjects examined by Inspectors were history and 
geography. However, in many schools managers objected to the time of the children being 
taken up with either of these subjects. Such opinions were found to be highly 
objectionable by many Inspectors and by the National Society's General Committee. The 
Inspector for York, stated in 1855: 
We consider that the attainments of a fair degree of knowledge 
in those subjects is anything but a waste of time, as enabling the 
children to understand more fully what they read, and as likely 
to be serviceable to many of them in after life. [247] 
With reference to geography the Inspector for Lichfield in 1841 strongly believed that it 
would lead to much advancement of education, if instruction was generally given in this 
area. He added that if geography was taught collectively with history, it had 'evidently a 
beneficial effect in fixing the facts upon the memory of the learner, and increasing his 
general intelligence'. [248] However, from examining Inspectors' reports it is evident that 
geography received less attention than it deserved. The York Diocesan Inspector 
commented in 1849 that only one or two schools were sufficiently furnished with maps, 
some schools did not possess any, while several only had maps of the Holy Land. [249] 
History was similarly also often neglected at this time. The Diocesan 
Inspector's report from Lichfield in 1841 showed that only 35 out of 394 scholars above 
the age of 10 had received any instruction in English history. [250] He stated: 'I cannot 
imagine any cause except poverty, for the general neglect of History, especially the 
History of our own country'. [251] He continued : 
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When we reflect that many of the children who are now at the 
National schools may, a few years hence, have a voice, through 
the elective franchise, in the government of this country, it appears 
most unwise to suffer them to remain destitute of the outline of 
that knowledge which would be useful in fitting_them for the 
proper discharge of their duties. Whether they will pursue the 
study of history and make it serviceable in this respect must depend 
upon themselves. They may at least obtain a general outline, which 
will enable them to extend their reading with advantage. [252] 
This is an interesting report as it places great importance on the use of history to improve 
educational standards. However, more importantly, it should be considered against the 
backdrop of political reform. It was written nine years after the passing of the Reform Act 
in 1832, and referred to the extended franchise brought about by this legislation. 
Many Inspectors drew clear distinctions between curriculum subjects that they 
considered to be suitable for boys and those suitable for girls. The Rev. F. Cook was 
perhaps the most notable Inspector for highlighting this issue. In the schools he visited he 
observed that ir1s were only normally instructed in reading, writing, arithmetic, 
needlework and religion. He found this acceptable. 
Considering that one-half of the school time is 
employed in some industrial occupation - that the 
whole time passed under tuition does not, upon the 
average, amount to two years and that the girls are 
destined to vocations which require steadiness and 
good principles, rather than intellectual power, it does 
not appear that any great addition to the subjects here 
mentioned would be practicable. [253] 
This opinion was shared by many at this time. Some Inspectors believed that there should 
be a different curriculum for girls and boys attending mixed schools. In order to 
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understand these views they must be put into context. This was a period when few 
occupations were open to women of the'lower orders', therefore many saw little need for 
educating them in higher subjects, when they were likely to work in domestic service or 
within factories. Considering the limited provision of education for the poor at this time 
many, includin&Inspectors, believed that instruction in higher subjects would be of more 
benefit to boys rather than girls. 
Although importance was placed on secular subjects for examination, it was 
universally acknowledged that the most important part of the Inspectors' duties was the 
examination of religious instruction. Field was instructed that `by far the most important 
subject of your investigation, that of religion and morality remains'. [254] The York 
Diocesan Inspector referred to it as 'the first and most important branch of National 
Education'. [255] Indeed in many areas it was the whole aim and purpose behind a 
system of local inspection. This was clearly illustrated in the instructions to the Diocesan 
and District Inspectors in Bath and Wells: 
The Bishop's earnest desire, in recommending a general and 
systematic inspection of schools, being to promote and extend 
throughout every Parish and place in his Diocese, sound religion 
by means of a Scriptural Education, in connection with the Church 
and Clergy, his Inspectors are requested to attend first and chiefly 
to the parochial religious instruction of the children, and to the 
inculcation of Christian morals on a scriptural basis: hoping that 
thus, by God's blessing, children may be brought up in a right 
understanding of themselves, with a saving, knowledge of Gospel 
truth, and in dutiful attachment to our Apostolic Church. [256] 
It was generally understood that this part of the Inspector's examination had to be 
undertaken with 'especial care'. Field was instructed to report upon the daily practice of 
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the schools with reference to divine worship, whether the duties of the day begun 
and ended with prayer and 'psalmody', whether daily instruction was given in the Bible, 
and whether the Creed, the Catechism and the Liturgy were explained together with the 
terms most commonly used in the Scriptures. [257] 
From examining a number of Inspectors' reports it is clear that great importance 
was placed on religious instruction. It is also evident (as it has been noted above) that the 
Holy Scriptures were used in the teaching, of other subjects. This theme was also found in 
Field's instructions, as it was stated that not only was religion the most 'elevating of all 
studies', but it was common for religion to be interwoven in all aspects of subjects 
taught. [258] Geography can be used as an example, as it was very common for the 
geography of the Holy Land to be taught. This was considered to be very important as it 
distinguished the places referred to in the Bible, and the General Committee believed that 
no subject was more attractive to children, 'especially when extended, as in every case it 
easily might be, to some knowledge of the relative size, position and character of nations 
and Kingdoms'. L2591 In many cases this was the only type of geography taught. 
History was another area in which the Bible was incorporated into lessons. As a 
number of establishments had classes just for scriptural history, in which the Bible was 
used as the main and in some cases the only textbook. However, this did cause some 
confusion as the Lichfield Diocesan Inspector reported in 1841, as althou&h scriptural 
history was very popular and the majority of the children could answer his questions on 
selected portions of Scripture, they were not acquainted with the connection of events, or 
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with the time and order in which they occurred. [260] This was a common problem with 
the teaching of scriptural history, and was caused by teachers using only the Bible in their 
instruction, hence it was recommended, that an abridgement of scriptural history, should 
be used, 'for the purpose of amending this defect'. For as the Lichfield Inspector pointed 
out: 
When a knowledge of Scripture History is attempted to be 
taught by the means of reading the Bible only, there is some 
difficulty in imparting to children such a methodical outline of the 
order and connection of events, as I think desirable. The way of 
instruction is also open to the objection, that the Bible is made 
too much a common class book. I accordingly prefer the use of 
an auxiliary work, an abridged History with dates. The reading of 
the Word of God may then be made a distinct part of the business 
of the day, and will create a deeper feeling of reverence and 
devotion, than that which results from the present practice. [261] 
It had already been noted that the use of the Bible as a lesson book caused much 
concern that it was not being treated with due reverence. This point was outlined in the 
Committee's instructions to Field, as it was a subject which aroused much diversity of 
opinion. It was noted that in many places books of a'general character', had been 
substituted for the Scriptures. Field was instructed in such cases to 'inquire whether the 
result has been a greater reverence for the Sacred text', or if there was any evidence that 
the master had taken less pains in imparting instruction and if the Bible had been treated 
with less reverence. [262] Indeed many Diocesan Inspectors found the latter to be the 
case. Reportin&from York in 1849 the Inspector commented that in some cases the Bible 
was used as the principal or only reading book. He went on to point out the evil of this, 
as he felt that this practice tended to lesson the reverence which ought to be felt for the 
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Holy Scriptures. 'A book which has been the task book painfully spelt over at school, is 
not likely to be opened up after life without a feeling of weariness, and the probability of 
reviving the agreeable associations'. [263] This Inspector, like many others, believed that 
it would be much better to confine the use of the Bible to the time when the teacher or the 
Clergyman could 'superintend' the class. It was felt that his tone and manner, and the 
nature of his instructions would aid the children to feel the 'sacred character' of the book 
which they were reading. The Lichfield Diocesan Inspector commented that, when the 
Bible was used as a common class book, the books were not the property of the children 
who therefore had no interest in keeping them clean, and so they become dirty and 
torn. [264] Due to constant use the children would become too familiar with the book 
and subsequently treat it with little reverence. He suggested that 'the word of God should 
be made a distinct part of the business of the day, a portion of each school time being so 
occupied. I think all the evils of the present practice mi&ht be avoided, and all the good 
retained'. [265] He gave the following suggestion. 
All the children with their books before them, and are 
kept strictly silent. A chapter is then read by those who are 
called upon, and explanations are given of such portions as I 
think it profitable to dwell upon. The books are then put 
away quietly, and the regular school business in other 
matters commences. The time occupied is about 20 
minutes. [266] 
When inspecting religious instruction, the Inspector was also expected to examine 
tuition given in the Church Catechism. The Diocesan Inspector for York was convinced 
that the Catechism was an invaluable summary of Religious Doctrine, and when 
'intelliggently' taught a most useful means of imparting Scriptural instruction to children of 
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all classes'. [267] He reported in 1849 that in one school the children knew nothing but 
the Catechism and on that subject were able to answer questions with a degree of 
intelligence. Followingfurther investigation by the Inspector it transpired that the 
clergyman had taught the children the Catechism on a fixed day every week. However, as 
with other subjects, the standard of teaching was a crucial element. The Rev. H. A. 
Woodgate reported from Worcester in 1859 that there had been little improvement in 
the learning of the Church Catechism, and in some cases a decided retrogression. The 
areas he highlighted were the 'nasty and irreverent mode of repetition, with little regard 
to sense, and a disregard to punctuation and proper emphasis, which renders it impossible 
for the children to understand what they are reading. [268] Woodgate, believed like 
many of his colleagues such problems could only be rectified by an improvement in the 
standards of teachers. He stated: 
And I cannot but think, that if part of the annual examination of 
the students at the training college consisted in making them also 
repeat the catechism with proper emphasis, tone and punctuation, 
it would have a very beneficial effect on the schools over which 
they may be here after placed. [269] 
This example again highlighted the need for well trained teachers with the ability to 
instruct clearly. 
Another major defect Inspectors pointed out was the great disproportion there 
generally was between the first and lower classes, especially in the progress made by them 
in'Scriptural knowledge'. The York Diocesan Inspector reported: 
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I call special attention to this, for the purpose of pointing out 
again the mistake made by those National School Teachers who 
give their almost exclusive attention to the elder class, while they 
leave the younger children to the care - we cannot call it the 
instruction - of a child like themselves. This, we believe to be a very 
common cause of the slow progress, or no progress, made by the 
lower classes. [270] 
The York Inspector went on to give an example of how the infant classes were taught. 
He found that it was common practice to teach them to pronounce mechanically a 
series of names and sentences, which the teacher read from a book, and which'can 
present no intelligible idea to the infant mind'. [271] He continued: 
A child is taught the names of the different attributes of God, 
and then repeat by rote the leading facts and doctrines of the 
Bible, the teacher never varying the expression, and never 
illustrating or explaining what the book supplies. It is a very serious 
mistake to suppose that the mind of a child under five years old is 
improved, or that it has acquired any useful knowledge by having 
the memory burdened with names and terms, while the bulk of 
understanding is left void. [272] 
It is worth emphasising again the importance of the examination of the lower classes, not 
just in scriptural tuition but in all subjects, this was considered a very important part of 
the Inspectors' work. The National Society General Committee's instructions to Field, 
stated that he was to 'estimate the progress of the Junior as well as the Senior Class, and 
the progress in each class, of the lower as well as of the higher pupils'. [273] This is a 
significant point as it was an area later to be addressed by the Newcastle Commission. It 
also illustrates the National Society Inspectors' awareness of issues that were being 
commented on in lIMEs' reports. 
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Clearly inspection of religious instruction was a very important part of the 
Inspectors' work, evidence of this can be found in the lengthy sections of their reports 
devoted to this subject. However, by analysing the National Society Inspectors' reports 
it is obvious that their work was not just confined to this area. They covered a range of 
issues including accommodation, attendance and standards of teachers as well as 
viewing the curriculum in the broadest sense, not just limiting their investigations to 
religious instruction or even the secular subjects. These reports were important as they 
were often the only sources Diocesan Boards and the National Society had concerning 
conditions and standards within their schools. They revealed the range of tasks 
undertaken by National Society Inspectors, and significantly show that in many area they 
were reaching the same conclusions as HMIs and in some instances were ahead of their 
government counterparts in identifying problems and offering solutions. 
The Work of Organising Masters 
A further step taken by the National Society in developin&a more regular system 
of inspection and visitation came with the appointment of Organising Masters. The first of 
these appointments can be traced back to 1812 when masters were employed for 
occasional tours from Baldwin Gardens. Most of these individuals arranged schools and 
then settled down as permanent masters. However, two were employed to form and 
remodel schools for a prolonged period. Thomas Grover began his travels in 1812 and 
continued in this capacity for seven years. He visited a number of places including; 
Newport, Bridgend, Derby, Norwich, Bolton, Lancashire, Yorkshire and Sheffield. [274] 
He ended his travels in 1819 after accepting the post as master of the new parochial school 
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at St Pancras. The other early Organising Master was R. W. Bamford who began his 
travels in 1813 at the age of 17, and, like Grover, he also travelled all over the country. At 
first these men were intended to act as temporary masters in schools where the teacher 
was 'ascertained to be not duly qualified', or in establishments where the incompetent 
teacher had been called up to Westminster 'to acquire the requisite proficiency. [275] 
Many trained teachers were sent out in the early years to help organise schools. 
The Schools Committee issued Minutes in March 1817 which required all such 
teachers, who had been sent out to inspect schools, to report once a fortnight to 
the Committee. [276] These early officials were certainly more 'organisers' than 
'inspectors', as their job was to fill in for the master and at the same time remodel and 
organise the school. The Committee considered this practice very valuable in improving 
teachers and 'bringing- schools into proper discipline'. [277] However, during this period 
the role of Organising Masters changed. Before state intervention their main function was 
to arrange schools and to assist with the establishment of the monitorial method, yet the 
1840s saw a decline in this function. This was partly due to the increased activity by the 
National Society to appoint centrally based Inspectors and the further development of 
Diocesan Inspection. However, it soon became evident that there were teachers in 
desperate need of advice and encouragement from such individuals. Therefore during the 
1840s, following the demise of centrally appointed Inspectors and increasing competition 
for government grants the post of Organising Master was revived and revised. They were 
employed again to organise and remodel schools, yet also to offer advice and 
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encouragement to masters. By 1842 the Society had five Organising Masters, one was 
engaged in organising factory school at Bradford, a second was carrying out a similar 
duty at Birmingham, while the remainder were used by the Boston, Hertford, Buckingham 
and Leicester Boards. [278] As there were never more than five Organising Masters 
employed at any one time they were given vast geographical areas to visit. These later 
Organising Masters' duties were varied as they organised Harvest Schools for the 
improvement of teachers, they explained methods and systems of instruction, they offered 
advice and encouragement and assisted local clergy by inspecting schools. The Annual 
Report for 1849 spoke of the advantages of this system. 
In the great majority of parishes the services 
of persons whose eye is able to detect faults of 
arrangement in a schoolroom, who is qualified 
to give an opinion upon books and school materials 
used for the purposes of instruction, and who, from 
his experience can impart many useful practical hints 
to teachers, must be of the highest importance. [279] 
The appointment of these individuals was a significant land mark in the history of 
school inspection. The Organising Masters were the first teachers to be employed to 
carry out tours of inspection, they had genuine experience in elementary schools and 
were perhaps far better qualified for the task than Diocesan Inspectors, BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors and HMIs. They understood the difficulties teachers faced, they 
were aware of the social backgrounds of the pupils and they were familiar with the 
methods of instruction used within elementary schools. This gave them a tremendous 
advantage over university graduates with little or no experience of education for the poor. 
Their appointment was also significant as it heralded the use of assistant Inspectors 
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providing a cheaper form of inspection, as they were often required to fill the gaps left by 
the Diocesan Inspector, a practice used long before the government adopted a similar 
scheme. It was also significant that the most active time for Organising, Masters was in the 
late 1840s, a period when the National Society no longer had centrally appointed 
Inspectors in its employ; therefore the Organising Masters were the only links between 
schools and managers and the Committee in London. This was an important point as it 
indicated that the Society still considered these links necessary and required officials to 
carry out the task. 
The Men who became Organising Masters 
The post of Diocesan Inspector had been confined to clergymen however, this 
was not the case with Organising, Masters, as the National Society used laymen to fill the 
posts. Although there were very early experiments at organising schools the first official 
Organising_Master was not appointed until 1840, Mr W. Ross shortly followed by Mr J. 
Collingwood. Following these two appointments a sub-committee was formed to co- 
ordinate their work and make recommendations for future appointments. In 1844 Mr F. 
Tearle and Mr Hamilton were appointed, in 1846 Mr Harris and Mr Moore, and in 1847 
Mr Ingram and Mr Winter. These men were from very different social backgrounds than 
the Diocesan and centrally appointed Inspectors. Few were university graduates, none 
were clergymen and most were former masters. Despite this the Organising Masters 
received generous salaries which started at £120 per annum and rose to £150. [280] The 
position held much prestige as the salary alone was more than any average schoolmaster 
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could expect to receive and this was also one of the few ways an elementary school 
teacher could achieve promotion in education circles. The reports made by these 
individuals carried a lot of weight and, considering the Organising Masters had not 
received a university education, their reports reflect that many were well read in a range of 
subjects. The Society's advertisements for Orgzanisin&Masters required men who were 
preferably unmarried between the ages of 21 and 35 due to the vast amount of travelling 
involved. L28 11 The successful applicant would have to pass an examination on holy 
scripture, liturgy and secular subjects taught in schools. [282] Then the Organising Master 
would undergo a probation period at Westminster Training School. Most Organising 
Masters were on a short fixed term contract and most only served for a couple of months 
before moving onto other posts. 
The usefulness of this system soon became evident not only from the number of 
applications from schools wishing to receive the services of an Organising Master, but 
also from the very satisfactory accounts liven by establishments that had benefited 
from the work of such officials. For example, the Secretary of the Salop Archdeacon 
Board, the Rev. C. P. Peters wrote: 'From what I have seen and heard, I feel assured that 
the system of organisation will effect more for the real improvement of National 
schools-than any other plan yet devised'. [2831 He then went on to comment on the visit 
of the Organising Master sent to Salop, he reported: 
The Master whom you sent into this county has succeeded, 
so far as I can learn, in convincing even our schoolmasters 
that he is their real friend. So well satisfied here the managers 
of schools have been with his visits, that they have all requested 
him after a month or two, to return for a day, and see that the 
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improvements he has effected have been followed up by the 
ordinary master. [284] 
In this extract the Organising Master was viewed as a'real friend', and even invited back 
the following month to assess what improvements had been made. This was not an 
isolated example, as a report from the Leicester Board announced that the'improved state 
and efficiency of schools subjected to the organising system under a master recommended 
by the National Society, have in all cases equalled, and in some exceeded, the most 
sanguine expectations of their Governors'. [285] Such was the praise for this system that 
the Committee published a number of favourable testimonials from clergymen in the 1842 
Annul Report. These documents gave detailed accounts of the work of Organising 
Masters and the benefits which could be gained from this system. For example one 
clergyman wrote: 
I can hardly express too strongly the value which I set 
on the visiting master's services. I would not have 
believed, if I had not experienced it, the change which he 
effected in my school. He gave quite a new life to it, by 
improvin& and extending the system of instruction, and by 
teaching both the master and myself the art of communicating 
knowledge, my own personal teaching instead of being rather 
a heavy task, as it was before, is now a great delight, from 
the pleasure which the children take in their lessons.. . They 
evidently were much pleased with him, and soon found that 
he was their friend as well as temporary teacher. [286] 
Clearly in this case the Organising Master was viewed as a friend. Indeed this was an 
intended aspect of his work as he was appointed to offer advice and encouragement and 
act as a friend to the master. This function could perhaps explain the choice of candidate 
for the post. The Organisin& Masters were selected from members of the teachin& 
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profession and therefore understood better than anyone the difficulties teachers faced, 
together with the fact that they were of the same social standing. A similar letter was 
received by the General Committee from the Church of England Free School for Girls, 
Fisher Street, Swansea in June 1848 and was written following a visit from Frederick 
Tearle. It expressed the deep gratitude of all those connected with the school and the 
important 'advantage' the establishment had derived from the visit. The letter commented 
oaTea,, r1e: 
... 
by the National Society employing such officers 
as Mr Tearle, who seems to be so permanently calculated, 
by his great talent and happy mode of imparting 
instruction, combined with his unobtrusive piety, to 
effect so much substantial good in the important work in 
which he is engaged. [287] 
This letter again illustrates the value attached to the work of the Society's Organising 
Masters. Much was achieved by these first officials working in the 1840s in improving 
standards and methods of instruction. Like the early BFSS Agents/Inspectors these 
Organising Masters working along side the Diocesan Inspectors were able to encourage 
uniformity in the Society's schools, encourage teachers and help to establish important 
links between local schools and managers with the National Society Committee in 
London. 
A number of the first Organising Master's reports were also published in the 
National Society's Diocesan Reports and Monthly Paper. These important sources 
provided accounts of the duties and roles of these officials as well as insights into 
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educational standards at this time. The following section considers the work and reports 
made by three of the better known Organising Masters, Tearle, Flint and Ingram. 
The Work of Tearle, Flint and Ingram 
Frederick Tearle operated in Birmingham, Devonshire and Wales. From examining 
his reports much can be learnt about the state of elementary education in these particular 
regions as well as insights into social and economic conditions. Many of the themes 
contained within his correspondence are similar to those found in Diocesan Inspectors', 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors' and HMIs' reports. [288] For example, levels of attendance were 
a topic frequently commented on. In 1846 Tearle travelled to Monmouthshire; during the 
four months spent in this area he visited and organised 23 schools. There were 2396 
names on the books of these establishments, yet the average daily attendance was 
onlyl720. [289] Various reasons could account for this absenteeism, yet Tearle 
highlighted attitudes of parents towards education and employment pressures. His findings 
and conclusions were very similar to those of Diocesan Inspectors and BFSS 
Agents/Inspectors at this time. [290] Children were sent out to work at a very early age in 
urban areas to work in factories or down pits, while in rural districts they were made to 
undertake seasonal work. Tearle commented on this subject again in 1848 from the 
Diocese of Llandaff. 
... I think, partly by the occasional occupation which boys, both in the agricultural and mining districts, are enabled to 
obtain, partly by the employment of the girls in fetching 
water and partly, perhaps chiefly, from the great indifference 
of the parents to education. [291] 
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This part of Tearle's report is particularly significant as it indicated evolving attitudes 
towards education at this time. For he went on to explain that the apathy of the parents 
did not arise so much from the wilful neglect and carelessness, but rather from their utter 
'inability to appreciate the value of good education'. [292] It was likely that they had 
never felt the loss of education or experienced the pleasures and advantages of having an 
education themselves, therefore they did not know how to estimate it for their children. 
The capability of the teacher was another major theme found within Tearle's 
reports. This also featured frequently in BFSS Agents/ Inspectors' reports. For 
example, Agents such as Althans, Dobney, Duval and Watson saw the examination of 
teachers as an intregal part of their duties, and commented at length on this subject within 
their reports. Diocesan Inspectors and HM1s viewed this area with equal importance. [293] 
The capability of the teacher affected the whole school and often the success of the 
establishment depended on it. Encouragingly in many instances Tearle commented on the 
high standard of the teacher. For example, reporting from the Pennparke school he noted 
that the master appeared to be 'conscientious', 'industrious' and a 'good 
disciplinarian'. [294] He reported from the National School near Narberth in 1848: 
The Master deserves great praise; with few early 
advantages and no training, he has by dint of 
perseverance, under the able guidance of Mr Brown, 
raised the character of his own acquirements, and the 
intellectual tone of the school. Instead of looking upon 
his work as a toilsome, thankless task, he, as well as the 
boys, appeared to delight in learnin& [295] 
Like other school Inspectors and visitors Tearle found that teachers often had many 
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difficult situations to contend with: badly behaved pupils, poor facilities, and lack of 
financial resources. Tearle's report from the National School at Haverfordwest in 1848 
highlighted many of these issues. Although the master at this school was a man of great 
talent he had much to contend with. Tearle reported: 
The room is far from being, a good one; he has no 
assistance in the way of efficient monitors; the 
supply of books and materials is very inadequate, and 
the children are remarkably rude and untractable. [296] 
The most important part of Tearle's work was to offer advice and 
encouragement to teachers. His report from the National School at Rhuddlan in 1848 
provided the master with a number of suggestions and advice as to the improvement of 
discipline in his school. Firstly Tearle believed it was essential that a teacher should never 
threaten what he/she could not, or did not intend to put into practice. Secondly he 
believed that regular and punctual attendance should be insisted upon, and that the master 
should always ascertain the reason of absence, and if it was not satisfactorily accounted 
for, 'admonish' for the first offence, suspend for the second and dismiss for the 
third. Thirdly, he was always to strive to be consistent, always to be firm and punishments 
must be few, but certain. Fourthly he believed that the teachers' authority and influence 
should be felt in every part of the room. [2971He added: 
This is only to be accomplished by unflinching firmness. 
Your lanpuage should be, "What I commanded you to 
do, I expect will be done, or you take the consequences 
of disobedience. " [2981 
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Like many of the other Organising Masters Tearle pointed out deficiencies and 
made helpful suggestions for the improvement of standards. The National Society 
sub-committee appointed to co-ordinate the work of Or&anising Masters was always 
quick to point this out. Following Tearle's visit to Monmouthshire in 1846 it reported : 
It was not, however, Mr Tearle's object simply to 
point out deficiencies but rather to suggest remedies, 
and it is gratifyin& to learn that in almost every 
instance he found the teachers sensible of their 
responsibility and anxious to profit by every means 
of improvement thrown in their way, and thankful for 
the suggestions and hints which it was his province 
to afford. [299] 
Tearle normally gave a brief summary of the standards found within the area he 
had visited at the beginning of his report. For example, in 1851 he was engaged in 
visiting, and organisin& schools in North Wales. His labours commenced at Aber&ele on 
July 7 and terminated at Flint on October 18. During this time he visited 26 schools of 
which eight were for boys, eight for girls, two for infants and eight mixed. [300] Tearle 
considered five of them to be doing well, fourteen progressing fairly and the other seven 
to be 'more or less inefficient. [30111t is important to note that in this report Teazle 
explained in detail the areas which made some of the schools inefficient and issues that 
needed attention. One of the main points he listed was the'want of simplicity of ideas and 
language on the part of the teachers. [302] He stated: 
They shoot over the children's heads in both respects. 
The great art of teaching I conceive to be, to lower the 
train of thought to the level of a child's capacity, and then 
to clothe the ideas in simple, suitable words. Simple ideas 
expressed in difficult terms, or exalted ideas in simple 
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terms, will both alike fail with the children, especially with 
Welsh children, whose knowledge of the English language is 
limited. It is the happy though rare combination of these 
powers that constitutes the chief excellence of a good 
teacher; and it is because we so seldom meet with this 
combination, that what is so often said of the poet is to be 
a certain extent true of the schoolmaster, nascitur nonfIt. [303] 
He continued: 
The result of this want of simplicity is, that the lower classes 
are neglected. They cannot comprehend what the teacher is 
saying2 and he (or she) cannot understand why they do 
not make progress. Hence instruction in the lower classes 
is irksome to both teacher and learner; and the result is, that 
the first class gets more than a fair share of the master or 
mistress's personal superintendence. This is a great mistake, 
and militates against the very object which the teacher has 
in view. [304] 
Tearle had commented in detail of the methods used and the deficiencies with them. This 
is an interesting example, as Tearle criticised the teacher for speaking at a level which 
many of the pupils could not understand, this coupled with the problem that many of the 
Welsh children had a limited knowledge of the English lan&uage. He suggested that the 
teachers needed to simplify their ideas and language. This report is also significant as 
Tearle emphasised the neglect of the lower classes, a point continually stressed by 
Voluntary Society Inspectors as well as later I Ms, and finally recognised by the 
Newcastle Commission. L3051Clearly Tearle was aware of national educational problems 
and issues. 
Like the National Society's Diocesan Inspectors, Tearle was expected to make sure 
that the learning and teaching of the Scriptures and the Catechism were being carried out 
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in the correct way. Two particular examples of this work stand out and are worth citing; 
both display very high standards and show the detail which Tearle went into with the 
examination of this subject. The first example is taken from a report from the National 
School at Narberth south Wales in 1847. He commented: 
Their knowledge of Holy Scriptures and the Catechism 
is characterised by clearness, intelligence, and 
thoughtfulness. When I asked for the difference between 
faith and faithfulness, as illustrated by examples from the 
Bible, they readily gave me Noah, Abraham, the Centurion, 
the women in the crowd, and the Canaanitish women, as 
instances of the former; and Joseph, Shadrach, Meshach, 
and Abednego, John the Baptist, and the servants in the 
parable of the talents, as examples of the latter. In answer 
to the question, "Can you shew from Scripture that a 
retributive justice often follows the commission of crime 
even in this world? " they referred to the case of David, 
Adonibezek, Nebuchadnezzar,, Herod, and, with a little 
assistance, to that of Agog. One little fellow, who seemed 
somewhat dull in other subjects, gave me a most accurate 
account of the death of Ahaziah, King of Israel. [306] 
Tearle nave extensive detail of the standards at this particular establishment, indicating the 
importance placed on the teaching and learning of the Holy Scriptures. This report also 
illustrated the harmonious relationship. between Dissenters and members of the Church of 
England within this part of south Wales. At this particular establishment Sunday 
attendance was enforced, and Tearle indicated that this surprisingly caused no difficulty 
with the Dissenters, whose children formed a considerable number of the pupils. He added 
that they also did not object to the Catechism being taught, which Tearle believed served 
to 'show how weak and insignificant, in many cases, are their objections to these 
reggulations. ' [3071However, it should be noted that the National School was the only 
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establishment in the area, and it was not uncommon for denominational issues not to 
concern parents, a point which Dr Hook had highlighted in his famous letter to Gladstone. 
The other example came from the National school at Aberayron, where Tearle was 
particularly impressed by two girls who were able to repeat the whole of the 59th chapter 
of Isaiah, and several others the whole of the 12th chapter of Ecclesiastes without a single 
mistake. Tearle added that he had happened to suggest on the Friday that the 40th chapter 
of Isaiah was a very suitable portion and by the Tuesday the same two girls repeated this 
chapter without the slightest inaccuracy. [308] These two examples were selected as they 
indicate the very high attainments within this subject and the very great detail Tearle went 
into when making his reports. This differed greatly from the BFSS Agents/Inspectors' 
reports which did not contain such detail. The examination of the Holy Scriptures can 
again be used as an example, as the most detailed report on this subject can be found in 
the correspondence of Agent John Watson, who served the Society in Yorkshire and the 
North West between 1841-1845. He reported from the British school in Carlisle: 
The children are in a shocking state, they are a set of 
dirty, rough headed little heathens. They could not tell 
me who the mother of Jesus Christ was, and when I 
pressed for an answer one of them said Mary 
Magdalaine. [309] 
Both of these former examples show the importance placed on the Scriptures in the 
National Society's schools' curriculum. 
As has been indicated, Tearle's reports are notable for the great detail and 
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description given. For example, in some of his letters he went as far as to outline the actual 
questions he asked during an examination. The following set of questions were used in the 
examination of arithmetic at the National school at Llanybyther in 1848: 
A little girl carried 3 dozen eggs to market; she broke 2, 
sold 17 and gave 3 away; how many were left? She 
sold them at a halfpenny each; how much money did she 
receive? She then bought cotton for three halfpence; needles 
for twopence; and pins for five farthings; what sum did 
she spend? What change was left out of 8 1/2d.? How 
many farthings in it? Divide it by S. Divide by 3. What is 
the half of 15? What is the double of 15? &c. [310] 
Such detail of examinations was seldom found in the reports and journals of BFSS 
officials. A major reason for this was that much of their time was occupied raising local 
support and subscriptions for the Society, leaving them not as much time as their National 
Society counterparts for the examination of schools. However, BFSS Agents did include 
in many of their reports information concerning social and economic conditions in the 
areas in which they operated. Tearle also had a reputation for including much background 
information concerning the local areas. His report on the development of elementary 
education in Borth, mid Wales in 1849 can be used as an example. Borth is situated six 
miles from Aberystwyth on the sea coast and four miles from the mouth of the river 
Dovey. Tearle described the inhabitants as'miserably poor', yet'fully alive to the 
importance of education'. [311] The first class at the school consisted of 42 scholars, of 
which a large proportion had been employed at sea. Tearle commented that many of these 
individuals had seized the opportunity while on land to attend the National school while 
their vessels discharged and took on fresh cargo. Tearle reported: 
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These young men of from 18 to 20 years of age, I found 
ranged alongside of ordinary school children; the former 
mixing in the class, and takin&places with as much zest 
as the latter; each party correcting and being corrected 
in turn by the other. The system seemed to work 
harmoniously and well in this case; but I fancy under a 
master who is such a disciplinarian as the present man, 
it could not otherwise. [312] 
This is a very illuminatin&report and again it pave some indication about the 
circumstances and conditions in the area and provided a picture of the rather unusual 
arrangements within the school. 
Tearle was an important Organising Master for the National Society. His reports 
and suggestions were often very detailed and helped much in improving standards in 
education in National schools, as well as providing_insights into social and economic 
conditions. His reports indicated that in most instances schools and teachers welcomed his 
visits and were often anxious to receive his advice and suggestions. Tearle relinquished his 
post in 1850 and took up the position of assistant tutor of Trinity College Cambridge. He 
continued with a career in education, later becomin&master of the Kettering_ Grammar 
school. [313] 
J. Flint operated in the late 1840s early 1850s mainly in the Diocese of Worcester 
and on the island of Guernsey. From examining a number of Flint's printed reports it is 
evident that he reported on very similar subjects as Tearle and the other Organising 
Masters. For example, he included information on standards, methods, subjects of 
instruction, attendance and the capabilities of teachers. Reportin& from Worcester in 
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August 1853, he directed his attention to the following points: the arrangement of benches 
and desks, the construction of time tables, the 'due proportion between religious and 
secular instruction, the supply of suitable books and apparatus, the pupils home tasks, the 
methods of instruction in divinity, reading, grammar, arithmetic, geography, &c, the 
judicious use of the monitorial system, the selection of books for the teachers' use; and 
lastly school management generally. [314] The faults he pointed out were very similar to 
those highlighted by Tearle. Firstly, he found an absence of method; in the majority of 
schools there appeared to be 'no rules for the posture of the children, the changes of 
lessons, the putting away and distributing of books and apparatus, the assembling and 
dismissal of the scholars, the degree of silence to be maintained by them at stated times, 
and the manner of moving the classes from place to place in the schoolroom'. [315] 
Secondly, he saw neglect on the part of the teacher to prepare and consult'notes of the 
lessons' on the most important parts of the subjects they were required to teach. Thirdly, 
there was the need for more attention to the junior classes. It is worth emphasising again 
that Flint, like many of the other Voluntary Societies Inspectors and visitors, had 
recognised this problem long before any action was taken by the Committee of Council to 
rectify it. Fourthly, he discovered neglect in prescription of home tasks for the pupils, 
fifthly, also neglect in explaining the language employed in the reading lessons and finally 
an insufficient supply of books and apparatus. [316] 
Flint had a reputation of being very critical. This was particularly evident in his 
assessment of standards of teachers. The following report, made after visiting schools in 
Edstaston, Shropshire in 1853, can be used as Flint's general observations on the subject. 
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Teachers may be thus divided: 1. those who endeavour to 
teach without the aid of monitors; 2. those who adopt "the 
monitorial system" with all its old objectionable features; and 
3. those who employ it with certain limits and modifications... 
Accordin&to the first, children differing_widely in ability and 
attainments are classed together for instruction in large divisions. 
To a bystander such a method may appear very successful, but 
if that person be at all acquainted with the details of school 
management, he will perceive that most of the instruction 
which is given according to this plan is either beyond the 
comprehension of a large portion of the class or below that 
of the remaining portion; moreover as the teacher derives no 
assistance from monitors, much of the children's time is occupied 
in writing, as a convenient way in "killing time", and "keeping 
them quiet", until it is their turn to come under the Master's or 
Mistress's instruction. On turning to the second plan greater 
evils present themselves. The school is divided into an 
unnecessary number of classes; the whole of the instruction 
is given by monitors; if the master ever teaches, the first class 
alone has the benefit of his lessons, but in the greater number 
of instances he merely walks among his classes, "monarch of 
all he surveys: " there is no contact between his mind and the 
minds of his pupils; the duties which he himself should perform 
he delegates to others, and the whole system bears upon the 
face of it one great characteristic, -a total absence of 
sympathy between the teacher and the taught. -Much that has been said against the monitorial system should have been 
directed against its abuse. The objections of parents to it have 
been both many in number and weighty in character, but what 
more natural, and just , since their children have lost their instruction and been made to do the teacher's work? L317] 
In this report Flint assessed the work of teachers in schools which he has visited in relation 
to the monitorial system. He divided teachers generally into three categories: those who 
taught without the aid of monitors, those who adopted the monitorial system and those 
who employed certain parts of the system. In discussin&the first scenario Flint was very 
harsh stating that, although this may have looked impressive to a bystander, anyone who 
knew anythin& about school management would be able to see that the instruction which 
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was liven was either below or above the understanding of a large proportion of the class. 
Flint went on to harshly criticise those teachers who did use the monitorial system, in 
particular the actions of the monitors, statin&that he walked about his class, 'monarch of 
all he surveys'. Flint assessed and commented on the effectiveness of the monitorial 
system, analysin&its advantages and draw backs. This report was made at a time (1852) 
when the monitorial system had been condemned in most educational circles and 
educational improvements had been made to correct its defects, the most notable being the 
introduction of the Pupil Teacher scheme in 1846. This document can also be used to 
compare and contrast National Society inspection reports with those of the BFSS. This 
topic was covered by both sets of officials in their reports, the BFSS Agents/Inspectors' 
reports were of a very different style as they were not so lon&and certainly did not contain 
such detailed analysis as this example. 
Like other OrganisingMasters, Flint saw a major part of his work as the advice 
and encouragement to be given to assist with the efficiency of the running of National 
schools. He continually stressed the followingzpoints: the amount of clerical 
influence brought to bear upon education, the method of instruction pursued by the 
teacher, the supply of books and apparatus, the regularity of the children's attendance and 
the arrangement of the school-room. Flint frequently drew teachers' attention to the most 
common faults observed in the various places which he had visited. Interesting 
comparisons can be made here with the BFSS Travelling Agents/Inspectors, as it was 
common practice for them to list faults in schools and use them as examples in other 
establishments visited. Evidently both Societies recognised the benefits such action could 
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have in aiding masters, improving standards and encouraging uniformity. Figure 3 
provides a selection of the main faults in school management as Flint saw it. Flint observed 
that these faults occurred daily, therefore much vigilance was required on the part of the 
teacher. He believed that the removal of only one of these was a step in the right direction. 
It is interesting to note that many of the faults were concerned with religious instruction, 
emphasising again the great importance placed on this part of education within National 
schools. 
It has already been noted that one of the main problems in schools was poor 
attendance of children. Flint reported to the Rev. J. G. Lonsdale, Secretary of the National 
Society from St Pierre- Port, Guernsey, that in 1853 there were 1204 pupils of both sexes 
on the books of the parish schools, yet the level of absentees amounted to 20%. [318] 
Flint estimated that only 11% of the population of the island were receiving the 
'advantages of daily instruction'. [319] Flint highlighted similar causes as other Organising 
Masters for poor attendance, attitudes of parents and employment pressures. 
Flint viewed his work in Guernsey to be very important, believing that he was 
playin&a critical part in spreadin&the National Society's system of scriptural education 
throughout the British Isles. The following extract taken from one of his letters, written 
after returning from Guernsey, highligZhted this point. 
I attended a meeting of the Board of education, to which 
I presented a preliminary statement of the course which I 
proposed to follow. It was to make a circuit through the 
schools, spending_a week or ten days at each, that I might 
become thoroughly acquainted with the circumstances affecting 
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Figure 3 
Faults in School Management as Listed by Flint 
1. A hard, snappish, and an irreverent manner of teaching Scripture. 
2. The Church Catechism learnt without a word of explanation. 
3. The practice of allowing children to take places during the time of religious 
instruction. 
4. The practice of entrusting monitors with the religious instruction of classes. 
5. The use of the Holy Scriptures as a common reading book. 
6. Limiting the religious instruction of the school to the mere historical portions of 
holy Scripture, the great practical duties of religion being thus lost sight of, also 
texts of Scripture teaching_these nor given to the children to be committed to 
memory. 
7. The absence of rules for maintaining discipline. 
8. Too great an exercise of the memory, to the neglect of that of the understanding, 
and the contrary. 
9. An undue amount of time devoted to Arithmetic, to the neglect of sufficient 
instruction in the meanings of words. 
10. Time-tables badly arranged and registers badly kept. 
12. A want of solemnity in conducting the Prayers of the school. 
14. Children not asked to learn lessons at home in the evenings. 
16. Monitors made to teach for too long a period, and not allowed extra tuition to 
keep them in advance of the other scholars. 
18. The black board not used so much as it might be. 
22. Punishment often threatened but seldom given, so that the teachers words pass for 
nothing, or given for trifling offences and with held for grave ones. 
Source: National Society's Monthly Paper, No. LXVI, May 1852, p. 143. 
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them and the deficiencies to be supplied, and also make such 
suggestions as might lend to their improvement. At the conclusion 
of this circuit I desired to ensure the permanent well working 
of each school. At the same time I expressed my willingness to 
appropriate some portion of the time to the instruction of the 
masters, with especial reference to the art of teaching. [320] 
It was from Guernsey that Flint wrote his farewell address in December 1855. This was 
an informative document, as although he was writing to the several teachers whose 
schools he had organised on the island, it contained very practical suggestions which 
could be used in other localities. It should be noted that Flint wrote in the knowledge that 
this was likely to be the last opportunity he would have of addressing them all 
collectively: 'I venture to make here a few parting remarks on the work in which 
we are all engaged'. [321] The first subject he addressed was religious teaching, a topic 
regularly commented on by Organising Masters of the National Society. He made two 
points, 'The necessity of adapting religious instruction to the future requirements of our 
pupils' and secondly about the great importance of a reverent, quiet, and deliberate manner 
in a teacher at all times, but especially in the school. [322] The next matter he commented 
on was the necessity of attending to reading, as the subject next in importance to religious 
teaching. Flint stated: 
Unless our pupils read with fluency, intelligence, and 
expression, they cannot enjoy books, neither can they 
carry on in after life the educational process begun in 
the school. By reading each sentence ourselves aloud 
out of a secular book, then letting one of the pupils read 
it in his turn, and afterwards the whole class, in a 
subdued voice, 
- 
we may, I think, do much to improve the 
bad style of reading which is now so common in our 
elementary schools. L3 23 ] 
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He gave helpful advice on how to improve standards of reading taken from his own 
experience when visiting schools. The third matter commented on was the'classification' 
of pupils in schools, which was frequently made according to size and age. He gave the 
following suggestions as to the best method of classification: 
1. Those who learn the alphabet; 2. Those who read 
monosyllables; 3. Those who read monosyllables mixed 
with a few more difficult words; and 4. The best readers. 
The first and second classes may be re-classified for 
arithmetic; but in order that this may be done, the arithmetical 
lessons should come at the same time. [324] 
The fourth point concerned time tables, which Flint believed should be drawn up 
according to certain principles. He stated: We must place the religious instruction, 
reading, and arithmetic so that we may take it ourselves as much as possible'. [325] He 
clearly emphasised the importance that was placed on the three main areas of instruction, 
religious teaching, reading and arithmetic. The fifth point referred to the 'respectful 
behaviour' of the children. Flint believed that the children should be made to bow or 
curtsey to the master on enteringthe school room and to stand whenever a visitor entered 
the school room. He stated, 'We must form habits, if they do not come naturally'. [326] 
This farewell address was very informative as a summary of all the observations 
made during his time as Organising Master for the National Society. His reports were full 
of detailed accounts of standards in education within National Schools and of suggestions 
on how to improve methods, teachers and pupils. Another issue which was unsurprisingly 
particularly prominent was the emphasis placed on religious instruction, one which rears 
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up in all of the National Society's Organising Masters' correspondence. Flint's work in 
Guernsey did much to spread the National Society's message and system of education, 
organising and advising many institutions on the island. Like Tearle, Flint continued with a 
career in education, as in December 1855 he took on the post of Assistant Inspector of 
Schools in the Diocese of Lichfield. 
Ingram was employed as Organising Master in north Wales in the late 1840s. His 
reports were very similar in format and content to those of the other Organising Masters 
employed by the Society at this time. However, his reports indicated that he was 
particularly interested in conditions and standards of teachers. Ingram was fully aware of 
the fact that much rested on the capabilities and quality of such individuals. Many of his 
reports gave damning accounts of incompetent teachers. For example, he commented on 
one school he visited in 1849: (the name and location are not given) 
The master appears devoid of energy, and is backward 
in giving any oral instruction. As he is said to be a good 
musician, I think that something more might be 
accomplished in the way of teaching the children to sing. 
It is superfluous to state that he has not been trained, 
though I believe that the inefficient state of his school is 
not the result, so much of any mental or physical incapacity, 
as of him never having encouraged opportunities for self 
improvement. [327] 
This report reflected the importance of havin& a well trained master. It should be noted 
that the need for more correctly trained teachers was a common theme at this time and 
shortage obviously had an effect on overall standards. Ingram did concede on a number of 
occasions that the school teachers profession was a laborious one, yet he did firmly 
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believe that once one had entered upon it he should not shirk from the 'toil', and unless 
he could bend himself to this work and take some pleasure and interest in it, and not as a 
'necessary drud&ery', then he'had better seek some more congenial employment'. [328] 
Like Tearle and Flint, another significant feature of Ingram's reports was the 
general information liven concerning the localities he visited. For example, his report on 
the Rhosllanerchrogog National school illustrates this point. This establishment was in 
the parish of Ruaton. The area derived its importance at this time (late 1840s) from the 
extensive coal mines which were situated near the Chester and Shrewsbury Railway. 
Ingram reported the area had a dense population, amounting to several thousands of 
persons of the'lowest social condition and moral character. ' [329] The children of the 
district were evidently taken to the pits and engaged in other related employments at a 
very early age, as out of the 70 present at the school, 48 were below the age of 8. [330] 
The normal pattern of attendance in such circumstances was that children would enter 
schools at the age of 5-6, stay for a couple of years at the most, and then be removed to 
employment by their parents. Ingram commented that in this circumstances it was 
common that the children would learn very little while at school and that without the 
knowledge of the simplest formulae or prayers, it was not surprising that there was so 
much ignorance in society. He saw this area as a very important locality, i. e. an 
industrial centre of North Wales, which he believed was in desperate need of a system of 
education run on National lines. 
The reports and findings of the Organisin&Masters were important as they 
provided the Society with another source of information as to practices and standards in 
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National schools. Like Diocesan Inspectors' reports they also covered a wide range of 
issues which showed that the Organising Masters concerned themselves with many 
different aspects of elementary education. 
Harvest Meetings 
As well as visitin& and or&anisingý schools, Organising Masters had another 
important duty, holding meetings for teachers. The first gathering of this kind was held by 
the Leicester Board in 1842. These meetings were usually arranged in the Autumn and 
referred to as Harvest Meetings. They were opportunities for the Organising Masters to 
meet with a number of teachers from a particular area, discuss problems and give 
suggestions and guidance on ways to improve instruction within their schools as well as 
introducingnew educational practices. The following Sives some indication as to how the 
Harvest Meetings were arranged. 
8-8.30 - Breakfast 
9-9.30 - Prayers and Chanting 
9.30-10 - Holy Scripture 
10-11 - Grammar and Etymology 
11-12 - Arithmetic 
12-12.30 - English History 
L-2. - Dinner 
2-3 - Geography 
3-3.30 - Mutual questionin&on specified subjects 
3.30-4 - Catechism and Liturgy (alternately) 
4--S - Service at the- Cathedral 
5-5.30 - Tea 
5.30-7 - Relaxation 
7-8 - Conversation on School management 
8-9 - Music 
9-9.30 - Prayers and Singing. [3311 
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This illustrated how time was spent at_the; meetings and theareas-which were covered 
in providing assistance to the attendees. Time was devoted to most of the areas that were 
taught in the classroom, i. e. grammar, arithmetic, history, geography and music, yet 
evidently the largest amount of time was spent considering religious matters. For example 
9-9.30 Prayers and Chanting, 9.30-10 Holy Scripture, 3.30-4 Catechism and Liturgy, 4-5 
Service at the Cathedral and 9-9.30 Prayers and Singing. Clearly religious education was 
still a central theme for schools of the National Society. Further evidence of this can be 
found in Flint's report from the Harvest Meeting at Lichfield in 1851. He reported that, 
under the category of'Holy Scripture', attention was confined to particular subjects rather 
than to chapters of the 'sacred narrative', for example, the order, contents and peculiarities 
of the books of the Bible, the lives of the Patriarchs; the journeys of the Israelites from 
Egypt to Cannon, the prophecies relating to the Messiah, with their fulfilment; the 
threefold character of the Messiah as Prophet, Priest and King; the connection between 
the Old and New Testament and the apostolic journeys of St Paul. [332] Flint reported 
that in looking at the Church Catechism, `We considered its divisions; the nature of the 
baptismal privileges and duties; the Apostles creed and the Lord's Prayer'. [333] Flint's 
comments on other subjects that were covered, again reflected the importance of religious 
instruction. This section on geography highlights the point. 
Of this subject most knew very little. We confined our 
attention chiefly to the maps of the world, Palestine, and 
England. I endeavoured to shew the best way of making 
geography interesting to children, and what portions of it 
deserve the greatest attention. I am afraid that in too many 
instances lessons on this subject become mere repetitions 
of names of places ... 
I have recommended a careful study 
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of the geography of Palestine, in order that the teachers' 
lessons on Holy Scripture may be better understood, and 
have proposed that of our own country as the next most 
important. [334] 
It is evident here that the scriptures were used in the teaching of geography as was the 
case with history, again indicating the central feature of the scriptures in the curriculum of 
National Society's schools. These findin&s were very similar to those of Diocesan 
Inspectors. [335] 
It was the responsibility of the Organising Master in charge of the meeting to find 
out as much as possible about the teachers in attendance, as it should be remembered the 
Organising Masters were the only links between local schools and the National Society 
Committee in London, so as much information as possible needed to be ascertained. Flint 
was the official responsible for the meeting, held at Lichfield in September 1851. He 
reported that there were eleven mistresses in attendance, eight from Staffordshire and six 
from Shropshire, and a master from each of these counties also attended the classes. [336] 
He wrote: 
I found that of 16 schools, 4 were for girls alone, I for 
boys, 1 for infants, and that 10 were mixed; that only in two 
schools was any separate instruction given to the monitors; that 
of 500 children in daily attendance, only 66 were in the habit 
of learninglessons at home; that in most of the schools a 
"time-table" was used for regulating the order and duration of 
the lessons, and that in all cases every class in the school came 
under the master's or mistress's personal teaching for at least 
one lesson durin&the day. [337] 
A very important part of these meetings was the time teachers had an opportunity 
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to ask questions and raise points; this was known as the 'Conversational Lessons'. This 
part of the meetings proved to be very popular. It was also a time when the Organising 
Master could raise points and make suggestions. Some of the points which were discussed 
included the best way to promote reverential feelings in children, the advantages of 
attending an occasional interview with each child in the upper classes of a school, the best 
way to promote cleanliness and neatness in children, the most appropriate methods to 
establish and maintain discipline, the advantages which resulted from the connection 
between the teacher and the parents of the taught, the judicious use of secular reading 
books, the best way to teach grammar and the distinctive features of good and bad 
questioning. [338] This was a very important part of the Organising Masters work. 
The Contribution of Organising_ Masters 
The Organising Masters of the National Society played a very important role 
from their first visitations in 1811 until the late 1840s early 1850s. They aided the 
establishment and organisation of National schools as well as acting as crucial links 
between the Committee in London and local schools, managers and teachers. The work 
carried out by these individuals was valued by very many different groups of people. For 
example, following the visit of Lomax in the Diocese of Hereford in 1851, a number of 
school managers gave their considered opinions of the value of this work. Mr Pulling 
stated: 
I consider that the visit of Mr Lomax has been of great 
service to our parochial education, indirectly as well as 
directly in the schools, by the interest he has succeeded 
in arousing amongst my parishioners on the subject. [3391 
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Mr Parsons reported: 
I have great pleasure in giving my testimony to his zeal and 
efficiency. It would of course be idle to expect a village 
school to be reduced into order in the course of one fortnight, 
but, I think Mr Lomax has done all that could be expected 
of him - at present I can but speak most highly of this gentleman's 
patience and still, and I would venture to suggest the advantage 
of a second visit in the course of a few months. [340] 
Mr Phillott said: 
I am of the opinion that he has been of great use to us, 
both as setting our course of instruction on a better footing, 
and in pointing out many defects. I hope that at a future 
time he may be enabled to revisit us. [341] 
National Society Diocesan Inspectors also saw the advantages these men could bring. For 
example, the Rev. Barber, the Inspector for Stafford had commented in 1846: 
I indeed feel it due to the Organisin&Master to state that 
whilst they have been the means of introducing 
improvements into the schools, they have, at the 
same time, been most successful in conciliating the 
good will of both clergy and teachers. [342] 
In many cases Diocesan Inspectors and Organising Masters worked along side one 
another; after all the latter were appointed to fill gaps left by the former. 
Recognition of this important work was not just limited to groups within the 
National Society as many HMIs commented on the successes of these individuals. For 
example, HMI the Rev. H. Longueville Jones reported from Wales in 1849 that 
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Organising Masters were 'one of the most judicious methods in which the funds of the 
Society have been hitherto expended'. [343] HMI the Rev. J. P. Norris reported from 
Chester in 1855 that an Organising Master was desperately needed in that area, as he had 
witnessed the advantages of such a system in other areas in which he had worked. [344] 
The Committee of Council was also a supporter of Organising Masters and was greatly 
influenced by this system. Evidence of this can be seen with the appointment of Home as 
Or&anisingMaster for workhouse schools in the 1840s and the later appointment of 
schoolmasters as Inspectors assistants. The decision in 1857 to allow Organising Masters 
who held government Certificates to collect their annual allowance from the certificate 
money even though there were not in permanent teaching posts further highlighted their 
support. 
Despite such positive reports it should be noted that, although Organising_Masters 
reports and testimonials provided much important information, the Masters themselves 
were not of sufficient standin&to fully advise or report to local committees and in many 
areas Diocesan Boards felt the need to appoint their own visitors to operate in addition to 
the Org_anisin&Master. Despite this many Organising Masters did have a significant 
influence on educational practices. For example, Harris was important as he wrote a book 
entitled The Schoolroom: its Arrangements and Organisation. This was based on his 
experience and contained plans for the setting up of classrooms. All of the book was based 
on the traditional Madras style of Bell, as Harris believed that the system had been unfairly 
criticised; he believed that it was not the system at fault but its implementation. 
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The'golden age' for Organising Masters was in the late 1840s early 1850s, at a 
time when the National Society was responding to developments in national education 
initiated by the Committee of Council. For example, following the introduction of the 
Pupil Teacher Minutes in 1846 the need for Organising Masters rose as they were used to 
train and assist groups of teachers for the new certificates. Subsequently, as the number of 
trained teachers rose, the need for Organising Masters declined. It was this together with 
inadequate funding which led to the demise of OrganisingMasters in the late 1850s. The 
Annual Report for 1861 reported that the need for these individuals had declined and the 
last Organising. Master left the Society in 1863. This seems rather paradoxical as many 
since saw the introduction of the Revised Code as a time when the Organising Masters 
would have been most needed to assist and encourage teachers. 
Conclusion 
By examinin&the history of the National Society's school inspectorate between 
c. 1826-1870 it immediately becomes clear that the most active period was the 1840s . and 
1850s. Durin&these years the Society developed a three tier system, with the birth of 
Diocesan Inspectors, the development of a system of Organising Masters and the short 
experiment of appointin&centrally based Inspectors. It is significant that these 
developments took place at this time when the Committee of Council proposed, and 
established, government Inspectors. Indeed the measures taken by the National Society 
during these years to set up their own effective system of inspection must be viewed, 
against this back drop, as evidently this was the major reason behind such activity. 
As the National Society had hoped that given its appointment of centrally based Inspectors 
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and the development of the Diocesan system, the Committee of Council would consider 
the appointment of HMIs unnecessary. However, it did not. [345] 
Although the experiment of appointin& a centrally based Inspector lasted for less 
than ten years it was a significant land mark in the history of school inspection. Field was 
originally appointed as the result of concern by the National Society. over the 
establishment of HMIs, as the Society originally hoped that his appointment would show 
the Committee of Council that such officials were not needed. Although Field and his 
successors only served for a short period, they played a crucial role in inspecting schools, 
spreadin&information and submitting reports to the Society's Committee in London. They 
provided important examples for Diocesan Inspectors to follow in the 1850s and 1860s 
and perhaps most importantly provided the National Society with a general picture of the 
state of education throughout the country. 
The growth and development of Organising Masters can also be viewed against the 
back drop of government activity. Following the introduction of the Pupil Teacher 
Minutes in 1846, the Society saw the need to appoint assistants for their Inspectors, to 
offer advice and examine prospective pupil teachers. Indeed this was an important area of 
the Organising Masters' work as they were to act, effectively as assistant Inspectors, 
visiting and examining schools not reached by Diocesan Inspectors. The Society had 
recognised the advantages of this system long before the Committee of Council adopted a 
similar scheme. The growth and development of Organising Masters was also important as 
it provided one of the few opportunities for the promotion of school teachers. At this 
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time there were few openings in educational circles for members of this social class. The 
only other significant opportunity for advancement had been offered by Kay-Shuttleworth 
in his Pupil Teacher Minutes in 1846. 
The system of Diocesan Inspection adopted by the Society in the late 1830s was 
again a measure taken to discourage the establishment of IMs. This system of inspection 
relied on local incentive and catered for the exact circumstances of a community, therefore 
its most prominent feature was the different methods and practices adopted in each area. 
Diocesan Inspection was considered the most popular method of visitation by many within 
the Society. The Bishop of Hereford stated that it was preferable for his Diocese to 
'arrange for the examination without reference to a central body like the National 
Society'. [346] However, most preferred to conduct their own examinations but to keep in 
communication with the Society so that they. 'may benefit by each others experience. [347] 
During the 1850s and 1860s, following the decline of Organising Masters and centrally 
appointed Inspectors, the Diocesan Boards were very much left to their own devices. The 
only assistance offered to local Boards by the Society was the appointment of a sub- 
committee and the distribution of pamphlets and circulars. 
Overall the National Societys Inspectorate played a very crucial role in the 
development of elementary education during this period. They inspected schools, offered 
advice and helped to encourage uniformity in standards and many other aspects. Like 
their BFSS counterparts, an important aspect of their work was visitingschools which did 
not receive inspections by HMIs. The Society reported in 1852 that only 1/7th of National 
schools had been visited by Ws and that many were in need of advice and 
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encouragement from the Society's Inspectors. [348] Table 19 illustrates this point in 
Canterbury in the 1850s. This important duty was widely recognised. In 1856 HMI Cook 
(formerly the London Diocesan Inspector) reported on the important work undertaken 
by the London Diocesan Inspector, the Rev. J. D. Glennie. 
Mr Glennie's attention has been directed chiefly 
to those schools which are not in the receipt of 
annual grants from your Lordships ... 
By his suggestions 
and active assistance, they (the schools) have been 
generally much improved.. .1 
feel bound to bring 
these facts under public notice, since they prove how much 
advantage may be derived from the co-operation of 
Diocesan Boards with HMIs. [349] 
The Inspectors' reports were also important as they revealed that these individuals were 
not just interested in the inspection of religious instruction, but concerned themselves with 
all aspects of school life. Their reports provided insights into standards within schools and 
gave suggestions for improvements. Two areas pinpointed by the Inspectors were 
especially noteworthy, the advantages of paying and training monitors, and the provision 
of grants for the training of teachers. The National Society acted on their suggestions and 
introduced measures later to be adopted by the Committee of Council. [350] 
The introduction of the 1870 Education Act saw a renewed interest in the subject 
of inspection by the National Society_ This Act abolished the denominational inspectorate 
which had existed for 30 years and ended this requirement of I Ms to inspect religious 
instruction. In response to this legislation the Society s General Committee called a 
meeting in November 1870 to discuss a number of issues relating to Diocesan Inspection. 
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Table 19 
Schools in Canterbury visited by the Diocesan Inspector & the HMI 
Table showing the number of schools visited by Diocesan Inspectors as compared to those 
visited by HMIs in Canterbury. 
Type of Inspector Number of schools visited 
1851 1852 1853 Total 
Diocesan Inspector 162 114 138 414 
Her Majesty's Inspector 14 24 39 77 
Source: Canterbury Diocesan Annual Report 1854. 
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In January 1871 the Committee asked the Archbishops to 'make such arrangements as they 
may feel desirable for the inspection by Church Inspectors of training colleges'. [351] 
Diocesan Boards were also consulted concerning the continuation of locally organised 
inspection. The Society declared that their Diocesan Inspectors would be paid and be used 
to examine religious teaching within its schools. It is evident that by 1870 the Society's 
motive behind its system of inspection had changed, as it was now primarily, if not 
solely, interested in the inspection of religious instruction. Burgess argues that the crisis 
of 1870 proved the best justification of the Church's persistence with its own inspectorate 
plan operated by the Diocesan Boards for the last 30 years. [352] The Church was able 
to meet the new situation arising out of the Education Act with'a machinery for 74 years 
outside the province of Government inspection'. [353] By 1900 the Society employed 60 
Diocesan Inspectors. 
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Chapter 5 
THE INSPECTORATES OF THE SMALLER VOLUNTARY SOCIETIES 
419 
The BFSS and the National Society were not the only Voluntary Societies 
which provided education for the poor between c. 1826-1870. During this period other 
organisations engaged in this work included the Home and Colonial School Society 
(HCSS), the Wesleyan Education Committee, the Catholic Poor School Committee 
(CPSC) and the Congregational Board of Education. Although these Societies were 
much smaller than the BFSS and the National Society and never had as many schools, 
they did recognise the need for visitation and inspection and were quick to adopt 
the most suitable systems. This study would be incomplete without a brief examination 
of the methods adopted. This short Chapter will serve two purposes. Firstly, it will 
show how the BFSS and the National Society influenced other Voluntary Societies' 
systems of inspection and secondly, it will highlight further research possibilities 
leading on from this thesis. 
The HCSS was established in 1836. The object of the Society was the 
improvement and extension of the'infant school system' based on Christian principles, 
at home and abroad. The HCSS's first Annual Report in 1837 stated that its 
Committee's main aims included: '... the improvement of the system of infant education, 
the education of teachers and the erection of one or more model schools'. Ll I The 
Committee had very strong views on inspection. They believed that schools catering 
only for infants required a different type of inspection to institutions providing 
for a wider age range, as visits from authorised inspectors at set times would 'generally 
give a coldness and dullness to the school and interfere with the joyous and happy 
feeling which should prevail'. [2] Instead it suggested 
the frequent visits of persons to take an interest in 
the school, addressing some suitable questions to the 
children... and occasionally speaking a few words of 
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approbation and encouragement to the teachers. This is 
of great benefit and cannot be too strongly recommended. [3] 
Like many of the other Voluntary Societies the main problem for the HCSS 
was the cost of appointing visitors. In 1859 its Committee highlighted the importance 
of inspection and suggested that a special subscription should be set up to fund this 
branch of the Society's work. It was calculated that £200 per year was needed to pay 
for two female visitors. The delay in the appointment of visitors was also due to the 
difficulty in finding suitable candidates for the task, as they needed to be of sufficient 
social standin&to mix with clergymen and school managers. A clear major difference 
between the HCSS visitors and the Inspectors of the BFSS and the National Society 
was evident in that the first two HCSS visitors appointed in 1860 were women, Miss 
Penson and Miss Garten. This was of course essentially due to the fact that the 
majority of infant schools were taught by schoolmistresses. 
By examining the duties of these first two visitors it is evident that the HCSS 
had been grreatly influenced by the systems of inspection and visitation adopted by the 
BFSS and the National Society. For example, one of the visitor's first duties was to see 
existing schools and stimulate interest in the establishment of schools in'places where 
they might be required'. [4] This was very similar to Fabian's role in the early 
1830s. L51 However, the HCSS Committee considered the visitor's most important 
duty to be the communication of new and improved methods, as introduced at the 
model school, to local committees and school teachers. Like the National Society's 
Organising Masters, the visitors would be expected to answer questions relating to the 
organisation of classes and any other issues troublingzthe teacher. 
The main difference between the HCSS visitors and the BFSS and National 
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Society Inspectors was that the former were employed in far more of an advisory 
capacity. The HCSS Committee stipulated that most of the visitor's time should be 
spent advising teachers rather than inspecting_them. The main objective of the visitors 
was 
... to put teachers 
into the way of making best use 
of what they actually have. If the funds of a school 
will not allow any great stock of apparatus, it is 
obviously of much importance that teachers should 
know how it maybe done without, and be informed in what 
manner other teachers by this tact and diligence have supplied 
similar deficiencies. [6] 
The main function of the HCSS visitors was far more an advisory role 
spreading new educational methods and encouraging teachers. The Committee 
adopted this system as it considered it more suitable for infant schools. 
Like the BFSS and the National Society, the HCSS published very positive 
reports on the work of their visitors. The Society's Education Paper in 1860 printed a 
number of letters from school managers praising the work of the first two visitors. For 
example, one concluded: 
We were very pleased to receive the inspection of 
your visitors, and we think that great good will 
result to our schools from occasional repetitions of their 
visit. We would be grateful to you for sending them as 
frequently as you are disposed to do so. [7] 
Like the BFSS and the National Society, the HCSS continually stressed that the 
visitors came as friends and would not only make suggestions but would also testify to 
N 
the merits of the establishment. Like the Inspectors of the other Voluntary Societies 
they could only visit a school with the permission of the managers 
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The Wesleyan Education Committee was established in 1837. It was 
essentially a body to represent Methodist schools and to deal with the Committee of 
Council in applications for grants. The Wesleyan Education Committee recognised the 
need for a system of inspection and visitation at an early stage, and considered in 1847 
the general oversight of the schools to be the responsibility of the ministers: 
The regular visitation and inspection of day schools 
is justly regarded as a point of great importance, both 
with respect to general and local objects. This work, as 
the Committee would hope, is now therefore reckoned, by 
the Ministers of the Circuits in which such schools are 
established as a regular and indispensable branch of 
ministerial duty, and is attended to accordingly. [8] 
However, the Committee had in fact appointed its first Inspector three years earlier 
'representing in personal intercourse, the spirit and maxims of Wesleyan education'. [9] 
Mr Armstrong held the post for the next 22 years. His duties included encouraging the 
establishment and building of more schools, offering advice on planning and 
construction details, stimulating local committees and teachers, and reporting back to 
the Committee in London. Many of the issues he commented on were similar to those 
found in BFSS and National Society Inspectors' reports, for example attendance levels, 
absenteeism, poor teaching standards and lack of funding. [10] 
Following the introduction of the 1870 Education Act the role of Wesleyan 
Inspectors changed. Although most Methodist schools were taken over by school 
boards, the Committee continued to employ Inspectors. In 1874 two lay men were 
appointed as visitors following reports by the Committee that many Methodist schools 
felt isolated. This practice continued for the next 25 years. 
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The Catholic Poor School Committee (CPSC) was established in 1847. This 
followed the Concordat which was made with the Committee of Council in the same 
year. Under this arrangement aid was to be given to Catholic schools on condition that 
the establishment should be 'open to inspection but... the Inspectors shall report 
respecting the secular instruction only'. fl i] The CPSC was established to deal with 
the government over the education question relating to Catholic schools, to monitor 
the grants and to co-ordinate action between the bishops and the schools. [12] 
In 1852 a number of Catholic bishops suggested the establishment of an 
inspectorate of religious instruction on a Diocesan basis. By 1856 the CPSC had 
recorded the appointment of four paid Inspectors with another three promised. This 
inspectorate was established for two major reasons. Firstly to check on the instruction 
of religious education and secondly to guarantee standards in both schools in receipt of 
government grants and those which were not. The system was similar to that adopted 
by the National Society. Both Societies were organised on a Diocesan basis and both 
regarded religious instruction, and therefore its inspection, as crucial to their work. 
The CPSC appointed Inspectors as it considered great importance was being 
placed on secular learning with the visits from HMIs, but this inspection did not assist 
with the promotion of scriptural knowledge and other elements in Catholic religious 
teaching. Therefore it believed that an Inspector of its own was needed to counteract 
the problem. The system of inspection and visitation was extended further with the 
appointment of Organising Mistresses on similar lines to those of the National 
Society's Organising Masters. The Committee intended the Mistresses to pass from 
school to school, 'staying at each so long as her services should be useful in 
communicatin&to the regular teacher the most approved system of arranging and 
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conducting a class'. [13] In 1849 Miss Margaret Gaynor was appointed. The 
Committee provided her salary while the managers of the schools she visited were 
responsible for her lodging and board. [14] This is an interesting development in that 
women were being appointed to this role. Although it has been seen that the HCSS 
adopted a similar practice due to their establishments being infant schools instructed by 
schoolmistresses, it has not been possible to establish why the CPSC took this 
progressive step in appointing females for this aspect of its work. This is a possible 
area for further research. 
Like their National Society counterparts, the CPSC Inspectors took on an 
even more important role following the introduction of the 1870 Education Act. They 
assumed full responsibility for the inspection of religious knowledge in Catholic 
schools. 
The Congregational Board of Education appointed a visitor in 1854 mainly to 
encourage local congregations, parents and children and to raise funds where needed. 
The role of this official was very similar to that of the early BFSS Agents/Inspectors. 
Indeed the appointment of the Rev. J Ross in 1854 was largely due to the success of 
BFSS Agent Fabian in raising funds and spreading the British system of instruction. 
The Annual Report of the Congregational Board stated in 1856: 
The Rev. John Ross has been engaged in visiting 
various parts of the country to disseminate information 
relative to the principles and operations of the Board - to 
obtain more general pecuniary support - to visit and 
inspect schools - to hold meetings of the friends of 
voluntary education, and wherever practical, of parents 
whose children are attendin& the schools which he has an 
opportunity of inspecting. [15] 
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The Congregational Board of Education had clearly been impressed and influenced by 
the system of inspection adopted by the BFSS. Like his BFSS counterparts, Ross did 
much in representing his Society and aiding in the promotion of local effort to promote 
education. 
These examples of other Voluntary Societies' systems of inspection not only 
highlight the importance with which this activity was viewed during the period c. 1826- 
1870 by those promoting elementary education but also show the important influence 
the Agents, Visitors and Inspectors of the BFSS and the National Society had on other 
Voluntary. Societies. For example, the HCSS, the Wesleyan Education Committee and 
the Congregational Education Board clearly established systems of inspection which 
were very similar to those used by the BFSS. The Visitors, Agents and Inspectors of 
these three smaller organisations carried out similar duties to those of the BFSS Agent 
Fabian, and evidence suggests that it was indeed his success in raising funds for the 
BFSS which stimulated other Voluntary Societies to adopt similar measures. On the 
other hand the CPSC system of inspection was similar to that adopted by the National 
Society. It has been indicated that Inspectors were appointed on a Diocesan basis and 
Organising Masters and Mistresses were also used. Again the important role of the 
BFSS and National Society Inspectors in developing elementary education is clear. 
Not only were they influential in the establishment of HMI, but also provided role 
models for other voluntary organisations engaged in educating the poor. 
Given the important contribution which the Inspectors, Visitors and Agents of 
the HCSS, the Wesleyan Education Committee, the CPSC and the Congregational 
Board made to the successes of their Societies and in the development of nineteenth 
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century elementary education, it is perhaps surprising-that so little research has been 
under taken in this field. With the exception of E. L. Edmunds' The School Inspector 
(1962), minimal work has been done on the inspectorates of the other Voluntary 
Societies. It has not been possible to explore these in any length in this thesis, but this 
is an important area for further research. 
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CONCLUSION 
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This concluding Chapter will analyse the main similarities and differences 
between the Agents, Visitors and Inspectors of the BFSS and the National Society 
and will assess their importance during the period c. 1826-1870. Comparisons will also 
be made with HMIs. The main areas considered include the organisation of inspection, 
the reasons for appointing Agents, Visitors and Inspectors, the development of two 
different systems of inspection, the social backgrounds of the officials appointed, 
differing roles and duties, inspection reports and findings and the attitudes of the two 
Societies towards inspection. In conclusion it analyses the significance of the work of 
these officials not only for their respective Societies but also for national elementary 
education. 
The main differences in organisation of the BFSS's and the National Society's 
inspectorates can largely be explained by the different organisation of the two 
Societies. The National Society had from the time of its establishment, the advantage 
of the Church of England's Diocesan structure which allowed a framework for the 
establishment of schools and the appointment of Inspectors right across the country. 
The BFSS did not have such a structure and instead relied heavily on its Committee in 
London. Indeed it was this Committee which appointed BFSS Agents/Inspectors and it 
was to it that the Agents/Inspectors reported. Although BFSS Agents/Inspectors were 
assigned particular geographical areas to visit, they always operated from the 
Committee in London and were never appointed or instructed by local groups or 
committees. This was in direct contrast with the way in which British schools were 
established and managed. With the exception of three establishments all British 
schools were controlled and run by local committees and subscribers. This suggests 
that the Agents/Inspectors were at least in part used by the BFSS Committee to keep 
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an eye on local schools. 
The National Society adopted a very different practice. Due to the Diocesan 
structure, early visitors were appointed and instructed by local education societies. 
This continued throughout the 1830s, 40s, 50s and 60s with the development of 
Diocesan inspection. This organisation of inspection therefore differed greatly to that 
of the BFSS, as Diocesan Inspectors were appointed and instructed by the Diocesan 
Board; their inspection reports were also sent to this body. Although the National 
Society did appoint centrally based Inspectors during the early 1840s, this was soon 
considered to be unnecessary due to the increasing strength and success of Diocesan 
inspection and due to the agreement reached with the Committee of Council in the 
form of the Concordat. [1] The other major difference was the National Society's use 
of Organising Masters who were not officially called 'assistant Inspectors', but in fact 
were experienced schoolmasters fulfilling that function. During the late 1840s the 
National Society had a three tier system of inspection with centrally appointed 
Inspectors, Diocesan Inspectors and Organising Masters. This was in contrast to the 
BFSS system. Although the BFSS Agents/Inspectors' duties changed and developed 
during the period c. 1826-1870, the Society continued to appoint its officials from 
London and the organisation of the Agency department remained more or less the 
same. 
One of the most important differences between the systems of inspection of the 
BFSS and the National Society was the reasons behind their introduction. For the 
BFSS, the establishment of a system of inspection and visitation had much to do with 
the Society's financial situation. By the late 1810s the Society was in desperate need of 
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funds as British schools had begun to fall into decline and subscriptions had lapsed. By 
the early 1820s the Committee began to look for new sources of income and it was 
under these circumstances that the idea of appointing_a Travelling-Agent evolved. The 
BFSS Committee believed that the work of such individuals would'stir up interest in 
the Society's work, initiate enterprise from committees and auxiliaries'. [21 These 
first BFSS Agents/Inspectors were essentially employed to arouse interest, encourage 
the establishment of schools and raise much needed funds on the Society's behalf. 
Although their roles and duties changed and developed throughout the period c. 1826- 
1870, the reason for their introduction was mainly financial. However, the reasons 
behind the appointment of National Society Visitors and Inspectors were rather 
different. Their introduction had more to do with the general belief, one first held by 
Bell, that in order to secure a nation-wide system of schools run on National lines, it 
would be essential to introduce such officials to ensure uniformity and promote the 
general objects of the Society. The Visitors and Inspectors were to examine methods 
of instruction within National schools, yet more importantlVo make sure that religious 
instruction was being conducted correctly. Their appointment must also be considered 
against the Church's long tradition of visitation. [3] 
During the period c. 1826-1870 the main reasons for continuing to appoint 
Agents and Inspectors changed for both Societies. During-the late 1850s and 1860s 
BFSS Agents/Inspectors were appointed to assist and encourage the development of 
education in British schools rather than to raise funds. This can be partly explained by 
the educational policies of the Committee of Council. Following the introduction of the 
Pupil Teacher Minutes and the Revised Code, BFSS Agents/Inspectors were 
considered by the Society to be needed more as advisors and Inspectors rather than 
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fund raisers and propagandists. The development of the National Society's system of 
inspection also had much to do with the developments taking place nationally. The 
increased activity of Diocesan Inspectors and the introduction of centrally based 
Inspectors can both be seen as direct responses to actions taken by the Committee of 
Council and the threat of the introduction of HMIs. L4LThe re-introduction of 
Organising Masters in the mid-1840s was also a result of action taken by the 
government. They were appointed to offer advice and encouragement to teachers 
during a time when there was increasing competition for government grants. Following 
the introduction of the Pupil Teacher Minutes in 1846, Organising 
_Masters were used 
extensively to train and assist groups of teachers for the new certificates. Although the 
Voluntary Societies officials' roles were affected by. developments in national 
education, initiated by the Committee of Council, they were not directly 
influenced by HMIs during this period. 
One of the most obvious differences between the two inspectorates was the 
backgrounds of the officials appointed. The BFSS Committee required individuals 
with a good reputation, good oratorical skills, a pleasing manner, patience, 
perseverance and to be a man of 'regular and business habits'. [5] The men who 
became BFSS Agents/Inspectors can be divided into three main groups, ministers of 
religion, businessmen and those employed in education. Few were university graduates 
and those who were ministers of religion were all of Nonconformist persuasion. This 
was very different to those who became National Society Inspectors. Although 
appointments of Diocesan Inspectors varied in each diocese, they were mostly of very 
similar background. All actual Diocesan Inspectors were clergymen although some 
Boards employed laymen as District and Deanery Inspectors. The Diocesan Inspectors 
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were graduates and were selected from individuals who were well acquainted with the 
system of education pursued in National Schools. One characteristic common to both 
BFSS and National Society Inspectors was their knowledge of the system of 
instruction used in the schools they visited and their strong interest in the promotion of 
education for the poor. In assessing_both types of Inspectors it is clear that the social 
backgrounds of the National Society's officials were very similar to those of Ims. 
Significantly at least two National Society Inspectors later became government 
Inspectors. [6] The differences in background and qualification of the BFSS and 
National Society Inspectors clearly reflected the religious differences between the two 
Societies. The National Society Inspectors were essentially Anglican clergyman with a 
university education, whereas the BFSS officials were from Nonconformist dissenting 
business backgrounds. This is significant as at the heart of this difference was the issue 
of the Church of England still being considered the 'official' church and part of the state 
structure with the National Society being considered the more 'official' Society. This 
was particularly emphasised following the advent of the Oxford Movement in 1833. In 
contrast the Nonconformists were still viewed as outsiders even after the 1851 census 
revealed that there were more practising Nonconformists in England and Wales than 
there were practising Anglicans. This point helps to explain the similarities in 
background and qualification of the National Society Inspectors with HMIs. 
The roles and duties of BFSS and National Society Inspectors also differed. 
This can clearly be seen in the two different set of instructions issued to the officials. 
The instructions given to BFSS Agents/Inspectors can be summarised as contacting 
local supporters and soliciting subscriptions, distributing the Society's literature, 
visiting and inspecting schools, organising public meetings and lectures, and reporting 
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regularly to the BFSS Committee in London. In comparison with instructions issued to 
National Society Inspectors these were very brief and in some points quite vague with 
the Agent/Inspectors' role not being clearly defined. In contrast the document 
presented to the Rev. E. Field in 1840 was so detailed that Ball argues that its 
exhaustive nature would suggest that the author had been influenced by Kay- 
Shuttleworth's'Instructions to Inspectors'. Indeed there were many similarities with 
his document. [7j The instructions issued to the National Society Inspector differed 
greatly to those drawn up by Dunn, firstly in the extent of detail and secondly in 
content. The National Society's instructions concentrated more on the actual 
inspection of schools rather than the raising of funds and establishing of schools. The 
differing approaches again reflected the different aims and objectives of the two 
inspectorates. 
The BFSS Agents/Inspectors' reports were also very different to those of their 
National Society counterparts, both in content and in style. The differences in duties 
and roles of the two inspectorates again become clear by studying these documents. 
Many of the early BFSS Agents/Inspectors reports were full of references to their 
successes and failures at collecting subscriptions and donations on the Society's behalf, 
emphasising the importance of this activity. In comparison with the National Society's 
Inspectors' reports, information concerning the examination of schools tended to be 
brief and rather vague. The National Society's Inspectors' reports have more in 
common with those of H Us. They gave lengthy descriptions of standards and their 
educational findings within the schools visited. However, there were similarities in the 
BFSS and the National Society Inspectors' general findings. Often both sets of 
officials reached the same conclusions on certain educational issues. For example, both 
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reported on inadequate funding for schools, poor standards of teachers, the need for 
more teacher training, lack of apparatus and poor attendance levels, to name just a 
few. Some of their concerns extended throughout the whole period c. 1826-1870. 
Clearly, despite their differences, both sets of Inspectors were identifying and 
addressing similar issues at the same time, and in some cases, before government 
Inspectors. The inspectorates of both Voluntary Societies were concerned with 
reporting on issues affecting their own Society and again developing their interests in 
educational concerns. 
Following the introduction of the Education Act in 1870 the BFSS and the 
National Society took very different action with regard to their inspectorates. This 
Act produced the establishment of school Boards and ended the denominational 
government inspectorate. By 1884 the BFSS decided to disband the use of 
Agents/Inspectors and use the money instead for the training of teachers. However, the 
National Society expanded and strengthened its system of Diocesan inspection which 
was considered more necessary than ever, given that the government Inspectors 
were now only responsible for the examination of secular subjects. These reactions 
again highlight the underlying reasons and motives behind the appointment of 
Inspectors by the Voluntary Societies. After 1870 the BFSS felt that its 
Ag ents/Inspectors had served their purpose as they were no longer needed to raise 401 
subscriptions or funds or assist with the establishment of schools. However, the 
National Society's Inspectors were still required to carry out one of their main 
functions; the examination of religious instruction. The 1870 Act had essentially 
provided the BFSS with what it wanted, the vast majority of Board schools teaching 
unsectarian religion. Although there was bitterness among some Nonconformists at the 
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time of its introduction most felt they had achieved what they wanted from Gladstone 
and a Liberal government. However, the Church of England was very concerned about 
the establishment of state schools teaching unsectarian religious education. The 
National Society wanted the continuation of a system of denominational schools; 
therefore it considered the continuation of the work of its own inspectorate essential. 
The purpose of this thesis was the examination of Agents, Visitors and 
Inspectors of the BFSS and the National Society between c. 1826-1870. The aim was 
to analyse the role these officials played in the development of nineteenth century 
elementary education. The Agents, Visitors and Inspectors were very important in 
several ways. Firstly, they undertook duties which were, in some instances, essential to 
the continuation of the work of their respective Societies. Secondly, they were the first 
officially appointed nineteenth century Inspectors to enter elementary schools and the 
first individuals to officially report on practices and standards within establishments. 
Thirdly, they served as examples to other Voluntary Societies and influenced the 
development of other school inspectorates, most importantly the establishment of 
HMIs in 1840. Finally, their reports and findings were vitally important, as they were 
the first reports of this kind and showed that their authors identified problems and 
often offered solutions at the same time, or in some cases before government 
Inspectors. 
Both BFSS and National Society Agents and Inspectors played a very crucial 
role in the success of their respective Societies during this period. For example, the 
work of BFSS Agents/Inspectors in raising funds and promoting the objects of the 
Society were vital in the early years for its survival and continuation of its work. In 
later years they played an equally significant role as 'friendly advisors' assisting local 
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committees, reassuring managers and encouraging teachers. BFSS Agents/Inspectors 
were particularly crucial to the success of the Society in Wales where, in some 
instances, they were the only BFSS representatives. National Society Inspectors and 
Organising Masters played an equally important role. They proved to be an essential 
link between schools, Diocesan Boards and the National Society, providing crucial 
lines of communication. They promoted uniformity of practice in schools and fulfilled a 
very important duty of visiting establishments which were not inspected by HMIs, 
encouraging them to up-date with the latest methods, and offering advice and 
encouragement. 
The BFSS and National Society Agents and Inspectors were also pioneers as 
they were the first officially appointed nineteenth century visitors of their kind to enter 
elementary schools. They were the first to make official reports and the first human 
links local committees, managers and teachers had with their parent Society. They 
visited schools twenty years before government Inspectors and commented, often 
perceptively, on issues which were to dominate HMI reports throughout the period 
1840-1870. [8] 
The Inspectors and Agents of the BFSS and the National Society played a 
part in the formation and development of other school inspectorates. It has been seen 
in chapter five that other Voluntary Societies in the 1840s adopted methods and 
organised themselves on similar lines as BFSS and National Society Inspectors and 
Agents. However, a crucial contribution was to the establishment of a government 
inspectorate. Although there were many different factors which influenced the 
establishment of HMIs in 1840, the experience of the inspectorates of the two 
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Voluntary Societies played an important part. Evidence suggests that Kay- 
Shuttleworth as well as being greatly influenced by developments on the continent, 
took note of the BFSS and National Society inspectorates, and to a considerable 
extent was influenced by them. The Select Committees on education called during the 
1830s heard evidence concerning methods and systems of inspection used by the 
BFSS and the National Society. Evidence was given by the secretaries of both 
Societies and two BFSS Agents/Inspectors. In 1834 Henry Dunn and Henry 
Althans were asked at length about the systems and methods of inspection used by the 
BFSS and the success of this practice. [91 The influence the Voluntary Societies' 
inspectorates had on Kay-Shuttleworth's thinking can further be seen by comparing the 
two sets of officials. By using the National Society's Inspectors as an example it 
immediately becomes clear that the men who became BNHs were from very similar 
social backgrounds as National Society Inspectors. Similarities can also be seen with 
their issued instructions and the content and style of their reports. It has already been 
noted that out of the two Voluntary Societies inspectorates the National Society's 
clearly had far more in common with their government counterparts. 
The reports of the BFSS and National Society Inspectors' and Agents' 
revealed that these officials were not just concerned with issues that affected their own 
Society but with wider educational concerns. It is worth emphasising again that in 
many instances they commented on problems and offered solutions at the same time, 
or in some instances long before IMs. For example, both Voluntary Societies' 
Inspectors reported in the 1820s on the need for better trained teachers, the problems 
caused by poor attendance and the need for more financial support of schools. 
Significantly both sets of Inspectors came to very similar conclusions as later HMIs on 
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these issues. One of the best examples was the introduction of pupil teachers. During 
the 1830s National Society Inspectors came to the conclusion that the monitorial 
system needed some modification and so suggested the use of pupils as apprentice 
teachers. This came several years before the Committee of Council's Pupil Teacher 
Minutes. Although the BFSS Agents/Inspectors did not suggest such changes, as they 
had no desire to abandon the monitorial system at this time, Cornwell and Dobney 
noted that there were problems with the system. However, despite this difference it 
was no coincidence that BFSS and National Society Inspectors discussed such issues 
at the same time, or in some cases before HMIs, it was evidence which suggested 
that these officials were in tune with national education concerns. 
H Ts have frequently been described as the 'eyes and ears' of the Committee of 
Council, spreading ideas and acting in a missionary role. Leinster-Mackay, in his study 
of prominent nineteenth century HMIs, described them as 'cross pollinators' of 
education theory and practice due to the important information they shared with 
others within the education profession. [101 The overall findings of this thesis have 
shown that such descriptions could be justifiably used for both BFSS and National 
Society Agents and Inspectors during the period c. 1826-1870. Indeed they acted as the 
'eyes and ears' for their respective Societies, observing and reporting on schools. They 
became'cross pollinators' by meeting other individuals engaged in the education 
profession and by the role they played in spreading new ideas and methods. As 
education provision for the poor extended during this period, these Agents, Visitors 
and Inspectors played a crucial role visiting schools, examining pupils and teachers, 
offering advice and encouragement and by their reports drawing attention to problems 
in the provision of elementary education. Based on the evidence of this thesis, their 
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contribution to the evolution of a'national system' of education in England and Wales 
before the 1870 Act must never be underestimated- 
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ORDER IN COUNCIL DATED AUGUST io, 1840, RECORD- 
ING THE CONCORDAT WITH THE ARCHBISHOP OF 
CANTERBURY CONCERNING THE INSPECTION OF 
SCHOOLS 
At the Court at Buckingham Palace, the roch of August, 1840 
Present, 
THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL. 
Wlpy, rAs there was this day read at the Board a Report 
from the 
Lords of the Committee of Council on. Education, 
dated the tsth July 
ultimo, in the words following, viz.: 
'We, the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education, beg leave 
humbly to recommend to your Majesty that the following arrangements 
be made for the inspection of such Schools as are in connexion with the 
National School Society, or with the Church of England. 
't. -'! 'hat before we recommend to your 
Majesty any person to be 
appointed to inspect Schools receiving aid from the public, the pro- 
moters of which state themselves to be in connexion with the National 
Society or the Church of England, we should be authorized to consult 
the Archbishops of Canterbury and York, each with regard to his own 
province, and that the Archbishops should be at liberty to suggest to 
us any person or persons for the office of Inspector, and that without 
their concurrence we should recommend no person to your Majesty 
for such appointment. 
'We further beg leave to recommend to your Majesty that if either 
of the Archbishops should at any time, with regard to his own province. 
withdraw his concurrence in our recommendation of such appointment, 
your Majesty would be graciously pleased to permit us to advise your 
Majesty to issue your Order in Council, revoking the appointment of the 
said Inspector, and making an appointment in lieu thereof. 
'We further beg leave humbly to recommend to your Majesty to direct 
that such portions of the Instructions to these Inspectors as relate to 
religious teaching shall be framed by the Archbishops, and form part 
of the general instructions issued by us to the Inspectors of such Schools, 
and that the general instructions shall be communicated to the Arch- 
bishops before they are finally sanctioned by us. 
'We are further of opinion that each of the said Inspectors, at the 
same time that he presents any Report relating to such Schools to the 
Committee of the Privy Council, should be directed to transmit a dupli- 
cate thereof to the Archbishop of the province, and should also send a 
copy to the Bishop of the Diocese in which the School is situate, for his 
information. 
'We are further of opinion that the grants of money which we may 
recommend to your Majesty should be in proportion to the number of 
children educated and the amount of money raised by private con- 
tribution, with the power of making exceptions in certain cases, the 
grounds of which will be stated in the annual Returns to Parliament. ' 
Her Majesty, having taken the said Report into consideration, was 
pleased, by and with the advice of Her Privy Council, to approve 
thereof; and the Lord President of the Council is to take the necessary 
steps herein accordingly. 
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MINUTES OF THE COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL ON 
EDTJCATION " 1840-1 
I. - INSTRUCTIONS TO 
INSPECTORS OF SCHOOLS. 
Sm, 
Committee of Council on Education. 
Council Office, Whitehall, August, 1840, 
r. Her Majesty having been graciously pleased, on the recommenda- 
tion of the Committee of Council, to appoint you one of the Inspectors of 
Schools, the Committee request your attention to the enclosed paper of 
instructions, with the documents thereto annexed, for your guidance in 
the discharge of the duties which will devolve on you. 
a. WVhile an important part of these duties will consist in visiting, 
from time to time, schools aided by grants of public money made by 
the authority of the Committee, in order to ascertain that the grant has 
in each case been duly applied, and to enable you to furnish accurate 
information as to the discipline, management, and methods of instruc- 
tion pursued in such schools, your appointment is intended to embrace 
a more comprehensive sphere of duty. 
3. In superintending the application of the Parliamentary grant for 
public education in Great Britain, my Lords have in view the encourage- 
ment of local efforts for the improvement and extension of elementary 
education, whether made by voluntary associations or by private indivi- 
duals. The employment of Inspectors is therefore intended to advance 
this object, by affording to the promoters of schools an opportunity of 
ascertaining, at the periodical visits of inspection, what improvements 
in the apparatus and internal arrangement of schools, in school manage- 
ment and discipline, and in the methods of teaching, have been sanc- 
tioned by the most extensive experience.... 
5. A clear and comprehensive view of these main duties of your office 
is at all times important; but when a system of inspection of schools 
aided by public grants is for the first time brought into operation, it is 
of the utmost consequence you should bear in mind that this inspection 
is not intended as a means of exercising control, but of affording assist- 
ance; that it is not to be regarded as operating for the restraint of local 
efforts, but for their encouragement; and that its chief objects will not 
be attained without the co-operation of the school committees; - the 
Inspector having no power to interfere, and not being instructed to 
offer any advice or information excepting where it is invited. 
6. The Committee will furnish you from time to time with a list of 
schools not aided by public grants, the school committees or chief 
promoters of which may have expressed a desire that they should be 
visited in the route of the Inspectors, when they are able conveniently 
to do so, in order that the school committees may have the advantage 
of the Inspectors' advice and assistance in the further improvement of 
their schools. In submitting the route of your visits of inspection for 
the approval of this Committee, my Lords request you to include these 
schools in your arrangements. When engaged in the inspection of a 
school aided by a public grant, a requisition may be presented to you 
from the promoters of some school, in the same town or village, not 
aided by a public grant, requesting you to visit their school. Whenever 
the special requirements of the public service permit your compliance 
with this request, my Lords arc of opinion it is desirable that you should 
visit the school, and should convey to the parochial clergyman, the 
school committee, or chief promoters (whenever solicited to do so), the 
results of your experience in school management and education. You 
will specially report any such application to this Committee. 
7. Acting on the principle of assisting local exertions, the Committee 
of Council have prepared a series of plans of school-houses for small 
parishes, villages, and towns, in which are exhibited those improvements 
which arc suggested by an extensive comparison of the results of 
experience, and which they intend to render available to the promoters 
of schools, by furnishing them with an explanation of each plan in detail, together with specifications, working drawings, and estimates, 
and with forms for making contracts with builders, &c. 
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8. Their Lordships are strongly of opinion that no plan of education 
ought to be encouraged in which intellectual instruction is not sub- 
ordinate to the regulation of the thoughts and habits of the children by 
the doctrines and precepts of revealed religion. 
9. The reports of the Inspectors are intended to convey such further 
information, respecting the state of elementary education in Great 
Britain, as to enable Parliament to determine in what mode the sums 
voted for the education of the poorer classes can be most usefully 
applied. With this view, reports on the state of particular districts may 
be required to ascertain the state of education in such districts, and how 
far the interference of Government or of Parliament can be beneficially 
exerted, by providing additional means of education. Your reports will 
be made to the Committee, but it is intended that they shall be laid 
before both Houses of Parliament. 
to. The Committee doubt not you are duly impressed with the 
weight of the responsibility resting upon you, and they repose full 
confidence in the judgment and discretion with which your duties will 
be performed. 
Nly Lords are persuaded that you will meet with much cordial 
co-operation in the prosecution of the important object involved in your 
appointment; and they are equally satisfied that your general bearing 
and conduct, and the careful avoidance of whatever could impair the 
just influence or authority of the promoters of schools, or of the teachers 
over their scholars, will concilate the confidence and good-will of those 
with whom you will have to communicate; you will thus best fulfil 
the purposes of your appointment, and prove yourself a fit agent to 
assist in the execution of Her i\lajcsty's desire, that the youth of this 
kingdom should be religiously brought up, and that the rights of 
conscience should be respected. 
By order of the 
Committee of Council on Education, 
JAMES PHILLIPS KAY. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INSPECTORS OC SCHOOLS. 
'1'tte Lords of the Committee of Council on Education consider 
that the duties of the Inspectors of Schools may be divided into three 
distinct branches. 
ist. Those duties relate, in the first place, to inquiry in neighbour- 
hoods from whence applications have been made for aid to erect new 
schools, in order to enable the Committee of Council to determine the 
propriety of granting funds in aid of the expenses proposed to be 
incurred, or to the examination of certain special cases in which claims 
of peculiar urgency are advanced for temporary aid in the support and 
improvement of existing schools. 
2ndly. To the inspection of the several schools aided by public 
grants issued under the authority of the Committee, and an examination 
of the method and matter of instruction, and the character of the dis- 
cipline established in them, so as to enable the Inspector to report 
thereon to this Committee, for the information of both Houses of Parlia- 
ment. In obedience to Her Majesty's Order in Council, dated August to, 
i 840, a duplicate of such reports respecting schools connected with the 
Established Church is to be forwarded by the Inspector to the Arch- 
bishop, and a copy to the Bishop of the diocese in which the school is 
situate, for his information. 
3rdly. As incidental to and in furtherance of these duties, Inspectors 
may also be required by the Committee to make inquiries respecting 
the state of elementary education in particular districts. 
In the case of Schools connected with the National Church the Inspectors 
will inquire, with special care, how far the doctrines and principles of the 
church are instilled into the minds of the children. The Inspectors will 
ascertain whether church accommodation of sufficient extent, and in a proper 
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situation, is provided for than; whether their attendance is regular, ajzd 
proper means taken to ensure their suitable behaviour during the service; 
whether inquiry is made afterwards by their teachers how far they have 
profited by the public ordinances of religion which they have been attending. 
The Inspectors will report also upon the daily practice of the school with 
reference to Divine worship: whether the duties of the day are begun and 
ended with prayer and psalmody; whether daily instruction is given in the 
Bible; whether the Catechism and the Liturgy are explained, with the terms 
most commonly in use throughout the authorized version of the Scriptures. 
They will inquire likewise whether the children are taught private prayers 
to repeat at home; and whether the teachers keep up any intercourse with 
the parents, so that the authority of the latter vnay be combined with that 
of the former, in the moral training of the pupils. As an important part of 
moral discipline, the Inspectors will inform themselves as to the regularity 
of the children in attending school - in what way registered - and how 
enforced; as to manners and behaviour, whether orderly and decorous; as 
to obedience, whether prompt and cheerful, or reluctant, and limited to the 
time while they are under the master's eye; and as to rewards and punish- 
ments, on what principles administered, and with what results. The Inspec- 
tors will satisfy themselves whether the progress of the children in religious 
knowledge is in proportion to the time they have been at school; whether 
their attainments are showy or substantial; and whether their replies are 
made intelligently or mechanically and by rote. The Inspectors will be 
careful to estimate the advancement of the junior as well as of the senior 
class, and the progress in each class of the lower as well as of the higher 
pupils. And in every particular case the Inspector will draw up a report, 
and transmit a duplicate of it through the Committee of Council on 
Education to the Archbishop of the Province. 
[From Minutes of the Committee of Council, 1840-41: pp, 1-1 1 
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QUESTIONS CONTAINED INV 
THE FORM OF REPORT ON A SCHOOL 
(printed in Minutes, 1840-1, pp. iz-zz) 
REPORT TO THE COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 
RESPECTING THE SCHOOL IN THE COUNTY OF 
District No.: 
Date of instructions from the Committee of Council to inspect school. 
Date of visit to school. 
Date of report. 
r. Name of chairman or secretary of school committee, as corres- 
pondent on behalf of school. 
2. Address-Post town. 
3. By what name is the school to be known? 
4. In what parish is it? 
5. What is the name of the nearest post town? 
Distance? 
Direction? 
6. When was the school established? 
7. Who were the original promoters of it? 
8. Is it, or has it been, in connexion with, or has it derived, or re- 
ceived a promise of, aid from any society? 
What society? 
What is the amount of such aid? 
! 'enure and site of building 
9. -What is the. tenure on which the site-is held? - 
to. Is the school-house erected on ground which is' the property of the 
Incumbent as a spiritual corporation sole, ' or otherwise belonging 
to or connected'with the Churchof `England? 
11. Are the schoolrooms applied xö. any other purpose than those of the 
school? to` what purýöse?; xinaer *hat° regulations? 
sa. Is this appropriation recogi i ed in the trust deed? ": 
13. Is the trust deed dulk execüt'ed? ='" 
14. Has it been enrolled?, 11#1. i"s, i 
15. When was it enrolled? 
16. By whom were the trustees named and appointed? 
17. The names and professions of the trustees? 
t8. What means are there for the renewal of the trust on the death or 
avoidance of the trustees? 
19. What is the extent of the site? 
Describe it generally. 
How is it bounded? 
How is it enclosed? 
How is it drained? 
20. State generally your opinion whether it is in a healthy situation or 
otherwise? 
21. In all respects well chosen, or otherwise? 
22. Of what materials is the school-house built? 
23. Is it thatched, or slated, or tiled? 
24. In what state is it as to repair? 
25. When was it erected? 
26. From what funds was it erected? 
27. If it was erected with aid from the Parliamentary Grant, furnish, 
in Appendix, a Special Report, arising from the audit of the build- 
ing account, and the comparison of the reports or statements, 
presented to the Lords of the Treasury, or of the answers to the 
questions, Form A, with the receipt and expenditure; the descrip- 
tion of the building in those replies and in the plans transmitted 
to the Committee of Council, with the structure erected, and the 
examination of the deed of trust. 
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Mechanical Arrangements 
28. Furnish a rough sketch of the plan of the building, if possible. 
29. What are the dimensions of the chief schoolroom in length, breadth, 
and height to the centre of the ceiling? 
30. Does the schoolroom contain a gallery for 8o or more children? 
31. When one or more classrooms are provided for the separate instruc- 
tion of a part of the children, state also the dimensions in length, 
breadth, and height of each classroom. 
32. Are the schoolrooms sufficiently ventilated and warmed? 
33" Is there a lobby, or closet, for bonnets, cloaks, hats, etc.? 
34" Is there an exercise ground provided? and if so, at what distance 
from the school? 
35. Of what extent is it? 
36. Is the playground furnished with gymnastic apparatus, flying course 
or circular swing, parallel bars, and gymnastic frame? 
37. What is the nature and height of the fence with which the play- 
ground is enclosed? 
38. Does the building include a residence for the schoolmaster and 
mistress? If not, how far is their residence from the school? 
Religious and Moral Discipline 
39. Are the children assembled and dismissed every day with a psalm 
or hymn, and with prayer? 
40. Is the Holy Bible read every day? In classes, or in the gallery? 
41. Are the children taught private prayers to repeat at home? 
42. Are they instructed in the Church Catechism? 
43. Are they instructed in the Liturgy and Services of the Church? 
44" Do all the children belonging to the Daily School attend school on 
Sunday and go to church? 
45. Are they provided with proper church accommodation? 
46. Are means taken to ensure their suitable behaviour during the 
Service? 
47. Are inquiries made afterwards by their teacher how far they have 
profited by the public ordinances of religion? 
48. Do the teachers keep up any intercourse with the parents or confine 
their attention to the children during the hours they are in school? 
49. Is the progress of the children in religious knowledge in proportion 
to the time they have been in school? 
50. Are their replies made intelligently, or mechanically and by rote? 
51. Is due attention paid to the junior as well as to the senior class, 
and in each class to the lower as well as the higher pupils? 
Means of instruction 
Sz. Enumerate the books used in the school opposite the following 
headings: 
Reading 
Arithmetic 
Geography 
History of England 
Grammar 
Etymology 
Vocal Music 
Linear Drawing 
Land Surveying 
53. What apparatus does the school contain? 
54" Are the children systematically trained in gymnastic exercises? 
Organisation and discipline 
55. Are the children classed according to their proficiency? 
56. Is each child always under the instruction of the same teacher? 
57. Are the children taught by a succession of teachers, each conveying 
instruction in some particular branch? 
58. What is the number of teachers? 
$9. What is the number of monitors? 
6o. What is the number of pupil-teachers? 
61. What is the remuneration of each pupil-teacher? 
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As res ec n nisnmeni 
62. Is any system of rewards and punishments adopted? 
63. State whether distinction depends on intellectual proficiency. 
On a mixed estimate of intellectual proficiency and moral 
conduct. 
On moral conduct only. 
64. Are corporal punishments employed? 
If so, what is their nature, and what are the offences to correct 
which they are used? 
65. If they are employed, are they publicly inflicted? 
66. What other punishments are used? 
67. What rewards, if any? 
As respects Method 
68. Is the method of mutual instruction strictly adhered to? 
69. Is the simultaneous method more or less mingled with individual 
teaching? 
Simultaneous or Mixed Method 
70. How far is the interrogative method only used? 
71. Is the suggestive method employed? 
72. Is Ellipsis resorted to? 
73. Are the lessons tested 
By individual oral interrogation? 
By requiring written answers to written questions? 
By requiring an abstract of the lesson to be written from 
memory? 
Mutual Instruction and Mixed Method of Instruction 
74. What is the number of masters? 
Of assistant masters (if any)? 
Of monitors? 
Of pupil-teachers? 
Monitors and Pupil-Teachers 
7g. State the name and age of each monitor and pupil-teacher, dis- 
tinguishing pupil-teachers from monitors. 
76. State the period during which he has received instruction. 
77. State the attainments of each pupil-teacher or monitor, separately, 
in the following table, * marking the pupil-teachers P. T., and the 
monitors M. 
78. To whom are the pupil-teachers apprenticed? 
For what period? 
What remuneration do they receive? 
79. How many classes are there in the school? 
8o. How many children in each class? 
Si. State the proficiency of each class in the several subjects of in- 
struction. * 
82. In what works of industry are the boys employed? 
83. In what works of industry are the girls employed? 
84. Obtain a written account, signed by the master, of the routine of 
employment of each class in the school, for every hour in the day 
and every day in the week. 
85. Is any mutual assurance society or clothing club connected with 
the school? 
86. Is any library connected with the school; if so, of what books and 
of what number of volumes does it consist? 
87. Is the use of the library confined to the schoolchildren or otherwise? 
88. Are the children allowed to take the books to their parents' houses? 
89. What number of books was taken out in the last six months? 
Attendance, Registers, etc. 
9o. Obtain a copy of the school-registers of admission, attendance, 
proficiency, and moral conduct respectively. 
9t. How many children were present at the time of the inspection? 
Boys 
Girls 
9z. How many have been on the books for the last six months? 
Boys 
Girls 
93. What was the average daily attendance during the last six months? 
Boys 
Girls 
94. Is the number of children in attendance on the increase or decrease? 
95. At what rate? 
96. Is punctual and regular attendance enforced? 
97. By what means? 452 
99. Do they all pay? 
At the same rate? 
ioo. What is the rate of payment? 
roz. Do the children take any meals in the school-house? 
ioz. In what part of the premises? 
103. Do the children appear to be clean? 
Neat? 
104. Do they wear any distinguishing dress? 
Or badge? 
zog. Enumerate the holidays which occur during the year. 
* Two schedules for use in answering these questions are printed on p. 17, 
the second providing space for information about 13 classes. 
to6. At what age are the children usually admitted? 
107. To what age do they generally remain? 
to8. Are there any systematic means of keeping up a connexion with 
the schoolchildren after their leaving school? 
Schoolmaster and Schoolmistress 
io9. What are the names of the schoolmaster? 
And schoolmistress? 
110. Are they respectively married? 
Or single? 
Iii. Are they man and wife? 
112. Are they respectively provided with fuel, candles, and other 
perquisites? 
113. Do they live rent-free in the school-house? 
114. Do they devote their whole time to the duties of their office? If 
not, state what other occupation they have, the time it occupies, 
and its emoluments. 
115. Have they received instruction in the art of teaching, in any and 
what training school? 
i 16. At what age did he (or she) become a schoolmaster (or school- 
mistress)? 
117. What was his (or her) former occupation? 
118. State your opinion of the teachers as respects their attainments; 
character; 
and method of conducting the school. 
119. By whom is the master (or mistress) appointed? 
120. Upon what conditions, and for what period, is the appointment 
held? 
121. Is there a written agreement? 
122. Is there sufficient facility for dismissing the master (or mistress) 
in case of need? 
123. By whom is the master (or mistress) to be dismissed? 
Government of the School 
124. In whom is the general management and control of the school 
vested? 
125. Name the visitor (if any). 
Patron 
President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
The committee 
The trustees 
126. Do the trustees (or committee) meet periodically? 
127. Are there general meetings of the subscribers and promoters of the 
school? 
128. Is there any and if so what system of constant superintendence by 
the committee or otherwise? 
129. Is the committee active, or merely nominal? 
130 Who are the active members of the committee? 
131. Transmit a copy of the printed rules of the school. 
132. Is there any periodical public examination of the school? 
What is its effect upon 
The teachers, 
The children; 
especially as regards character and manners? 
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Annual Income 
133. State the amount of annual subscriptions and donations. 
134. Of annual collections. 
135. Of annual produce of endowment. 
136. Of school fees. 
137. Of any other source of income separately enumerated. 
Annual Expenditure 
138. What is the annual stipend of the master? 
The mistress? 
Each assistant master and mistress? 
Each pupil-teacher? 
139. What amount was expended last year in repairs? 
For furniture and apparatus? 
For books and stationery? 
For candles and fuel? 
140. What other expenses are incurred? 
SPECIAL QUESTIONS ON INFANT SCHOOLS 
Mechanical Arrangements 
The questions respecting mechanical arrangements in the former paper 
having been replied to, the following additional questions may be put: 
i. Are the walls lined with a broad belt of blackboard, or prepared with 
mastic, painted black, for lessons in chalk-drawing and writing? 
i. Is there a small gallery prepared with desks and boards for the 
instruction of forty children in drawing and in the signs of sounds? 
Recreation and Physical Exercises 
3. What amusements have the children? 
4. What games are encouraged? 
S. Have they any and what gymnastic apparatus? 
6. Are the children trained in walking, marching, and physical exer- 
cises, methodically? 
7. With what result? 
8. How often do the intervals of recreation occur daily, and what time 
is spent in recreation at each interval? 
Industry 
q. How many children learn to sew? 
To knit? 
To plait straw? 
To keep the garden border free from weeds? 
To sweep the school floors, etc.? 
Imitative Arts 
10. Do the children learn to draw, on the wall or on a board, right lined 
figures from objects or from copies? 
11. Do they learn to draw the Roman capital letters and numerals? 
12. Are these steps the preliminaries to learning to write? 
13. Do they in this way learn to write the letters with chalk on the wall, 
or on a board? 
Learning Signs of Sounds 
I READING 
14. Does the school contain one of Mr Prinsen's letter boxes? 
z5. Has the master or mistress been instructed in the method of making 
the children familiar with letters- 
By showing them the figure of a natural object having a 
monosyllabic name? 
2. By analysing this word into its constituent sounds? 
3. By showing the children the sign of each sound, beginning 
with the vowel sound, and then combining them into the 
word by the phonic method? 
i6. Are the children expert in the various modes of using the letter 
boxes to spell and read words? 
it SINGING 
17. On what method are the children taught to sing? 
18. Do they learn the signs of musical sounds to any extent? 
19. Can they copy the notes of music with chalk on the wall? 
20. Can they sing any marching or other school songs? 
21. Can they sing any hymns? 
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Knowledge of Natural Objects, etc. 
22. Are the children exercised in examining and describing, in very 
simple and familiar terms, the properties of those natural objects by 
which they are surrounded? 
23. Is there a cabinet in the school stored with natural objects which 
the children are likely soon to meet with in their rambles or visits 
to friends? 
24. Is there a cabinet of domestic utensils or implements of industry, 
of a small size, the uses of which may be explained to the children? 
Instructions in the gallery 
25. Are they instructed in any other subjects in the gallery? 
26. If so, enumerate the gallery lessons. 
27. How long is the usual lesson in the gallery? 
28. Are the replies of the children made intelligently, or mechanically 
and by rote? 
Discipline 
29. Are the children clean in their persons and dress? 
30. Are they orderly and decorous in their behaviour? 
31. Do they appear to have confidence in their master and mistress, and to 
regard them with affection? 
32. Are any, and, if so, what rewards and punishments employed? On 
what principles and with what results? 
33. Is their attendance at school punctual and regular? 
34. Examine register, and state whether it is kept on a good plan, neatly, 
and with care. 
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Table giving the details of HMIs appointed between 1839-1870 
Name Position Dates 
Allen, Rev. John HMI 1839-1847 
Tremenheere, Hugh Seymour HM 1839-1843 
Bellairs, Rev. Henry Walford HMI 1844-1872 
Cook, Rev. Frederick Charles HMI 1844-1864 
Fletcher, Joseph HMI 1844-1852 
Moseley, Rev. Henry HMI 1844-1855 
Watkins, Rev. Frederick HMT 1844-73 
Blandford, Rev. Josias Jessop HMI 
Senior Inspector 
1847-1881 
1881-1893 
Bowyer, Henry George HM Inspector of Poor Law Schools 1847-1880 
Browne, Thomas Browne HM Inspector of Poor Law Schools 1847-1874 
Mitchell, Rev. Muirhead. HMI 1847-1876 
Ruddock, Joshua, Festing HM Inspector of Poor Law Schools 1847-1862 
Thurtell, Rev. Alexander HMI 1847-1848 
Tinling, Rev. Edward Douglas HMI 1847-1887 
Brookfield, Rev. William Henry HMI 1848-1865 
Kennedy, Rev. William James HMI 1848-1878 
Marshall, Thomas William HMI 1848-1860 
Morell, John Daniel HMI 1848-1876 
Symons, Jalinger Cookson HMI 1848-1860 
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Tufnell, Edward Carleton HM Inspector of Poor Law Schools 1848- 
Jones, Rev. Henry Longueville HMI 1849-1864 
Norris, Rev. John Pilkington HMI 1849-1864 
Moncreiff, Rev. George Robertson Assistant Inspector of Schools 
IBM 
1850-1856 
1856-1884 
Stewart, Rev. David James HMI 1850-1891 
Stokes, Scott Nasmyth HMI 
Warburton, Rev. William Parsons Assistant Inspector of Schools 
HMI 
1850-1853 
1853-1885 
Arnold, Matthew HMI 1851-1883 
Meredith, Rev. Robert Fitzgerald Assistant Inspector of Schools 
HMI 
1851-1862 
1862-1868 
Birley, Rev. William Assistant Inspector of Schools 
HMI 
1852-1864 
1864-1865 
Bowstead, Joseph 1852.1876 
Fussell, Rev. James George Assistant Inspector of Schools 1852-1859 
HNII 1859-1883 
Hernamann, Rev. John William Assistant Inspector of Schools 1852-1864 
IM 1864-1894 
Koe, Rev. Robert Louis, Assistant Inspector of Schools 1852-1862 
IM 1862-1893 
Sandford, Rev. Henry Ryder Poole Assistant Inspector of Schools 1853-1862 
HMI 1862-1863 
Arnold, Rev. Edward Penrose Assistant Inspector of Schools 1854-1864 
HNU 1864-1877 
Campbell, Rev. William Assistant Inspector of Schools 1854-1864 
IM 1864-1886 
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Laurie, James Stuart HIvH 1854-1863 
Barry, Rev. Henry Boothby Assistant Inspector of Schools 1855-1864 
HMI 1864-1884 
Chief HMI 1884-1896 
Grant, Rev. Alexander Ronald Assistant Inspector of Schools 1855-1861 
Howard, Rev. William Wilberforce Assistant Inspector of Schools 1855- 
1864 
HMI 1864-1891 
Temple, Rev. Frederick HMI 1855-1858 
Hughes, Rev. Robert Edgar Assistant Inspector of Schools 1856-1861 
Alderson, Charles Henry HMI 1857-1885 
Binns, Rev. Benjamin James Assistant Inspector of Schools 1857-1864 
MR 1864-1881 
Capel, Rev. Henry Martyn Assistant Inspector of Schools 1857-1863 
1863-1896 
Fraser, Rev. Simon Jones Gordon Assistant Inspector of Schools 1857-1864 
im 1864-1891 
Glennie, Rev. John David Assistant Inspector of Schools 1857-1860 
Morell, John Reynell 1857-1864 
Scoltock, William NMI 1857- 
Sharpe, Rev. Thomas Wetherherd Assistant Inspector of Schools 1857-1862 
im 1862-1897 
Temple, Rev. Robert Assistant Inspector of Schools 1857-1862 
llM 1862-1892 
Cowie, Rev. Benjamin Morgan BNH 1858-1872 
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Grream, Rev. Neville Assistant Inspector of Schools 1859-1864 
HMI 1864-1878 
Meyrick, Rev. Frederick Assistant Inspector of Schools 1859-1862 
HMI 1862-1869 
Robinson, Rev. Charles James Assistant Inspector of Schools 1859-1862 
HMI 1862-1881 
Woolley, Rev. Joseph IDM 1859-1864 
Nutt, Rev. John William Assistant Inspector of Schools 1860-1862 
HMI 1862-1867 
Bonner, Rev. Arthur Thompson Assistant Inspector of Schools 1861-1864 
BIM 1864-1868 
Lynch, HJ HMI 1861- 
Byrne, Rev. John Rice Assistant Inspector of Schools 1862-1864 
1864-1892 
Fitch, Joshua Girling HNII 1863-1894 
Sewell, Rev. Capel John IM 1863-1896 
Waddinngton, Horace HMI 1863- 
Wodehouse, Edmund Henry Inspector of Poor Law Schools 1863-1871 
Fearon, Daniel Robert HMI 1864-1870 
French, Rev. George HMI 1864-1888 
King, Rev. Charles William HMI 1864-1871 
Oakeley, Henry Evelyn HM 
Chief Inspector for Training Colleges 
1864-1878 
1885-1899 
Parez, Rev. Claude Hubert HNU 1864-1899 
Pickard, Rev. Henry Adair HMI 1864-1897 
Ann 
Renouf, Peter le Page HMI 1864-1885 
Routledge, Rev. Charles Francis HMI 1864-1901 
Tregarthen, Rev. William Frances HMI 1864-1883 
Hadley, Rev. Augustus Vaughan HMI 1865-1867 
Thomas, Rev. D HMI 1865-1867 
Alington, Rev. Henry Giles Im 1866-1902 
Blakiston, Rev. John Richard. HMI 1866-1894 
Duport, Rev. Charles Durell HMI 1866-1901 
Johnstone, Rev. Charles Frederick Im 1866-1893 
Crabtree, Rev. Ely Wilcox HMI 1867-1874 
Pryce, Rev. Shadrach HMI 1867-1894 
Steele, Rev. George HMI 1867-1894 
Watts, Rev. Edmund-Thomas HMI 1867-1905 
Wilkinson, Rev. Frederick HMI 1867-1901 
Cornish, Rev. Frank Fortescue HMI 1868-1892 
Lomax, Rev. John BNU 1868- 
Smith, Rev. Henry HMI 1868-1898 
Wilde, Rev. Richard HNU 1868-1896 
Williams, William HMI 1868-1896 
Hughes, Rev. Henry HMI 1869-1883 
Synge, Rev. Francis HMI 1869-1896 
Coward, Walter Scott IM 1870-1886 
Chief Inspector 1886-1903 
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AGENTSIINSPECTORS OF THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN SCHOOL SOCIETY 
1826-1884 
Agent/Inspector Approximate dates 
of Employment 
Main area of 
Employment 
Capt. W Bromley 
J Hull 
Lieut. J Fabian 
H Althans 
J Cornwell 
GW Perry 
EH Duval 
Rev. JH Dobney 
FW Driver 
J Watson 
J Barton 
CT Smith 
Rev. EDJ Wilks 
Rev. T Burditt 
GREhn 
Rev. H Madgin 
Rev. WR Baxter 
CT Vardy 
Dr W Davis 
Rev_ W Milne 
E Salter 
Rev. J Phillips 
Rev. W Roberts 
Rev. D Williams 
Rev. Owen 
TDBall 
Rev. P Colborne 
CW Croad 
W Ray 
JH Reed 
G Selden 
JT Treleaven 
R Saunders 
1826-1827 
1827-1832 
1830-1842 
1831-1854 
1835-1837* 
1837? 
1840-1845 
1840-1843 
1840-1846 
1841-1855 
1843? 
1845*-1852 
1845-1856* 
1846-1849 
1847? -1850? 
1850-1855 
1854-1864: 1872: 1873 
1857-1864 
1857-1864: 1872: 1873: 1882 
1857-1868 
1864-1870 
1844-1864 
1854-1864 
1863-1872* 
1869-1878 
1873-1884 
1872-1884 
1872-1884 
1873-1884 
1873-1884 
1872-1878 
1882-1884 
1868*-1876 
Travelling Agent 
Southern Counties 
Travelling Agent 
Metropolitan Area 
Travelling Agent 
Eastern Counties 
Western Counties 
South Midlands 
Travelling Agent 
Yorks. & N. E 
Lancs. & N. W 
Home Counties 
Lancs. & N. W 
Eastern Counties 
Metropolitan Area 
Western Counties 
Met. area: Western Counties 
Southern Counties 
Lane. & N. W 
Eastern Counties 
Lancs. & N. W 
N. Wales 
S. Wales 
S. Wales 
N. Wales 
N. E Counties 
Eastern Counties 
East Midlands 
Home Counties 
Western Counties 
Lancs. & North Midlands 
Home Counties 
Eastern Counties & Met. area 
* Officers of he Society employed part-time on Agency work before or after the date 
indicated. 
Source : Bartle, G. F, 'Agents and Inspectors of the BFSS 1826-1870', History of 
Education Society Bulletin, No. 34,1984, p. 30. 
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List of Instructions for Diocesan Inspectors 
issued by the National Society's sub-committee 
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General Instructions for" the guidance "of Diocesan Inspectors, pre-" 
pared by the Sub-Committee on Diocesan Inspection, adopted-by; 
the General Committee, and supplied to theirLordships the several, 
Bishops in those Dioceses where they may seem to. be applicable: -' 
Ta duty of a Diocesan Inspector is one of great interest and importance. - 116, 
is the medium, of carrying the Bishop's influence, and of conveying an- assuri 
ance of the Bishop's sympathy, into every school which he visits. ' Such an, 
office requires considerable delicacy and. judgment to execute it with advantage; - 
and it is with'a"view to afford you assistance in your important labours, that. 
you are furnished with the following hidts for your guidance. "" 
The favour with which the inspection of schools under episcopal sanction. 
was generally regarded in those dioceses where the experiment was made four- 
teen years ago by the National Society, and the increasing popularity and: 
acknowledged usefulness of Diocesan Inspection during the last few years;. 
afford ground, to expect that you will usually find clergymen. and school, 
managers ready to avail: themselves of your services in the inspection of their; 
schools. At the'same time you should be careful in assuring them that you- 
desire to claim no control over them beyond that which they are disposed tos 
admit, and to regard as conductive to the advancemea of their pupils. in"re- 
ligious and secular knowledge and in moral discipline. 
Your first duty will be to ascertain the actual state of each school. by per-: 
sonal examination, aided by the explanations of the local managers. In the. 
performance of this duty you will derive material assistance from the forms, 
which are furnished by the National Society. These forms have been drawn: 
up with great care; they have undergone frequent revision, and they have. 
now stood the test of use for some years in more than one diocese. In pro=, 
portion, moreover, to the degree in which the managers of different schools, 
adopt one plan of instruction for the same period, will be your power of com- 
paring with facility and accuracy the relative progress made in. the various, 
schools. 
As the chief end proposed Is, to see that the children are learning that 
which is ostensibly taught to them, the first object of the Inspector will be to 
ascertain whether the children do, or do not, understand what they are learn- 
ing; and the best method of accomplishing this is, to encourage the teacher, 
if he be disposed, to instruct the children in. the presence of the Inspector, who, by asking a few questions as the-lesson goes on, may easily acquire the, know. 
ledge he desires. Your particular'attention is invited to the importance o( 
carefully examining the lower classes In every school; since it is a most valu- 
able maxim in itself, as It was also a favourite saying of the honoured founder 
of. our National system, Dr. Bell, that - the character of a schoobnaster is but 
ascertained by the order and the aptneu to learn prevailing in the. lowest 'classes 
in the school.. 
. j" 
''. '".. "" .., s;,;, ",; . 
'3 : 'fl" 
Another of your duties, more delicate than the first, will be to draw the 
attention of managers to those points in respect of which their school is, in 
your judgment, capable of improvement. 
With reference to the arrangement of the time, it is desirable that you 
carefully examine the time-tables; and you may find it useful to obtain copies 
of time-tables adopted in schools of good reputation, for the purpose of recom- 
mending any changes which you may see occasion to suggest on this subject. 
In conducting the examination of the schools on religious subjects, whether 
in the Church Catechism or in the Holy Scriptures, you will do well always 
to invite the assistance of the parochial clergyman, giving him the option of 
undertaking any portion of it which he pleases in your presence. 
In respect of religious knowledge it is hoped that you will usually find the 
children familiar at least with the words of the Church Catechism, and that 
in most schools a considerable portion of the upper classes will be able to 
render an intelligent account of its contents. With reference to the religious 
Instruction in the lower classes of the school, it may be useful to remind school- 
masters of those parts of the Catechism to which the Church " chiefly" directs 
attention, viz. the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments. 
By the directions at the end of the Baptismal Service she evidently regards 
acquaintance with these as a necessary preliminary to a "farther instruction" 
in the remaining portions of that formulary. By attending to this direction 
the younger children will be made to understand the more simple and practi- 
cal portions of that excellent formulary, before they enter upon the study of 
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the deeper and more difficult; and they will be spared the discouragement of 
having their memories loaded with forms of words to which they can attach 
little meaning. 
You cannot lay too much stress on a familiar acquaintance with the Scrip- 
ture History. Children of a very tender age may be led by oral teaching to 
take an interest in the story of our Blessed Lord, and even to retain in their 
memory a connected account of His labours of love, and of His death and 
resurrection. As they rise in the school you will of course expect a general 
acquaintance with the whole of the Bible History, which may be acquired 
from abridgments. It is, however, particularly important that there should 
always be combined with the use of these the study of successive portions of 
the Scripture itself with minute care and accuracy; and that you should 
specially inquire how far they have been accustomed to draw practical infer- 
ences from the facts of Scripture History in which they have been instructed. 
In secular instruction your chief attention should be directed to three points: 
1. Reading with distinct articulation, accuracy, proper emphasis, and 
fluency. In proportion as excellence in these points is attained, children will 
take delight In exercising this accomplishment at home, and convert it into a 
source of pleasure and improvement to other members of their families. 
2. In addition to accuracy in ciphering, be careful to recommend that It be 
turned to a practical use, viz. that every child be taught at the earliest possible 
period to make out an account. Where children remain long enough at school. 
to advance far in arithmetic, they should be instructed in book-keeping, men- 
suration, or navigation, as most likely to benefit them in after-life. 
3. In writing, be pleased to advise that they be much exercised in writing 
from dictation and from memory, that so they may gradually acquire the 
power and the habit of arranging their thoughts and of committing them to 
paper. Considering also the changes of residency which are continually taking 
place In this commercial country, and especially in this age of emigration, it 
is our duty to- provide that every child who has passed through our schools 
shall experience no difficulty; in, communicating with his relatives or others by 
letter. 
Above all, be critically observant of the moral discipline of the school, and 
the demeanour of the scholars. A meek spirit of cheerful and prompt obe" 
dience is a more graceful ornament, is more precious treasure than a sharp wit. 
A gentle and modest carriage, with moderate attainments, is to be greatly pre- 
ferred to a far higher standard of. intellectual cultivation, in the absence of that 
best evidence of religious training. 
Finally, may you commence your work with such earnest prayer for the 
help of God as shall secure you His blessing; and In prosecuting It may you: 
exhibit such a spirit of kindness towards the children, who are the lambs of 
Christ's flock, as shall win their affection towards yourself and towards the 
Church which sends you forth ; and at the same. time express to them the 
earnest desire felt by their Bishop to promote their temporal and eternal w"el- fare. 
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Appendix 7 
Forms used by Diocesan Inspectors 
Form A Managers or Mistress's Report 
Form B Inspector's Report 
Form D Inspector's Report 
Form E Summary of Inspector's Findings 
These forms have been reproduced with the kind permission of the West Sussex 
Record Office. 
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Gýiý'lC. 4ý 
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It I; PORT OF GIRLS' SCHOOL. 
MIXED 
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MANAGERS' AND MASTER OR MISTRESS'S REPORT. 
Parish or Ecclesiastical District............ ýw 
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School. to it united to National Society! j'yo To Diocesan or Local Board f 1t! / 
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School 
at which Trained. 
How long to 1'raining, and 
whether Certificated (C). 
Master ý 22 - Iý t ýj +'ý ýC Lfsc i i 
Mistress. 
How many Pupil-Teachers 1 %. 
4+. Stipendiary Monitors? Or other paid Monitors? 
Length. 
Dimensions fS hoo 
Breadth. ý'rentcst 
Is there a Play-ground T ; J? '? 
. room! ........ 
ýý 
-"-'ý 
ýs 
- 4 Teacher's Residence? 
(lass-room 
............. 
Nquber of Children ....,,. 
U yearn and 7w '1 lU tu IY 1S 14 an , low 
nclusiee. 
l-u 
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11 /(L 111 I Il IBOB 
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-_ - ---i--- 
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ß . 
ýO It k.. ý? /tÄC. "- { ý+/ 
3a 
I 
G Gt G. 
Is the School opened and closed with Prayer ! OG/ 
Is there a Register of the date of Admissions ?/ Of the date of leaving t 
Of Daily Attendance? Of Corporal Punishments I 
Is the School regularly visited t &C. / And by whom t ýe ft. `s 
Is there a Library to which the Children have access? *-' Is there any Clothing Club for the Children? fva, 
A. there any, and what. Industrial Occupations? s 
ý-ý 
ýssr 
Is there any Evening Adult School! Za.! / By whom taught? 
- 
Are any, and what, means used to keep up a con- I 
ntxion with the Children after they have jell 
74ý 
School I and how do they succeed? ............ 
ANNUM. INOONE. ANNUAL EXPENDZTVRE. 
To ýWe ýa, it ý to Twrºw. Tý From From From other 
f School 
I 
Tout.. 
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(Signed) The day of 1SS. lý 
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Manager, or ja { 
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It is suggested that, ºs the Answers to tbs Questions to this raper to sot very very esd trove year fA 7w, it 
will be sold le. t it this 
7eper1A) be sat to tack school tape In every three fears. The Tores st Abtrat wsrr. 410) 
dorrerrondo to this Parer : A1. 
Source: West Sussex Record Office, EPI/47/8/1. 
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I 
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--I 
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................. 
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----- 
.-- 
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................. c. __I_- -i-- "'- 
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", Easy Books ................... ý{ 
I 
!_`I_ý. 
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Books of greater difficulty ........ 
ee° On Slates only ................ 
AIL. ý1 
In Copy-Books ................. 
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Ü 
{tI 
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, -I I_ '_ ` !)(- 
º. S Simple Rules ................. 
( vN` 
. 10 
03 
Compound Rules ............... 
Higher Rules ............ -.... 
-- --I- 4 'S Secular History ............... 
ö Church History ............... 
1 ýE Geography ................... 
-Map-Drawing 
Grammar 
...................... 
ýý I I_ I__I 
11 
a : From Notes ................... I Needlework (1), or other Lndu. trval t 
~vork ) ................ 
2 
tor. the Children taught to repeat Private Prayers? 
4' Portions of Scripturet /v IiymnsI 
T 
tAre the Children instructed in Geometry? Mensuration I Algebra! 
*Are the Girls taught to mend or make Clothes? *To cut out Clothes I 
*Order t !4 'Intelligence t 
2. " And cleanliness of Children L9 
$Supply of Books and Apparatus tB 
"Is the Time-Table well arranged! `la-ý - Are the Registers duly kept- 
"Are the School Premises and Fences in good repair' llt-Y. 
GENERAL REMARKS. 
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Source: West Sussex Record Office, EPI/47/8/1. 
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Source: West Sussex Record Office, EPI/47/8/1. 
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List of Exeter Diocesan Inspectors with their Districts 1843 
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Exeter Diocesan Inspectors with their Districts 1843 
Name District 
Rev. JM Charter 
Rev. M Munchy Barnstaple 
The Archdeacon Barnes 
The Dean of Exeter 
Rev. JT Toye 
Rev. EL Harington 
Rev. W Powley 
Exeter 
A Kelly esq. 
Rev. D Alexander Holsworthy 
AHD Acland esq. 
Rev. J Dornford Honiton 
The Hon. GM Fortescue 
ST Rekewich esq. Liskeard 
Rev. R Scott 
W. Cowlard Ockhampton 
Rev. N Oxenham. 
Rev. RH Fortescue Plymouth 
Reu.. V. FiSharslake- South. Molton 
Rev. H Woolcombe 
Rev. HC Hammick Travistock 
Lord Courtenay MP Teiynmouth 
WM Praed esq. and 
Rev. J Meseley Newton 
ST Slekevich esq. 
Rev. Hind Howes Trixerton 
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The Venerable Archdeacon Barnes 
Rev. S Nosworthy 
Rev. J Guard 
Rev. JP Coffin 
Torrington 
The Hon. and Rev. Lord H Kerr 
The Venerable Archdeacon Fraude 
Rev. HF Lyte 
Totner 
Source; York Diocesan Annual Report 1843. 
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